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FOREWORD 
This report presents the results of nine-month Improved Guid-
ance Har di,;are Study for t he Scout Launch Vehicle . It includes a 
survey of inertial measurement units and computers, closed-loop 
trajectory error analysis results, open-loop perturbation analysis 
results, lunar mission analysis results, and a preliminary sizing 
of a fourth-stage reaction control system and an orbital correction 
system for the Scout launch vehicle. As a result of this effort, 
a reference guidance system configuration was selected and detailed 
fo r furt her analysis. 
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IMPROVED GUIDANCE HARDWARE STUDY FOR THE 
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
By Roger T. Schappell, Michael L. Salis, Ray Mueller, 
Lloyd E. Best, Dr. Albert J. Bradt, Robert Harrison, 
and John H. Burrell 
Martin Marietta Corporation 
SUMMARY 
This report doc uments the r e sults of t he Irrrpr o ed Guida:ace HardhJare Study for 
l,z ·uout law1clt ehicle , Contract NASl - 10504 . 
The Scout la unch vehicle r eq uireme nts, constraints, and goals are summarized. 
They are based on the Sco ut D configuration , which consists of t h e Algol III 
firs t s t age , Cas t or II second stage, Antares II third stage without the existing 
g uidan ce hardware, and the fo urt h stage consisting of the FW-4S motor, t he im-
proved guidance s ystem, t he r eaction control system (RCS), and the required tele-
me try sys tem and batteries . 
Ninety - eight gimbaled a nd strapdown guidance s ys tems were investigated for 
possib l e app l ication to the Scou t veh icle. This included inertial platf orms and 
attitude reference units. Also the nine p roposed Viking ARUs, I MUs, and VRUs 
were conside r ed and a r e s ummari zed. As a result of t h is evaluation, 8 systems 
we r e selected for further evaluation and are summarized in matrix format and in-
dividual ly. (See section en titled Guidance Hardware Survey and Candidate Selection .) 
As a function of performance , cost, risk, and weight, t hree systems were selected 
for further evaluation a nd t heir relative merits are discussed. The y consist of 
the st rap down DIGS, the g imbale d KT-70 missile s ystem, and the LN-30 navigation 
system. Due to the emphasis on cost and weight savings, the KT-70 missile system 
was sele cted as t he reference guidance platform for t he i mp roved Scout configura-
t ion. 
Of 100 computers surveyed, 35 were selected for fu r t h er e va l ua t ion. A com-
pu t er si zing effo rt was then initiated for contro lling the reference closed- loop 
guidance and con trol configuration. As a result of t his sizing effort, several 
computers were selected as candidates for integration with t he re fe rence guidance 
pla tforms. It should be noted t hat since t h e guidance and control logic h as not 
been designed, t he computer sizing results represent wo r st case requi rements, but 
do not constitute the final comp uter requirements. 
The fourth-stage reaction control system has been sized for three types of 
fuel -- hydrazine, hydrogen peroxide, and nitrogen. The t orque disturbances were 
calculated and the thrust levels were established for a bilevel s y stem resulting 
in a 26-pound hydrazine reaction control system, a 27 - pound hydrogen peroxide sys-
tem, or a 42-pound nitrogen system. Through subsequen t weigh t tradeoffs, a 
20-pound hydrogen peroxide bilevel system was ultimately selected. An orbital 
correction system requiring 4.3 extra pounds was also sized using t he RCS je ts 
to add or subtract velocity after fourth-stage burn. This sizing was based on 
providing a l o post-boost velocity ve rnier capabili ty of 53 fps for a 322- pound 
fourth stage. The total RCS weight required for attitude stabilization and 
postboost velocity correction is therefore 24.3 pounds. 
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Four Martin Marietta simulation programs were used for error analysis studies: 
1) The trajectory error analysis program (TEAP) was checked out for both 
gimbaled and strapdown systems, and was mo d ified to a ccept t h e NASA-
furnished Scout trajectory data. Both gimbaled and strapd own inertial 
systems as well as attitude reference s ystems have been fl own for 
hardware performance evaluation. The s elected hardware resulted i n 
l o dispersions on the order of 16 fps and 450 0 - foot positi on uncer-
tainties. These errors are due to guidance h ardware only ; 
2) The simulated trajectory error analysis program ( STEAP) was used to 
target five lunar trajecto ries and to calculate t he 6V maneuver s for 
midcourse and lunar orbit insertion. The r esu lts indicate that , 
based on the assumptions in the section entitled Lunar f1iss ion Anal -
ysis, the Scout vehicle is potencially capable o f placing 80% of its 
payload weight after translunar injection i n to lunar orbit; 
3) The UD213 trajectory simulation pr ogram, a point mass, 3-degree-of -
f reedom program, was used to run perturbation analysis for t he open-
loop attitude-stabilized Scout vehicle. The results o f this simula-
tion indicate that the spin- stabilized fourth - stage tipoff err o~s are 
the primary source of mission error for open- loop guidance. By using 
a 3-axis rate package mounted on a n onspinning fourth stage, t he e r-
rors will be r educed by a f actor greater than 2; 
4) An isoprobability contouring program written for t his s tudy vns im-
plemented on the 1130 computer with a Cal Comp plotter. These iso -
probabili ty contours show the distr ibution of pos sible combination s 
of apogee/perigee deviations consistent with a spe cified proLability 
value . Confidence regions were t h us contoured fo-r each candidate 
guidance s ystem for the present Scout configu ration, £Jr t h e gy::-o -
attitude··stabilized fourth-stage con fi gurat ::_on, and foL· t he clos2d-
loop guidance configuration. When s 1..:perimpos ed , as shown in f i gur~ 
1, it is apparent t hat t h e closed-loop guidance configu ra tion is O?-
timum from t he perfo rmance point of view. 
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Based on the results of this study, Martin Marietta recommends t hat : 
1) State- of-the-art guidance and control technology be applied to the 
Scout launch vehicle. Thi s would result in a significant improvement 
in performance and mission flexibility. Available miniature guidance 
hardware can be adapted to t he Scout vehicle as shown in this report; 
2) A form of closed- loop guidance be implemented in t he fourth stage, 
along wi t h a hot gas attitude control system with a postboost veloc-
ity correction capability ; 
3) Several other areas be studied prior to hardware implementation , 
a) Investigat i ng future mission requirements for t he next 10 years, 
b) Selecting a guidance and control logic for Scout, 
c) Investigat i ng r edundancy and reliability r eq uirements, 
d) Investiga ting the relative me rits of a digital autopilot fo r 
Scout, 
e) Conducting a detailed computer timing and sizing study , 
f) Investigating ground support electronics requLrements, 
g) Preparing an IMU and computer RFQ, 
h) Ultimately performing a guidance hardware laboratory evalua tion. 
An approach for achieving improved guidance for Scout is swmnarized in the 
Gui dance Integration Pr ogram Summary section. Although guidance logic selection 
was beyond the scope of this study, the considerations and tradeoffs are dis -
cussed in the Guidance So f tware section of this report. 
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INTRODUCTIOI~ 
The primary objective of this study was to investiga-te the use of improved 
guidance and control hardware in the Scout l auncn vehicle that would provide 
improved performance and future growth. This was accomplished through hardware 
surveys, computer simulation, and numerous technical discussions with NASA, 
LTV- MSD, and the inertial components manufacturers. 
This report contains the results of a multitude of surveys, sizing, and 
analysis tasks performed in the evaluation of improved guidance for the Scout 
launch vehicle. To aid in gaining a better understanding of the report con tent 
and to place the various tasks in perspective, a summary of the sequential sec -
tions follows. 
The Surrmary section summarizes the results of the individual tasks and in -
cludes the study recommendations. 
As a point of reference, this Introduction describes the current Scout 
launch vehicle and its open-loop guidance system. This is followed by a sum-
mary of the study approach and ultimate goals. 
The Scout Launch Vehicle r:haracter>istics and Constraints section establishes 
t he vehicle physical and environmental cha racteristics and guidance system con-
straints as provided by NASA and based on the current Scout vehicle . 
The next section, Guidance HardJ.Jare Survey and Candidate Selection summarizes 
the candidate guidance hardware considered in this study. The physical and per-
formance characteristics are tabulated and the selection rationale is presented. 
The Computer Sizing Survey and Selection section 
tionale for establishing the computer requirements. 
vey are given and a candidate selection is presented 
requirements. 
provides the data and ra-
The results of a market sur-
based on the established 
The Instrwnentation System section summarizes the preliminary characteris-
tics of a new PCM instrumentation system for Scout. 
Since the present Scout vehicle employs spin stabilization for the fourth 
stage, a new control system is required. The next two sections, Reaction Con-
trol System Sizing and Orbital Correction System, consist of sizing analysis of 
a control system for fourth-stage attitude control and for postboost orbital 
correction capability. 
The three analysis sections present error analysis results for (1) a closed-
loop evaluation of the candidate guidance system errors, (2) mission errors as-
sociated with an open-loop guidance approach (present Scout as well as an im-
proved version featuring an attitutde reference package on a nonspinning fourth 
stage), and (3) analytical results of a deep-space error analysis describing the 
lunar mission capabilities of an improved Scout vehicle in terns of the trajec-
tories involved, targeting that can be achieved, and additional fuel required. 
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These s ections consist of the Closed-Loop Error Ana.lysis, Open-Loop Error Ana.l -
ysis, and Lunar Missi on Anal sis . 
The next sec tion s ummarizes the Recorronended Gui dance and Contro l System . 
Although guida .. c<= l ogic design was beyond the scope of this study, the Guidance 
So b~a,.~e section c i s cu~se3 gui dance logic considerations and tradeoffs to be 
cons id ered i n subse quen t studies. This section includes a discussion of system 
r equirements, t he guidance concepts and logic that require analysis, and a sum-
~ar y of pre s ent closed-loop guidance techniques. 
Hav i ng selected a re f erence configuration, the system modifications , along 
wi t h a preli i nery in ter f a ing definition , are outlined in the Guidance Hard-
ware/Scout Ve hic le I nterfacing section. 
The nex t t wo sections i nclude a definitive Guidance Integration Program Sum-
mary that consists of an overall plan for arriving at improved guidance for 
Scout. This is fol l owed by the study Recorronendations section. 
The first four appendixes include a detailed description of the computer 
simula t ion programs used in the performance of this study. Appendix E pres ents 
a cross-section survey of guidance equations for various launch vehicles. Appen-
di x F discusses a centralized executive system as a future consideration. 
Scou t Launch Vehicle 
The Scout launch veh icle was developed by the Nationa l Aeronautics and Space 
Admin istration to provide an efficient means of boosting a payload into space on 
a planned trajectory. Scout became operational in July 1960 and has been used 
f or launching a variety of payloads , including orbital, probe, and reentry mis-
s i ons t hat encompassed inclined, equatoria l , and polar orbits. It is a four-
or five-stage solid-propellant booster system, 72 feet long with a launch weight 
of 46,000 pounds and a liftoff thrust of 141,900 pounds. The fifth stage, 
t hough not considered in this study, is used fo r highly elliptical and solar or-
bi t missions. Th e reference vehicle used in this study is the Scout D (Algol 
III/ Castor IIA/Antares II/Alair III) wi th a 34-inch-diame ter heat shield and en-
larged jet valves and fin tips. The Scout configurations are summarized in 
Table 1, with configurations B, C, D, and E in current use. The Scout vehicle 
is equipped with a prepr ogrammed open-loop guidance s ystem where each expended 
s tage separa tes on a timed sequence . The fourth stage is spin-stabilized with 
n o pr ov isions f or t hr ust terminat ion or verni er control. This is a limiting 
L ,c: t or in t e rms of performance and flexibi lity. A t wo-piece heat shield is used 
i.o protect the payload f rom high temperatures during ascent and is ejected just 
Lefore th i rd-stage ignition. 
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Launch fa cil i t ies f or Scout are presently avai l able at Wallops Island, 
Vjr ginia; Vandenb erg Air Force Base, California; and For mosa Bay, Africa. The 
l a tter launch site is located on platforms i n the Ind i an Ocean about three miles 
off the coas t of Kenya, Africa. Wallops Station is used primarily for easterly 
launches , t he Vandenberg AFB for polar and high-inclination orb ital launches, 
and the San Marco equato r ial range for l ow-inclination orbital launches . The 
launc h site coordinates used in t his study ar e : 
1) Wallops Island , Virginia - 37.8479° Nor th latitude, 
75. 4739 ° West longitude; 
2) Vandenberg Air Force Base, California - 34,6081° North latitude, 
120 . 6233° Wes t longitude ; 
3) San Marco Tower (off - sho r e , Ke nya) - 2 . 2057° South latitude, 
40 . 2128° Eas t longitude . 
TA BLE 1.- DESIG ATI ON OF SCOUT CONFIGURATIO S* 
CON FIGURATION FIRST-STAGE SECOND-STAGE THIRD-STAGE FOURTH-STAGE FIFTH-STAGE 
X Algol I Dummy Antares I None None 
X-1 Al go l I Castor I An ta res I Altair I None 
X-lA Algol I Castor I Antares I Altair I NOTS-17 
X-2 Algol I Castor I An ta res I I Altair I None 
X-2B Algol I Castor I Antares II Altair I I None 
X-2M Algol I Castor I Antares I I M-2 None 
X- 3 Algol I I Castor I Antares I I Altair I None 
X- 3A Algol I I Castor I An ta res II Altair I NO TS - 17 
X-3C X- 3A Algol I I Castor I An ta res II None None 
X-3M Algol I I Castor I An ta res I I M-2 None 
X-4 Algol I I Castor I Antares I I Altair II None 
X-4A Algol I I Castor I Antares II Altair II NOTS-17 
A Algol I I Castor II Antares II Altair I I Non e 
B Algol I I Castor I I Antares I I Altai r II I None 
C Algol II Castor II Antares I I Altair III BE-3 
D Algol II I Castor II An ta res I I Altair I II None 
E Algol I I I Castor II Antares I I Altair III BE-3 
* OTHER REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS: 
Algol I - Aerojet Senior, 33KS -120,000 Altair I - X248, XM-69, 40DS-3100 
Algol II - 45KS-100,000 Altair II - X258, XM -94 , 24DS-5850 
Altair III - FW4S, XSR-57-UT 
Cas tor I - XM33E5, XM -75, 27KS -55 ,000 
Castor II - TX35 4 NOTS-17, XM -78, NOTSl00-17, 43K-882 
Antares I - X254 , XM - 70 , 38DS -14, 000 BE-3, 9 .15-DS -5770 
Antares II - X259 , 33DS -21,540 
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LlJrrcnL -:.u iua; 1ce ~ ,._. l.-untrol System 
Since this study is concerned with improved guidance hardware for the Scout 
vehicle, the current guidance and cont ro l concept is brief ly ch-' :cri_; ej, 
The Scout launch vehicle has been flying a trajectory defined by a prepro-
grammed time/attitude profile. Since the guidance sys t em is in effect an at-
titude control system, the time/attitude profile is achleved by torquing the 
appropriate rate integrating gyros in discrete steps. The gyros are operated 
in a rate feedback loop and function as an attitude reference system. They re -
spond to vehicle rates and are also torqued in response to signals from the 
programmer. The guidance hardware is located in the third stage as shown in 
figure 2 and consists of a noncomputational three - gyro strapped-down attitude 
reference unit (IRP), a rate gyro package for sensing vehicle rates , a r el3y 
unit for power and ignition switching, an int e rvalometer to .JL"ovide preci3e 
scheduling of events during flight, a progralll!ll.er to provide voltages for tor-
quing the pitch and yaw gyros for changing vehicle orien tation in flight, and 
the associated inverter and battery power supplies. An elecLronic switching 
unit (PVE) is included for controlling the valves of t he reaction jet system 
according to the error signals received from the att itude reference un ·t. 
A proportional control system consisting of jet vanes and aerodynamic c on-
trol surfaces is used to control the vehicle during the first-stage burn. The 
jet vanes provide the major portion of the control force during the thrus t 
pulse, whereas the ae r odynamic tip controls provide all the control force ._1_._ r-
ing the coast phase following first-stage burnout. Second- and third-sta~e 
control forces are provided by hydrogen peroxide reaction jet motors. 1he 
fourth stage, including the payload, is spin-stabilized, with spinning being 
initiated approximately 6 seconds before fourth-stage ignition. 
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Study Approach and Goals 
The guidance hardware study approach was to (1) estab lish the improved 
Scout vehicle goals, (2) determine the existing vehicle constraints, (3) con -
duct a survey of guidance and control system hardware and miniature airborne 
computers, and (4) conduct a hardware evaluation by performance analysis and 
computer simulation. Although guidance logic selection was beyond t he scope of 
this study, guidance logic considerations are discussed in the section enci -~=d 
Guidance Software . A description of the simulation programs used in thi s st,.1dy 
for performance analysis can be found in Appendices A thru D. 
As a guideline, the guidance and control system goals were establi~heJ as 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Performance. - The present Scout launch vehicle is sufficiently accurate to 
perform its assigned missions. It employs a spin- stabilized fourth stage that 
makes final insertion accuracy a function of tipoff rates, total FW- 4S impulse 
deviation, unbalan ce , and othe r errors characteristic of a solid - motor spin-
stabilized vehicle, Typical performance deviations are shown in figure 3. How-
ever, to provide for future mission requirements and greater flexibility, a 
performance capability in line wi th current technology is desirable as well as 
achievable, as shown in figure 1. Therefore the following performance goals 
were established: 
1) Velocity - 12 fps, 1 a all axes; 
2) Position - 10 000 ft , 1 a all axes; 
3) Attitude - <0.5 deg, 1 a all axes at end of coast. 
It must be remembered that these accuracy numbers are goals and did not 
negate the evaluation of lower performance guidance hardware. An order of mag -
nitude improvement in Scout performance is desirable to provide for improved 
mission capab ilit y , a~ded payload life, and a higher probability of mis s ion 
success. Expanded mission capability can be achieved by l owering velocity and 
posi tion uncertainties, by providing an a tt itude - stabilized f ourth stage and 
payload , by prov iding a vernier control fo r cor rect ing velocity . e rrors after in-
sertion, and by be i ng able to orient and point the payload after cuto ff. Error 
analysis r esu lts have shown t hese go a ls t o be achievable. 
Rate capability.- The maximum rate capability is: 
1) Pitch and yaw - 10 deg/s; 
2) Roll - 30 deg/s . 
Checkout and stabilization time.- Although warmup time is not a critical 
parameter, most candidat e guidance systems will be stabilized within 20 to 60 
minutes after turn- on from ambien t . Ready time, which inc ludes warmup , align-
ment, and checkou t, may require a s much as 60 to 90 minutes . 
Calibration frequency.- Although a calibration cyc le of 90 days is a desired 
goal, the potential for cos t reduction and/or accuracy improvement with auto -
ma tic onpad prelaunch calibra tion can be significant. 
Weight .- Since the improved guidance and reaction control systems will be 
located in the fourth stage , weight must be minimized to maximize the payload 
capability . The en t ire guidance and contro l system weigh t goal is 75 pounds. 
Volume.- The availa ble volume for the guidance s ys t e m, teleme try system, 
a nd ba tteries is as shown in the E- section in figure 4 . How ever, instead of a 
c onical E- section , it will be c ylindrical with an 18 - inch diameter and a length 
o f 9 t o 12 inches. A l a yo ut of the f ourth stage with the improved g uid ance and 
t ontr o l hardware c an b e f ound in che sectio n entitled Gui dance Har dhJare/Scou t 
Veh i le Inter ac-ing. 
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SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS 
Since the Scout launch vehicle has been flying for over a decade, its per-
formance and physical characteristics for the current configuration are well 
defined. However, upon removing the current guidance and control system hard-
ware from the third stage and the spin stabilization hardware from the third 
and fourth stages, and then installing the improved guidance and control system 
hardware in the fourth stage, a number of parameters must be redefined and es-
timated. Typically, a temperature profile is required for the fourth stage 
guidance system compartment, a new vehicle weight breakdown will result provid-
ing different fourth stage inertias, prelaunch vehicle environmental character-
istics must be determined, and boost envir0nmental requirements must be de-
fined. Several of these pertinent vehicle characteristics and constraints are 
summarized in this section. These data were used in establishing a reference 
for hardware evaluation and budgetary pricing for the improved fourth stage 
guidance configuration. 
Reference Trajectories 
The following trajectories provided by NASA were used in Martin Marietta's 
trajectory error analysis programs for guidance system performance comparison 
and vehicle accuracy prediction: 
1) Circular orbit 176C, 
a) Apogee = 630 n. mi., 
b) Perigee= 580 n. mi. , 
c) Inclination = 89.9 deg; 
2) Elliptical orbit 169C, 
a) Apogee= 1742.98 n. mi., 
b) Perigee= 211.1 n. mi., 
c) Inclination 102 .6 7 deg; 
3) Injection conditions for direct lunar injection trajectory 
from San Marco, 
a) Velocity 
b) Position 
35,880 fps, 
21,535,198 ft, 
c) Eccentricity= 0.9695. 
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Pe r fo rn1dnce 
Typical performance curves fer che Scout D configuration with a 3 4 -inch -
diameter heat shield ac e shown in ~Lgure 5 . These cur 2s il.u~trate pgyl oad 
weight capability for circuldr o rb its. 
The current Scout o rbi t al injec i on deviations in alti Lu i e, velocity, and 
flightpath angle at fourth-stage bt , r(lout are shown in figu r e 3 as a f,.nc tion 
of injection altitude. These deviations can be either plus or minuc: ,nid c:hu s 
define the deviation on each side of the nominal valu -~ . One stand ard deviation 
in azimuth at injection is+ or - 0.625 degrees and i s independent of injec ti on 
altitude. 
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Cooling and Thermal Control 
Prelaunch environmental control i s p r ovided by pu r ging t he fo u r t h stage 
payload and guidance compartment (Sect i on E, figure 4) with cooled, or heated, 
o il - free air t hat ha s been filtered and dried by the launcher environmental sys -
tem. This system can supply air wi t h a maximum humidity of 20 percent . The 
heating and cooling capabili t y of t he environmental sys t em, based on a standar d 
temperature of 70°F and pressure of 14 . 7 psia, is defined by t he shaded areas 
of figure 6. These conditions apply t o the air as it is suppl ied t o the heat 
shield . 
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Si nce guidan ce sys t em warmup wi l l occu r on the launch pad , ex t e r nal power 
from the AGE power s upplies will be used during this p r elaunch period . 
Storage Life 
A stor a ge l ife of five years is required . 
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Environmental 
The following environmental requirements represent the minimum test levels 
for a system in a vehicle transition section and do not necessarily represent 
the improved guidance hardware qualification levels. 
Pressure characteriatics.- The pressure within the payload heat shield and 
therefore the guidance compartment is as shown in figure 7. 
Longitudinal Jccelerations. - The Scout acceleration profile for the fourth-
stage is shown in figure 8. Only the fourth-stage profile is shown since it 
is the most severe. These data are based on a payload of approximately 45 
pounds and represent the maximum acceleration experienced throughout the flight. 
Fig•" - - shows the effects of various payload weights. 
Shoe~.- The shock requirement for the payload which is located directly 
above the guidance compartment , is three half-sine pulses of 30 g peak ampli-
tude and 7 to 13 milliseconds total duration. This represents the input to the 
supporting structure where the guidance hardware will be located. 
Vibration.- The required vibration test levels are ,shown in figures 10, 11, 
and 12. These are system operating test levels and apply at the interface of 
the forward shoulder of the fourth-stage motor, which is where the guidance 
hardware will be located. The sinusoidal vibration tests and the required 
levels are as follows: 
1) Qualification test - Apply one sweep in each of three axes at a 
logarithmic sweep rate not greater than 2 octaves per minute; 
2) Flight acceptance test - Apply one sweep in each of three axes at 
a logarithmic sweep rate not greater than 4 octaves per minute. 
The random vibration test and the required levels are as follows: 
1) Qualificat i on test - Apply gaussian. random in each of three axes 
for 2 minutes; 
2) Flight acceptance test - Apply gaussian rcmdom in each of three 
axes for one minute. 
Temperature environment.- The temperature environment will be based on the 
curves shown in figures 13, 14, and 15. These curves represent time-varying 
temperature extremes at the indicated points in the fo urth stage. The guidance 
hardware will be located just forward of station 49 sl,cwn in figure 14. The 
t ypical external temperature curves of th e fourth - stoge motor due to motor oper-
ation are shown in f::.gure 15, and represent FW- 4S t c r:ifJ (~ratures on the forward 
dome, motor case middle, and aft motor c:ase from time of ignition to 700 sec:: -
onds. Th ese curves represent case radial locations where the most severe heat-
ing occurs. 
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Wind Restrictions 
Wind restrictions imposed on the Scout launch vehicle consist of surface 
winds during raising and launching the vehicle, winds at 9 000 to 12 000-foot 
altitudes based on control authority limitations, and winds from 27 000 to 
45 000 feet based on maximum allow ab le bending moments. The maximum allow ab le 
levels for erection and launch are 43.5 and 35 knots respectively. 
Flight Time 
A nominal flight time of 760 seconds of boost and 45 minutes of coast was 
used in this study. Degraded performance during coast due to thermal conditionE 
was considered and will ultimately be a function of payload requirements. 
Applicable Documents 
The following documents were used to establish a reference for budgetary 
pricing. 
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Specifications.-
Military: 
MIL-P-116E(3) 
18 August 1967 
MIL-E-4158C(2) 
9 July 1964 
MIL-I- 6181D 
1 June 1962 
MIL-P-7936A Chg 1 
7 March 1966 
MIL-D-70327(2) 
2 7 March 1962 
Preservation, Methods of 
Electronic Equipment, Ground, General 
Requirements for 
Interference Control Requirements 
Parts and Equipment, Aeronautical, 
Preparation for Delivery for 
Drawings, Engineering, and Associated 
Lists 
,~ 
Standards: 
MIL- STD- 129D 
28 December 1964 
MIL-STD-130B C/ 1 
7 February 19 6 4 
MIL- STD-1 43A 
14 May 1963 
MS33586A 
16 December 1958 
Publications : 
NASA : 
1 PC 200- 4 
August 1964 
Ma r king for Shipment and Storage 
Identification Marking of U.S. Military 
Property 
Specification and Standards, Order of 
Procedure for Selection of 
Me tals, Definition of Dissimilar 
Hand-Soldering of Electrical Connections, 
Quality Requirements for 
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GUIDANCE HARDWARE SU RVEY ANO SELECTION 
This section summarizes the results o f the inerti2.l hardware 
provides the rationale for selecting a reference conf i gura t ion . 
of inertial hardware were considered and include the fo llowing: 
s urvey and 
Th ree categories 
1) Inertial measurement units (IMUs) were surveyed f or use in a closed -
loop guidance configuration; 
2) Attitude reference units (ARU) were surveyed f or use in an open- loop 
guidance scheme similar in concept to the present Scout guidance s ys -
tem with the exception that this hardware would be located in t he 
fourth stage of Scout, along with a reaction control system as opp osed 
to spin stabilization; 
3) Developmental systems, i.e., next- generation guidance hardware is sum-
marized for information only. It should also be noted that for com-
pleteness, the candidate Viking inertial hardware is included. 
IMUs, as discussed in this report, are differentiated from ARUs by the fa c t 
that they are capable of providing v elocity data as well as attitude data, whereas 
ARUs provide attitude data only . Also, when discussing t he generic t ype of IMUs, 
platform will be used throughout to denote gimbaled s ystems in contrast to strap-
down systems. 
Approach 
This effort was initiated by first preparing an I MU questionnaire with approx -
imately 150 data requirements. This was then transmitted to the inertial hardware 
manufacturers for them to summarize, in a consistent format, the characteristics 
of their Scout~applicable candidate IMUs. The next step was to contact these manu-
facturers and discuss t he applicability and projected modifications of their hard -
ware for the Scout booster. As a result of this study and previous studies, a 
library containing data on 135 inertial systems has been established at t he Mar tin 
Marietta Corporat ion. This is part of a guidance system, airborne computer, and 
inertial components data bank containing detailed data concerning all current and 
next-generation guidance hardware technology . The evalua tion an d final s e l ec-
tion was based on t he lowest estimated cost, minimum modi f i cations and r i sk , 
minimum weigh t and power, and performance. 
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In perfor ing t hi s st a te- of - the- art survey of guic..lance syst em lwrd1.are , a num-
ber of items were co nsidered . The following are common to al l subsyst ems : 
1) Cost; 10) fl exibilit y ; 
2) Weight ; 11) Development status; 
3) Power; 12) Interface r equirements : 
4) ize; 13) Manufacture r's previous per r or m;incc ; 
5) Cooling requir ements; 14) Requ ir ecJ ground support c>q1 1 i jl lllC ll t; 
6) Technical ris k; 15) Storage r eq uir emen t s ; 
7) Reliabil i ty; lG) Shelf lif c ; 
8) Growth potential; 17) Qua ] if i cati on histor y ; 
9) Limitations; 18) Checkout . 
The criteria peculiar to inertial measuring units a r e : 
1) Acc uracy; 2) Calibration; 3) Initial ,1] ignmen t 
All of t hese items are significant in choosing an n a nd we re used in the 
tradeoff and cost analyses . Further more , t est data from prod11c tion p1~o g rams and 
test reports from organizations such as Holloman AFB , JPL, NASA , e l c , we r e fac -
tored into the evaluation to assess the actual P!U performance capab i 1 i ty . llo t li 
I and inertial component data were r eviewed . 
Ground rules. - The ground rules and gu idelines us ed in t lw selec tion o r c;md i -
date guidance hardware for the Scout launc h vehicle a r e a s f ollows : 
1) 1971 state- of - the- art hardware; 
2) Estab l ished production base prefer r ed ; 
3) o inertial component (gyro and acc e l e rome ter) develo pment; 
4) Minimum platform and computer modifications; 
5) Fl ight operating time - 760 seconds du ring boost and 45 - minut c coast 
phase (maximum); 
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6) Weight goal for c ,mplete guidance system - 50 pounds; 
7) Vo lume goal - must fit within 18-inch-diameter cylinder, 9 to 12 
inches long; 
8) Calibration cycle - 90 days or longer preferred; 
9) Location - in nonspinning fourth stage; 
10) Linear acceleration capability - 30 g along vehicle thrust axis; 
11) Aximuth alignment - <60 arc- seconds; 
12) Vertical alignment - self-leveling; 
13) Accuracy at burnout (I1U errors), 
a) Velocity - 12 fps, l o all axes, 
b) Position - 10,000 ft, l o all axes, 
c) Attitude - <0.5°, l o all axes; 
14) Storage Life - five years minimum; 
15) Rel iability - 1500 hr MTBF 
Strapdown Versus Gimbaled 
A major consideration when attempting to select an inertial system is strap-
down versus gimbaled and the candidate IMUs include gimbaled, strapdown, and 
floated sphere-type systems. Each type of system has certain advantages and dis ·-
advantages ; however, it appears that the more significant inertial sensor limit-
ations app ly to strapdm,m systems. The floated sphere s ystem is operationally a 
g imbaled system. A short discussion of the advantages, disadvant ages, and prob -
lem areas associated with the two types of systems follows. 
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Strapclom Advantages .- Tile important a<lvantages of a strap<lown system are : 
L) A s trap<lown L:-IU gc11<2rally provi<les the potential for the lowest 
ove r all weigliL , size, .:rnJ l1i gl1c r reliab ili t y ; 
2) ,\ slr:.1pdmm L~\U is murl.! flex ible in packaging; 
:J) , slr:1pd,i1.J1\ L'I may cJi111inatc t lic r eq uirement f or a s epa r ate con trol 
sy,; l•'lll r ;1 tL' gy r u pad:.agL' . 
Straµclm·m lJisacJvantages.- TilL' ncgnLivL' aspec ts of a strap<lown system are 
g,'ilL' Lll Ly c-ons i dl.! r <..!d Lo be : 
1) lncrcns e<l computa l· on requirements ; 
2) Cyro sea I e fac to1- 1.• rr urs become important due to the angular rate en-
vironment ; 
·i) ,\ ngular vib ratio n e f fec ts on the sensor loop dynamics; 
4) Cot>r<linate transformation comput a tional errors ; 
'.i ) l'reJ aunch cal ibration and alignment; 
6) Inert iaJ senso r in f light per fo rmance . 
Compu ter requirements and errors.- The computational errors in 1) and 4) 
presen t no ba si c I imitations since the present state of the art for digital com-
put e rs pe rmits sufficient computat i on complexity, repetition rates, and word length 
t o ma intain com putation e rro rs below any required level. 
Gyro scale factor.- This critical problem is due to the fact that strap-
<lown gy r os must measure the tota l angular environment , whereas platform gyros a re 
us t><l a s null :;ensors. 
Ca libration.- !'relaunch calibration is not practical with a strapdown sys-
tem because tile sensors cannot be calibrated via gimbal rotation as with a plat -
fo rm. ·rh e r e f o r e , strapdo~n gyros must demonstrate better long-term stability 
t ha n the e 11uivalcnt p.Latform gyros. 
Aliqnment,- Preflight alignment of a strapdown system is technically more 
diffic1ilt , The gyrus must computationally remove t he effects of vehicle sway 
(ung11lar rotation) in wind gusts a nd dynamically determine the time-varying orien-
Lation of the accelerometer triad with respect to vertical . Gy rocompass azimuth 
al ignrn ...:11t is likew i se difficult and high a cc uracy is difficult because on -pad 
cuJibration of the gyrus is not feasihle. 
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Examples of strapdown hardware diff~culties. - The basic hardware problems 
associated wi t h a strapdown s ys tem 2rL: cc f ::-:)m t he f=tc t t hat the gyro portion of a 
strapdown system is an angula r rate se:-,sin<:; dev · ce and, as such, is sub j ect ed t o 
the actual missile body races. TPese ~at~s, o r noises, may be caused h y wind 
gusts, autopilot corrections, anisoelastic torques due to vib r ations , step inpu t 
commands, etc, and consequently may ha•,e extremely high ins t ant an eous values. 
This high instantaneous rate environme:. t dictates wide dynamic ranges in the gyr o 
torque to balance loops to prevent sa t~ration on the peak value and eventual loss 
of rate information. 
Since the time integral of missile angular rate is requir ed to yie l d accel-
erometer orientation, integrators are provided to determine the missi le , and hence, 
accelerometer orientation. The resolution of ang ular orientation is essentially 
the same as for a gimbaled platform, even though this resolut i on must be obtained 
in a high-rate (noise) environment. 
A high gyro torquer rate capability i 3 an absolute requirement of a strap-
down system. To achieve this rate capability, strong magnetic fields or low- H 
(angular momentum) wheels or a combination of both are required. Low- H wheels are 
generally associated with r e latively high _valu~s of restriant, restraint instabil-
ities, and g-sensitive coefficients and these characteristics are independent of 
the type of gyro incorporated in the system. Another type of hardware problem 
occurs when single-degree-of-freedom floated ball bearing gyros t ha t have low- H 
wheels are used. This type of problem appears as noise generated inside the closed 
loop, and are modulations of the output axis caused by rotor imbalance (a t funda-
mental wheel speed frequency), ballbearing retainer modula tions (approximately 
11/16 of the fundamental), and beat frequenci e s between the ret a i ners (usually a 
fraction of a cycle per second). These gyro characteristics are also found in a 
gimbaled platform, though to a lesser extent. 
Any noise, whether applied to the closed loop as a forcing function or 
generated internally within the loop (as is the case of ou tput axis modulations), 
subtracts from the dynamic range of a torque-to-balance loop. 
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Gimbaled platform advantages. - The advantages of the g i mbaled system a re: 
1) The gimbal sys tem isolates the inertial sensors from vehicle rates 
(benign environmen t ); 
2) Less system computation is requi r ed; 
3) On-pad calibration of gyro and accelerometer coefficients is possible 
to eliminate day-to - day and on-off instabilit ies ; 
4) The function of platform gimbals is to isola te the inertial sensors 
from vehicle body rates -- in fact, the sensors a re afforded a near-
ideal environment of being nonrotating in inertial space. 
Gimbaled platfo1m disadvantages. - The gimbaled s ystem disadvan tages include : 
1) Greater complexity requires gimbals, servoloops, angle transducers , 
and a fourth redundant gimbal for all at titude systems; 
2) Re quires h igher weight, larger size, more power; 
3) Results in lower reliability because of increased parts co unt . 
Gimbaled platform hardware difficu l ties. - Th e gimbaled platforms ha ve e rr o r 
sources not f ound in strapdown systems. One t ype of e rro r is caus ed by t l1e 
gimbal servoloops. Po sition and following c onstants allow considerable platfo r m 
hangoff during h igh acceleration because of gimbal i mbalance and vib ration ( r ec ti -
fication torques ) . 
Ano t her error source is platform heading sensitiv ity (appa r en t bias and 
scale factor shifts as a function of plat fo r m azimut h to case a ngle) . Seve ral 
mechanisms can cause t h is sensitivity : 
1) Temperature gradients; 
2) Magnetic sens i tiv ity of t he ine rtial s enso r s and t he ir prox i mity t o 
wound components; 
3) Rectification of s yn ch r onous v ibrations applied t o t 1e platform 
through t he gimbal t o r quers . lnis r efe r s to vib r at i ons of the same 
f re quency as t he gy r o wheel speed . Diffe r e nces in loop gains and 
gimbal trans missibili ties a t t he gy r o 1,1heel speed ca use t hi s sensi -
tivity, e.g . , g effec t. Although these e rrors exist in a gi mba l ed 
plat fo r m, t hey can be r educed t o an acceptable l evel . 
The two - degree - of- freedom , d r y , flex pivot gy r o a l so has unJesirable 
characteristics. By t he nature of cons truc tion , ci1e p icko ffs a r e modulated by 
wheel rotation, torque - magnet anomalies, and the oto r' s r o t ating magne ti c vec-
tor. This vector is usually phase sensitive with r e spec t t o the torque r ma gn e t 
and thereby causes wheel on- off bias shifts. Adequate s h ielding , balancing , e t c , 
are required . These undesirable mod ulations also c ause an appreciable re cl uc ti on 
in dynamic range. In some cases it is necessary to inco r po rate e xotic fi lte ring 
to r educe t h ese modulations to an acceptable l e vel . 
In essence, t he re are obvious advantages fo r both HIU approaches ; how-
ever , both gimbaled and strapdown s ys t ems appea r to be adaptable to t he Sco ut 
boos t e r . A discussion of each of t he candidate I MUs follows . 
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Inertial Measurement Units 
Many types of inertial measurement un i ts (11Us) are in various stages of dev-
elopment. The Martin Marietta Corporation has cunducted a continuous effort to 
evaluate these IMUs for the full range of applications -- ICBM, short-range bal-
listic missile, tactical aircraft, navigation , ballistic reentry, land navigation, 
pla:ic tary reentry, and interplanetary navigation . Therefore the IMUs evaluated 
include gimbaled, strapdown, stellar inertial, radio inertial, and floated sphere. 
The inertial measurement units listed in table 2 were eliminated for reasons 
of mission applicability, weight, power, cost, performance, development status, 
ob ~ole3cence, or because they are no longer in production. These systems have 
all been evaluated at Martin Mariet a for sch prog rams as Titan, Pershing, SRAM, 
Pbalanx, Viking/Voyager, Off-Road Mobile, MOL, LPTV, ATP, and in various MMC R&D 
technology studies such as TOS-843, Advanced G&C Harc/J.,;are . Many of them have 
also been "flown" i n Martin Marietta I s tr aje<;tory error analysis programs for 
various vehicles and trajectories. 
The IMUs listed in table 3 are the can,',.da.:····, s e lected for further considera-
ti0n . I t should be noted chat several 0f th~se ·xus weigh more than the estab-
lished goals and a.ls,, &eve .al of them a:r c cu:cre11 : ly under development; however, 
the discus sion th;;,. f)l l o·,·s ~,ill provide t he raa..Lonale for having included them 
in the table of c2. iidat~s. 
KT-70 MSL.- The KT-70 missile system is a candidate because of its produc-
tion base, projec ted low cost, and lo'l-1 weight. The KT-70 consists of three 
major subassemblies: the inertial pla f nrm, the f,u.idance and control electronics, 
and a guidance computer. The four-gimbal platfc·m is mounted in a vibration i so-
lator containing two 2-d~61Pe-of-freedom gyros, a two-axis accelerometer , a single-
axis accelerometer, i nte1gin:bal angle transducer ::, a resolver chain, and ·eccl 
erometer and redundant gy~o i nput axis capture l0op electronics . The guirance 
and control elect ronics cc:itains the pl;.tform e lc _Lror::.ics, the missile al,.t ·plJ.ot , 
and an ac voltage supply SPction . The guidance c-omputer is t he Magic 301 whole-
number digital computer with a memory capaci ty of 1792 8-bit words, which can be 
expanded to 2048 words. This computer woul d not be used in the Scout config ura-
tion due to its limited memory and speed. 
It is significan t to note t hat the KT- 70 fami ly of platforms are used in the 
P3C, A7, and the F-105 aircraf t. It is also part of the Collins commercial navi-
g~tlon system for the L-1011. The system under cons ideration for Scout i s the 
Kf-70 missile system with the modifica tions discussed in the section entjtled 
Guidance Hardi,;are/Scout Vehicle Interfacing . Another significant aspect of this 
system is its environmental capability, which is critical for the Scout applica-
t ion . It has been tested to levels in excess of 25 g's (linear acceleration). 
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!MU 
NlO 
Nl6 
Nl6M 
Nl? 
Nl?Z 
N40B 
ST-120 
ST-124 
ST-124M 
ST-323-Ml 
LN-12 
LN-14 
LN- lS 
LN-lSS 
LTN-Sl 
LCGS 
MK! 
MKII 
Gemini 
Dyna-Soar 
Centaur 
ESG I NS 
HI-G MI NS 
LC! 
P-3C INS 
SUBROC 
SG N-10 
Titan II 
Titan I II 
Ca rousel IV 
Carousel VA 
AN/AS N-82 
SIGS 
SABRE 
TI NI-1 
CS-A( IONE) 
NAS-15 
AN/USD-S 
-·ABLE 2, - I NERTI AL MEASUREMENT UNIT SUMMARY 
Gimbaled 
Design application 
Minuteman I 
Flll 
SINS 
Minuteman II 
Minuteman II I 
Conceptual 
Pers hing 
Satu rn 
Saturn 
Improved Pershing 
F-4 
F-111 
OV-1D, P-3A 
B-S2 G/H 
Commercial aircraft 
Tactical missiles 
Polaris 
Polaris A-2 and A-3 
Gemini 
Dyna-Soar/ X-20 
Centaur vehicle 
Ai rcraft navigat i on 
Reentry vehi cles 
Airc raft naviga tion 
P-3C aircraft 
SUB ROC 
Commercial ai rc raft 
Titan I I 
Titan III 
Aircraft navigation 
Airc raft navigation 
Aircraft navigation 
Tactical missile 
Ballistic missiles 
Aircraft navigation 
CSA aircraft 
Airc raft navigation 
Army drone 
Strapdown 
!MU 
LM/ASA 
SIG N I (H-394) 
S I G N II ( H - 40 4) 
SIG N II I ( H -42 9) 
ESG !MU (H-413) 
LASER IMU 
H-408 
NASA-ERC (H-434) 
H-419 
NUWS (H-439) 
OARS 
!RAD 
IRA 
Lunar Orbiter IRU 
TG-166 
TG-266 
SIRU 
MICRON 
GG2200 
Design application 
Lunar module 
Reentry vehicle 
PRI ME vehicle 
Missile and spacecraft 
Spacecraft 
Tactical missile 
Tactical missile 
VSTOL 
NASA-MSC lab unit 
Torpedo 
Spacecraft 
Spacecraft 
Spacecraft 
Lunar Orbiter 
Spacecraft 
Spacecraft 
Space Shuttle 
Aircraft navigation 
Spacecraft 
Stellar inertial 
STI NGS 
UNISTAR 
NAS-14 
LN-16A 
RIFC 
SRGS 
Radio - TARS 
MMRBM 
ICBM 
Aircr af t navigat i on 
Ai rcraft navigat i on 
Radio inertial 
ICBM 
ICBM 
Titan II I 
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TABLE 3.- CANDIDATE INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT S FOR SCOUT 
Tradeoff Candidate !MU sys terns 
parameter KT- 70 DIGS H-478 LN-3D TDS-2 Carousel H-448 
Type system 4-gimbal Strapdo•m Strapdown 4-gimbal Strapdm,n 4-gimbal Strapdown 
Design Short - range Delta Tactical Aircraft -- Titan I I IC Agena la unch 
application missile launc h missiles navigation vehi cle 
vehicle 
Status Production Production Prototype Preproduction Developmental Production Production 
Risk Low Low High Medium High Low Lm-1 
Cost , 
l'ecur r ing Low Medium Lov1* Low 1edi urn* High High 
We ight (!MU) 15 . l lb 20 .0 lb 5.0 1 b ll. 5 lb 6. 5 1 b 57 .0 l b 38.0 1 b r 
Performance: 
Ve locity 16. 4 fps 7.26 fps 33 . 2 f ps 14. 4 fps 13 .5 fps ot fl own ot fl own 
Position 4 511 ft 2 258 ft 10 240 ft 5 806 ft 6 017 ft on TEAP , on TEAP , high high 
Attitude 0.079° 0.045° 0. 167° 0.012° 0.031° performance performance 
Maxi mum 
desi gn Roll 10 g; 
accel - Pitch 20 g; 16g 40 g 12 g 10 g 12 g 15 g 
eration Ya1•1 20 g 
* Development requ i red . 
t Includes power suppl y . 
DIGS. - The Delta iner tial guidance s ys tem (DIGS) is a candidate because of 
it s devel opmen t status and planned use in the Del t a l aunch vehicle. DIGS is a 
high -performance system very simi lar to t he strapdO\m Ll-1 / ASA system . It incorpo r-
ates t hree RI 1139 E single- degree- of- freedom rate integrating gy ros and t h ree 
C702401030 single- axis pendulous accele r ometers. The DIGS nru we igh t was o ri gi -
nally quoted at 48 . 16 pounds and consume s 65 wa tts of power. This weight h as 
since been r educed to 20 pounds fo r the Scout appli ca tion by r emoving t he Delta-
peculiar c r adle and isolators as well a s t he phase- change heat sink . This wax 
hea t exchan ge r has s ince been r emoved fo r t he Del t a application . The DIGS is 
also space qualified. Twenty- seven LM/ASA s y stems we r e delivered in 1969, one 
DI GS s y stem was re cently delive r ed , and 15 systems a r e sch eduled f o r de live r y, by 
Ma r ch 1972 . Of g r eate r significance is t he fact t h at t h e Un ited Ai r craf t st r ap -
down s y s tern was chosen fo r t he Viking lander application . The Viking IRU is 
summarized in table 4 . 
For t he Scout applicati ons , several mod i f i ca t ions t o t he DIGS unit are r e -
quired. Th is includes r epackagi ng , eli mination of t he Del t a sho ck r:oun t and 
cradle assembly , and cool i ng during ex t ended o r bital ope r ations . 
Error analysis resul t s we r e be tte r for the "modifie d " DIGS t han for any other 
sys tern (see TEAP summary sheet in section en tit led r_'losed- Loop c.,'y,2 •0 1· .'> .ai~, .; i . ) 
However , some de g radation may be expected due to hardmo unting of the sens o rs 
(g effects) . The gy ro test da ta f rom Hamilton Standar d in- hous e t esi:ing , an <l 
D. T . Br own labo r atories testing is a goo d indicaU on of e nviron me11 t"<-1 capability 
and performance. The r efo r e , the DIGS system is a p rimary candi da :.. '-' a.i should 
re ce i ve fu rther cons ideration fo r t he Scout app lication. 
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TABLE 4.- VIKING LANDER CANDIDATE SYSTEMS 
ATTITUDE REFERENCE UNIT (ARU) VELOCITY REFERENCE UNIT (VRU} INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT ( IRU) R/ARU t R/ !RU § 
Singe r U.A.C . Si nger Si nger- IJ .I\.C. U.A.C. 
General- Hami 1 ton Genera 1- Bell Genera 1- Hamilton Hami l ton 
Parameter Teledyne Precision Standard Honeywel 1 Precision Honeywel 1 Aero:;pace Precision Standard Honeywe 11 Te l edyne Standard 
Si ze (cu 
ft) 0.22 0 .1 51 0.28 0.282 0.11 0.072 0.15 0.212 0.28 0.353 0.42 0.362 
Wei5ht (l b 14 . 94 <15.0 16.44 16.92 11 .6 4.97 5.0 22 .0 18 .9 20.26 24.48 24 . 58 
Power 18 at 100 warm- 8.5 at 26 at 135 warm-(W) 50 .06 l ?.5°F 58 oper- up 1250F 10 nom 6.5 nom 125° F 69 max up 33 at 65 nom 92 max 
0°F a ting 60 opera- 10 at 43 at 70 nom t inq o°F o°F 
Re li a- 15.31 5.45 6. 78 3.40 5.49 7.47 10.75 2.79 
bi lity 106 hr 106 hr 106 hr 106 hr 106 hr 106 hr 106 hr 106 hr 
Accelero-
meter Be ll 
type SAP F- F SAP F-F SAP F- F SAP F-F Model IX SAP F-F Be ll 
model s NA* NA NA NA 2401 GGl 77 -P3 Bell Mod!X 2401 SAP F-F GG177P3 NA Model IX 
Gyro 2DF Dry SDF-F SDF -F SDF-F SDF -F SDF-F SDF-F 2DF Dry SDF -F 
type SDG -2 Mod Alpha Rll 139-S GG334A- NA NA NA Mod Alpha RI 1139-S GG 334Al 0 SDG -2 Rlll39-S 
model s Ill 10 Ill 
*NA = Not appl i cab l e. §Se lected for Viking Lan der, Redundant/ I RU ·1· Redundan t/ARU 
H-478.- The H-478 strapdown inertial sensor assembly is a candidate because 
it is a very lightweight system. Although it is currently in the prototype stage 
and undergoing van tests, contracts are being negotiated with Honeywell for a tor-
pedo application and for t he simplified helmet sight air-to-air guidance (SHAG) 
application. For the Scout application, it was suggested that this system be 
integrated with the HDC-2 50S digital computer containing a plated wire memo ry. 
This system is therefore a prime candidate in terms of cost, weight, and environ-
mental capability. However it represents a higher risk due to its current proto-
t ype status. 
The proposed Scout improved guidance package from Honeywell is designated the 
H-487 system. It retains the same basic leveling accelerometers and loops as the 
H-478 system. 
Stability numbers (30-day and run-to-run) for bias and mass unbalance are not 
comparable to the other leading candidates. The performance from TEAP indicated 
typically 33 fps and 2 miles, only one-fourth as good as t he leading strapdown 
system. For reasonable performance, prelaunch calibration and trans.fer to missile 
without power shutdown should be considered. 
The GG-326 single-axis accelerometer is .not backed by performance history, 
being just out of the development stage. The GG-177 accelerometer has been 
recommended for the thrust axis for the Scout application. Since this unit is 
larger and heavier than the GG- 326, some upward adjustment of the size and weight 
estimates would be required. 
The H- 487 IMU is a development system. Because little is known about the 
accelerometers or gyros, it is therefore considered a relatively high-risk system. 
Conversely, its projected weight, power, and cost characteristics are attractive 
for the Scout application. 
LN-30.- The gimbaled LN-30 system is a high-performance low-weight and highly 
maintainable aircraft navigator. It includes the P-1000 cantilevered four - gimbal 
platform. The cantilevered mechanization reduces the number_ of sliprings normally 
required and provides for ease of maintenance. It is currently at Holloman AFB 
undergoing tests and will ultimately be flight-tested in the F- 4 and the C-131 
aircraft. A production order has been placed for 28 systems for a tactical air-
craft program. An LN-30 system has also been flying at Holloman AFB as part of 
the doppler inertial loran (DIL) system. The environmental effects for a launch 
vehicle application require consideration in light of the LN-30's intended air-
craft environment. Also a tactical aircraft application generally employs high-
performance gyros and accelerometers optimized for a low-acceleration range, with 
emphasis on long-term bias stability, which is not consistent with boost vehicle 
requirements. Conversely, the accelerometer has recently been tested in a high - g 
environment and has exibited remarkable stability. 
The 
flexure 
flight. 
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G-1200 third-generation gyro is a two- degree-of-freedom, dry, gimbaled 
gyro. The A-1000 accelerometer contributed the largest error in the TEAP 
This propagated error was primarily caused by accelerometer scale factor. 
The electronic circui t s , i.e., gimba l loops , capture loops, and gyro pulse 
t orquing , all employ good s t andanl techniques. Gain and compensation numbers 
are not available fo r analysis of platform hangoff. 
The L;\ -JO is basically des i gned as a 2 n. mi. /hr navigator and is presently 
being flown as part of a DIL system at Holloman AFB. Since it is not in produc-
tion a t the presen t time, and the h istorical data available on t he G-1200 in-
e rtial s ensors a re not sufficient, it is considered a medium-risk system. 
TDS -2. - 111e TDS - 2 is currently under deve lopment at Teledyne . It incorporates 
two 2- degree - of- freedom SDG-2 strap<lown gy ros and three FP- 1 force rebalance 
accele r ometers. TI1e projected unit cos t is mode rate and predicted performance is 
high . At the same time it is conside r ed t o be a h i gh - risk system because of the 
state o[ development of the 2 - deg r ee - of- f r eedom gy r o. 
TL:AP r es ults fo r the TDS - 2 look very good. TI1is is d ue to the use of "design 
goal " values rather than t es t result numbers. It is felt at this time t ha t the 
Jevt.:!lopmen t cos ts and the concurren t ris ks wo uld not be acceptable for t he Scout 
program . 
LCP - I I I.- The LCP - III s y stem (although not included in table 3) was consid-
ero:<l because of its low weight and low cos t. This s ys tem was developed by the 
Raytheon Comp any for potential tactical missile app lications. An earlie r version, 
the LCP - III , completed Holloman tests in December 1970 . It is a t h ree- gimbal 
low- pe r fo r mance sys t ern employing t he SI G-30 2 - degree - of- freedom gyros and the 
United Con trol 416 7 accele r ome t e rs. It is currently undergoing a cost and size 
r educ tion wi t h an 18-pou,,<l weigh t goal. In evaluating t his s ys tem it was elimi-
nated as a prime candidate because of projected performance . 
H-448. - The H- 448 strap down guidance s ys t ern was developed for t he Agena vehi-
cle . It provides guidance , navigation , steering, attitude control, telemetry, 
and issuance of discretes <luring ascent and in orbit. It is a modification of 
the H- 429 system that comple ted extens ive laboratory and flight tests at Holloman 
AFl3 . 111e H- 448 system r ecently flew very successfully wi th t he Agena vehicle. 
Although this system is fully developed and in production, t he unit costs are 
quite h i gh . 
Carousel VB . - The Car ousel VB was included primarily for comparison since it 
is in production fo r a launch vehicle application (Titan IIIC) . It is charac t er-
ized by h i gh pe rfo r man ce and high reliability as de monstrated by the commercial 
Carousel VA ve r s i on . On th e other hand, since the IMU we igh s 58 pounds, when 
integrated wi t h a computer , the CVA wo uld be well in excess of t he Scout weigh t 
goals . 
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A:.t ·i Ludc: Kefen,r1 u:! Uni ts (ARU) 
This subsection summarizes ~h 2 c anJ ::..date e ttitude re.fP-,· :--'. ce. ·---~---s (A:'=Cs ) for 
the Scout launch vehicle (table 5) . The term ARU is sed i~t-., __ ._~1--- -s-.g--2: 1.y wi th 
TARS (three-axis reference sys t ell') thrct>gh C1ut this r epc1·t:. .-J.~Us \cE' e in·vsa t i gated 
for use in a nonspinning fourth - stage c.u1, f iguration F ~ ::.r1 ;:,;- . ,.h t;j_ t·.,de cont r ol 
sys tern. 
TABLE 5. - CAl~DIDATE ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEMS 
HSSC ARU ODMAR H- 478 ARU 
Manufacturer Hamilton Standard Gene r al El ecLric H neywel l 
Type System Strapdown Gimba led Strapdown 
Weight 16. 44 lb 24.2 lb 4 lb 
Power 58 W 55 i✓ 25 W 
Acee lerati on capability 15 g 75 g 40 g 
Gyro RI 1139 GG49D23 GG1009 
Technical risk Low Low Medi um 
Status Devel opmen ta l Production Conceptua l 
( mod to H -4 7 8) 
The ARU would be used on Scout in a similar "open-loop" manne r as is presently 
used for the first t h ree stages of flight. This mechanization was described in 
the section entitled Introducti on . 
The ARUs considered include strapdown pulse rebalance gy ros, strapdown wide 
angle gyros, and gimbaled gyros. 
HSSC- ARU. - The HSS C attitude reference s ystem was configured to provide ve -
hicle attitude information during boost. It is the same b as ic inertial package 
proposed for the Viking ARU with three RI1139 gyros. 
In a previous HSSC analysis used to formulate the detailed e rror b udgets , all 
inertial sensor performance coefficients, with the exception of pitch and yaw gyro 
b i as, we re based on 120 - day 3o stability values . The pitch and yaw gyros wo ul d 
require prelaunch cali bration and therefore are assumed to have 2- to 3- day Jo 
stability coefficien ts. The gyro dynamic er rors induced by the Scout random vib -
ration environmen t are not expected to be major error source s since t he dynamic 
error coefficients h ave been experimentally proven in a series of shake tests 
sirnulatir.g a similar envi ronment at all frequencies from O t o 2 kHz. There was 
an exception at the characteristic gyro wheel bearing frequency, which p roduced 
a negligible resonance spike. The HSSC ARU was the best performing sys tem in the 
open-loop error analysis. 
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ODMAR. - The General Electric ODMAR system was originally designe d for r eentry 
vehicle at titude r eference applications and is currently being supplie d t o Ph i l c o -
Fo rd for the Army's FAIR program. The ODMAR system is a t h r e e - gimbal atti tude 
reference unit. Four systems have been built and two have flown in t he FAI R p r o -
g ram. It is a Scout candidate because of its linear acceleration capability (75 
g ) and light weight. It contains three Honeywell GG49D23 floate d rate - inte g r ating 
gy roscopes. The three gyros are mounted to the stable member by a s i ngle a lign-
ment frame, so the gyro triad can be prealigned and tested as a subassembly . 
An important f e ature of this pla t f orm is t he mat che d se t o f vib rati on isol a -
t o rs t hat support t h e gi mbal s y stem with in t he case . They h ave a f r e q ue n cy of 70 
cps and provide attenuation and / or isolation at all f req ue n c,ie s abo ve 98 c p s . 
Th is c an p r ovide low- dri f t inertial stability i n the f a ce of seve r e ran<lom an <l 
sinusoidal vibration inputs. 
H-478 ARU .- The Honeywell ARU is a modification o f t he p roto t y pe H- 478 s ys t em . 
It incorporate s the GG1009 gy r os and electroni c s in a miniatur e st rap <l own c on f i g-
u ration. Potentially it is a low cost system b ut would require an ex t e nsi ve <le v -
elopment and qualifi cation program. 
There are a number of o t her potential ARUs such as t he GG22 00 , Te l edyne 
Viking ARU, the Honeywell ARU, and the Si nger- GPI Vi k ing ARU. The l a tte r t h r ee 
are summarized in table 4 . The Vik ing s y stems s h own in table 4 a r e pec uli a r t o 
t h e Vi k ing program and therefore do not car r y the conventional pl a t fo rm n o ta t i on 
such as DI GS, LN- 30, etc . 
Advanced Techno l ogy Systems 
This category includes next- generation s y s t e rns as we l l as advanced technol ogy 
systems. These systems a r e in various stage s of deve l opment; howeve r, t he e mp h a -
sis in all cases is on weigh t and cost. They are gene rally characte rize <l by l ow-
to-moderate performance and wi ll probably not be s u ff icie ntly deve loped nor wi ll 
an inertial components h isto r y be established for t he Sco ut time f rame . Howeve r, 
to enh ance the usefulness of this report, t h es e s y stems ar e summa rized i n Tab l e 6 . 
It s h ould be noted that the H- 478 system is inc luded since i n t e r ms o f wei gh t, 
c ost , and development status, it also falls in t he nex t - gene ration I ~ru cate go r y . 
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TABLE 6.- MINIATURE AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY INERTIAL SYSTEMS 
System 
NIP-140 
H-478 
P-4 
Micron 
MIT S/D 
INU 73 
Sperry laser 
Autonetics 
laser 
Honeywell 
laser 
HSSC laser 
Manufacturer 
Nortroni cs 
Honeywell 
Litton 
Au tone ti cs 
MIT 
Si nger-GPI 
Sperry 
Autoneti cs 
Honeywell 
HSSC 
*Does not include computer 
Type 
Floated sphere 
Strapdown 
Gimbaled 
Strapdown 
electrostatic 
Strapdown 
Gimbaled 
Strapdown laser 
S trapdown laser 
Strapdown laser 
S trapdown laser 
Sys tern 
Weight, lb* 
6.5 
5.0 
4.5 
3.o t 
12. l 
15.0 
35.0 
10.0 
28.0 
Comments 
Two systems at Holloman 
Prototype stage 
Prototype stage 
Prototype stage 
Conceptual 
Devel opmen ta l 
Prototype (3-axis) 
Developmental (3-axis) 
P rota type ( 3-axi s) 
Developmental 
-'-Includes inertial sensors, computer, electronics, power supply, and batteries. 
Closed-Loop Versus Open -Loop Guidance System Selection 
One of the areas investigated in the study was the comparison of performance 
between the various overall approaches. Specifically, the mechanizations con-
sidered include the present open-loop Scout system on the third stage (with a 
spin-stabilized fourth stage), an improved open-loop system on the fourth stage, 
and a closed-loop fourth-stage guidance. The section on the Open- Loop Error 
A,ialysis developed errors due to nonguidance and guidance perturbations from 
which covariance matrices were generated. A similar output was obtained for the 
closed-loop guidance and can be found in the Closed-Loop Error Analysis section. 
The results were presented in Figure 1 in isoprobability contour form. The 
is oprol,ahility con touring technique discussed in Appendix D describes how the 
system paramete rs are generated from the system covariances and the way in which 
the contours are arrived at. Figure 1 is a composite of a number of contours that 
Martin Mariet ta has generated and a NASA contour extracted from the Scout Users' 
Manual for comparison . This figure graphically demonstrates the difference in 
orbital error expectation for different guidance equipment for a near-circular 
earth orbital mission. An interesting performance factor to be drawn from this 
graph is the virtually identical results for the original Scout equipment mounted 
in an open-loop configuration on the fourth stage (which of course implies an RCS 
sys tern) and that of a mo re accurate TARS package (i.e., the DIGS ARU). This 
occurs since the errors due to attitude reference s ys tem hardware are very small 
in comparison to the other errors . 
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Another meaningful observation is in the difference between the third-stage 
open-loop guidance and the fourth - stage open-loop guidance. This occurs due to 
the elimination of a major source of error, that of the tipoff disturbances for 
the spinning fourth stage. 
The results of the closed-loop IMU system are significantly better as was 
expected due to the elimination of the nonguidance errors, which are the most 
significant. The elimination of the nonguidance errors is based on the assump-
tion t ha t they are less t han 10% of the guidance hardware errors. This is true 
for a properly designed closed- loop system. 
Qualitatively there is no question of t he increased performance to be gained 
using the closed-loop guidan ce app roa ch . Virtually all nonguidance error para-
me t ers are eliminated excep t for t he uncertainty in t he F\.J- 4S engine burn char ac-
te ristics . The gr eatly improved accuracy of the Scout orbit plus the increased 
flexibi lity of the vehicle makes t he closed- loop guidance the recommended approach 
since it is most consistent with the desires of , ASA fo r the future of the Scout 
J.aunch vehicle. 
IMU Selection 
The IMU selection was made on the basis of t he preliminary goals set forth 
earlier in this report . Al though all candidates in table 7 are adaptable to the 
Scout application , with the emphasis on cost, risk, and weight, the KT - 70 sys-
tem is most adaptabl e to the Scout vehicle and is therefore the preferred sys-
tem for Scout. This has been a first round evaluation and should not preclude 
further evaluation of the alternative systems as the requirements become firm. 
A Phase I type a ctivity as described in the Guidance Integrat ion Program Svm-
~ar i s ect ion include s the generation of a detailed RFP and the enumerated Phase 
I tasks will therefore fo rm t he basis for the final IMU selection. However, in 
order to investigate the feasibility of improved guidance hardware for Scout, 
it was necessary to perform a preliminary comp arison and selection. 
Primary candidate. - The gimbaled KT-70 missile system was selected as t he 
pref erred IMU . Thi s section provides the selecton rationale and a more de -
tailed description of the existing s y stem. 
The KT-70 missile system was selected as the reference inertial system for 
the following reasons: 
1) Low cost; 
2) Weigh t--IMU, power supply , G&C electronics, 3 rate gy ros 
(<30 lb combined);* 
Do es not include computer. 
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TRADEOFF RAN K 
PARAMETER ( R) 
Risk, 
de ve l opmen t 8 
Cost, 
recurring 7 
Weight 6 
Accuracy 5 
Power 4 
En vi ronmen ta l 
Capability 3 
Qua l i fi cation 
Status 2 
Avai labl e GSE 1 
TOTAL 
*Grade 3 Excellent 
2 Acceptab l e 
KT-70 
Grade* 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
! 
1 Does Not Meet Goa l s 
XR 
24 
21 
12 
10 
8 
9 
6 
2 
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TABLE 7.- IMU SELECTION MATRIX 
CANDIDATE IMU SYSTEMS 
DIGS H-478 LN 30 TOS-2 CAROUSEL H-448 
Grade XR Grade XR Grade XR Grade XR Grade XR Grade XR 
3 24 1 8 3 24 1 8 3 24 3 24 
2 14 3 21 3 21 2 14 2 14 1 7 
2 12 3 18 2 12 3 18 1 6 1 6 
3 15 1 5 2 10 2 10 3 15 3 15 
2 8 3 12 2 8 2 8 1 4 l 4 ! 
2 6 3 9 2 6 2 6 2 6 2 6 
3 6 1 2 2 4 1 2 3 6 3 6 
3 3 1 1 2 2 l 1 3 3 3 3 
88 78 87 6 7 r 78 71 
3) Power-- <120 watts comb ined system; i, 
4) Size--600 in. 3 combined system volume ; 1' 
5) Production status--More t han 60 units deli vered; anticipated high 
quanti t y p r oduction fo r foreseeable f u ture ; t herefore, it is a 
low ris k system; 
6) Inertial components --Proven with extensive test da ta available; 
7) Environmental capability--Tested to 25 g linear acceleration along 
two axes, 12.5 g on third axis (freefligh t mode); 
8) Angular rate capability-- 400 deg / s roll axis, 240 deg / s pitch axis, 
450 deg / s azimuth axis. 
One of the key factors considered in the selection of t he KT- 70 system is 
that it has a solid production base. The KT-70 series systems are currently 
being shipped for a wide range of applications including tactica l missiles 
(SRAM), fighter aircraft (A-7 and F-105), patrol aircraft (P -3C ), and for 
commercial applications in t he L-1011 and DC-10 as part of t he Collins Radio 
I NS- 60 system. These systems have the following military designations: 
AN/AS - 90 for A- 7D and E, Al /AS - 84 for P-3C, and t h e Af. / AS r -100 for t he F-105 . 
All systems incorporate t he t wo- degree- of - freedom, dry, flexure - joint- suspended, 
free-ro tor gyroscope. The KT-70 production predic tion is as s hown in figure 16. 
CALENDAR 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 
JFMAMJJASOND J F M A M J J A S O 11 D JFMAMJJASOUO 1/4121413/414/4 114 121413/4 I 4/4 
SRAM CONTRACT FOLLOW ON 
To 1981 
!MU SUPPORT (SPARES) 
FOLLOW ON 
P3C CONTRACT 
!MU SUPPORT (SPARES) To !981 
FOLLOW OU 
A- 7 CONTRACT To 1981 
!MU SUPPORT (SPARES) 
FIGURE 16.- KT-7O PROJECTED PRODUCTION 
* Does not include computer. 
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The KT- 70 missile s ystem production will ultimately exceed 2000 systems; 
approximately 15 00 units were delivered for aircraft programs. 
It s ho uld also be n o ted t hat the next generation SKN2400 min i ature plat -
form is b e ing developed to be interchangeable wi t h t h e curren t KT-70 systems. 
In t h e future, t hi s could result in ev en more significant weight reductions. 
The KT- 70 miss ile guidance system was designed t o provide t he fo llowing 
functions: 
1) Er e ction and alignment: 5) Trajec t o r y shaping; 
2) Att i tude reference; 6) Missile steering; 
3) Inertial sensing; 7) Discre te generat i on . 
4) Navigation; 
The current application is a tactical missile program with emp hasis on 
reliability and a high environmental capability. 
System configu rat io n. - The s y stem consists of an ir.ertial platform, guid -
a nc e and control e lectronics, a guidance computer, power conditioner, and t h ree 
fligh t control rate gyros. 
Th e inertial platform has fo·ur gimbals, a zimuth, inner roll, pitch and 
ou ter roll, from inner to outer, respectiv ely . Th e four gimbals are mo unt ed 
on vib ration isolators, all of which are housed wi t hin an outer case. The 
platform cluster houses the t wo t wo-degree-of - freedom GYR0FLEX* gyroscopes and 
a two-axi s and a single-axis acce l erometer . In addition, the platfo rQ contains 
intergimbal angle resolver readouts for azimuth, pitch, and roll as well as t he 
gimbal torquers, hea ters, and coordinate resolver. 
The guidance and control electrpnics package includes the gimbal drive and 
isolat i on electronics , the digital accelerometer loops (DAL) and the autopilot 
electronic functions. In addi tion, s ys tem switch ing and reference supply 
vo ltage generation form a part of t he electroni cs box. A second function of 
t his package is to house all t he autopilot drive electronics. 
The power conditioner accep ts an input of 28 Vdc and provides output vo lt -
ages to bo t h the electronics and computer subsystems . The vo ltages are nom-
inally ±15 Vd c, ±1 6 Vdc and +5 Vdc . 
The digital computer is a whole number machine with a memory capacity of 
2048 , 8-bi t words. It contro ls t he erection and a lignment of t he system as well 
as computing present position, desired trajectory , and mis s i l e steering sig-
nals. Fur t he r more, i t provides the required s y stem s witching discretes and 
the autopilot gain computation and network selection logic . 
*Trademark, Singer Company 
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The three rate gyros provide damping for the missile steering signals. 
The individually packaged rate gyros are spring-restrained single-degree-of-
freedom rate gyros. The performance characteristics follow. 
Nonlinearity 0.1 V rms/deg/sec ±6 .5% including repeatability 
and day-to-day stability 
Threshold 
Resolution 
Hysteresis 
Acceleration sensitive 
drift rate 
Rate sensitivity 
Angular acceleration 
sensitivity about OA 
Full scale rate 
Alignment 
<0.02 deg/sec 
<0 .01 d<=g/sec 
<0.3 deg/sec 
<0.03 deg/sec/g 
<4% of full scale 
0.05 deg/sec/rad/sec 2 (max) 
±100 deg/sec 
<0.1 deg IA to mounting plane 
Table 8 summarizes the physical characteristics of the respective sub-
assemblies. 
TABLE 8.- KT-70 MISSILE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
PLATFORM AND 
AUTOPILOT RATE POWER 
CHARACTERISTICS INERTIAL PLATFORM COMPUTER ELECTRON! CS GYROS CONDITIONER 
Size, in. 7 dia x 7.6 long 10 . 4 X 3 X 5.4 10.6 X 4.6 X 5.2 Pitch & Yaw: 9x4x4in. 
high high 4 X 2 X 1 3/4 
Roll: 
4.2 X 1 X 2. 3 
Weight, lb 15 .1 5.2 7.7 1.8 5.5 
Vo 1 ume, in. 3 345 130 200 33 75 
Construction Alumi num castings Aluminum cast- Aluminum cast- Three indi- Aluminum 
hermeticall y sealed ing, box re- ing, box re- vidual rate casting 
pl ace ab le placeable gyro packages 
cards, inte- cards, inte-
grated cir- grated cir-
cui ts cui ts 
Power, w 9.7 40.0 25.6 6.8 75 .6 
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Functional description.- The platform-mounted accelerometers are maintained 
in t he computational reference frame by the torqued gyros through t h e platform 
isolation loops. The accelerometer outputs are double-integrated in t h e missile 
computer prior to launch. After being resolved t h r o ugh the appropriate plat-
form intergimbal angles, these signals are used to develop missi le fin steer-
ing commands. The missile computer provides che necessary autopilot network 
and gain changing control to stabilize the missile in flight and generate vari -
ous safety and action discretes. Prior to launch, the system is aligned to the 
reference frame by t h e carrier computer operating through the missile computer. 
Operation.- The operational requirements of the missile guidance subsystem 
are satisfied by four modes of operation. The purpose and content of each of 
the required operational modes is detailed as follows: 
1) Alignment mode. - The system is powered, temperature-stabilized, and 
aligned. Alignment consists of sequentially performing coarse and 
fine modes of opera tion with the aid of the carrier computer; 
2) Load mode.- The missile system accepts from the aircraft navigation 
s ystem all data required for freeflight navigation, direction 
cosine computation, steering, and discrete generation; 
3) Verify mode. - The missile system provides verification of all data 
transferred during the load mode; 
4) Flight compute mode. - This mode commences on separation of the 
missile from the carrier. It consists of 
a) Velocity computation, position computation, and gyro torquing 
to maintain the inertial platform in the tangent plane coor-
dinate system; 
b) Traj ectory shaping using a preloaded series of constants; 
c) Generation of steering signals to control fin position based on 
inertially derived direction cosines; 
d) Generation of discretes to control all flight compute mode 
ev ents. 
Two gyros are mounted on the azimuth cluster. Each gy ro has two orthogonal 
axes sensitive to angular motion. Since only three sensitive axes are required 
to stabilize the gyro cluster, one axis of one gyro is redundant and is cap-
tured in a rate mode instead of being used for stabilization. One gyro is used 
to provide stabilization about the north and east axes and the other is used to 
provide stabilization about azimuth, with the redundant axis rate captured. The 
gyro redundant axis and accelerometer capturing electronics are contained within 
the inertial platform. The outputs of the t hree stabilization axes are pre-
amplified in the inertial platform and transmitted to the platform and autopilot 
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electronics whe re the isolation loop electronics is located. The isolation 
loop postamplifier outputs prov ide de power to the gimbal torquers to cancel 
out disturbing torques about the inertial platform gimbal axes. 
An orthogonal triad of accelerometers, mounted on the stabili z e d cluster, 
provides de voltages representing sensed acceleration along three axes. Pr io r 
to launch, torquing signals to the gyro axes are provided from the gyro p ul s e 
torque electronics on command from the guidance computer. These torqui n g 
signals maintain the accelerometer triad aligned to a prelaunch coord i na te 
f rame. 
Initial velocity and position information, trajectory-shaping in f ormation, 
and discrete data are transferred from the aircraft nav igation s y stem to t h e 
missile guidance computer and, in turn, are verified by the missile c omputer . 
Following the missile launch, the inertial platfo rm is mainta i ned i n a 
reference tangent plane coordinate system, as indicated in figure 1 7 with fi xed 
gyro torquing rates, based on initial launch latitude and computed gy ro bias e s . 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Launch point 
\ =Launch latitude. 
FIGURE 17 .- TANGENT PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
Tangent 
plane 
z 
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In t his coordinate frame, the inertial platform measures missile accelera-
tion along t hree axes and transmits this information to the guidance computer 
t hrough the capacitive reset integrators. During missile flight, the missile 
guidance subsystem operates independently of any external signals. 
The missile guidance subsystem is capable of generating autopilot command 
s i gnals to steer the missile slong a number of different trajectories such as 
low-altitude skip, low-level fligh t or semiballistic, depending on the pre-
s elected t ype o f trajectory inserted in the guidance computer prior to launch. 
The guidance subsystem genera t es the autopilot command signals in roll, 
p i tch , and yaw to steer t h e missile to the intended target by utilizing the 
computer distances-to-go-to-target in the following manner. The guidance com-
put e r determi e s the di re~tion cosines of the line-of-sigh t (LOS) to the target 
in i ner t ial pla t f orm coordinates. The direction cosines a r e the distance-to-
go divided by t he range to the target. These signals are transformed to mis-
s ile body coordinates by resolving through the inertial platform angle trans-
ducer s in to ro ll, pitch , and y aw, demodulated, and then sent to t he computer 
f or r ou t i ng to t he autopilo t . 
The steeri ng commands fr om t h e guidance subsystem are the errors between 
LOS f rom t he mi ss i le t o t h e t a rget and the missile centerline (roll axis) for 
t he pitch and yaw channe ls. For the r ol l channe l , t he steer i ng input is t he 
erro r between the r e f e r ence f in and t he vertical p l ane. 
A signa l flow dia gram of t he IMU r esolver cha in is s hown below. 
~• 
• 
r ~= ~ , 
St eer ing 
commands 
fr om mi ssile 
cc:npute r 
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Platfo rm gimbal ang l es 
-------• - x-
C<j) 
A- ¢ • Y' c_, l!i C<j) • Z' 
t 
Resolver 
chain outputs 
to autopilot 
The yaw, pitch and roll steering commands are generated in the fo llowing 
manner . 
Yaw steering comma nd.- Ass ume roll (~) and Pitch (8 ) 0 
1::, X . 
l 
X. 
l 
.,.~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1::,Y. 
l 
R Vecto r to target 
t Vector along mis sile centerline 
Q Vector normal to { 
Aximu th angle 
B Targe t angl e 
cos s 
sin 
1::,X 
R 
6Y 
=r 
X, Y position in iner t ia l (platform) coordinates 
It is requi red to ge nerat e a yaw steering signal tha t will driv e vector Q to 
zero, i . e., v ector s Rand Q are coincident when steering signal is zero. 
sin (B - ) _g_ R 
Q Rsin( s-) 
Q wi ll be zero when sin (B-) 0 
Since pitch ( 9) and Roll ( ) = 0 
x1 = /::, X cos ' + 1::,y sin 
R R 
y I 6 X 6Y sin ~' + cos ' R R 
z l z 
R 
0 
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The req uired yaw s teering signal has t r, .: f,nm of sin (S- ) 
yl b.Y R cos 1jJ b.X R sin 1jJ 
Substituting in terms of S 
Y 1 sin 8 cos 1jJ - cos 8 sin 1jJ 
sin ( 8- ljl ) yaw steering signal 
Pitch steering command. - Assume yaw ( ljl ) and roll ( ) = O 
t:,_ z. 
l 
x. 
l 
cos 8 
sin 8 = ti Z R 
It is required to generate a pitch steering signal that will drive vector Q to 
zero. 
Q = R sin (8- 6 ) - 0 
Q will be zero when sin (8- 6) = 0 
Since yaw ( ) and roll ( ¢ ) = 0, from the signal flow diagram: 
X 1 = ~X cos 6 + ~z sin 0 
y 1 y 
Z
l __ b. X b. Z 
sin 6 - - cos 6 R R 
The required pitch steering signa l has the form of sin (. - 0 ) 
zl b. X sin 6 - b. Z cos 8 
R R 
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Sub st i tuting in terms o f B 
zl cos B sin 8 
sin ( - 8 ) 
sin B c os e 
p i t ch steer ing s i gna l 
Roll steering command.- Since roll is t h e outermost gimb a l , t he de po ten ti -
ometer gener a tes the r o ll steering signal directly . No c oordinate trans f o r ma -
tion is required. 
For al l three body axes, the guidance subsystem ou t p ut s pr ov ide mi s s i l e a t -
titude f eedback for t h e autopilot, and the lead req u i red fo r s t ab il iza t ion i n 
pitch and y aw is provided by body - mounted rate gy ros. Fo r al l a xes, cont inu-
ously varying autopilot gain is necessary to meet the stabil ity a nd pe r fo r -
mance requirements. The gain profile is loaded into t h e guidan ce computer a t 
t h e same time as the trajectory-shaping constants. 
The guidance computer generates discrete c omma n d s as a f un c tion of t ime, 
range to go, altitude and / or attitude. These commands initia te and control 
other missile subsy stem functions. Typically , t hey control the fo llowi ng : 
1) Flight control subsystem enable; 
2) Flight control subsystem gain settings; 
3) Flight control subsystem compensation control; 
4) Propulsion subsystem arming; 
S) Propulsion subsystem ignition; 
6) Terminal guidance sensor enable ; 
7) Airburst fuzing. 
Modifi cations Required 
To adapt the KT-70 missile system to the Scout launch vehicle, several modi-
fications are required. They include: 
1) Addition of porro prism to fixed gimbal and viewing port to case; 
2) Rescaling accelerometer loops; 
3) Selecting a digital computer with increased capability; 
4) Modifying control electronics to interface with Scout control and 
ignition system. 
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These modificat ions are discussed in detai l i n the section entitled Guida.nee 
Har01JJare/ Scout Vehi cle Interfacing . 
KT-70 Perfo ,mance 
In t his study each vendor was contac t ed r eJativ e to previously quoted per-
fo rmanc e numbers. In many i stances spe ification per f ormance numbers with 
br oad tolerances have been e s t ablished by t he manufacturers for noncritical 
parameters simply t o increase product ion yie ld. Frequently the hardware per -
forms much better t han t he numb e~s imply . On the other hand, the intense com-
petition wi t hin t he inertial eq uipment field has caused some manufacturers to 
become overly optimis tic (i n our op inion) and judgments had to be made on what 
can be economically achieved. 
The initial descriptive data r eceived from Kearfott in response to the data 
format was informat ive but flagg ed s ome shortcomings. (The data reflected the 
Boeing requir ements and syst em mechanization rather than the equipment's per-
formance.) It was recognized t ha t in some instances, acceptance test tolerance 
bands were given and these bands did not r ep resent the performance capab ility 
of t he equipmen t . Fur t hermore , an appl ication task was necessary t o permit a 
valid evaluation for Scout (e . g . , spin axis mass unbalance was quot~d as 2 deg/ 
hr/g) . On i m'esti gation, this was determined to be the tr im l""veJ 1equir ed in 
the missile. Consulta tion with t he respons ible gyro engineer re,caled tha t the 
low s al,i lity from a large-volume production wa s approximately 0.08 de3 /hr/g. 
After a third iter ation, a new set of number s was derived that i s consi:,; t ent 
with a reasonably high yield of gyros . 
The error budget shown in table 9 illustra t es the iterationG r equired before 
arriving at an agreement on t he KT-70 missile system/Scout J.,w.n,;h veldc e speci-
fication limits. Th e l ast column conta ins the va lues used i n the M ~Lin Mari-
etta error analysis program. 
Alternative candidate No. 1.- The strap do·,.;n Delta ir erUal gui 1.,nce sys tem 
(DIGS) was selected as a prime candid te f or t he fol lowing r easons: 
1) Produc tion status - I n pt ~d~ction for De l ta launch v ehicl e, modified 
redund ant version sel ected for Viking lander; 
2) I ne·. tiA.l compone i ts - Pr ve:-1 wi th ext2nsive historical t est data 
ava i l :ble ; 
3) Par~o~mence - Exc ellPnt, baoed on production uni t test data and 
~:c(o1· ,1r·::> l ysis results" 
This s ystem i s capable of meeting the Scout req uirements a.nd can be i ntegrated 
in to the vehicl~ wi th minimum modifications since it has al r eady been married to 
a digita l co~~vt·_ r for a bo ost vehi cle application. 
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TABLE 9.- KT -70 MISSILE SYSTEM ERROR BUDGET 
Missile Platfo rm Actua 1 Ac hievable Singer-GP! 
application da t a ine r tial inertial provided 
s peci f i ca ti on (5 samp l e component component MMC supp lied Sco ut acceptable 
Parameter (max values) pl at fo rms) data data Scout budget spec 1 imi ts 
G~ro restraint X&Y 5. 0 0.1 91 0.5 0.1 0.05 0. 2 
( / hr ) Z 5.0 0. 135 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.2 
Gyro mass spin axis imbalance X&Y 1. 5 0.0794 0.08 0.08 0. 08 0.1 
r'l!ir/g ) z 3.5 0. 111 0.08 0 .08 0.08 0.1 
G~ro in)ut axis imbalance X&Y 0.6 0.041 0.035 0.035 0.01 0.05 
( /hr/g z 0.6 0. 0536 0.035 0.035 0.01 0.05 
Quadratu re g X&Y 1.2 0.0281 -- 0.05 -- 0.07 (O/ hr / g) Z 1. 2 0.0691 -- 0. 05 -- 0.07 
Ao isoelast icitt X&Y 0.2 -- 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 (0/hr /g) 2 0. 2 -- 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 
G~ro to rguer scale factor X&Y 4.5 0.222 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.25 { ) z 4.5 0.682 0.2 0.2 0.1 0. 70 
2-axis acceleromet er bias (µ g) 100 .0 (lu-) 52. 8 50.0 50.0 50. 0 50.0 
SF (µg/g ) 600 .0 122.6 67.0 50 .0 50. 0 100 .0 
K2 (µg/g 2 ) 7.5 -- 10.0 10.0 7.5 10.0 
K3 (µg/g 3 ) 5. 0 -- 1. 0 1 .0 5. 0 1. 0 
Cross bias {µ g/ g) 27. 0 -- 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
Crosscoupling sensiti vity {µg/ g) 250.0 
-- --
250. 0 -- 250.0 
!-axis accelerometer bias (µg) 300 .0 (l o) 106 .7 70.0 70.0 70.0 100 .0 
SF (PPM) 500 .0 255 .1 60.0 70.0 70.0 100 .0 
K2 (µg/ g2 ) 20.0 -- 10.0 10.0 7.5 10. 0 
K3 (µg/g 3 ) 5.0 -- 1. 5 1. 5 10. 0 1.5 
Cross bias (µg/ g) 15. 0 -- 15.0 15.0 7.5 15. 0 
Acceleromet er alignme~t /o rthogon 
ality 
X-Y 206 .0 34.2 
--
40.0 40.0 (20/ax s ) 20.0 
X- Z (arc -s ) 103.0 17.3 -- 40.0 40. 0 (20/ax s ) 20.0 
Y-Z 103.0 41.8 -- 40.0 40.0 (20/ ax s) 20.0 
Platform alignment 
Verticality X 
--
No data -- -- 12. 0 22. 0 (arc-s ) Y -- available -- -- 12. 0 22. 0 
Azi muth -- -- -- -- -- 47.0 
The DIGS consists of a strapdown inertial measurement unit (IMU ) and a 
guidance computer (GC). A functional flow bloc k diagram of t his s ystem is 
shown in figure 18. It is used to sense angular and linear motions of the 
Delta vehicle during flight. The gyro and accelerometer data is processed in 
the guidance computer and guides the vehicle along a predetermined path by 
issuing analog and discrete commands to perform various steering and staging 
funct ions in order to achieve accurate inject ion into a specified orbital tra-
jectory. 
Within the IMU, the three rate integrating gyros and the t hree accelerom-
eters each form an orthogonal triad. The digital pulse outputs of the three 
gyros, after compensation for deterministic errors, are emp loyed in t he numer-
ical integration of t he angular equations of motion, thus providing vehicle 
attitude relative to t he inertial computational frame in terms of nine direc-
tion cosines. The digital output of the gyros (in the vehicle frame) are also 
available after launch f or both the attitude error computations and control sig-
nal shaping functions. The accelerometer outputs, also after compensation, are 
resolved into the computational frame for further processing. 
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FIGURE 18.- DIGS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Prior to launch, the accelerometers level the computational frame with re-
spect to the local geodetic frame. After launch, the accelerometer outputs are 
used, along with a mathematical model of the Earth's grav itational potential 
through integration, to determine the missile's velocity and posit i on. DIGS 
participates in the prelaunch checkout operations through self-test, and by 
exercising the vehicle subsystems. 
After launch, during the closed loop guidance phases of flig h t and based 
upon indicated velocity and position obtained from the position tracking equa-
tions (navigation), the guidance computations determine the desired attitude 
expressed in terms of desired or commanded vehicle attitude rates . The guid-
ance computations either estimate velocity and position at the end of each 
closed loop phase of guidance and compare this to desired tut computed terminal 
conditions to determine present attitude commands (explicit guidance), or compare 
present velocity to desired velocity to determine attitude commands (implicit 
guidance) . The computer is capable of solving either guidance scheme. In ad-
dition, t he guidance computations perform the functions of timing and staging, 
as well as issuing preprogrammed command attitude rates during the open loop 
and coast guidance phases. The attitude error of the vehic le is computed from 
the integral of the difference between t he command attitude rates and the vehi -
cle body rates, as determined from the guidance computations and the strapdown 
gyros, respectively. 
The basic inputs to the alignment scheme, as shown in figure 19, are the 
compensated s ensor outputs (in terms of increments of angle and velocity in the 
b ody frame ), and an optically derived azimuth measurement. Initial conditions 
for the attitude matrix computation are available as flight constants to an 
accuracy better than one degree. 
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FIG URE 19.- STRAPDOWN PREFLIGHT COMPUTATIONS - ALIGNMENT AND GYRO BIAS CALIBRATION 
Upon initiation of the alignment mode, the computation of two body-to-
earth fixed geocentric attitude matrices will commence. One (the gyro matrix) 
is derived from the compensated gyro data , which has been further compensated 
for earth rate. It tracks instantaneous motion at a fine granularity of 3.6 
arc-seconds at SO times per second, but is corrupted by t he gyro drlfts. 
The elements of the other (accelerorJe:ter leveling) matr ix are computed, 
based on defined geometric relations between body, local level, and earth-
fixed geocentric coordinates in conjunction with an optically derived azimuth 
and compensated accelerometer data. This matrix is computed at a rate of once 
every TA seconds, so as to establish an accurate value of the vehicle tilt 
angles with respect to local level, in lieu of accelerometer pulse moding and 
in the presence of vehicle sway motion. 
The selection of TA will be based primari ly on the expected vehicle sway 
amplitude and frequency and the accelerometer puls e moding. No te that the ac-
celerometer leveling matrix elements are updated only once every TA seconds. 
Comparison of the two attitude matrices provides indicated alignment 
errors , defined in terms of small angular displacements about t he body axes. 
The alignment errors are further filtered, so a s to allow only the mean offset 
angles and gyro drift angles to pass through as a feedback correction. After 
first entering into alignment, the filtered alignment errors are multiplied by 
a constant feedback alignment gain, KA, to yield the alignment corrections. 
The gain is predetermined, based on estimates of the measur ed noise and sens or 
quantization statistics, and considerations of the expected vehicle sway char-
acteristics, and the desired instantaneous alignment accuracy. The al ignmen t 
error corrections are fed back and applied to the compensated gyro outputs in 
the body frame. Whenever the sum square of the X, Y, and Z alignment error 
corrections is less than a preselected value, ESW, the filt~ 2d ali~rn ent error 
signals are additionally multiplied by a different g i n, K~ (b ias fe e dback 
\.T 
gain), summed and fed back as gyro drift correction signals in the bo dy frame . 
The bias feedback gain is predetermined, based on bias update settling times 
and anticipated worst case steady-state errors. 
The IMU is a self- contained assembly that senses incremental angular dis-
placements about the vehicle axes and velocity increments along the vehicle's 
orthogonal axes. These data are fed to the computer in the form of discrete 
pulse trains which indicate changes of angle B~d /or velocity . 
The design configuration of the DIGS IMU is basically that of the LM/ASA 
with modj_fications. These principally consist of incorporating a new ho using 
and repackaged LM/ASA electronics. 
Th e nm contains three HSSC RI- 1139 gyros , t hree Kearfott 2401 acceler om-
eter ~, six pulse to rquing ser o mnplifiers, freq ue~cy countdown unit , war~ ~ 
and L i.ne tempe1:ature control .:mp li.f iers, interface elect ronics, power s ,p,)ly, 
and ho11slng s bassembly. The Jnertial instrume,its are mounted in an a1u.ninu!! 
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housing which provides a stable, rigid orientation of the inertial instrument 
triads, as well as a mounting base and thermal path for the IMU electronics. 
The TDY-300 guidance computer (GC) is the advanced Centa ur computer t hat 
was developed for NASA/Lewis by the Teledyne Systems Company. The GC is a 
general purpose, stored program machine designed specifically for space and 
boost vehicle environments. The design is based upon a single package housing 
with three major subassemblies mounted for proportionate t hermal power dis-
tribution and interconnect harness simplicity. A functional modularity concept 
is used for subassembly design. These subassemblies consist o f memory assembly, 
power supply assembly, and logic section assembly. The unit interconnect 
harness includes all subassembly interface connections and external s y st em 
interface connectors . The DIGS system characteristics are a s s hown in ta ble 
10. 
TABLE 10.- DIGS GUIDANCE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
PARAMETER 
Weight (lb) 
Power (watts) (average) 
Volume (cu ft) 
Flight MTBF (hr) 
Flight operational time 
Mission performance 
(3a 90 day stability) 
All axes less than 
STRAPD0WN 
INERTIAL 
UNIT 
(SDIMU) 
32.1 
61. 9 
(8 W for 
heaters) 
0.46 
GU IDAiKE cu1::- UT ER 
41 
131 (assumes 11 W 
for di scretes ) 
0 . 66 
SY STEM TO TAL 
73 . l 
192. 9 
1. 29 
4581 
Continuous, 90 min 
Velocity 20 ft/sec 
Attitude 0.5 deg 
Position 1 n. mi . 
The electrical interface, as s h own in figur e 20 , be tween t he system and 
the vehicle consists of three analog steering signals ( ~10 V de), six d i screte 
signals to pulse attitude gas jets, and 35 discrete commands to specif ic ve-
hicle elements such as relays and solenoid valv es. All discretes are at a 28 
V level and are capable of driving the required load. In addition, analog and 
digital data are output to the telemetry system. The system also accepts 
discrete commands from the vehicle. 
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The launch checkou t equ i pment (LCE) wh ich constitutes t h e AGE, consists 
of a d igi tal computer, teleprinter, a h igh speed tape reader, a data acquisi-
tion syst em, power s upply a nd control s y stems, a signal c ond itioning un i t, an 
1/0 extender fo r t h e comput e r, cooling fans, a console, data monitoring de -
vi c es , i nter face simulato r s and sof t ware. A block diagram of t h e LCE is s h own 
in fi gure 21 . 
Th e LCE features software control of all r equired f unctions and provides 
f or test e xp ansion capabi lities with minimum hardware changes. The functions 
of t he LCE are to perform hangar integration tests on the DIGS and t h e veh icle 
to insure p r oper hook up and con t inuity o f electrical connections by performing 
GC dis crete output t es ts, engine slew tests and flig h t simulation; perform 
fa ult i s o lat ion a utoma t ically usin g t h e diagnos t ic s oftware routines, produce 
hard cop y outputs of t he DI GS voltage and frequenc y signals monitored fo r the 
launch status criter ia ; generate a go /no- go signal based on t his c riteria by 
monitoring t he d o1ynlink di sere te and analog signals via t he read sc•anner and 
integ r ating digital vol tmeter and decoding t h e GC status words deriv ed during 
t he s el f c h e c k testin g ; load t h e GC flight software automatically from paper 
tape vi a t he umbilical and v erify t h e proper loading; compute and perform t h e 
load /ver if, o f fligh t parame t e r (az imut h) updates; and, interface t h e DIGS 
wit h t h e operat o r over the 1000- f oot umbilical. The vo ltage and frequenc y 
signals used in t h e g o / no - go status d etermination are t h e three gyro spin 
motor rotat i on detect ion (SMRD) frequencies, the IMU b loc k temperature, IMU de 
vo lt age, I 1U a c vol tage , GC logic vo ltage, GC memor y voltage, and t h e result 
of t he software GC c hec k . 
Al te rnative candidate o. 2. - The LN- 30 inertial navigation s y stem is a 
p rime candida te for Scout fo r t he foll owing reas ons: 
1) Proj ected production stat us; 24 preproduction sets have been 
built ; 
2) Per fo r mance; 
3) Low we ight and power. 
The LN - 30 inert i al nav igation unit (I U) is a self - contained inertial navigator 
wi t h built- in gyrocompass-al ign capability. The I NU consists of a plat form, 
converter card , digital computer and power supply. 
Th e LN-30 inert ial nav igation unit features (1) completely modularized 
configuration, (2) cantilevered platform construction fo r accessibility to 
stable element, (3) non floa ted instruments, (4) extens ive use o f LS I and MSI 
circuitry, and (5) high reliability with a predicted MTBF = 3000 hours (P- 1000 
only), 
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The LN- 30 has se veral modes of operat i on. These ar e : 
1) Al ign (normal gy r ocompass and h e adi ng mem0r y ) ; 
2 ) Na v igate; 
3 ) GP; 
4) Bac k up; 
5) Gr oun test; 
6 ) Gy ro bias 1 and 2 . 
Wh en t h e I NU is operated in the normal gy rocompass ali g n mode, t h e plat f or . 
automatical l y lev els to the local vertical and the computer determines t h e 
heading with respect to north. In this mode the plat f orm is initially cage d i n 
azimuth to the heading of t h e pla t form's case ~generally mo unted a long t h e 
aircra f t's centerline). The computer de t ermines t h e plat form head i n g us i n g a 
wide-angle g y rocompass mechanization. An estimate o f true head i ng ( a ma g head -
ing and mag var ) must be i nserted into the c omputer t o reduce t he a lignment 
time required. The align period is normally about 1 0 minutes , and c ompletion 
is sensed by a built-in circuit wh i c h outputs a ready - to-nav igate signa l. 
The navigate mod e uses a wander-a zimuth me chanization, t hat provi des lati -
tude and longitude outputs without requiring special po lar - nav igat ional pro-
cedures . The computer may be updated at any time in t h is mode wit h posi t ion, 
velocity, and direction- cosine updates, and wit h tilt (t o rquing) correc t ions, 
permitting tie-in to a cen tra l computer wit h an opt i mal fil ter. 
In the GP mode, the plat form can be operated directly f r om a central com-
puter, wi t h the I r U's own computer continuing t o operate but not prov iding 
torquing inputs to the gyros . In case of central c omputer f ailure t h e I U 
compu ter can be switched back into control, thereby prov iding an effective 
redundancy feature . 
Th e backup mod e is used in case of an in- fligh t condition that causes the 
I NU to be disabled. The platform is pendulously erected and can be slave d in 
azimut h to an external ref erence . The circuitry for t o rquing must be pro v ided 
ex ternally . 
The ground test mode i s used for preflight self - test. In i his mode t h e 
platform is fir st al igned and then "fast-S chuler" tested. The Earth 's radius 
term in the computer is shortened and velocity stimulii are inserted, causing 
rapid Schuler- type oscillations with a period of approximately 10 minutes. Th e 
zero-crossing time of the v elocity data is monitored and proper operation is 
indi cated i f the time is within a specified interval. This check verifies plat -
form and computer operation, as we ll as power supply and circuit performance. 
Total test time is approximately 1 0 minutes. 
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The gyro bias modes are used for periodic rebiasing of the gyros, which is 
normally performed at 500- operating-hour intervals . The INU is first oper-
ated in the gyro bias-1 mode and the Y- and Z-gyro biases determined. If the 
operator decides to correct the stored bias data, the new values are inserted 
(using the control panel data entry controls) and are nonvolatily stored in 
the bias memory. The gyro bias-2 mode is used for X-gyro biasing. 
The L -30 physical characteristics are shown in table 11. 
TABLE 11.- LN-30 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Navigation accuracy, 
n. mi ./hr 
Dimensio ns, in . 
Volume, cu in. 
Weight, lb 
Power, warmui: 
run 
Cooling air 
Predicted system 
MTBF, hr 
INU 
1.5 CEP (unaided) 
14.9 X 8.8 X 13.6 
1783 
39 . 5 
500 watts* -400 Hz, 3• 
310 watts -400 Hz, 3• 
1.5 lb/min at l00F 
1568 
CIU 
5.75 X 7.5 
X 6.0 
258 
7 .1 
40 watts 1 
400 Hz, 3• 
none 
RACK 
2.1 
1------- --- ---------------------------
*Incl ud ing heaters for both platform and battery. 
t Plus 15-watt edge lighting power. 
The I NU consists of the basic inertial sensors and the LC-4516 digita l 
computer. It measures attitude and is stabilized in inertial space by two 
G-1200 Vibragimbal gyroscopes. The stabili zed platform provides an earth-
bound reference for the t wo accelerometers. The accelerometers are main 
tained locally level and their relationship (wander angle) to nor t h i s solved 
by the computer. 
The P- 1000 platform incorpor ates a high level of maintainability inh~ren t 
in a cantilevered design, The stable element, consisting of the gy r os an~ 
acc e lerometers, is rerwvable without gimbal disassembly. 
The pla tform gimbal order is conventional with the innermost g1mbal bc-dng 
azim ;th surrounded by the i nner-roll, pitch, and outer- roll gimbals. The ap-
pearance of the platform, however, is not conventional, because of t he applica-
tion of cantilev ered gimbals . The cantilevered outer roll gimbal ac t s as a 
mount ing surface for the platform servo electronics, permitting the use of a 
large circuit board rather than a set of small cards. By mounting the elec-
tronics on t he outer roll gimbal the necessity for routing servo signals back 
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and f ort h t h roug h t ~e outer roll slipring is eliminated. 
electronics cards Fre all the necessary power ampli f iers 
f our p lat f orm g i mba ls. 
Included on the servo 
for operation of the 
The platform subunit is c ooled by internally c irculating dry nitrogen over 
t h e platform and electronics with a small blower. The heat is transferred by 
co n v ection t o t h e n i trogen t hat flows through the heat exchanger. The heat is 
t h en transferred by convections to t h e exchanger wh ere it is transmitted to 
t he aircraft cool i n g air. Th is cooling system ma i ntains t h e platform ambient 
temperature at 14 8F ( 6 4C) maximum and maintains the gyros at a temperature that 
doe s n o t exceed 1 78F ( 81C). 
Th e LC- 451 6 is a g e neral - purpose , 1 6-bit parallel, fractional arithmetic 
computer. The LC- 45 1 6 p rovides f unc tional and packaging modularity through use 
of a dat a bus s tructure, TTL bipolar MSI circuitry a nd simple, f ine - line, 
etc h ed circuit board component packaging. Th e CPU us mec hanized on fo ur 
2- sid ed printed ci r c uit boards. This CP U of f ers 4 3 basic instructions and a 
ch r o ughput o f 1 72,000 ope r a tions per second on a typical mix. 
Al t hough t he LN-30 was des igned and dev e lo ped fo r a i rcraft navigation, 
i t c an b e modi fi e d fo r use i n a boost vehicle a p p lication. This implies a 
complete qualificati on program for t h e boost e~v ironment. To further demon-
s trate t h e capab i l i t y of t he LN-30 s ystem in a h ig h g env ironment, Litton ran 
centr if uge tests on t h e A- 1000 a ccelerometer. 
A tot a l o f s e ve n A- 1000 a nalog r e· t or ed accelerometers were centrifuged 
at t wo level s o f max i mum a cc e l e r ation to determine experimentally, the second 
o rder nonlinear i t y of t h e inst rum e nt . The average second order co ef ficient of 
t he s e ven i nstrume n t s t es ted is 4 5 . 9 ug/ g · wit h a minimum absolute value of 
9 . 8 ug / g · and a maximum ab s olute v a l ue of 11 3 ug / g 2 • 
The fi r st fo ur s ampl e s Je re centrifuged at a maximum acceleration of 7 g 
whi le t h e l ast three were c entri f uged up to 26 g. Data taken on t he last three 
s a mp l e s were reduc ed f or a 7-g lev e l and a 20- g level to verify that the c oef -
f ic i e n ts are v a lid o ver t h e entire range and are true second order coefficients. 
Ta b l e 1 2 s hows t h e results of t h is data reduction and ver i fies the validity of 
extrapo l atio n o f the f irst f our sample coefficients to higher g levels. 
TABLE 12. - CORRELATIO N BETWEEN LOW AND HIGH ACCELERATION 
SAMP LE SERIAL 2nd ORDER NO NLI NEA RITY COEFFICIE NT, ug/g 2 
NO. NO. LOW g HI g % CHA GE 
5 72 -EX2 +71 +74 +4 .2 
6 96 -L 33 +60 +78 +30 
7 102-L70 +78 +57 - 27 
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In summary, in order to meet the high l i near acceleration requiLement for 
Scout, the following mociificacions t o cne i nertial components and gimbal set 
were suggested by Litton. 
G-1200 gyro 
1) Bearings currently pr2lca~ed for 20 g; can be increased without 
design change; 
2) Balance of gyro and loops capable of sustainec 30- g environment; 
3) Gyro successfully tested to 30 g, 11 msec shock . 
A-1000 acceleromete r 
1) Replace analog restoring loop with pulse rebalance circuits; 
2) Test and calibrate residual g, g2 and bias; 
3) Put g, g 2 and bias t e r ms in computer; 
4) Acceleromte r s uccessfully tested to 50 g, 11 msec s hock . 
P-1000 gimbal set 
1) Redundant i nner gimbal in exist ing design will be lo cked i n pla ce; 
2) Bearing preload on outer gimbal can be increas ed without redesign; 
3) Basic gimbal structure capable of sustained 30 g fi eld. 
Two methods of aligning the LN- 30 for a boost vehicle app l i cat ion were in-
vestig~~ed. The gyrocompass alignment t e c 1nique wou ld employ a Kalman ( 7 s tate ) 
alignment mechanization. An azimuth al l gnm,;!nt ac curacy f be t t e r than 60 arc-
sec (lo ) is predicted. Optical alignment is also practical wit h the LN- 30 
system since it is possible to mount a porro prism on the inertial components 
cluster and a window to the platform case. 
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The proposed Sc)ut LN-30 inerial navigation system characteristics are as 
follows: 
Navigat i on accuracy 
Dimensions 
Volume 
Weight 
Computer memory capacity 
Power consumption warmup 
run 
Cooling air 
Heat sink (flights exceeding 
800 sec) 
Calculated MTBF prediction 
Computer memory capacity 
1.5 n. mi. /hr CEP 
14.3 X 10.6 X 13.6 in. 
2062 in. 3 
43.5 lb 
4K x 16 bit words 
500 watts 
310 watts 
1.5 lb/min 100°F 
100°F with 310 watt input 
1568 hr 
4K x 16 bit words 
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COMPUTER SIZI NG, SURVEY & SELECTION 
This section prov ides t h e data and rationale for establishing requirements 
on the computer. The results of a market surv ey for airborne computers is given 
and a selec tion of the best cand idates is presented using the noted require-
ments in t his section. 
Computer Selection Process 
The major obstacle in computer selection is obtaining sufficient computa -
tional requirement d e finition so that bounding conditions can be placed on 
memory size, computational speed, and word lengt h . Additional difficulty lies 
in that a given c omputational problem, memory s ize, speed, and word length can 
be traded against each other. Also, computer architecture will allow a given 
problem to dictate bounding conditions for one computer different from that for 
anoth er. An ideal computer selection process follows. 
1) Def ine the bounding computational problem. 
2) Translate this t o minimum requi rement s fo r a baseline computer. 
3) Tran s late all candidate computers to this baseline comp ute r such 
that architectural differences can be translated to time and size 
margins. 
4) Eliminate t hose that will not meet the minimum requirements of the 
baseline. 
5) Select the final computer on t he basis of how it meets the critical 
criteria of cost, weigh t, power, sizing margin, timing margin, and 
risk. 
This report attempts to illus trate how this process wi ll work fo r selection 
o f the final Scout comp uter. However, suf f icient data is not now a vailable to 
select the final candidate . The data is incomplete in t wo general areas: 
1) Comp lete definition of the computational problem; 
2) Accurate data f rom t he manufact urers. 
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More work is requir ed to define the guidance logic bounds and mission flex-
ibility bounds t hat direc t ly affect computer requirements. The usual approach 
for launch vehicle c ompu ter procurement is to buy considerably more computer 
than can be justif ied , or to select a simple, restricted mission definition and 
worry the prob lem ln.~er . Applications with ser ious weigh t and/or power re-
strict ions simp l y c ot af ford t his luxury and effort should b e expended to 
determine the opt i m~~ ~r ades. Also, the proper data for final selec tion prob-
ably cannot be mad !:! , '. t:10ut formal RFP activity with the manufacturers. It 
should be made c l efn- '1:; t enough data is available to reduce the number of 
candidates and to i l ua ~ra te the selection process. 
Any a i rborne comp ute procurement should contain a planned amount of timing 
and si zing margin f or t he following reasons: 
1) Error s a nd oversights in defining the computational problem; 
2) Sys tem problems that occur late in the dev elopment cycle that must 
be solved wi th software because of the cost and schedule i mpact to 
modi f y the hardwa re; 
3) Additional fl exibility refinements become desirable later on and are 
j usti fi ed on the basis of reducing for eseeable recurring costs. 
The exact amount of margin needed at the time of procur ing hardware is a 
matt er of j udgment based on the degree of confidence and knowledge of the above 
items as well as the restri ctions on power and weight. It is recommended t hat 
a minimum of 25% planned margin for timing and sizing be established at the time 
of computer procurement. 
. sic Assumption s 
A few basic definitions and assumptions have been made so that t he computer 
selection process can be carried far enough to give a number of leading candi-
dates. 
Since the guidance equations and logic are presently undefined, a technique 
adopted to establ ish an upper bound on computational problems follows. 
1) Eliminate the lunar mission as a consideration on the basis that 
additional requirements reflect primarily on memory space and addi-
tional memory can be procured at the time other required hardware is 
procured (com.~and data uplink, etc). 
2) Select applicable portions from the guidance equations of Titan IIIC 
providing an explicit guidance scheme that can be considered as 
representing the upper bound of flexibility for Scout. 
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3) Use modified Titan guidance logic plus other Titan sizing data as 
baseline for interfacing with a gimbal IMU. 
4 ) Use modified Titan guidance logic plus available Delta launch ve-
hicle sizing data as baseline for interfacing with a strapdown IMO. 
A certain amount of additional confidence exists in this method. The esti-
mates are based on scaling down existing computer programs rather than building 
up from scratch with the risk of overlooking signifi cant problem areas . During 
the scaling down process, only items definitely unnecessary are eliminated, thus 
leaving uncertain or overlooked areas within the estimates. 
In summary, the guidance portion of the computational problem can be consid-
ered to be a worst case example for the mission capability to be used on Scout. 
Additional guidance logic investigation will certainly optimize and further 
reduce the magnitude of the computational problem because the given definition 
is sufficient for achieving a synchronous equatorial orbit. The time for t his 
type mission requires six hours, which makes the power requirements on t he com-
puter very critical. The present battery technology provides 30 watt-hours/lb 
which will translate to an increase of 15 pound for a 100-watt system when mis-
sion requirements increase from one hour to six hours. The power requirements 
are derive~ assuming a one-hour mission even though the guidance logic is funda-
mentally capable of handling more than this. The criteria for establishing the 
weight requirements has been simply to pick a weight limit that allows a reason-
able number of candidates to be selected. The selected limit is based on the 
actual weight plus the battery weight required to operate for one hour. 
A modification to the ideal selection process has been made at this time to 
allow for incomplete and somewhat unreliable data from the manufacturers. This 
modification ignores the differences of translating the candidate computers to 
the two baseline computers although the techniques involved will be discussed. 
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Computer Requirements 
General. 
Interfaces.- The computer requires, as a minimum, t he following interfaces: 
Digital (GSE, telemetry) 
Accelerometer (x, y, z inertial velocities) 
Attitude data (gimbal angles or direction cosines) 
Analog 
1) Autopilot variable gain 
2) Yaw, pitch, roll displacement commands 
Discretes 
Telemetry Requirements.- The constraints imposed on a general-purpose com-
puter by the telemetry requirement can be costly in both memory requirement and 
timing. There are techniques to effectively manage memory , but timing is a more 
serious problem unless a direct memory access channel (DMA) is available for use . 
The assumption for this exercise is that a normal digital data channel will be 
used instead of a DMA although firm requirements in terms of telemetry data can-
not be stated at this point. 
The traditional list below will be assumed in order to work the timing and 
sizing aspects necessary for computer selection. 
1) Gyro compensation, x, y, z; 
2) Accelerometer compensation x, y, z; 
3) Mino r cycle counter; 
4) Computation status; 
5) Discretes; 
6) Velocity-to-be-gained; 
7) Stage conditions; 
8) Direction cosines; 
9) Inertial velocity, Vx, Vy, Vz; 
10) Steering commands - yaw, pitch, roll 
11) Attitude errors; 
12) Radius vecto r x, y, z components; 
13) Yaw, pitch, roll angle rates. 
Mode Switching Requirements.- Mode switching and discrete generation require-
ments are directly related to a sequence of events in obtaining mission objec-
tives. The task of mod e control and issuing discretes is dedicated to the execu -
tive system. This allows for an efficient manner of executing programs depen-
dent on the sequence of events. Following is a list of output discretes t hat 
are under software control: 
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1) Liftoff; 
2) Stage II ignition; 
3) Activate Stage II control system; 
4) Separate first stage; 
5) Remove first-stage controls; 
6) Switch in body-bending filter; 
7) Separate payload heat shield; 
8) Activate Stage III control system; 
9) Stage III ignition; 
10) Stage III separation; 
11) Activate fourth-stage control system; 
12) Stage IV ignition 
13 ) Fourth-stage separation; 
14) Payload function; 
15) Payload separation. 
The procedure used in sizing the Scout mission guidance computer is to form 
subprogram modules from the computer processing functions. Each module is ana-
lyzed for storage requirements and execution times. Table 14 shows a prelim-
inary mod~le list and the memory requirements within the computational cycles. 
Timing and Discrete Generation Requirements.- The Scout guidance computer 
will employ a real-time interrupt to develop the timing interval. This time 
interval is the basis for establishing the computer program minor cycle or the 
smallest time step for data sampling and associated computational solutions. 
The executive routine will res pond to the real-time interrupt (RTI) and con-
trol the execution of both minor cycle and major cycle routines. The executive 
will a l s o develop from the RTI all counters or timers used for mission control. 
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It is the function of the executive to manage the discrete s that p rovide 
for ultimate vehicle control from computer me mory load to payload separation. 
The baseline discretes list assumed for Scout follows. 
1) x, y, z torquer polarity commands; 
2) Body bending filter switc h ; 
3) Autopilot control 1, 2 (gain select); 
4) Au topilot control enable; 
S) Align discretes l, 2, 3, 4, S; 
6) Second - , third-, fou rt h - stage RCS valve commands; 
7) Second-, third-, fourth - stage activate control system; 
8) Second - , third-, fo urt h-stage motor ignit · on commands; 
9) Third - stage t hrust reduction command ; 
10) Fo urt h - stage separation; 
11) Fourth- stage OCS activate commands; 
12) Pa yload separation command; 
13) Payload f unct ions; 
14) Fourt h- stage t hr ust reduction; 
15) GSE f unctions. 
Wi thin t he discussion on timing, it is pertinent to point out the basic dif -
ference in req uirements placed upon computers used fo r controlling a gimbaled IMU 
system v ersus a strapdown I !U system. The gimbaled P1U contains t h e body atti-
tude with respect to inertial space in a dir e ct readout of the g i mbal angle re-
solvers. 
In the case of the strapdown I~U, there is no gimbal in which attitude is 
automatically stored. The computer must, therefore , derive attitude by reading 
the gyro inputs at a high freq uency and upd a te body attitude wi th respect to 
inertial space by solving a se t of differential equations. These equations can 
vary greatly in t he ir degree of compl exity. The equations will b e of higher 
o r der and, t here fore, more complex and di ffic u lt to implement in a digital com-
puter as system requirements for accuracy are increased. I hat ever t h e degree of 
complexity, it is important to note t ha t t hese equalions ust be solved on the 
minor cycle. When this set of differential equations is solved every 20 to 4 0 
mill is econds, it is easily seen that t he minor cycle computational load gets 
extremely l1 eavy . There fore, speed requiremen ts on a digjtal computer to handle 
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the computational prob lem for a strapdown IMU ar~ significantly greater than 
speed requirements for the gimbaled IMU problem. To a lesser degree, but sli ll 
significant, increased memory space requir ements are plac ed on a computer to 
handle the strapdown IMU problem. The r ea on, of course, has just been de-
scribed; the calculations of body attitude with respect to inertial s pace are 
an additional load upon the computer when using a strapdown IMU . 
GSE. - Digital computer requirements in interfacing with the GSE are at a 
minimum -- IMU alignment support and memory load/verify capability. 
The Scout digital computer will provide assistance for IMU alignment to 
establish the initial inertial reference. For the purpose of determining re-
quirements upon the digital computer, limited activity is assumed. 
For mo s t efficient utilization of memory, the computer and GSE will exercise 
a digital interface for loading and verifying the comput e r memory at the launcl1 
site. This will allow the capability of using the computer in prelaunch testing 
and later loading the flight program over it . This means that liberal prelaunch 
calibration and testing can be done at no expense of memory lo contain it. 
General Computer Characteristics. 
The general characteristics required in the Scout digital computer are 
rather traditional for most airborne applications. They are: 
1) Binary ; 
2) 2's complement arithmetic; 
3) Fixed point arithmetic; 
4) Fractional data word; 
5) Two accumulators (upper, lower); 
6) Expandable memory. 
Vari ables Affecting Computer Characteristics. 
There are three areas that affect basic computer character istics in speed 
requirements or memory size. These are index registers, memory addres sing tech-
niques, and instruction set. Proper selec tion in each area can minimize both 
speed and memory requirements. 
Index registers.- The use of index registers allow for the optimization of 
computer memory versus execution time, handling tabulated data, etc. It has been 
determined emp i r i cally that there is a relationship between a·,ailabilit:; and usE: 
of index registers and memory and / or speed requirements . I~ese relat ionsh ips 
are included. 
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1) Memory. - In performing the guidance and control class problem, 
one or t wo index registers reduce the amount of memory required 
by 5%. Three index registers reduce t he memory requ ir ed by 10% 
wh en comparing t h1: job as being done with no index registers. 
2 ) Time . - The computer time required to perform a G&C-type tas k without 
index registers can be reduced somewhat i f index registers are em-
ploy ed. One or two index registers allow the required time to be 
reduced by 6%; three index registers allow required time to be re-
duced by 13%. These figures must be altered downward if t he com-
puter requires extra memo r y cycles fo r indexed operations. To 
rev ise these figures on that basis requires know ledge of how many 
index operations per second there wil l be for the total problem. 
Addressing capabilities.- The addressing technique employed in a computer 
also has an impact upon the memory required to perform a given t ask . A seg-
mented memory, i.e., one whi ch cannot be totally addressed within t he range of 
t he instruction's operand , requires extra manipulation t o access data, s ub-
routines, etc. Thi s , in turn, is a requirement for additional instructions and 
indirect address tables. The f ollowing tabulation shows how memor y required to 
do a task increases as the operand fie l d is reduced: 
Operand Size Memor~ Increase Reg uired 
>9 0% 
9 5% increase in instructions 
8 10% increase i n instructions 
7 25% increase in instructions 
6 50% increase in instructions 
Instruction set.- The availability of more powerful instruction se t obvio usly 
has adva ntages. It can reduc e the amount of memory required for a task as well 
as the time r equired for the execution of the task. Included her e are formulas 
that assist in t he comparison and evaluat i on of instruction sets. 
1) Memory size. - If by using the basic 26 instructions , the basic 
memory requirement, M1 , can be determined by instruction count, it 
is then possible to compute the impact of an improved instruction 
set on the problem. 
l og 26 
e 
---- M1 log N 
e 
M1 total memory requiremen t using basi c 26 instructions of Table 
13. 
M2 computed memory requirement for improved instruction set. 
N number of instruct ions in improved set. 
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TABLE 13.- RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE 
*l. ADD *15. STORE B 
*2. SUBTRACT *16. TRANSFER and SAVE 
*3. MULTI PLY *17. TRANSFER indirect 
*4. DIVIDE *18. TRANSFER and INCREMENT 
index 
5. ROTATE (right, left, 
single, double) *19 . TR,;NSFER 
*6. SHIFT (right, left, -1.·20. TRANSFER on a negative 
single, double) 
*21. TRA NSFER on a zero 
*7. Logical AND 
22. NEGATE A 
*8 . Logical OR 
*23. Input/Output (A/D, D/A 
9. Exclusive OR disc retes, incremental 
interrupt control 
*10. LOAD ·index internal) 
*11. LOAD A 24. NORMALIZE 
*12. LOAD B 25. ADD DOUBLE T 
*13 . STORE index 26. SUBTRACT DOUBLE 1 
*14. STO RE A 
*Mini mum instruction set for gimbaled ~ystem. 
Needed for co .ip uti ng at t i t ude refe renc ... on s trapd o·,vn IMU problem 
(minor cycle). 
Gimbaled systPm has only 24 do ubl e precision adds in major cyc l e- -
hard,~are dO L! :Jl e precision instructions no t necessary . 
2 ) Timing .- I f a problem has been s ized and t i ming margins, T 1 , cal-
culated, using basic 26 instructions, it is then possible to pre-
d i ct t he t i ming margin, T. , i n seconds / second if the improved in-
s truction set were used. 
T 
log 26 
e 
log N 
e 
T , timing margin associat e d with basic ins truct ion set 
T1 p redic te d timing margi n for improved inst ruction set 
N = n umber o f instructions in i mprove d s e t. 
Memory Size 
General.- One o f t he ma j o r conside rat ions fo r de termi n ing memo r y s i ze is to 
select an e xecut i ve r o u t i ne design that allows fo r s ign ificant change s in the 
mission requi remen t s wi t hou t causing c hanges to t he programming. This i mp lies 
t ha t all changes be made by parameter modification . The t e c hniq ue h as been 
demo n s tra te d in t h e digi t al fligh t controls p rog ramming for Ti tan IIIC, but it 
ha s been costly in t e r ms of me mo r y usage. A concerted effort h as been made to 
do t he Sco ut guidance wi t h 4K of me mory words, and the sizing data preclu des 
us ing any t h ing b ut minimum executive design. Therefore, fu ture changes will 
ce rtainl y cause recurring s oftwar e expense . A discussion of a Centralized Ex-
ecutive Sys tem has been included in Ap pendix F of this repo rt. The estimate 
f o r t his t ype executive is 1200 words, and t his should b e considered only if 
t he me mory s ize is mo re t han 4K. It s hould be poin ted out he re that larger 
me mory size margins also contribute to reduce d costs f o r software ch ange ac-
tivity. 
Gi mb al system base line. - The modified Titan IIIC guidance logic to be used as 
t he Scout basel i ne is described by the following general functions: 
1) Maj or Cycles: 
a ) Init i alization; 
b) Accelerometer compensation for scale fact o r, bias, misalignment; 
c) Navigation; 
d) Thrust acceleration calculations; 
e ) Booster steering calculations; 
f) Time-to-go calculat i ons; 
g) Explicit s teer ing calculations ; 
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h) Coa3 t s t ee r ing calcula tions (reduced to ¼) ; 
i) Var i a b 1 c AIM ; 
j) IMU g i mbal angle c ommands calculation; 
k) Maj or cycle outpu t c o .;,a nds calculation; 
i ) Stage I guidance initialization; 
m) Stage II guidance i nitialization; 
n) Stage I II guidance initialization (reduced t o½); 
o) Stage II/III separation sequence discretes; 
p) Time dependent dis cretes (reduced to ½); 
q) Payload eject discretes (reduced to 1/3); 
r) Initial Stage O roll maneuver; 
s) Stage O burnout detection and Stage I ignition; 
t) Stage 0 / I separation sequence; 
u) Stage III Ignition initialization; 
v) Toasting and Telemetry orientation logic; 
w) Vernier computations (increased to 2); 
x) Initialize reference pitch axis; 
y) Liftoff detection. 
The Titan functions that were eliminated are: 
a) Error command rates computation; 
b) Stage II shutdown enable test; 
c) Back up Stage III shutdown command; 
d) Stage I/II separation detection; 
e) Backup and primary Stage II shutdown sequence; 
f) Stage III reorientation tests; 
g) All logic to interface with digital flight controls. 
2) Minor Cycles: 
a) Telemet r y was reduced because of the reduced Scout requirements. 
b) Executive routine was reduced to eliminate requirements asso-
ciated with flight controls. 
The actual Titan sizing numbers are shown in table 14. The modified Titan 
sizing numbers are shown as the Scout requirements for a gimbal system. 
The self-check requirements are shown as optional since this routine is not 
a requirement for flight. It provides the ability to isolate most computer mal-
functions during software checkout, prelaunch, and flight phases, but t he only 
value in flight is to have postflight knowledge of a computer malfunction via 
telemetry. 
Strapdown system baseline.- The Delta sizing numbers were taken directly 
from available timing data. The major cycle data for the Scout strapdown base-
line was taken to be the same as the gimbal baseline by ignoring differences in 
the architecture of the two machines. The minor cycle TM routine was reduced 
in the Scout baseline because of reduced ' telemetry requirements. 
_Marai~. - The memory size margins for the two s ystems (ignoring architecture) 
are: 
System 
Gimbal 
Strapdown 
4K Margin 
291 7.1% 
-831 = -21% 
The conclusion is that the strapdown s ystem must be worked in more than 4K mem-
ory and the guidance logic must be worked harder to gain the desired 25% margin 
if the gimbal system is to fit. 
Computer Speed 
1) Gimbal system - The estimates for COQputer speed are based on redoing 
the Titan system to reflect an attitude sample rate of 50 sps. This 
was done to cover the unknown stability margins on Scout for a 25 
sps system. This increased sample frequency amounts to an increased 
time usage of 3% for a total of 20% (80% margin) .. The desired Scout 
margin is 25%, meaning that the time usage can increase to 75%. 
Therefore, the instruction execution times can safely be increased 
by a fHctor of three for the gimbal system. 
2) Strapdown system - The available timing data on Delta indicated a 
34% time ma rgin. Discussions with people close to the Delta program-
ming indicates that the system has considerably less margin at the 
present time. It is a reasonable assumption c,1at the 25% margin 
could be achieved by reworking equations and sample frequencies to 
r eflect Scout accuracy requirements. 
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TABLE 14.- COMPUT ER SIZING AND TIMI NG ESTIMATES 
GIMBAL SYSTEM STRAPDOWN SYSTEM 
TITAN IIIC SCOUT DELTA SCOUT 
Inst Data Inst Data Total Inst Data Inst Data Total 
Major cycle 
Navigation 442 127 442 127 889 411 442 127 
Guidance 2480 480 1836 350 1836 350 
Executive 267 44 240 36 345 57 240 36 
Orthonormalization -- -- -- 94 13 94 13 
(strapdown only) 
Minor cycle 
Telemetry 245 27 200 20 230 23 200 20 
Executive 339 21 160 10 345 57 345 57 
Attitude control 109 13 109 13 372 21 372 21 
Inertial reference -- -- -- -- 156 121 156 121 
(strapdown only) 
Math subroutines 131 10 131 10 200 47 200 47 
Ground 
Alignment 105 16 105 16 210 40 210 40 
Check out & calibrate 1548 258 -- -- -- -- -- - -
TOTAL 3223 582 3805 2841 790 4095 832 4927 
Self check (optional) 195 41 195 4] 230 115 195 41 
GIMBAL SYSTEM STRAPDOWN SYSTEM 
TITAN !!IC SCOUT DELTA SCOUT 
25 sps 50 sps 50 sps 50 sps 
Add time 8 µsec 24 µsec 6 µsec 6 µsec 
Multiply ti me 92 µsec 250 µsec 22 sec 22 µsec 
Divide time 138 µsec 300 11 sec 40 sec 40 11 sec 
Margin 80% 25% less 25% 
than 
34% 
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Market Survey 
The final task prior to selecting candidates for the Scout guidance com-
puter is that of examining the existing market. A field of approximatel y 100 
computers was examined. From this field, those machines that were deemed pos-
sible candidates have been catalogued into a matrix with pertinent character-
istics listed for each candidate. In compiling the data, an effort has been 
made to include all machines exhibiting characteristics that could qualify them 
for t he Scout problem. This matrix, included as table 15, lists t he 35 com-
puters that are considered possible machines for use on Scout. 
Leading Candidate Selection 
The leading candidates were selected from a list of 35 computers. Ta ble 16 
lists sev en leading candidates for the gimbal ed system application. Table 17 
l i sts sev en leading candidates for the strapdown system application. It s hould 
be noted that all strapdown candidates can also qualify f or the gimbaled s ys tem 
application. 
A number of computers are in production status and these can be adapted to 
Scout with special considerations for power, input /output, quali fica t io n en -
vi ronments, and exact memory size. Final computer selection from th is list 
should be made from a competitive RFP activity . 
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Computer Word Length 
In all but a few places, t he 24-bit single precision data word meets accuracy 
and range r equirements for both the gimbaled IMU and t he strapdown I MU problem . 
The choice of a computer word length of 16 bits will require an increase of 
200 t o 300 da ta words to handle the gimbaled I MU problem. This is due to a 
l ar ge number of par ameters and variables that would r equire more than 16 bits 
for accuracy and range . A reduc ed instruction word would shorten the operand 
field and thereby cause th- i ns t ruction count to be increased. (See paragraphs 
on Timing . An i ncrease of 20o+ words would jeopardize the possibility of using 
a 4K memory f o r the gi mbaled IMU approach as the memory size is already at 3800 
words . The doub le precis i on ari t hmetic capabili t y becomes a firm requirement 
when t he word length is reduced to 16 bits. 
In the case of t he strap down approac h, timing margins become a serious prob-
lem. This case already has a large computational load and any increase would 
force the us e of a fas t er machi ne t han the one specified in the paragraph on Com-
puter Speed . This compu t a tional load increase is due t o the increase in the 
number of required instructions as described by paragraphs on Ti ming since the 
16-bit computer, with index registers, will traditionally emp loy an 8-bit 
oper and . 
Computer Requi rement s Summary 
Instr uc ti on executi on 
Add 
Mu lt ip ly 
Di vi de 
Wo rd l engt h 
Memo ry size 
In structions 
Weight 
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24 µsec 
250 µsec 
300 sec 
GIMBAL SYSTEM 
24 bits or 16 bi ts with an 
increase of 200 to 300 words 
and double precision 
3805 words 
20 min i mum 
28 pou nds (incl udes 0.033 lb/watt 
power conversi on) 
STRAPD0WN SY TEM 
6 µS ec 
22 µsec 
40 µs ec 
24 b"its 
4927 words 
26 min imum 
28 pounds 
(includes 0.033 
lb/watt power 
conversion) 
TABLE 15. - MATRIX OF CANDIDATE COMPUTERS 
Computer and AC El ectron i cs AMBAC Industries 
mar,ufacturer Magic 301 Mag ic 311 Magi c 321 Magic 331 Magic 341 Magic 351 1801 1808 
Oescri pt ion Serial , Serial, Serial, Parallel , Parallel, Parallel, Serial, Parallel, 
fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point 
Application SRAM 707, 747 Shuttle Carousel IV 
Integrated with IMU KT-70 Carousel IV Carousel JV 
Date of working hardware 1967 1967 1966 1967 Development 1970 1966 1969 
Number of uni ts bui 1t 200 670 400 
Number of ins truct io ns 11 28 22 23 16 61 18 56 
Word length, bits 
Data 16 24 + 2 31 + pa r ity 31 + ..iar1ty 16 19 18 18 
I pari ty 
instruction 8 12 .,. parity 15 ... par ity 15 + parity 16 19 18 18 
Instructions times, "s 
18 p2)b• Add 24 19 IS 4 . 5 5 3 6 6 .6 
Multiply 96 104 121 34.5 20 18 24 342 200)b 26 . 4 
Divide 280 332 323 94. 5 20 18 30 342 26. 4 
Addressing 
Direct To 2K Yes To 512 To 512 To 2K To 2K Yes To 4X 
Rela t ive Transfer Yes Yes No 
indirect No Yes No No Yes Yes , multiple 
indexed No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Index registers , 3 l l 8 incl 3 (15 bit) 
notes IR , PC 
Memory 
Type ORO core ORO core ORO core ORO core ORO MOS ORO core ORO core ORO core 
core 
Word size , bits 8 13 32 16 16 16 19 18 18 
l in size, words 6K 4K 4K 2K 2K 4K 4X 4K 
Max size, words 2K 32K 32K 65K 65K 32K 32K 32X 
Cycle ti llle , LI S 4 2.6 3 2.5 1.7 3 3.3 3.3 
Input / output 
Numb~r of channels 3 l l l 2 Parallel, serial 
ilumver of interrupts l l 3 l Multiple 8 l l, priority 
nested 
Yes' A/0 , 0/A Yes Yes Yes 
Physical characterist ics 
Weight, lb 5 22 23 23 10 22 5. 75 9 
Size , cu ft 0.08 0. 44 0.44 o. 35 0.35 0. 44 0.07 0.2 
Si ze, in.xin.xin. 4.9x3.2x8.8 4x7xl5 4.87Sx?x7.625 7. 5x5x5. 875 
Power, W 45 110 120 115 50 120 30 85 
Hardware TTL IC TTL IC IC IC IC TTL MS! TTL IC TTL IC 
tooling Cold pl ate Forced air Air, cold Afr 
plate 
Weight , si ze, power 2Kx8 , CPU , PS, 9 1/0 8Kx32, 4K, CPU. PS , 16K , CPU, PS CPU 
includes 1/0 Modules CPU 1/0 card l/0 card 
Qualification MIL -E- 5400 MlL - E- 5400 MIL - E-5400 MIL-E - 5400 MlL -E-5400 MIL -E-5400 
Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 
• cc:mnents (see last page • oou:,Je C Direct 
of tab le ) precision memory 
instrtJction access 
Options 24 bits • FaH clock 
parallel 
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TABLE 15. - MATRIX OF CANDIDATE COMPUTERS - Continued 
Compu te r and Aut oneti cs Bendi>; Bunker - Ral')o Control Data 
manufac t urer 0200- 1 0200- 10 0200-15 Mi cron BOX B20 BOX-900 (910) BR- I0I8 469 
Descd pt ion Parallel , Pa r a ll e l, Parallel , Parallel, Parallel, Parallel , Parallel , 
fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point fixed point 
Application Pershing Lockheed 53A 
Integrated witn IM S /ESG Yes Strapdown MK30 NIP-I40 
torpedo 
a te of working 
nardware 1969 Development Oeve l opment Oeve 1 opment Development 
1,umber of uni ts built 43 
Number of instruc t ions 3~ 35 66 24 108 70 GG 42 
'./o,-d length, bits 
Da t a 24 I G 16 18 16 
Instruction 18 16 , 32 
Inst r uction times, _s 
Add 8 2 2 2 2 6 (2) 5 2.4 
Multiply 108 ll ll a 9. 5 63 (21) 33 10.4 
Divide 112 19 19 28 9. 5 86 (29) 43 30.4 
Addressing 
Direct To 32K To 32K To 512 - o 512 To BK To 400 
Relative No 'Jo No iiO 
Indirect Yes Yes , multi - Yes , to 131K Yes 
level 
Indexed Yes Yes Yes lio Yes 
Index registers , 3 10 GP 16 
notes Accuniu 1 a tors 
Memory 
Type MOS MOS MOS MOS Core NORO ROM Core NORO NORO plated Plated wir-e 
wire 
Word size, bits 24 16 16 24 16 16 16 16 16 18 16 
Min si ze, words 4K 4K 4K 4K 2K 64 4K 256 4K 512 
Max size, words 32K 32K 32K 16K 32K 13IK (12K 65) 
mainfra,..e) 
Cycle time , _s 4 I I 2 I I 3 3 ( 1) I 1.6 read, 
2.4 write 
lnput/outp t 
Number of channels 1/0 bus, o·-IA ) 2 
flumber of interrupts 4 64 Expand to 32 Expand to 256 9e.,. 3 
A/0 , 0/A Yes Yes 
-- -
Pnysical characteristics 
Weight, lb 6 4 o.s 0.56 12 2.5 4.5 2.5 
Size, cu ft 0.074 0.05 0.0046 0.026 0. 166 0.064 0.04 67 cu in. 
Size, in . xin.xin. 2x2x2 7 . 5x9 . lx7 . S 6 . 6x6 . 75x2 . 5 2.SxS.Sx7.75 
Power, ~ 10 15 10 40 15 40 15 
Hardware MOS MOS TTL SOS, rL r~ S LSI ?'-':OS LSl 
Cooling Conduction, 
radia:ion 
Weigh t, si ze , power 4K , CPU , PS CPU, PS, CPU , memory Processor , 2K 4K , CPU BK, CPU 
includes cooling i/ORO 
Qua l i fi cation MIL -E- 5400 MIL -E- 5400 MlL - E- 5400 
Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 
*Ccmnen t s {see last page d Dimensions Mi c roprograrned Micro- , 7 
of table) vary with progran::ed 
I l"e.,ory size Data in parentheses 
apply to 
BOX 910 
Options 24 and 32 bi t 
word a vai 1-
able 
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iABLE !5,• r.AiRIX OF CA~OIOATE CO~P TERS • Cont inued 
General 
C01'1puter and Electric Honey.el 1 
IBM K'!arfott 
manufacturer CP24A HOC -201 HDC - 250 HOC-JD! HDC-401 HDC - 501 4· / SP! 4· / SP 01 SKC- 2000 
Description Parallel , Parallel, Parallel, Parallel, Parallel, Parallel, Parallel, fixed Parallel , Parallel, 
fixed fixed fixed fixed fixed fixed point fixed fixed 
point point point point point point point point 
Application Proposed for DC9 , F4 ATS Agena Proposed for Proposed for Aircraft 
Viki ng Pres hing Viking 
In tegrated with 
1:,,u H478 
Oa te of working Oeve 1 opment 1969 Sr-assboard eve lop- 1966 Oeve l opnen t Oevelopll'ent 
hard,.,.are 1970 111 ent 
/lu:,,ber o' uni ts 100 17 5-10 within 
bui 1 t 6 mon ths 
Nunber of 
instructions 53 )) 15 53 41 Ill 
Word leng t h, 
bits 
Data 24 -+ pari ty 12 24 16 & )2 16 20 16 32 
Ins truct ion 24 16 16 16 20 16 16 & 32 
Instruction Times , 
"' Add 3. 75 9 2. 9 5 10 4 2. 7 , 4. 7 DP 5 2.62 
~ultiply 30. 5 100 12.5 21 90 24 5.7 5.32 
Divide 44. 75 37 .6 65 60 24 8 .0 8.12 
(software ) 
Addressing 
Direct To 16K To 2K To 2K 16K To 512 To 131 K 
Relative ,o No Yes Ye s Yes 
Indirect Yes 0 Yes Yes Yes 
Indexed Yes Yes Ye s Yes Yes 
Index registers. 6 of 8 l I l ( base 88 
notes hardware register) 
registers Tally 
Memory 
Type Plated wire lC IC LSI ROM RAM Plated MOS Plated NORD DP.0 co re ORO core Core ORO core 
ROM ROM wire wire plated 
wire 
Word si ze , bits 25 11 12 12 24 24 24 16 16 16 20 16 16/32 
Min size, words BK lK 256 31 256 64 2K 16 4K 2K 2K 4K 4K 
Max si ze, words 32K 4K 2K total 16K 16K 16K 131K 
(ex pand by 
bank ) 
Cycle time, ,s O. 5 read , 0.9 D.9 0.9 0.9 o. 75 1 0.9 0 .65 2 1.33 l.9 
1. 0 write 
Input/output 
Number of Serial , Special for I I 5 Parallel, a-IA, Parallel 64 
channels paral lel missil e G&C buffered 1/0 only 
/lumber of 120, l 4 l l hard or soft 16 
interrupts priority priority 
A/D, D/A Yes Yes Yes 
Physical 
characteristics 
Weight, lb 20 5.5 1.6 3.3 13 28 18. I, 21. 7(16K) 19.7 
Si ze, cu ft 0.55 0. 217 0. 17 0.49 o . 35 0.32 
Si ze, 9. 5x!0 .5 7 .25x3 . Sx? 7. 56x4.85 92 4. lx l0. lx3.6 7 . 5x4 .88 
in.xin . xin. x9.55 x6.5 xl 5.33 
Power , W 36 (lOOS 15 11.5 72 (lOOS duty) 30 145 
duty) 
Hardware Pl S LSI, TTL LP TTL Low VT DTL lC TTL, MS! LP TTL 
TTL PMOS; 
LSIC 
Cooling Air , cold plate Ai r, cold 
plate 
Weight, si ze, 
powe r includes 4K, CPU CPU, l 1/D , g CPU , 4K, PS CPU , 16K , PS SK, 3 card 
memory , l /D 
mo t herboard 
Qual i • ica t ion 30 g shoe~ , Ml - E-54D0 M!L - E-5400 MIL - E-5400 
19 .5 g ac- Clas s 2 Class 2 Cl ass 2 
ce leration , 
7.5 g 
vib ra tion 
Coments 5 " · 5 duty Saflle 1/0 Alternative 9 h Double Env i ronmen t a 1 LP version No space 
cycle , structure package , preci- test 1971 of SP! qualifi -
micro- as OOP- cylinder sion 30 g ac - tal lored cation 
pr ograrm1ed 516 13 in. add celeration for planned 
IX-IA dia x 2.5 no problem Viking 
in . 
Options Progranmed 18- bi t word Core LSI 
counter , memory , s cratch 
wa tchdog read pad pro-
timer onl y v i des 
memo ry o. 75 vs 
add, 4.0 
us mul t i -
ply 
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TABLE 15. - MATRIX OF CA~DlDATE CO:iPUTERS - Continued 
Lear Siegler Litton Indus t ries Northrop Rayt heon Teledyne Westinghouse 
Computer and Series 
manufactu rer LS-50 LS-51. LS-52 SPlR,T l LC-XX NDC-lOil RAC-251 20000 TDY-300 OBP MILLI 
Description Parallel , Parallel , fixed point Parallel , Pal"allel, Parallel, Parallel, Parallel . Parallel, Parallel , 
fixed fixed fixed fixed fixed fixed fixed fixed Ooirit 
point point point point point point ooint 
Appl !cation lnstnmenta - A4H aircraft oc 10 Al r fOr'Ce Air!>orne Centaur, Orbi ing 
tion Del ta Astro 
747 . TAT observ-
atory 
Integrated with IMU Kearfott 
Date of working ha rdware 1969 1971 Develop- 1970 1967 1970 196B Develop-nent 
l!Ufllber of unit built 200 40 20 rrent 4 2 8 
NUfTlber of ins truct ions 32 44; expand to 64 40 31 123 29 42 55 16 
Word length , bits I 
Data 16 & 32 16 24 32 24 16 32 20 24 lB 16 
Instruction 16 16 16 16 16 to 24 16 & 32 24 18 16 
Instruction t i111es , ,s 
Add 34 6 6 .4 6 . 8 4 3.5 3 2.8 8 6 6 . 25 3 to 6 
Multiply 1B4 13 17 21 16 20 20 14 32 22.5 45 17 
Divide 184 29 16.5 50 26.4 41 40 90 17 
Addressing J6K 
Direct To 16K No To l K To 65K To 131K To 64K To 256 
Relative No 256 , 8-bit 
block reg 
lndi rect Yes Yes , multil evel Yes Yes Yes 1,0 
Indexed Yes Yes Softwar e Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Index r'!gister, AAY of 64 Any of 32 file registe r 3 3 3 I l 
notes file 3 o the 
reg isters 4 ac -
cumula-
tors 
serve 
as 
index 
regist-
ers 
Memory 
Type MOS ORO MOS HOS ROM ORO core MOS RO core ORO core ORO core ORO core ORO core ORO core ORO core ROM RAIi Core 
ROH core 16 16 16 
Word s i ze, bi t s 16 16 16 16/ 24132 16/24/32 16/24/32 24 16 32 20 24 18 16 16 16 
Min size, wo r ds 2K l K 64 lK lK 8 2K 4K 4K l K 4K 4K 4K l K 4K 
Max size , words 16K BK BK HOD 32 65K 16K 64K BK 65K 64K 64K 
Cycle tine, us 2 2 0 .05 2 2 0.05 2 l l 1.8 4 3 2 l l l 
Input/output 
Number of channels 16 SER, 32 discrete 1/0 Parallel , l l 4 5 l Many cards 
OMA available 
Number of interrupts Multi leve 1 • soft mask. 8 3 prior- 16 
i ty; 8 
hardware 
or 256 
software 
A/D , D/A Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Physical characteristics 
Weight , lb 11 10 15 18 16 40 12 25 20 5 
Size, cu ft 0.39 0 .27 0 .27 0.23 o. 18 0.27 0.3 
Si ze, in.xin.xin. 7.6x3.6xl2. 5 4- 7/B 
x7 -5/8 
18 dia x 1 
xl4 
Power , W 50 50 llS 150 150 165 70 110 35 4 to 12 
Hardware TTL TTL IC MOS LSl IC Bipolar lC Hybrid LP DTL IC TTL MS! 
LSI LSI 
Cooling Air Air Wax plate Air, cold Cold plate , 
plate lSO•F 20 min 
Weight, s i ze, power 4Kx32 1-IJS ROM SK core, BK, CPU 4K , CPU 4K . CPU . 4K, CPU I 4K ROM, lK RAM, 
i nclues CPU, 1/0 PS. 1/0 , I CPU Wax 
plate 
·-
Qu a 1 Hf cation MIL-E- 5400 MIL - E- 5400 Class 2 MIL -E-5400 MIL - E- MIL -E-5400 NASAh 
Class 2 Class 2 5400 Class 2 To third stage 
Class Scout 
2 requirements 
Coornents (see last page Reg to reg LS-52 is larger version of Double Hardware Micropro - Mi~~~~~di One of a j Double of table) times: LS - 51 preci- by end grarrmed series preci- Microprogranred . 
21 us add, sion add, 1971 sion 20 , 24 bits 
116 .i s subtract possible.: 
multiply 
and 
d i vide 
·- -·-
Options l us & Floating Pla t ed 
0.5 us point wire 
memo r y , hard- memo ry, 
parity ware direct 
memory 
access 
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TABLE 15.- MATRIX OF CANDIDATE COMPUTERS - Concluded 
COMMENTS: 
• Hicroprografll'l'led instructions availabe. Standard 1/0 signal condit ioning modules available . Can be space-qualified 
10 months after rece ipt of order. 
b 
Instruction times in parentheses achieved with optional fast clock. 
C 
A/D and 0/A cards ava ilable , but not qualified to same level as computer. 
Four instruction codes available for special functions. 
e 
In terrupt priority software controlled. Direct memory access provided . Cor,pu ter subassemblies tested to 100 g . 
f • 
g 
h 
i 
J 
Delivery of f irst unit scheduled for June 1971. Double precision add time, 3.6 t.S. Must remove all C-MOS and 
plasti c fo r space qualification: 12 to 15 months required. I/0 structure similar to Honeywell 0DP-516. 
Wei ght, s i ze for 5. 2K MOS memory. For 4K plated wire " 7 . 56 x 3. 25 x 12. 56 , 4 lb . Has double precision instructions, 
add ti me 10 us . 
Rea l - time simulator available on ODP -516. Menory power at 5 1.1S cycle t ime= 30 W. 
Register- to- register add - 1.8 us , mu ltiply - 13 . 3 us , div ide - 25.9 .. s. Raytheon expecting space qualification 
contract soon. If received , no one- time developr.ient charge will be necessary 
Weight given for radiation cool ing. ighter models possibly ava ilable. 
k 
Qualification specifications: 
I) rlASA SO-S345-l; 
2) Memory {core) EM! TA902020269 (Electronic Memories Inc.) ; 
3) OBP functional test procedure; 
4) Sinusoidal vibration - 4 octaves/minute all axes, 
5 to 20 Hz, ls in . double amplitude, 
20 to 100 Hz, 10 g , 
110 to 2000 Hz , 5g; 
5) Random shoe - 2 minutes/axis, 
O to 15 Hz, 0.01 g2/Hz, 
15 to 70 Hz, 0 . 31 Hz g2/Hz linearly increasing , 
70 to 100 Hz , flat, 
100 to 400 Hz , 0.02 92 /Hz linearly decreasing, 
400 to 2000 Hz, flat; 
6) Shock- axis, 
y. z 
2 sho cks 30 g , 6 ms . 
2 shoe 30 g , 12 ms, 
2 shocks 15 g , 6 ms , 
2 shocks 15 g , 12 ms; 
Some versions of Milli delivered. Low- power vers ion in produc ti on. 
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ex, 
CJ) TABLE 16.- LEADING CANDIDATE COMPUTERS FOR GIMBALED IMU APPLJCATION 
PRODU CTION SPEED NAME APPLICATION STATUS WORD LENG TH WEIGHT 
(uni ts) ADD MU LTIPLY DIVIDE 
De l co, Ma gi c 311 707, 747 670 24 19 104 332 22 
Arma, 1801 -- 400 18 12 200 342 5.75 
Lear-Siegler, LS-50 747, TAT 200 16/32 34 184 184 11 
Bunker-Ramo, BR1018 -- 43 18 5 33 43 4.5 
Honeywel l , HDC-40 1 ATS -- 16 10 90 160 13 
Honeywe l l , HDC-402 Vi king -- 24 10 97 142 21 
Be ndi x, 820 Per shi ng -- 16 2 9.5 9 .5 12 
Bendix, 900 Lockheed 53A - - 16 6 63 86 2.5 
MK30 Torpedo 
* Tota l we i gh t i ncludes compu ter we i ght plus battery weight to support a one-hour mi ss i on . 
TABLE 17. - LEADING CANDI DATE COMPUTERS FOR STRAPDOWN APPLICATION 
1-'l{U I !UN SPEED COMP UTER AP PLI CATION STATUS WO RD LENGTH WEIGHT 
(units) ADD MU LTIPLY DIV ID E 
Te l edyne, TDY-300 De l ta 4 24 6 22.5 40 25 
Centa ur 
Li tto n, Spirit I OC lO 20 24 4 16 16.5 15 
Lear Siegler, LS-51 A4H -- 24 6.4 17 10 
Kearfott, SKC-2000 Ai rcraft 5-10 32 2.6 5.3 8 . 1 19.7 
De l co, Mag i c 351 Carousel IV -- 24 6 24 30 22 
(available) 
Auto neti cs, 0200-10 Deve lopment -- 24 2 11 19 4 
(ava ila bl e) 
GE, CP24A Deve l opment -- 24 3.75 30.5 44.7 20 
* Tota l we i ght incl udes computer we i ght plus battery weight t o support a one-hour mi ss ion. 
TOTAL POWER WEIGHT* 
110 25 .7 
30 6.75 
50 12 .7 
40 5.8 
11. 5 13.38 
30 22 
40 13.3 
15 3.0 
TOTAL POWER WEIGHT* 
110 28 . 7 
11 3 19 
50 11. 5 
245 27.7 
120 26 
15 4 .5 
36 22 
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 
This section summarizes the preliminary characteristics of a new instrumenta-
tion system for Scout. On the present Scout, vehicle operations are monitored by 
an 18-channel IRIG PAM/Ff/FM sys tem. This system cannot transfer the 40 analog, 
38 bilevel, and 10 digital signals (summarized in table 18) necessary to instrument 
the improved guidance system. The PCM/FM system described here is more appro-
priate. 
The telemetry system will consist of an airborne system that is compatible with 
the ground stations available at the launch sites. It will be in accordance with 
the requirements of the IRIC Telemetry Standards 106-69. Its purpose is to trans-
mit data concerning the performance of the vehicle's systems and subsystems to 
the ground for monitoring and analysis. 
Airborne system.- The airborne system consists rf a multiplexer-converter, a 
transmitter, and an antenna system. The multiplexer-converter's function is to 
perform a time division multiplex of the analog, bilevel, and digital signals; 
to convert the analog signals and the bilevel signals to digital words; and to 
assemble these words into a pulse code modulation (PCM) serial data stream. The 
transmitter is a 5-watt S-band FM transmitter that produces an FM signal in re-
sponse to the filtered PCM input signal. The antenna system provides the proper 
pattern for transmission of the data to the ground. 
Data for transmission.- Table 18 is a preliminary list of data to be tele-
metered. The analog and bilevel data are sampled at a rate commensurate with 
the bandwidth of the signals, and the digital signals will be transferred into 
the system at an adequate rate for monitoring the IMU and computer performance. 
Data conditioning.- The multiplexer-converter is the data conditioning 
equipment. It includes the circuitry for sampling the analog and bilevel signals, 
for analog-to-digital conversion, for formating, for interleaving the converted 
signals, and for filtering the PCM output. 
The format generator determines the sampling rates of the various signals. 
It can be synchronized to the computer clock and the computer minor and major 
cycles. This provides efficient transmission to the ground of the computer's 
information inputs, its command outputs, and other pertinent data regarding the 
computer's performance. 
The signal multiplexing portion of the multiplexer-converter should be 
low--powered and specifically designed for the requirements. The reason for a 
custom design is to conserve weight and power. 
The analog-to-digital (A/D) converter converts the sampled analog signals 
to a representative digital code. The A/D converter will be low power consuming 
about 100 milliwatts. 
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TAB LE 18.- TELEMETRY SIGNAL LISTING (PRELIMI NARY) 
Item 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Quantity 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
l 
3 
3 
1 
8 
3 
6 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
6 
1 
3 
Type 
Analog 
Analog 
Ana·1 og 
Bi level 
Bilevel 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Analog 
Bi level 
Bilevel 
Digital 
Bilevel 
Digital 
Digital 
Digital 
Digital 
Bi level 
Bi level 
Bi level 
Bi level 
Bilevel 
Bi level 
Bi level 
Bi level 
Bilevel 
Bi level 
Analog 
No te: Total analog= 40, 
total bilevel = 38, 
total digital = 10. 
Description 
C/0 receiver signal strength 
H202 pressure 
lll 2 pressure 
C/D receiver channel 4 
Heat shield eject 
Base A hydraulic pressure 
FW-4S nozzle shield temper ature 
Castor nozzle pressure 
Base A ambient temperature 
Upper B ambient temperature 
Lower D-section ambient temp er ature 
Guidance, 400 Hz ac power 
Fin position 
Roll motors 
Yaw motors 
Pitch motors 
Headcap pressure 
Ignition current 
IMU temperature monitor 
IMU TCA output 
IMU power supply voltages 
SMRD discrete 
IMU overtemperature 
Inertial data 
Computer clock 
Computer serial output 
Steering angles 
Steering rates 
Computer event word 
Valve commands 
Staging arm control 
Motor ignition 
Filter switching 
Third-stage thrust reduction 
Fourth-stage separation 
Fourth-stage velocity vernier 
Payl oad separation 
Payload functions 
Fourth-stage thrust reduction 
Accelerometer outputs 
The formatter's function is to control t he output data sequence . It co n-
trols which, and at what rate, the analog and bilevel data are sampled, and when 
the digital data are accepted. The formater \~ill be capable of being s ynchronized 
to the computer's clock and major and minor cycles. 
The function of t he fil ter for the PCM output is to reduce the bandwidth 
to the greatest extent possible and to provide a signal that is balanced around 
zero volts. The filter will be designed so that if t he PCM bit stream consists 
of alternate ONEs and ZEROs, the output of the filter ~ill be a sine wave. Thus, 
the highest frequency content will be one-half the bit rate. The balance is nec-
essary for equal frequency excursions on either s ide of t he center frequency of 
the tr ans mi t te r. 
The estimated size of t he data conditioner is 8x4x4 inches and it will 
consume approximately 1 watt . The approximate weight will be 10 pounds. 
Transmitter.- The transmitter wil l be an S- band FM transmitter with a 
minimum RF output of 5 watts. Several of these are available of f -the-shel f from 
various manufacturers. An example is the Tele-Dynamics Type 1080A. It is small 
and has been designed for space and missile environments. I t is 1 25/32 inches 
high, 3 9/32 inches wide, and 3 27/32 inches deep. It weighs approximately 20 
ounces and will operate over t he temperature range of - 40 to +85°C. Maximum 
power consumption is 2 amps at 28 ± 4 volts. 
Antenna.- Th e antenna s ystem will be designed to produce t he desired pat-
tern and to be capable of being installed in the space available. 
Ground system.- The ground system f or telemetry will he the existing ground 
stations . Since the airborne system will be designed to meet the requirements of 
IRIG 106-69, t he re should be no difficulty in obtaining both real-time monitoring 
of various telemetered parameters and recording of the total telemetered dat a for 
later data reduction. 
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REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM SIZING 
Background 
The present Scout vehicle employs spin stabilization for attitude control of 
the fourth stage during the final burn and coast phase of the mission. This 
study of a proposed attitude reference unit or inertial measurement unit guidance 
package mounted on the fourth stage would preclude the spinning mode, necessitat-
ing a reaction control system for attitude stabilization. The system is designed 
to override the maximum torque disturbance3 anticipated. It must have this 
heavy-duty capability as well as a low-level efficient method of control used 
during the coast phase to simply effect att,tude con trol . Anntber function is 
the adaptation of this system to correct the payload velocity after fourth-stage 
burn. The approach is discussed in more datail in the followi g section. 
Generally spea~ing, a reaction control system ( CS) is sized based on two 
criteria (sizirig is the function used to id:;inti fy such syste'w raquirements as 
weights, thrust levels, volume, and fuel). The criteria are: 
1) The disturbing torqaes tl-• at the R~S "'C1.-,, n,ust , e c .. pable of handling, 
thus sizing the v~r thrust- I'.' levels~ anJ th~ J-., ch,2.r. wc-i.ghts; 
2) The dead band, 01 all::: .. ,a.L.,_e 2~gulc1r. c,,< --~l ~-' - .,,; , ·•1e ', .__, •ir. ':! will be 
rotated, wil l d,,,fine ':.he nurnbe;. ot t::im~s He J'!i:.J t•. ~t be mcercised. 
This will, in turn, size the amot.nt of f, el necrl "'1 i-o a. r.r:ornplish the 
taS i< . 
The remaining w0-ights are .functions of th2 bottlP siz", fuel lines, associated 
valves, iegulaL01s, etc. 
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Disturbance Torques 
The major disturbing torques are: 
1) Separation torques; 
2) Ignition impulse torques; 
3) Motor characteristics -generated torques, 
a) Thrust misalignment, 
b) Thrust offset; 
4) Center-of-gravity offset torques; 
5) Those needed to maintain a coast/limit cycle; 
6) Those needed to effect a coast maneuver. 
Separation torques.- Separation torques are caused by imperfections in t he 
mechanisms used to jettison the third stage. The angular impulse imparted to the 
fourth stage can be expressed via a tipoff angle, originally obtained from the 
spin-stabilized system and defined as follows: 
Tipoff angle (rad) angular impulse (ft-lbs) 
spin rate (rad/s) roll inertia (slug ft 2) 
where the spin rate was the rotation of the fourth stage (150 rpm) and the roll 
inertia was 12 ft-lbs . Tipoff angles of 2.25° have been measured for separa-
tion, which yields an angular impulse equal to 7 ft-lbs. 
Ignition impulse torques.- Another prethrust torque disturbance is caused by 
ignition impulse, the lateral thrust developed as the motor is igniting. It also 
is defined in terms of tipoff error and is about 3.5°, which reflects into an 
11 ft -lbs angular impulse. The high-level reaction controls have a 65 ft-lb 
torque capability that will handle these prethrust impulses if they are on for a 
period of 0.2 second or more: 
11 ft-lbs 
0.2 s 55 ft - lb. 
If they occurred in a shorter time, the torque would be greater than could be 
bucked out but the maximum excursion would be small (i.e., for 0.1 second, 
torque= 110 ft -lb, assuming no cancellation). Then 
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1 1_ () :1:t - lb 1. 62 rad/s 2 
a fourth s2 = stage 68 ft - lb 
e ..:!:. a t 2 fourth stage 2 0 . 81 (0 . 01) 0.0081 rad 
e 0.0081 rad 57.3° 0.465°. --- = 
rad 
Therefore, the torques due t o these angular impulses are small and are no t the 
determining factor in sizing the vehicle torque disturbances. 
Attitude hold torque requirements.- The torques needed to effect an at t itude 
maneuver or a nominal deadband within which the veh icle would limit-cycle during 
the coast phases of flight are negligible as are the fuel requirements for these 
functions. The analysis supporting this follows. 
The impulse needed to rotate an inertia of 44 f t-lbs (approximate fo urth 
stage burnout inertia) 90° in 60 seconds would be 
T6t = 16W = (44 f t-lb s 2 ) (l , 50 / s) 
57. 3°/rad 1. 15 f t-lb s. 
Assuming a pulsing time of 1 second, 1.15 ft-lb of torque is needed plus another 
pulse of the same magnitude t o cancel the rotation at the proper time. 
The angular impulse required to maintain a ±1° deadband during coast using 
a limit cycle rate of 0.125°/s is 
T6 t = 16W = (44 ft-lb ~2 ) ;~:~~~:~~) = 0.096 f t-lb s. 
Assuming a 5- pound jet at a mome t arm of 0.75 foot ( h is ~i ll be sh own to 
be part of the reference design), then 
0.096 ft-lb s= (5 lb) (0.75) ft 6 t 
and 
6t"" 0.025 s, 
This corresponds to approximately the minimum pulsing ti ,e availab le and repre -
sents an impulse of (5 lb) (0.025 seconds) = 0 . 125 pound seconds that is n eeded 
twice every 16 seconds of coast. Thi.s implies an hourly imp,.1lse of 
0. 25 lb s / / 
16 s x 3600 s hr = 51 lb s h r, 
which is no more than a fraction of a pound of fuel and cer tainly does no t ::mply 
a large torque capability. 
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This is presented to show that the major disturbances that will size the RCS 
thrusters are the motor characterist ics and vehicle cg offset. Figure 22 de-
scribes these torques. 
offset due to imbalance 
! Thrust misalignment 
Nominal thrust 
(6700 lb) 
Moment arm S 
~ 
Engine throat 
(Station 83) 
FIGURE 22.- TORQUE DISTURBANCES DUE TO FOURTH-STAGE MOTOR BURN 
Motor- generated torques.- Values for errors induced by motor characteristics 
were obtained from United Technology Center (manufacturer of the FW-4S). The 
following numbers were quoted: 0.02° (3o) of thrust misalignment and 0.007 inches 
of thrust offset (3o). The cg offset torque is primarily a function of how well 
the cg can be maintained along the thrust axis during burn. The value of 0.1 
inch was selected in light of previous experience. 
The values used for 4th stage motor thrust misalignments and offsets agreed 
with those Convair used in their RCS design for OW-1 which fe atured a non-
spinning FW-4S. 
Torque due to misalignment of the thrust vector is equal to thrust (lb) mul-
tiplied by S, the moment arm due to the misalignment angle (0.02°): 
s = re 
where r is the distance between the engine throat and the cg._ 
Using the largest value of r when the cg is forward, 
and 
r = 33 in., 
s 
33 in. 
12 in./ft 
0.02° 
57.3°/rad 0.00096 ft, 
torque= 6700 (lb) (0.00096) ft= 6.4 ft-lb, 
where 6700 lb represents an average thrust. 
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1:1 ,/'rs~:. !.9.I3:1.::s. - 'l'he torque due to a thras t off set cf 0. 007 inch is: 
6700 lb 0.007 in. 12 in. ift = 3.9 ft-lb. 
:he ~orque d;e to a cg offset of 0.1 inch is: 
6700 (0.1/12) = 56 ft-lb. 
J' sturb~nc2 torgu<:.> st,m,na :··:;, - Tne rss of these 3o tm::ql'.es, with an added :..D1. 
safety factor, yields approxireately 62 ft-lb of torque . It is not cxpecte.<l that 
-chis distm:bance will be felt for any a-pa :red.able l;;.neth ~f time since it :c·epre-
sents an rss of three 3o e:r.ro:i:s. Ne·,er:::--.<?.le:--s i" i:: .... ,t O" -iesigned f or since a 
to::-que of this level that was not taken . ''C .,n 1 ">er::,~r·d ·,-10.:ld rotate the vehicle 
approximately 50° in this time. '!:he -···rJm'..•lT' ~,;rcn-e .-1.L::;tu-::-b,nce of 56 ft-lb is 
greater -1:han the 500 i::i..-:.:.b numbe1· q1. .. _,_ t ··,y COT.Va:!.:- as tl:e maximum they ob-
served in their utilizat i~n of t~e FW-43 rtB e nonsplnning fourth stage. 
RCS Jet Se1ect~on 
The RCS jet locations h;-··1; be?::t -:.esi:· :~8-,) .<: •• -,rr.,,-..,.atc!ly Station 97 (fig, 
23), which yi -:?lds -8. r..;o-rr.er,r. . ;.;, c:: 3~ _. _·, -=:: • l/ > :'.n.; at Stage IV igr.ition 
and 46 inc~e5 :s7 - 51 in.) ~t b;~no~t. T, esa ;a1~~• of cg l~cation (60 and 51 
in., were ar~::.v,;c. at via a 1e1.gU: ca::..cu~,;,ticn r;f ;' "'· fouri:h stage, including a 
new RCS a~<l guidance syst~~. 
It is 'hs-re.fore possible to use a blo'l-0 down sy:.t:em that :r'a!dt,ces the thrust 
force of ~~..:- r· ch and yf..·,1 jets from 21 ' 0 )Ver u-,e 31 seconds of 
burn. Th:....-~ wo·<!.1.d yield a ::rnmewhat cor.stc".nc. t0r1:r:1::: _.,.-~:;.bi.. :l ty of about 65 ft-lb 
durin? ·-:~,e bi,r-"'. Bec,;.1.11% some disturbE t' ::.s value of to :{'que 
is too ~~~ge ~: be ut~:ized for each f .cond s~t cf 
pitc.n a-.:. -;·c-.w : - ~::.1::- ':s:r:;~f0::~h refe:-r~,:a ... as t•_ - ,.~_r;. .. ~ 
provide '?. t:i.ghtE;:.: ::..:.ni- ,::y::l. ~ore efficientl:;r. " :j,,:: 
the orbits.l --0 raction :-· ·t"-:::i C"!G~rib~::i in tee -. 
thrusters can ..... "' a:.ded to this and p:cel:l°',inari..7 '._ .. , :,, !. "-<!n 
thr··,fJ t ruocx.ted -::.1ong t~,! '.:1l:r ·s i: axis, -1:: ~ ... ;• ~ ). ~ :..., ~-u·,.:. 
high- and lo~~- :_ ·.·,;-el p:1.tc:1 ur.tl 7a-r,.1 tc r·,-:e t lor t: · r ) r - 1 )r:i. 
; , =1lso be -.i.•rn.1 in 
.,l, <- 1 -"'It 5 pou r,,'n of 
~,1 of tha 
.l(J'. , 
The fou:r ._:h- Je·,eJ. ·j::ts (Jl, J2, J'3, Jli) ;;.r-:-- ~J.-v:.,d \:, ,-,,,1 rn.rn the cg Pr1 
po,,,-, .. le:,..,'.) :. ~ ~'ivant·, 0,-'1 of the la.re.-: n om -1 .· ,, ; 0 -'c!~'.!.~r, ,il+-e;:--catiVlj •,,')ci.lz1 
hsv.:! c ~- .• • .. ,,;_ the : o,;-1eve l j~ts in the , ·,.,,._, .::-.> ., '.Tl -- .: t:hat o f -.:1 ~ 
h::.g11-: 0.•:~l ~ -:.=·:, ,1"1-ich ·:ould allow a small<:!r. 1' •· J ,. • . .J ':·- u til i<:~d r:o · ,: 
the. __ .:: ~,)~ '-i c c·,;,abi"l.ity . In uther .,.,,_:r·:s, ,, .:~t ,;1th a ~ -foot 71 ~ t 
arm JJ t:1-~ .J.)c-:...:: ::h~ saD::.. torque as a j ·•7c,-."·\~t~ ~!"!"' 1 •• w--.fc_.nt ror:·.ro&.• 
T~1is l-1:.~,:- .__:_._. £ -_·r~ ed for threE:. reasons: ( 1) th·:. --.1~ :1:t i:ed a le-~ .. ~ t},~ 
roll ax~a wc~:a aid greatly in the crbit:~ cc~.L- ~i~ J system option da~~zibed 
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in the next sectio t and design commonality is felt to be desired if the cost in 
other areas is of low impact; (2) the 5-pound jets are no more costly in terms of 
weight and size than a smaller 1 to 2-pound jet; and (3) there is some ease in 
mounting gained by not constraining all the pitch and yaw jets to be firing along 
the same direction. 
Jet placement at station 
J7 
-------~~- ---------(%)---------- -+-+----
J6 
J5 
Side view End view 
FIGURE 23.- HIGH-LEVEL AND LOW-LE VEL PITC H AND YAW LOCATION AND ORIENTATION 
Fuel Considerations 
This approach appears to be more costly in fuel since if the torque distur-
bances are much lower than expected they can be handled for the most part by the 
low-level thrusters . This would imply a five times more inefficient fuel usage 
since to obtain the same torque the 5-pound jet would be on all the time versus 
the 1-pound jet causing the impulse to be five times greater. 
The logic behind this choice is as follows. The large amount of fuel sized 
for this mission, which is quite meaningful both in terms of its own weight and 
that of che tanks necessary to contain it, is determined by the high-level jets 
being exercised for a substantial time (high-duty cycle). As an example, suppose 
one high-level jet is on all the time. (It is remotely possible that two jets 
will be on in the case where the torque disturbance is distributed between two 
axes, but in this case they would be necessarily turned off and on since together 
they would overwhelm even the highest expected disturbance.) Then 21 pounds x 
31 seconds is 651 pounds-seconds. At an I of 140 seconds, about 4. 7 pounds of 
sp 
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fuel would be neectea. L1, uf, u,e o _u ar 11c1~iu, o ,ly t he le,;•- .!. ;; · -~ ~ ... t_ w L7 _ needed, 
a 5-pound jet wouJ.d be on E-11 ·he time ,1tlhzing 1/4 of r.:his total, or 1 pound. 
Had the 1-pound :jet been e1t,p}oy.;:d , " •F.- f·,el usage would i", ave been 0.2 pound. In 
other words, while ic appears 0 , 8 p0 -J .. ,ds ::.. i rue l might be s aved, the design must 
consider that the low-iava l jecs wi~l ~e used very little in the worst case and 
therefore much more fue::. will :,e load1::d aboard than the difference between t.· .at 
consumed by the 5-pound jec as opposed to the 1-pound jet . 'l'wo pairs of 1- pound 
roll jets will be used to cou~ t u: ~1e fourth stage in the roll axi s . 
As an example of the fuel necess ury to take the vehicle t h:-ough a 180 ° man u-
ver either for 6V correction or fo r mission purposes, cons ider the rat 0 necessary 
to rotate 180° in 140 seconds. 
6W 
The angular impulse T6t 
6t 
180° 
---- = 1.25° /sec 140 sec 
HW. From this 
(44) <1. 2 ) 
5, . 3 
(5) (0 . 75) 0.25 sec 
Thus, a 5-pound jet pulsed for 0.25 second will r otate the ve~ic l e 180 ° in 
140 seconds at which time another 0.25 second pulse is needed to s top the ro t a-
tion. The total impulse thus expended to rotate 180° and back io 4 (5 lb) (0 . 25 
sec) = 5 lb/sec . This impulse at an ISP of 140 seconds will cohG" ,e 0 , 028 ound 
of fuel and shows that isolated maneuvers use insignificant amounts of f uel . 
A discuss i on of the 6V increment caus ~ by the 5-pound jets dD!'~~g coast 
control is presented in the succeeding chapter. 
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System Considerations 
One major tradeoff will be the use of a regulator as opposed to a blowdown 
system approach , A first cut at a typical blowdown system approach is shown in 
figure 24. The parts for the system are listed in table 19. 
Nitrogen fi 11 
Four 21-lb jets Four 5-lb jets Four 1-lb jets 
FIGURE 24 .- TYPICAL BLOWDOWN REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
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TABLE 19.- PEROXIDE RCS WEIGHT SUMMARY (WALTER KIDDE CORP) 
Four 21-lb nominal motors (Burner II), P/N 875456 
Four 5-lb motors (2-lb nominal), 
Four 1-lb motors (2-1 b nominal), 
One N2 fill, P/N 893463 
One H202 fill, P/N 893464 
One H202 relief (P/N 874536) 
Lines, fittings, miscellaneous 
Two H202 tanks, P/N 894193 
H202 weight 
Approximate N2 weight 
P/N 875032 
P/N 875032 
Weight 
by unit 
(lb) 
1.55 
0.75 
0.75 
0.35 
0.35 
0.29 
3.8 
Total 
weight 
(lb) 
6.20 
3.00 
3.00 
0.35 
0. 35 
0.20 
0. 72 
7.60 
5.00 
0.45 
Price 
($) 
16 800* 
12 000* 
12 000* 
450 
450 
1 100 
Assume sup-
plied by 
NASA or in-
tegrator 
6 800 
Total 26.99 49 600.00 
*This does not include design modifications of $1500 that would be necessary 
for drawing and specifications changes. This would not include development 
specification testing of the new component, and qualification would be by simi-
larity to previous testing. 
Table 19 costs do not include system analysis or development. Another factor 
was the design constraint of choosing flight-qualified parts. It was felt that 
a new design, specifically tailored to our needs, could optimize the weights from 
the present design of 27 pounds to approximately 20 pounds or a little less. 
This of course represents increased costs for new development and qualification. 
A ROM figure was unofficially quoted as an extra $50 000 to perform this function, 
This being a nonrecurring item, with the system recurring costs staying approxi-
mately the same. 
Another approach considered was the use of a regulated system that could ob-
viate the use of one of the fuel tanks. This would reduce the total weight by 
3.8 pounds but would add one N2 tank weighing 1.0 pound and costing about $625 
and a regulator weighing 1.2 pounds and costing $2000. This approach saves 1.6 
pounds but may make the system more difficult to balance because of asymmetry of 
the fuel tanks. 
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Although peroxide at this time represents the baseline approach (primarily 
due to commonality of fuel on other stages and the supporting equipment needed), 
a similar effort was made to size the same system featuring the use of other 
fuels. A nitrogen and hydrazine system is described in tables 20 and 21. The 
fuel for the systems differs as does the tankage to contain it because of the 
different specific impulses. Therefore hydrazine with an I of 200 seconds re-
sp 
quires 70% of the H202 system's fuel or about 3.5 pounds, while the nitrogen sys-
tem, whose I is 65 seconds, requires 10 pounds of fuel. 
sp 
It is felt that the use of H2o2 is preferable from the commonality standpoint, 
and it represents a substantial cost saving item. Tables 20 and 21 show that 
there is no clear weight advantage in the hydrazine and nitrogen RCS systems, 
which supports the peroxide choice. 
TABLE 20.- HYDRAZINE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY 
(ROCKET RESEARCH) 
Weight, 
Four 25-lb jets nominal (Titan IIIC Transtage) 11. 1 
Four 5-lb jets (REM-MONO, MR50) 4.8 
Four 1-lb jets ( MR6A) 2.0 
Propellant (N 2H4) 3.5 
Prope 11 ant tank (9.5-in. diameter) 2.8 
Fill and drain valve 0.6 
Expulsion valve 0.5 
Fuel lines 1.0 
Tota 1 26.3 
TABLE 21.- NITROGEN REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM SIZING 
(STEHRER MANUFACTURING COMPANY) 
Weight, 
Two "doubles" (one, 5-lb jet, one 25-lb jet) 5.50 
Two "quadruples" (one 25-lb jet, one 5-lb jet, 
two 1-lb jets) 8.00 
Pressure vessel 13.80 
Pressure regulator 2.85 
Nitrogen fuel 10 .00 
Tota 1 40 .15 
lb 
lb 
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Weight Tradeoffs 
A signif j cant fnctor to be discussed is the t otal we ight of the RCS system, 
which at 27 pounds repre c€-r. ts weight that, if reduced , would increase payload 
capability. The followin g ?aragraphs discuss a number of ways t h e s ystem weight 
can be reduced and s0me of the rar.iifi.cation s that these wei ght-saving features 
generate. 
The fuel calcula tion of 5 pounds was based on an estimate of one high- level 
jet being exercised cont inuously for the 31-second burn. This implies a rather 
conservative estimat e of needed torque control. Based on mi ssion analysis, the 
type of control logic employed and some probabilistic ana ~ysis as t o how often 
these large disturbances occur will, to a much more accurate degree , provide a 
high probability of mission success and yet not oversize the s yst em. This could 
eliminate on the order of 1 to 3 pounds of fuel. 
The manufacturer of the reference system feels that if the constraint of us-
ing only flight-qualified equipment were lifted and a new design pecul iar to the 
Scout application was initiated, approximately 3 pounds of weight could be saved 
in the tank and j et design. This will cost in the neighborhood of $50 000, de-
pending on the requirements for qualification. 
Since each of the two tanks used in the weight breakdown of table 9 we ighs 
3.8 pounds and has a 9- pound fuel capability, it would be possible to ~se or.e 
tank only for the 5 pounds of fuel and eliminate the other tank. However, two 
problems are associated with this approach. As more fuel is added to a tank and 
consumed during fourth-stage burn, the blowdown ratio is subs tant ially increased. 
This would mean that the initial thrust of 21 pounds would decay to something 
probably less than half of this when most of the fuel was used up. This of course 
is an undesirable situation from the standpoint of a low torque capability to-
ward the end of the burn. Also the use of one tank may cause an excessive bal-
ancing problem that will affect the cg offset and yield higher distur bance 
torques. A good insight into the practicality of this approach would be gained 
via the mission analysis where the probabalistic quantities resulting from cg 
offsets and subsequent fuel could be used in evaluating this approach . 
Two pairs of roll jets are required so the roll torques can be applied in 
couple fashion since one roll jet would also cause a pitch or yaw torque . The 
elimination of one pair of these jets would save 1.5 pounds but add a small 
amount of fuel with which to buck out the unwanted pitch or yaw torque. 
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Sumr.:a ry 
Based on these weight saving considera t ions and recognizing the correspond-
ing implications, the weight of the peroxide s ystem can be modified as shown in 
t able 22 . 
TABLE 22.- MODIFIED WEIGHT PROFILE FOR THE 
PER OX IDE SYSTEM 
Weight (lb) 
Four 21-lb nominal high-level jets 4.70 
Four 5-lb jets ( 2 -1 b nominal) 3.00 
Fo ur 1-l b jets (2- lb nomin al) 3.00 
One N2 fill 0 . 35 
One H202 fi 11 0. 35 
One H202 rel ief 0 .20 
Lines, fittings, mis cellaneous 0. 72 
One H202 tank 3.80 
H202 weight 3.50 
N2 weight 0. 45 
Tota 1 20.07 
Table 22 demonstrates a 20 -pound RCS s ystem that can be real is t ically designed 
although the ramifications involved wi ll have to be analyzed based on mis sion 
philos ophy. 
Figure 25 illustrates a re f erence RCS s ystem. 
1~2 fi 11 
FW-4S fore 
~ 
H2 02 
tank 
4 high-level -
controls, etc 
FIGURE 25 . - REFERE NCE RCS SYSTEM 
4 l ow -1 eve 1 
longitudinal 
control jets 
-2 pairs 
ro 11 jets 
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ORBITAL CORRECTION SYSTEM 
Background 
In the past NASA has had to accept open-loop Scout vehicle performance errors 
because of the lack of closed-loop guidance and also because the fourth stage has 
no means of thrust termination. With the addition of navigation equations it will 
now be possible to calculate the orbital errors and compute the ~V required to 
place the payload in the proper orbit. This can be done despite the fact that 
the fourth stage will burn to depletion. 
The fourth stage could be modified to shutdown on command and some methods 
that could be used to terminate fourth stage burn are venting ports and water 
quenching. It is felt, however, that the velocity errors can be compensated for 
by the selected RCS system. The gross sizing analysis presented in this section 
will only serve as an example of the thrusting philosophy and as an upper bound 
on sizing. 
The basic approach of the ~V correction involves using the RCS jets, which 
are normally used to take out disturbance torques, as the thrusters to add or 
subtract velocity. 
After the fourth stage engine has burned out, the error in velocity (both 
magnitude and direction) can be computed from the accelerometer outputs. The low-
level jets can be used to rotate the vehicle to the desired orientation at which 
time all of these low-level jets can be fired simultaneously to effect a thrust 
in the proper direction to yield the nominal vehicle velocity vector. At this 
point the vehicle can be rotated to its desired coast attitude and proceed in the 
desired orbit. Figure 26 depicts a typical jet placement scheme as sized for 
torque cancellation only. (A, B, C, D) 1 represent the high-level jets while 
(A, B, C, D) 2 depict the low-level jets. In this configuration it is of course 
not possible to apply a force along the X axis and perform a ~V. For example, if 
the vehicle were rotated 90 degrees and jet A1 fired, a large undesired torque 
would be applied about the Z axis. 
X 
FIGURE 26.- STANDARD JET CONFIGURATION 
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Some other approaches to be considered are: 
1) Canting the high-level jets at some angle to obtain both longitudinal 
thrust as well as torque cancellation; 
2) Replaceing the (A, B, C, D) 2 low-level jets with longitudinally mounted thrusters; 
3) Physically swiveling some or all of the jets. 
Although the swiveled jet approach has been investigated and is certainly 
feasible, due to complexity, reliability problems, and cost in comparison to the 
other schemes mentioned, this approach was dropped. 
X 
Figure 27 demonstrates the canted approach. 
z sin e 
r 
y 
-----d----- Note: Canted jets c1 and o1 
FIGURE 27.- CANTED APPROACH 
are symmetrically located 
to A1 and B1. 
High-level jets such as A1 and B1 (for example) are canted by angles e and a 
from the longitudinal axes of the vehicle while still being attached at the same 
point. It can be seen that both components of each jet provide rotational control. 
The total torque about the vehicle due to the high-level jets is 
A1 cos Or (Y) + A1 sin 0d (Y) + B1 cos ar ( - Z) + B1 sin a d (-Z) 
+ c1 cos J r (-Y) + c1 sin 8d (-Y) + n1 cos a r (+Z) + n1 sin ad (+Z) 
A problem with this scheme is the fact that four large forces are canceling 
each other out during ~V correction (B
1 
sin a , D1 sin a , A1 sin 6 , c1 sin 8) . 
Any differences in the forces between jets will result in undesired torques and 
will also be inefficient in terms of fuel usage. This leads naturally into anal-
ysis of the longitudinally mounted jets. 
Using closed- loop guidance, the error in velocity to be corrected should theo-
retically be that of the guidance hardware only. In the case of Scout, however, 
the fact that the four th stage engine cannot be shut down on command will be the 
primary contributor to th e velocity error . Based on the perturbation analysis 
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performed for t ne 11 0 m:...s.,, .... 0.,, ·h t- ~.,, ,,,~ J er..:-..;r i or ·~h1. _,_.·..:. : r 1 ,;,::.3e ~- - .::. l n. cut-
off uncertainty was 16v i i:, ::. . usin g, t h i. c. ve l ocity error as t hat to be compensated 
for and the fourth s i:: &.ge ·L-urnout "\\'e, kin. of J 22 pounds (211 lb + added guidance 
system weigh t mi ri us sorru-.: ,,1e i gh ;;_ s avi,.g in Li1e removal of the spin table), the im-
pulse needed woui<l UL (approximat~~) J , 
322 lb F6t = M6V = ( 160 f ) 1600 lb 
--;:;:;--2 --r /~ ps = -s 
.) .:. . t s 
At an I of 160 f or steady-state operation of the H202 motors, this correc-
sp 
tion would require 10.0 pounds of fuel. This, coupled with the 5 pounds needed 
f or the RCS would t ota l 15.0 pounds, which is almost the maximum fuel capaci t y 
for t wo 9- pound tanks . Therefore while it is possible to accommodate this, it is 
impractical from the blowdown ratio considerations. It must be remembered t hat 
15.0 pounds represen t s two 3-o high cases and is felt to be overly pessimistic. 
Once again a true evaluation of what is needed should be probabilistic in nature, 
i;nplying that less total fuel would be carried. As· an example, for a 1 o case 
that would occur 67 % of the time, only 3.3 pounds of fuel is needed instead of 
the 10.0 pounds originally calculated. This variation in itself will be more 
than enoug~ to cause a system design change so that system defin i tion is still 
very much a function of mission philosophy and constraints. 
This discuss i on describes the technique used to size the fue l fo r a specific 
6V correction (5 3 f ps , 1 o). How much one wants to design for becomes a question 
of mission accuracy guaranteed in terms of some probability versus excessive 
weight . It is fel t that the 5 pounds of H2o2 weight for motor torque cancella-
tion will likely not be completely used (probably about hal f based up on Convair ' s 
usage) and can be ut i lized for orbital correction. A two-o design will a dd 3 . 3 
pounds to the to t al we i ght and ensure a substantially greater cor rec t ion proba-
bility . One can decide to play greater capability against higher weight. As the 
fuel weight increases, the presently proposed tanks which are felt to be a real-
istic design optimizing weight and OCS (orbital correction system) capability, 
may have to be replaced. Larger tanks which will decrease the thrus t reduc tion 
due to blow down will be necessary to maintain a high torque capab ility t hat pro-
tects against large mission attitude errors during fourth stage boost. 
Figure 28 pictorially described the longitudinally mounted jet system. 
---~L4 ~L3 l\ / 
~-
I 
104 FIGURE 28 .- LONGITUDINALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM 
11 , 12 , 13 , 14 are the longitudinal jets and will have to be increased fror: 
2 pounds of thrust to about 5 pounds to replace the low-level torque control of 
approximately 4 ft-lb. This is due to the moment arm going from a few feet to 
0.75 feet. These four 5-pound thrusters will form the force used to perform the 
b,V. Twenty pounds of force will take 80 seconds to yield the correct impulse 
(1600 lb-s). 
The 5-pound thrusters used for coast control do cause a t,V increment which it 
significant. 
Assuming one uses the proposed ±1° deadband and a minimum on-time pulsing 
capability of the thrusters of 0.025 seconds. Then from 
Tb,t It,W, 
t,W Tb,t 
-1-• 
5 (lb) (0.75 ft) (0.025 sec) 2 . 12 X 10-3 rad 
44 ft lb-sec2 sec ' 
2.12 x 10-3 rad x 57.3°/rad = 0.125 ~ = b,W. 
sec sec 
Therefore the limit cycle angular rate is 1/8 deg/sec and will take 16 sec-
onds to rotate 2° (+1° to -1°). At this time a double pulse is needed to stop 
the original and start it back the other way. This requires a 0.050 sec b,t. 
So that in the pitch plane 5 pounds (0.050 sec) is the linear impulse im-
parted to the vehicle every 16 seconds or O. 25 lb-sec eve,:y 16 seconds, which 
turns out to be 38 lb-sec every 45 minutes (coast time). 
Fb, t 38 lb-sec will add a b,V of 
m 
38 lb-sec 
2 
10 lb~ ft 
3.8 F/sec 
A similar control system in the yaw plane will add another 3.8 ft/sec total-
ing 7.6 ft/sec. This must be studied to determine if it can be tolerated. One 
solution to this would be to mount the jets as shown in figure 29. 
Pitch 1 
Yaw 2 
~-..... 
Yaw 1---.,. 
Pitch 2 
FIGURE 29 DIRECTION REVERSAL OF ONE PAIR OF LONGITUDINAL JETS 
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In this case, due to pitch and yaw coast control the 6V would be cancelled. 
Of course only two jets could be used to provide 6V correction which would double 
the impulse time. These two ramifications must be traded off to see their rela-
tive effect. 
If a torque is developed due to differences in jet force, one or more of the 
jets (L1 , L2 , L3 , L4) can be turned off for a short time to establish the proper 
attitude. This approach has been implemented on Titan and represents a simple, 
efficient scheme. 
The capability to correct errors in velocity in any direction can be provided 
by rotating the entire fourth stage to the proper attitude. 
The schematic of the RCS system is the same as the system described in the 
previous section with the addition of 3.3 pounds of H202 for a 1 a orbital cor-
rection and the addition of 1 pound for nitrogen tankage. 
The total tank volume (both tanks) is 384 in. 3 and the pressure assumed at 
liftoff will be 580 psi. 
The major problem associated with the blowdown approach is the amount of fuel 
needed for the fourth stage control during boost. If this is excessive the high-
level thrusters will exhibit a low thrust toward the end of the burn. This will 
decrease control authority so that the attitude error of the vehicle will grow 
and cause large orbital inaccuracies. The blowdown effect upon the orbital cor-
rection system will mean a greater time to correct for 6V uncertainty as well as 
increased maneuver and limit cycle times. 
If the blowdown causes the longitudinal jet thrust to be reduced to 4 pounds 
(It will drop further during orbital correction.), and two jets instead of four 
are used to el~minate 6V error due to coast thrusts, then the time to correct a 
la ~V may increase from 40 seconds to 120 seconds or more. 
Summary 
A complete RCS system with an orbital correction capability weighs 20 pounds 
as shown in table 22 in the previous section plus 4.3 pounds for OCS fuel (1 a) 
and nitrogen for a grand total of 24.3 pounds. 
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CLOSED-LOOP ERROR ANALYSIS 
Performance analysis data are a very important part of the evaluation and 
comparison of guidance hardware. The Martin Marietta trajectory error analysis 
program (TEAP) is the tool used to compare the performance of the various candi-
date guidance systems. The TEAP allows computation of the errors in position, 
velocity, attitude, attitude rate, and other pertinent orbital parameters as a 
function of guidance hardware only. Since the closed-loop guidance will compen-
sate for the state deviations of other perturbations, such as winds, I varia-
sp 
tions, thrust errors, etc, and steer the vehicle to its desired state, the TEAP 
results will represent to a great degree the total system error. (..Computational 
errors normally contribute only a few percent of the hardware errors.) 
A reference trajectory is used as the flight profile to define nominal posi-
tion, velocity, acceleration, orientation, and mass. Each candidate guidance 
system, representing only hardware errors, is another program input itemizing 
sources of error, (gyro drift rates, gyro misalignments, accelerometer bias, ac-
celerometer scale factor errors, and misalignments). The TEAP program uses these 
hardware errors in conjunction with a nominal t rajectory to generate vehicle er-
rors such as position, velocity, attitude etc. 
The basic TEAP computation sums the following hardware errors: those due to 
the imperfect accelerometers, those due to the misorientation of a perfect accel-
erometer because of platform drift (gyro imperfections), and those due to gravity 
computational errors. Another error computed by TEAP is attitude deviations due 
to drift phenomena. These error terms can be extended to provide deviations in 
orbital parameters, such as radius of perigee, apogee, flightpath angle, period, 
etc. The detailed computational algorithms and complete program inputs for TEAP 
are described in Appendix A. 
Earth Orbita l Trajectories - Six candidate s ystems were evaluated via the 
TEAP program using two basic reference trajec t or ies supplied by NASA. One, the 
176C mission, is a 585 to 635 nautical mile (near-circular) polar orbit launched 
from Vandenberg. The second flight profile is t he 169C, an elliptical near-pola r 
orbit (102 deg inclination). This t rajectory i n form?tion was s upplied with data 
presented in a coordinate frame that differed s omewha t from t he TEAP frame. The 
TEAP program was modified t o accep t t he traj ector y information directly, avoid-
ing transcription errors . 
Luna r Miss i on Traj ectori es - As part of the lunar portion of t he s tudy , in 
which the errors and cor r espond ing fuel requirements t o per fo rm the necessar y 
cor r e c t ion for a lunar mission f rom injec tion to the moon are analy zed, a covari-
anc e ma t r i x representing the errors associated with a lunar injec tion trajectory 
was gene r a ted via TEAP . This output was used as inpu t cond i t ions for the STEAP 
progr am described in Appendix C. The lunar injection trajec tory was provided by 
NASA and represented an optimum flight profile targeted to the proper injection 
state. These data were generated by the TOLIP program at NASA. TEAP was modi-
f ied t o acc ommodate the TOLIP output as descr ibed in the following paragraphs. 
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The TEAP program requ ,_res JA>si t i'JII . ,1l:_oc i t y , a!ld ser,seJ acc.;:;.:E,cc11-ic,, v r vec-
tors in an inertiB 1 Greenwic-.!1 me rid :: ;;.-,:. ( S) /No-th Pole right - handed coordinate 
frame. Roll : pjtr1i, ;;i,l yr -:.. unit vr-:~·,r 'nth'= P.li cve f- c.m~ are 3 1 s0 required 
for straptlown error a11e 1yE s a nd fo-r " T" -·• '= f1 tation of att i t ud e error s output in a 
body-axis fr ame. 
The TOLIP outputs had to be cnnv~r~ed to the above requirements. Geocentric 
latitude, longiLude, and radiGs ~e l t used t o generate the Car tesian coor dinat e 
inertial position vector (a f ter co;r1.;·e r ting through to inertia l l ongitude using 
time and the earth's angular r ot ation rate). Inert ial velocity, inert ial f l ight -
path angle, and azimuth of th~ inertial velocity vector were used to generate the 
three Cartesian coordinates of the inertial velocity vector. 
Platform gimbal angles were used as Euler angles to solve for the transfor-
mation matrix from init ial body to instantaneous body attitudes at a later time. 
The roll, pitch, and yaw unit vectors thus formed were used in the formation of 
the sensed acceleration vector. Thrust and drag were used with weight to scale 
the roll unit vector, whil e lift and weight scaled the yaw unit vector . Simple 
addition of the above ve ctors formed the sensed accelerat i on vector. Nati e that 
~here can be no sensed acceleration along the pitch ayis in this f ormulation . 
The TOLIP/TEAP adaptation was t hus completed. 
Error Analysis Results 
Table 23 lists the six candidate systems analyzed and the i r resp ec tive ha rd-
ware inaccuracies in terms of a 1 cr error budget. These were the e r ror budgets 
used for input on the TEAP computer simulatfon. 
Table 24 lists the 1 cr TEAP results with regard to each s ys t em's performanc e 
for each reference trajectory. These results, as previously ment i oned , repr esent 
very closely the total vehicle performance state for clos ed- l oop guidanc e . Table 
25 demonstrates the overall performance superiority of the DIGS system, which is 
predominantly a function of its low accelerometer scale factor error and tight 
alignment accuracy. 
Three of the other candidates, KT- 70, TDS-2, and LN-30, are very competitive 
from the performance standpoint, with the LN-30 demonstrating extremely low at-
titude results because of its high-performing gyros. Overall however , the gyro 
has a lesser effect on trajecto~y errors than the accelerometers , as on e mi gh t 
imagine for a short-duration flight featuring an energetic light ve' icle , The 
Honeywell H-478 system resulted in larger errors than the three prev io1Jsly men-
tioned IMUs due to the large accelerometer scale factor in t h e off-th·rust a~{es 
and the relatively high drift rate due to mass unbalance. The Raytheon LCP sys-
tem is clearly outdistanced, as can be seen by look ing at t he error budget num-
bers. 
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TABLE 23. - ERROR BUDGET FOR SIX CANDIDATE SYSTEMS 
INPUT ERROR SOURCES t 
KT -70 
UNITS DIGS MISSILE H-478 LCP TDS -2 LN-30 
Verticality alignment arc -s 11.0 22.0 30.0 40 .0 45.0 20.0 
Azimuth alignment arc-s 20 .0 47.0 40.0 40.0 60.0 60.0 
Non-g sensitive (fixed gyro drifts) deg/hr 0 .033 0 .2 0 .1, 0.25 1.0 0.01 0 . 00 
Gyro spin axi s unba l ance deg/hr/g 0 .133 0. 1 0.5 3.0 0.003 0 .03 
Gyro input axis unbalance deg/hr /g 0 .133 0. 05 0 .4 3.0 0.0 00 .03 
Gyro compliance deg/hr/g2 0 .02 0. 03 0.3 0.3 0 .02 0 .01 
Accelerome ter bias µg 41.8 50 .0 500.0 500.0 20.0 10.0 
Vert ical accelerome ter bias µg 41.8 70.0 50 .0 500.0 20.0 10.0 
Accelerometer scale factor µg/g 66. 0 100.0 620 .0 , 200 .0 500 .0 150.0 250 .0 
Accelerometer nonlinearity µg/g2 1.67 10.0 0. 0 1000. 0 20 .0 35 .0 
Accelerome ter misalignment t o 
plat form arc-s 10 .0 20.0 20 .0 205.0 20.0 20.0 
Gyro torquer scale factor error xlQ -6 50 .0 NA 500.0 NA 3.0 NA 
Gyro input axis misalignment 
inpu t , spi n axis plane arc -s 10.0 NA 40.0 A 20.0 NA 
Gyro input ax i s misalignment 
input, output axis pl ane arc -s 10. 0 NA 40.0 NA 20 .0 NA 
* The si x systems were: 
1) Hamilton Standa rd DIGS; 
2) Singer -General Prec ision , Inc . KT-70 missile system ; 
3) Hon ey1~el l H-478; 
4) Raytheon LCP ; 
5) Teledyne TDS -2; 
6) Litton LN-30. 
All systems were flown for both the 169 trajectory (el lipt ical ) and t he 176 (circular) trajectory . 
t See Appendi x A for a detail ed descr i ption of each of the error sources. 
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The individual error sources generate different state errors at injection 
because some errors are acceleration-sensitive, some attitude- or time-dependent, 
or some are combination of all three. Thus, the primary error sources for each 
system will predominate with its particular radial, tangential, and normal posi-
tion and velocity errors, and will present different orbital elements. The pri-
mary error sources for each system are listed. 
DIGS - Accelerometer bias and scale factor, platform alignment, and 
gyro spin axis mass unbalance. 
KT-70 - Platform alignment and all gyro error sources. 
H-478 - Accelerometer bias and scale factor, gyro torquer scale factor 
and spin axis mass unbalance. 
LCP Primary-Gyro input axis mass unbalance and accelerometer non-
linearity; however, all error sources gave errors substantially 
above the oth~r systems except the platform alignment. 
TDS-2 - Platform alignment, accelerometer scale factor, nonlinearity and 
alignment, and gyro alignment. 
LN-30 - Platform alignment and accelerometer scale factor, nonlinearity 
and alignment. 
When comparing guidance hardware performance, the figure-of-merit can affect 
the system that appears best. This means that the comparison should be on a 
basis of the actual mission requirements. For comparing systems, perhaps radius 
of apogee and perigee are of prime importance. The KT-70 IMU shows radius of 
perigee results comparible or better, and radius of apogee results much better, 
than the TDS-2 and LN-30 IMUs, while a RSS of velocity at injection comparison 
would show the KT-70 to have the worst performance of the three IMUs. 
If the position and velocity components are investigated, along with orbital 
element perturbation knowledge, it is apparent that the radius of apogee is pri-
marily affected by the tangential velocity error (when injecting at perigee), 
and the perigee is affected by the injection in-plane position erro~s (with some 
additional influence from the radial velocity error). 
For some orbits the figures-of-merit may have to be analyzed with Monte Carlo 
results because of nonlinear characteristics. Radius of apogee and perigee, true 
anomaly, etc are some parameters that are degenerate with orbits where the eccen-
tricity is equal to zero. The linear solution may not apply for some parameters, 
and then only Monte Carlo results would provide a valid figure-of-merit. The 
radius of apogee and perigee isoprobability contours were generated with a Monte 
Carlo approach (figure 1) and are more meaningful than the linear results pre-
sented in table 24. 
The individual results from the computer runs are presented in tables 25 
thru 27. They are specifically the individual 176 trajectory errors for the KT-
70, DIGS, and H-478 systems at fourth stage burnout in terms of radial, tangen-
tial, and normal velocity and position errors as a function of each error source. 
(see Appendix A for a complete description of the individual error source defini-
tions.) Table 28 briefly defines the TEAP computer printout symbology for these 
runs. 
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TABLE 24.- lo TEAP RESULTS FOR THE SIX CANDIDATE SYSTEMS FOR THE 176 TRAJECTORY 
ERRORS* DIGS KT - 70 H-478 LCP TDS -2 LN-30 
FOR THE 176 TRAJECTORY 
Radial Position** 1 234 .0 1 966 .0 5 539.0 61 897.0 3 404 .0 3 516 .0 
Tangential Position** 1 139 .0 2 228.0 6 244.0 69 304.0 3 187 .0 3 279.0 
Normal Position** l 510.0 3 395 .0 5 934.0 60 386 .0 3 803 .0 3 256 .0 
RSS of Position 2 259.0 4 511.0 10 241.0 110 818.0 6 018.0 5 807.0 
Radial Velocity 3.71 10.68 21.91 210.67 8 . 34 8.22 
Tangen ti al Velocity 2.01 4.25 10.04 238.07 7.03 9.23 
Normal Ve 1 ocity 5.92 11.70 23.04 185. 50 7.97 7. 46 
RSS of Velocity 7 .27 16. 40 33. 34 368.06 13. 51 14. 44 
Radius of perigee (ft) 4 498.0 11 223.0 22 339.0 276 876.0 11 067 .0 12 314 .0 
Radius of apogee (ft) 8 672. 0 19 341.0 43 065.0 889 825.0 29 633.0 34 182.0 
Orbit eccentricity 0.000187 0.00054 0.0012 0.016 0 .00052 0.00058 
Orbit inclination (deg) 0.0145 0.0289 0.056 0.46 0.0209 0.019 
Period (s) 2.018 3.288 6.47 206.0 7 .201 8. 37 
Flightpath angle (deg) 0 . 0077 0.0225 0.039 0.51 0.017 0.021 
Attitude rate (deg/s) 0.0000162 0.0000968 0 . 000091 0.00048 0.00008 0.0000011 
Attitude (deg) 0.0454 0.079 o. 167 1.065 0.031 0.012 
FOR THE 169 TRAJECTORY 
Radial Position 743.0 1 238.0 3 839 .0 HOT RUN 1 895 .0 l 621.0 
Tangential Position 666.0 l 179 .0 3 190 .0 1 837 .0 2 101.0 
Normal Position l 067 .O 2 118.0 3 755 .0 2 427 .0 2 165 .0 
RSS of Position 1 461.0 2 722 .0 6 246 .0 3 586 .0 3 425.0 
Radial Velocity 3.52 8.63 21.47 7.92 5.85 
Tangen ti a 1 Ve lo city 2 . 12 4.01 8.96 6.58 9 .16 
Norma 1 Ve 1 oci ty 5.82 10. 77 20.84 9 .10 8.57 
RSS of Velocity 7 .13 14.37 31.23 13. 74 13.84 
Radius of perigee ( ft) 701.2 1 140.0 3 576.0 l 799 .0 1 552 .0 
Radius of apogee ( ft) 12 269 . 0 21 002.0 40 715.0 38 808.0 43 610.0 
Orbit eccentricity 0.00018 0. 000326 0.00065 0.00058 0.000813 
Orbit inclination (deg) 0.0125 0.023 0.044 0.02 0.018 
Period (s) 2 . 569 4.31 8.194 8.12 11. 15 
Flightpath angle (deg) 0.00657 0.0165 0.038 0 .0147 0.0144 
Attitude rate (deg/s) 0.000017 0 .0000968 0.000087 0.000096 0.00000165 
Attitude (deg) 0 .0357 0.059 0 .138 0.028 0.022 
*These are rss values of individual l o errors. 
**This is an instantaneous inertial coordinate system with radial along the radius , normally perpendicular to 
the orbital plane; the tangential direction forms a right - hand- system. 
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TABLE 25. - DIGS SYSTEM 
INDIVIDUAL 176 TRAJECTORY ERRORS AT FOURTli-STAGE BURNOUT 
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112 
RSS V':;LnCITY : ~ .q&1757 5E+O O 
~ss POSITI O•! -= 2 , 2861~?0&E +JJ 
RSS F f01'.JE r r n ov ERonq5 
2 , 0123 7 9&5E+.'.'iJ 3. 7 01\Jq3t6E + OO 5,<J182?lZH+OO 1. 1J923'D:ltf+03 1.23t.t. 21 &[ +03 
'{SS VC' Lrc rrv : 1 . 20,o-\Olt6F +JU 
:i:sc:; POSITIC'•! = 2.?511:H,761f • ~J 
lt , 1t •B3:!2"-3 E., O 
3. ':i7261'6qi. r+ IJl 
5 . J7t346~'-E• ~1 
F . ?19&6,SOE+O L, 
?• 
JIA 
5 , 122l717~E• O:! 
~ . q ,'HH759f+'::! 
OFrr 
OHr 
1 . ~H!1 :'70£- 0t. 
1.1o5~t.7C'HE- 02 
1 , 65957675E+Oc.' 
Z.C18J\3551f+O O 
7. 7 !H6~71E- O,. 
NA Hf 
FhlXO 
Pt(tyQ 
FtiIZO 
RU 
RV 
•• PSU 
fSY 
fSW 
PIU 
fIV 
PIW 
C1U 
C1Y 
c,w 
czu 
C2V 
C>W 
C3U 
C3V 
C3W 
c-u 
C4V 
c.w 
CSU 
C5V 
C5W 
oeu 
cev 
cew 
cu 
CV 
c• 
DCU 
CCV 
ecw 
Pl'TUV 
l='HlVW 
PHlWU 
FHlUW 
FHIVU 
FHIWV 
J,.CNIHU 
D•u 
OKY 
CKW 
THU IO 
lHVTO 
11-!WY O 
lt,iUIS 
Tl'Vf'; 
lt,iWIS 
NlHE 
PrtlX O 
P rHYO 
PiHZ D 
RU 
RY 
RW 
P3U 
?SY 
PSW 
PIU 
P!V 
P IW 
c,u 
ClY 
CIW 
c,u 
CZY 
C2M 
ClU 
CJV 
CJW 
cw 
C+Y 
c,w 
C5U 
csv 
c,w 
OBU 
oav 
O3W 
C" 
CV 
cw 
ocu 
ocv 
ocw 
PrilUV 
PHIVW 
PHIWi.J 
PH I UW 
PHI VU 
PHI WV 
NON lHU 
O<U 
O<v 
O<W 
THU I O 
T-tV I O 
THM 10 
TriUIS 
TriV IS 
THHIS 
TABLE 26. - KT -7O SYSTEM 
!NO!V!OUAL 176 TRAJECTORY ERRORS AT FOURTH-STAGE BURNOUT 
TO ,o NO • 
-2, 38'31+59ZE - 02 - s . rBz39 .. 2a~ - OZ 7 , -3J321+022E - O l - 3 . 31&09802E+01 _,. .10 1 01t11.o8::+01 q . 7C.J1+2q2OE•OZ 
l,d1+8S11+11t3E - O1 2 , '+0UOJ121E - O L - 5 , lOltlSl'i-l+E +OO 7dlt 8300f>qE +ll 6 , 70259609E+Ol - 2 . 1&225258£+03 
-1.77 311502 ~• .lil 2 ,7B9t+5l3i +OO 9 , 5&'+4 1318E - il 3 -1 ,3313D400E•03 7 ,&127123!tE+02 -2 ,5883&3()0£ +0 1 
7,1t737221ZE - 02 J , ()J850220E-02 - l ,33b23297E+ il - 2 , 37&7 zcH,2E+01 - 3 , 0 llt8 3 88 ~:: +01 7 ,D1+07081&E +02 
3,1 0d 11753i - 01 J . 221a2.i58E - 0 1 - 8, 7321ft+371+E+OO J . 0&:>1tO&O&E+Ol J , 9551t-J8() 7Et-01 -9,931.o50685E+02 
- L,0O'37ilOO2C:+OO 9,<+&761131.tE+JO 2 , 1+0161335E - iJ 1 - L,069611+95E+03 8 , 31551123E.+02 - 1 , 38531258£+01 
1 , 19771301.t~ - 02 - 1 . 923117t+OE - 02 - 2 . 20051.t273~ - 0 1 - 2 . 1+8t+321&1 E+Jl - J . 1 5901t 24:.JC:+01 7.3 7 11.t51t+8E+02 
1.21t8 819&1 E - Ol 1 .531.t85090E - il 1 - 3.1.t&885991 E+ 0 t+ . !t&31t60 3&E+01 1t . 81t31·H8'3E+Ol - 1 . 20829719E+03 
- 2 . 75i.&1.t& OE. - 03 0.1205 &9 00 :'. - 03 1 . 1+2&B ·Hl 8 C: - Olt - 1.39 03071t5E + OO 1 . 1t631J&O&E+OO - 2.lt820 7lt18E - 0 2 
7.2431t3033E - 0& - 1 . d919 7 0&3E - J5 -1 . 06301&31 E- Ult - 2 . J952 1 1t93E- 02 - 2. 60623 9'96E - 0 2 6 . 219B8 5& 1tE - Ol 
d , 08209t.3::>E - 02 '3.1468 1 621.tE - 02 - 2 . 2309133&E +OU 1.gJ153550E+ Ol 2.oasu2s3oc.+01 - 5 . 2llts3955E+ 02 
- 9,55643000E - Ol l . 9995ll82E+OO 2 . 1Jt+81+7lltE - 0 2 - 6 . 7&920329E+02 t. , 97392073£+ 0 2 - 9 . 71t 70 31t2 5E +OO 
e, . so .. 0 1ss1::- os - 2 , llt.701032' - 05 - 1 . l.t¾2S&7322' - 0 3 - &. !t52221+23E - JZ - 8 . 3175 5 95•E - 02 1 , 92352 70 5E+OO 
l , 2&2t+2 0U E- 01 l. 55031t261tC: - Ol - 3 , lt9807251 E+ OU i..sq11ac. 01E+o1 lt , 9585'3062E+01 - 1 . 23890 349£+ 0 3 
- 3.0 l 1735&&E - 0 3 1 . 0515C.940E - 02 1 . 8 103Jt.q5 E- Ol.t -Z, 453917&9E+OJ 1 . 97795 515£+ 00 - 2 . 9 779& 113E - 02 
0 , 0 , o. o. o. 0, 
0 , o. 0 . 0 , o. 0 , 
0 , 0 , o. 0 . . . 0 , 
o. 0 . 0 , 0 . .. o. 
0 , ,. o. 0, o. 
0 , o. o. 0 , . . 0, 
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , o. 
0, o. 0 , o. 0 , o. 
0 , o. 0 . o. o. o. 
o. o. 0 , ,. 0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , o. 0, 0, 
0 , ,. o. ,. 0 . o. 
- 1 , 01313i.95E+OO - 5 , 23915730E - ll 1 - 5 . llt2J il 092E - 02 - i. . os 12353&E+ JZ - 1 . 8i.t&5 1 51&E:+02 - 2 . 0lt 702551E+01 
&, 51+330&13 E - 0 1 - 1 . 93068213::+ilJ - 2,91Q81138E - U2 2.s:,ggac. .. &E+ilZ - &. 71 &'39&8 3E+02 - 1.15373271£ +0 1 
3,38001711E - 0 2 It . 71t 20&&80E - 02 - 1 , 10&1+i.;1.oqE +00 1.557cq:.J92E +01 1,6&59&1t&3E+ Ol - 1.t , 1+1113061E+O 2 
- 2 . oo i.O-t 992 ::+ oo - 1 . 1011to=ii.aE+OO -1. 02 3727 051: - 0 1 - 8 , !t25S&2HE+l2 -3 , 90&J7gJ8E+02 - 1.t , 2770'+85 &E+O 1 
4 , lObltOll -t E: - 01 - 1,677 8i.JS4C:+OO - 1.&5670 760E - il2 3 , 901:l0 1+923E + 02 - 1 , 059 72252E+ 03 - 1.71381982E +0 1 
9 , 51.317 78i.::- D':i 1 . i.~52ll3dE - Olt - 2. 7'31t03't8 3C:: - 0 3 &, 23i.02J&&E - )2 l . 00528 1 OOE - 02 - 1 . 7 8089289E t-OO 
- 2 , 2 &&&'33 52t.+OO - 1, 09 782l lt0E+:J O - 1 , l1tb 9333'3 C: - l - 5 , 002 71 937E +02 - 2,35t+B325 1E+OZ - 2 . 538009&2E +Ol 
3 , 31t555117E- 0 1 - 1.0730t1595E+OO - 1 , l.t521tl+7&1E - 02 1,55979423E+il2 - '+ , 21'+1ll&2E+OZ - &. 88151t250E+OO 
1 , 713n&93E - 0 7 2 , 71t31.t9Jll.tE - J7 - 5.0737371t:ii: - 06 1 , 20871t523E - Olt 1 , lt3000 OitOE - 04 -3 , 62 7177&9E - 03 
- J. 19 o i.1 n1 ~- 0 1 - 2 , &578&&0&~ - 0l - 1 . &37502i.1tE - 02 - 1t . 05299175E + J2 - 1 , 92999&72 E+ 2 - 2 , 05959671£+0 1 
l , 2&01.HlOC:: - iJJ 7 . 81t39',.7lOE - O:. 0,S31 o 01tltlE - 05 a .is1.i1t&31 oc: - J1 J . 85360tt 5 0E - Ol l,.,13903811£ - 02 
0 , 58 332 J75 i: - Ot+ - 2 . 2 ... J9 73t.1E - 03 - 2 . 82201352£ - s 3 ,3521301t3E- Ol -1. 0 3813 5 7 o:: + 0 l.l - 1 , 701+&287&E - 02 
- 4 , d &911tiJ 7?£ - Jl 1 , 51121021Et-JO 2. 13221t841E - O 2 - 1.B839281E+OZ 5.3-3032 05 1E+ OZ 8 . 830& 7637E+O O 
3,8073CJit23 ~- 02 ~ - 0279'+990::'. - 02 - 1 . 0-33820St'+ E +O 0 1,S09581t45E+J1 1 , 8U0801t+E: +01 - l.t.60095130£ • 02 
-1.151 95105 C: - 02 - 2 .4• 97132:.£ - UZ 3 • 5 • 20&&d5£ - 0 1 - 1,51t503305E+J1 - 1 , 7 &029& 1 9E+Ol l.t , 't2900192E+02 
o. 0. o. 0, o. 
0 , a . 0 . 0 . o. 0 , 
o. ,. 0 . 0 . 0 , 0 , 
o. 0 , 
"· 
0 . o, 0 . 
o. ,. 0 . 0 . 0 , o. 
o. o. 0 . o. 0 , o. 
0 , , . 0 . o. 0 , 0 . 
0 , 0 , 0 . o. 0 . o. 
0 , , . a . 0 , 0 , 
0 , a. 0 . o. 0 , 0, 
ALGEcUll. IC SUH Jr" HAJC:L. TO~'f ERRORS 
- 8 , 077l&H 5E+ OO 9 , 00 0 15d85E+B - .Z , 62i.J7730E+Jl - 4.-t099 31=J7E+OJ - 3 , 72123t+5 1E+ 02 - 4 , 35 158927£+03 
{S:i IIELOCIT'f = l,d911t7i.B5E+Ol 
RSS PO:iITION = o . zi.q i, Q772E•03 
RSS OF T~AJECTORY ER~O~S 
lt,2'+• 0~~12 ~+ 00 1 , 0:I022'ld1E+O.a. 
-~:iS 1/ELOCITY = l.0!.o033dCJ 5E+Dl 
~S:S PJ5ITION = 4,5113c150E+03 
ORBIHL U~CE-{UI TIU (LO SIGHA> 
OR? 
ORA 
DP 
DV• 
1,170 1J 0 1t 8E • Ol 
ECG 
OINC 
OOEL 
!JPC:~ 
3 , BC.77JOi.E+03 
DGAM 
1, 122397'31E+ Olt 
1 . 931.t12&Jz:: ... o ... 
8 , l5 5532~C:t03 
l , 55 U219J7c: + 01 
3 .31.t3558U5E +il3 
3 , 61l3 1 '+8U9E+03 
5.lt lt5 8 757 0E - Ot. 
2 , d905951tQE - 02 
l.t . 7832JU22E+il 2 
J,28jJ7J7 8E + OO 
2 , 255003 1 0E - 02 
N At'tE 
PHI XO 
PH IYO 
PHIZO 
, u 
av 
RW 
?SU 
?S Y 
? SW 
PIU 
PIY 
PIM 
':lU 
ClY 
c,w 
C2U 
C2Y 
C2W 
CJU 
CJY 
CJW 
C4U 
C4Y 
C4W 
CSU 
csv 
csw 
OBU 
OBY 
08,f 
cu 
CY 
cw 
ocu 
DCV 
DCM 
PHI UV 
PHIVW 
PHIWJ 
PHIU.t 
?HIVU 
PHI WV 
~ONUt U 
OKU 
OKV 
OKW 
TH U I O 
THV I O 
THMI O 
THU IS 
THVIS 
THMIS 
113 
114 
TABLE 27. - H-478 SYSTEM 
INDIVIDUAL 176 TRAJECTORY ERRCRS AT FOURTH-STAGE 8URNOI/T 
NAME TO RO NO R N NAPfE 
PHI XO -3.258353t..5E- 02 
-8.1714tt.675E-02 l.077715J9E•OO 
-It .52195184£+ 01 
-5.59232930E+ 01 l. 3286491t4E+03 PHI XO PrfIYO 1. 57356718E-Ci1 2.Df.t257975E-01 
-'+. J9502250E+ O D &.761.o51633E+01 7.lt061+6475E+Ol 
-1.8&t0211t96E+03 PH IYO PrtIZO 
-2.lt1788412E+DO 3.73628881£+00 1. 30423816£-02 
-1.81541537£+03 1.0380'H11+E+03 
-J .52958721£+01 PHIZO RU -1. lt1798573E-01 -4.65162537£-02 3.72048%5£+00 
-2.602690 51£+ 01 
-1.96563865£+01 s.ae20J&21E+o2 RU RV 2. 06d8339';,~-01 J.2212&597£-01 
-5.826051+81£+0 0 1.36950280£+01 1.46255303£•01 
-4.19'-111t87E+02 RV Rw 
-8.0J968517E-01 4.7(i.t.,J9820E+00 5.48801t627E- D2 
-s. 35776617£+02 4.1682D81tJE+0Z 
-1.25275665£+01 RW PSU 2.21+0ft3668E-02 1.6261+Ct158E-02 
-5.2Ct25 0151E-01 1. 2697&9 l'+E+Ol 9.1735532,.E+OO 
-2. 73402Ct62E+02 PSU PSV &.Olt1111t12E-01 7 .9586ft91ftE-01 
-1.71767876E+01 6.217l5372E+01 8.730525q8E+01 
-1.987890ft1E+0 3 PSV PSW 1.70080505E-02 
-1.28881367E-01 
-1. 957 79&&1+E-O ft 1.10J13237E+01 
-8.&40Ct651t7E+OO 2.&5947250E-01 PSW PIU 3.68726007E-03 7.10J60752E-Oft 
-9.78Ct78036E-02 Ct.5 8952757£ -01 3.42917085E-01 
-1 • 03956735E+O 1 PIU PIV 5.06897008E-0Ct 2.1t7035711E-OJ 
-1.5Ct00 8059E-02 8.00156416[-02 1.21t886761tE-01 
-Z.5891Ct721E+OO PIV PIW -3. 0271Ct9Ct'lE - 01 6.1+656848:?E-01 2. lt2161858E-03 
-2.17154257£+02 1.527751+01E+02 
-5 .67 913829[ + 0 0 PIW c1u -5.915701+83£-0ft -7.57538366£-05 1.5821t8729E-02 
-5.10012671tE-02 
-3. 80650961E-02 1.16179016E+OO C1U ClV 1. 35023621[-03 2 .01+22375 2E-02 
-ft. 70Jft731+1E- 02 z.o751+8092E-01 ft.0621+2595E-01 
-6.82576559£+00 C1V ClW 1.67738551E-03 -1.68782602E-02 
-7.Ct6425159E-06 1.0l+891860E+OO 
-a .0761+2689E-01 2.5ft920503E-02 C1W C2U o. 0. o. o. 0. o. C2U C2V o. 0. o. o. o. o. C2V C2W o. o. o. o. o. 0, czw C3U o. o. o. o. o. o. CJU CJV o. o. o. o. 0. 0. CJV CJW o. 0. o. 0, 0. o. CJW c.u o. 0 . o. o. o. o. cw c.v o. o. 0. o. o. o. cw c,w o. ,. 0. o. 0. 0. c,w CSU o. o. o. o. 0 . 0. CSU csv o. o. 0. o. o. o. csv csw o. 0. o. o. 0. 0, csw oau -5. ~7093337£+00 1.06:122253[+01 
-1. 75291t899E-O 1 
-3.1811+1+506E+03 3.1261+&009E+OJ 
-9.87179169£+01 OBU oav -a.1i.a1+2oa3e:-01 
- d.Ct2&33S08E-01 
-6.416 98670E -o 2 
-2. 5901+97 85E + 02 
-J.&S1q3976E+02 
-2.J6711085E+01 OBV oaw 6.2JOQ6qJqE-01 2.6ft752382E - 01 
-1.10576569E+ill 2. 30675172£+02 1.191+31+185(+02 
-l+.ft0885187E+ 03 DBW cu 2.0026311!ZE-01 -2.59521226(-0l 6.65420102E-OJ 1.6J8291+01+E+02 
-6. 8839392 lE+O 1 5.9J601875E+OO cu CV -3.2Ct8601tft3E+OO -5.ft7ft29410E+OO 
-2.920 -32233£-01 
-9.55938561£+02 
-2.891+27111tE .. 03 
-1.28523100[+02 CV cw -8. lft025872E-03 
-6.317-3633 9E-O C. 1.ft4073008E-01 
-ft.577ftS928E-Ol 
-3.20560C.92E-01 9.663011+00E+OO cw ocu o. o. o. o. o. o. ocu DCV o. 0. o. 0. o. o. DCV ocw o. o. 0. o. o. o. ocw 1-'rt!UV -1. 5d51t5318E +00 2.5S279359E+OO 
-'+.325JC.72aE- 02 
-1.20377702E+03 7. 25C.30C.66E +O 2 
-3.63737301£+01 PHI UV PrHVW -1.61528115E-03 2-29721617[-02 -3. 63121878£-05 
-1.295039C.2E+OO 8.7551ft981E-01 
-l+.16291178£-02 PHIVW PHI HU 2.1qa9g15oe:-02 2.9233811+0[-03 1. 3232ft629E-O 3 &.08138610E-01 1.58l1769JE+OO 7.7771t6ft17E-02 PHI WU PI-IIUW 
-2.ftft1122 05E-02 -&.05667335E-02 
-2.6571C.503E-03 
-5.92719028E • OO 
-3.2833808ftE+01 
-1.27910168£+00 PHIUW PHI VU 
-2.51727192£- 03 -1.8929J60C.E-03 5 .150lt8,.79E-02 
-1.2&859lt01E•OO 
-1.09088582E+OO 2. 72416552£+01 PHI VU PHI WV -1. 3570902~£- 01 -8.61876281£-0Z 2. 75777323[+00 
-&.01182010E+Ol 
-ft. 79460220[+01 1.Jl96707JE+03 PHIWV NJN!HU a. o. o. o. 
·-
o. NONI"U D<U ft. 53550 257£-03 2.69018797c:-03 
-1.1 0527581+E - 01 2 .1062281+ftE+ 00 1.57ft85010E+OO 
-ft.621+03386E+Ol OKU OKV -7.258 07ft2JE - 03 
-1.12336005E-02 2. UZ65885E-O 1 
-1.161t79754E+OO 
-1.6967 6105E+OO 3.83364682£+01 OKV OKW 6.62982ft5JE+OO -1.70558713£+01 
-1.00973272E-01 ft. 76415654£+03 
-3 .21+863943[+0 3 1. 28968718£+02 OKW TriUIO 4.16888il75E-03 1-17366072£-03 
- 9.8291+0907£-02 1.l+ltl+67030E+OO 8.01827038£-01 •2.705ft6973E+01 THU IO l-1VIO -9. 6&027 qqr,~-Oft 
-1.65t..61915E-03 2. 85035879E-02 
-2.0533 1911[-01 
-2.966201-00E-01 6.69915211E+OO THVIO T-iWIO 1t.02330 6 00E -02 
-l.'+239701ftE-01 
-1. 18931161£-03 2.8875&571(+01 
-1.83ft65318E+01 9. 11612525£-01 THWIO THU!$ -1.q617&796E ·0 1 
-1.08050963E-01 ft . 66606764£+00 
-9.1637l874E+01 
-6. 36713942£+01 1.92927260£+03 THUIS Tr-lVIS - 1 . 3ft7587q5E - 01 
-l.961+&q137E-01 3.92ft269 0 6E+ OIJ 
-2.2832&362E+01 
-3.31ft13055E+01 7.ft97152J9E+02 THVlS THWIS 2.50015672£-02 - 6.15Jftftl94E-02 
-l.41 0320 ftOE-Olt 1.7960 1 71t1E+01 
-1.2ft1i.q o5sE+o1 lt.5861t7027E-01 THW!S 
ALGEB~IIIC SU"I OF TRAJE CTO ~Y ERRoq_s 
-7.2669272j£+00 -5.58130227E-01 - 2.33530787£+01 -3.0ft&0~645E+03 -1. 09987ft06E•03 -3 . 22972807[ • 03 
~ss VE LOCITY= 2.1tft&3971t1E+01 
~ss POSITION = ft.57377166E+03 
RSS OF T1UJECTOR.Y ERRORS 
1. ooi.r.00 11e:• 01 2.1g11119aE+o1 2 . 3:l4055t.8E+01 
~ss VELOCITY = J.J31tr.7716E+01 
~ss POSITION= t.02413001E+OI+ 
OR3ITAL UNCER.TAINTI:::S (1.0 SIGMA) 
ORP 
ORA 
2.2339Gft76E+OI+ 
ft.306587d1E • O&t 
OP 
ov. 
1 . 6236-• 116E•Oft 
3.t.858718YE+Ol 
DA 
OTA 
1. &t.30&5Hi~+OI+ 
1. 51039729C+Oft 
OECC 
O!t.C 
1. 220761%£-03 
5. 66 !.9 0291€-02 
s.s3q3no'+E+o3 5.93&t25261E+03 
OOEL 
DP~R 
8 .4061 8927£+02 
6.ft7566317E+OO 
J.96871t575E-02 
TABLE 28.- COMPUTER SYMBOL DEFINITIONS 
SYMBOL 
PHIXO, PHIYO, and PHIZO 
RU, RV, RW 
PSU, PSV, PSW 
PIU, PIV, PIW 
Cl U, Cl V, ClW 
C2U, C2V, C2W, C3U ... 
DKU, DKV, DKW 
THUIO, THVIO, THWIO 
THUIS, THVIS, THWIS 
DBU, DBV, DBW 
CU, CV, CW 
DCU , DCV , DCW 
PHIUV, PHIVW, PHIWU 
PHIUW, PHIVU, PHIWV 
DRP: 
ORA: 
DECC: 
DINC: 
DPER: 
DGAM: 
T, R, N 
TD, RD, ND 
etc 
DEFINITION 
Initial pl at form alignment errors 
Gyro non-g-sensitive drift rate error 
Gyro drift rate due to spin axis mass unbalance 
Gyro ·drift rate due to input axis mass unbalance 
Gyro drift rate due to compliance effects 
Higher order compliance terms 
Gyro torquer scale factor error 
Gyro input axis misalignment to desired gyro frame 
in one plane 
Gyro input axis misalignment to desired gyro frame 
in the other plane 
Accelerometer bias error 
Accelerometer scale factor errors 
Accelerometer nonlinearity errors 
Accelerometer misalignments to platform (block) 
Accelerometer misaliqnments to platform (block) 
Error in radius of perigee (ft) 
Error in radius of apoqee (ft) 
Error in orbital eccentricity (dimensionless) 
Error in orbital inclination (deg) 
Error in orbital period (s) 
Error in flightpath angle (deq) 
Vehicle position in ft in the tangential, radial, 
and normal directions 
Vehicle velocity in fps in the tangential, radial, 
and normal directions 
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·1tJe KI-70 guidanc e hardware covariance was used to generate an isoprobab i l-
ity co1. tour (figure 1) wh ich sh ws the possible reduction of err ors for radius 
of perigee and apogee. The cov&riance was transformed to a diagonal matrix 
(Eiien"ect::>r/va l ue solut ion), a r an2om number generator scaled t he dlc0.g al .1""-
ments, the sca led diago .als a re transformed into t he original co variance sta ·e, 
and the nominal state was perturbed by the square-root of the vari~nc ·s of the 
new covariance matrix. This perturbed case was transformed into paramet ers of 
interest and these were then compared to the nominal parameters. After a suffi-
cient number of parameter del t as have been generated, then t h ~ i soprobability 
contour can be drawn . See Appendix D Isoprobability Contour Progra1n f or further 
details. 
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OPEN-LOOP ERROR ANALYSIS 
The purpose of t his dispersion analys is is to compare and evaluate the ac-
curacies of three poten t ial open-loop t hree-axis reference systems (TARS) and t he 
present Scout TARS . This will provide a compar ison for eva luating the potential 
candida tes with the present system t o determine the feasibili t y of incorporating 
a new TARS on the Scout launch vehicl e. Th roughout t his section, TARS and ARU 
are used interchangeably . 
The present Scout vehicle has the IRP on Stage III with Stage IV spin sta-
bilized. Part of t he op en- loop error analysis includes analyz ing TARS on Stage 
IV, bo th with the pres ent Scou t IRP and t he candidate attitude re f erence s ystems. 
The nominal trajecto r y par ame ters fo r a launch f rom Vandenberg placing 211 
pound s into a near-circular (630 x 585 n. mi.) earth orbit hav ing an eccentricity 
of 0 . 005 and an inclination of 89.9° are shown in tab le 29 . The trajectory data 
were obtained fr om Scou t vehicle S-176 C, N-14 payload mis sion and the f light test 
pl an. 
TABLE 29.- NOM INA L TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS 
AT FOURTH-STAGE BURNOUT 
Parameter Value 
Time of ejection 760 . 36 s 
Inertial veloci ty 24 046 . 0 fps 
Ine r tial flightpath angle 0.01° 
Altitude 3 555 980 ft 
Apogee 629.7 n. mi. 
Perigee 585.2 n. mi. 
Inclinat i on 89.94° 
Eccentricity 0.005 
Period 6 467 .0 s 
Error Sources 
The t otal guidance system error analys is was determined from t wo basic error 
ca tegor ies--gui dance and nongu idance. The guidance s ystem errors relate to the 
attitude sensing instruments and t he nonguidance errors and all other performance 
uncertainties . The discussion of these errors will be divided into t he t wo basic 
error ca tegories. 
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Nonguidance erro f_sources!- The si~nificant error sources for the present 
Scout launch vehic le i re pre5cnted in' 1hl~ ;o, These err0r aourr~= are due to 
physical differences bet.ween Lhe desir e:: t :::r ?redicted) vehicle e:•.viro~.::cc1t and 
the actual flight conc1tio~s. Deviations a~ong components, system response, and 
tnvironment for any flight are ,o be expected, and provide the basis for identi-
fying the error sources and tneir magnitudes. The error sources are used as 
perturbations to~ nominal trajL ,:~~-J :hat is assumed representative of the ve-
hicle environment of an actual flight. 
For stage motor errors--the motor variances for any one stage--were assumed 
to be simulated by one trajectory. Thus, the temperature, burn time, thrust, 
loaded propellant, flow rate, I etc, for each class of motors could be simu-
sp 
lated by changing the burn time, thrust, propellant load, and weight change in 
one dispersed trajectory. Table 30 gives the combination of these parameters 
that were used for each stage variance. 
The drag force and atmospheric density were simulated by the variances given 
in table 30; the tailwind and sidewind are defined in figure 30. These errors 
constitute the aerodynamic and atmospheric perturbations on the Scout vehicle. 
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TABLE 30.- NONGUIDANCE SYSTEM ERROR SOURCES 
Error source 
Motor performance 
Algol 11B 
Castor Ii 
X-259 
FW-4S 
First -stage thrust misahgnment 
Pitch 
Yaw 
Axial force coefficient 
Atmosphere 
Density 
Ta1lwind 
Crossw1nd 
Control system deadband 
Second-stage boost - pi tch 
Second-stage boost - rol 1 
Second -stage boost - yaw 
Third-stage boost - pitch 
Third-stage boost - roll 
Third - stage boost - yaw 
Fourth -stage tipoff :present 
Scout sys em only) 
Pltch att ltude 
Yaw attitude 
Fourth-stage attitude control 
(candidate systems only) 
Pitch 
Ya.,., 
3 , m.tgnitude 
0.9409, ""'• t00m; 1.0018, we\ght, Wcnom' 1.076, tncu,t, 'no I 
0.9891 t00 , 1.00162 \.l'nom' 1.0299 Tnorr 
0.8918 tnom• 1.0018 w,
00111
, 1.1326 Tnom 
0 .8863 tnorn' 1.0015 wcnom' l.1455 T110m 
0 .21· 
0 .25' 
10\ 
99 Vandenberg AFB average anni,la 1 
99 Vandenberg AFB average dnnuc? 1 
o .8' 
1.4" 
o .8' 
0.8' 
1.4• 
O.B• 
3.54' 
3.54' 
0 .5' 
o.s• 
The control system deadband errors were simulated by assuming that the actual 
vehicle will have some perturbation t hat keeps the vehicle continuously on one 
side of the attitude deadband during any stage burn. 
The Stage IV tipoff errors (present Scout only) can only be simulated properly 
by using a 6-degree-of-freedom trajectory program that includes the inertias, 
spinup, staging, and rotational disturbing forces and moments. However, this was 
not done because of uncertainties in determining the disturbing forces and moments 
and was simulated by a constant initial attitude error as in previous analyses. 
For the advanced Scout considerations, the Stage IV control s ystem deadband 
errors were simulated with the attitude errors given in t able 30. The errors re-
sulting from the control system deadband during Stage II and Stage III coast were 
assumed negligible and omitted. 
The nonguidance errors were assumed to remain the same for comparison of the 
various candidate guidance systems except for Stage IV attitude errors. This was 
because the present Scout Stage IV is spin stabilized and the advanced Scout ve-
hicle was assumed to have a reaction control system (RCS). Thus, the present 
Scout vehicle had Stage IV tipoff errors and the Advanced Scout had the TARS and 
its associated attitude errors. The Advanced Scout comparison used the present 
Scout IRP on Stage IV, along with three other candidate systems. 
Guidance system error sources. - Table 31 presents t:l,e known er ror sources as-
signed to the guidance hardware systems given. It lists the present Scout lKY, 
Modified HSSC DIGS without accelerometers, General Electrics' ODMARS, and Honey-
well ARU (1009 gyro) hardware system error budgets. The last three systems are 
considered as candidates for an updated Scout vehic l e and were used in comparing 
the TARS. The present Scout data were obtained from NAS A. 
TABLE 31. - TARS lo ERROR BUDGET NUMBERS 
Modifi ed Honeywe 11 ARU 
In put error sources Orig i nal Scout !RP OIGS -ARU ODMARS {1009 gyro) 
Vert icali ty alignment , arc - s 66 .0 20 .0 30 .0 30 .0 
Az imuth alignment , arc - s 20 .0 20 .0 30 .0 30 .0 
Non - g-sensitive (fixed 0 . 175°/hr (0 < t < 73 .85) 0 .033 0 .15 0 .015 , 0 . 05 
gyro drifts).• deg/ hr 0 . 77°/hr (73 .85 < t < 154 .98) 
0 .276°/hr (154 .98 < t < 738) 
Gyro spin axis unbalance, 
deg/hr / g 0 . 133 0 .25 0 .434 
Gyro input axis unbalance, (1.17) 
deg/hr/g 0 . 133 0 .15 0 .434 
Gyro compliance, deg/hr/g Z 0 . 0067 0 .02 0 . 02 0 .02 
Gyro torqaer scale factor, 
x10- s 850 .0 50 .0 600 .0 400 .0 
Gyro input axis mi sali gnment 
to spin axis, arc- s 30.0 10 .0 30.0 20 .o 
Gyro output axis mi sa 1 i gnment 
to spin axis , arc- s 30 .0 10 .o .30 .0 20 .0 
*This non-g sensitive drift term is the I sigma rss of the 0.5° / hr (3 sigma ) fi xed drift term 
and that por tion due to the 1.62°/ hr/ deg elastic restraint term (also 3 sigma) . An attitude 
error of O. l' was used through Stage 1 coast , 1.4' was used through Stage 3 coast , and 0.41° 
was us ed to coast cutoff. 
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Analys is Approach 
The errors were generated by using two methods--nonguidance errors utilizing 
trajectory dispersions via UD213, and the TARS system errors obtained from the 
TEAP guidance error analysis program. Both methods generate a covariance matrix 
and t he two covariance matrices were added at orbital injection. The combined 
covariance matrix is a total system error covariance and provides the basis for 
generating the isoprobability contours and for comparing the candida te guidance 
systems. A detailed explanation of the covariance matrix follows. 
The covariance matrix of a random vector x having a mean value µxis defined 
as 
where Eis the expectation operator and T denotes transpose. If t he vehicle state 
vector is represented by three components of position and velocity,L- is a 6x6 
X 
matrix. Other variational parameters could be included such as burnout time or 
weight. Time can be excluded by choosing a fixed time to compute the covariance 
matrix that exceeds all possible burnout times. 
The nominal, or reference trajectory, is defined as the trajectory obtained 
when all performance parameters are at their mean or nominal value. Since each 
error source is taken to have a zero mean, the average va lue of the state vector 
at a fixed time becomes equal to the nominal trajectory state vector. 
The average value of the perturbed state is 
µ 
X 
E[x] 
The state covariance matrix becomes 
X 
nom 
E E [(x - µx) (x - µx) T] 
X 
[(x - ) (x -: xnom) T] E - X nom 
E [i:. x i:.xT] 
where 
6 x, X , - X 
1. 1. nom 
for 
n error sources (i 1, 2 ... n) 
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and 
il z 1 
i'lx 
n 
6 z 
n 
A detailed description of the nonguidance and guidance covariance generation 
follows t o better define the detailed approach for this analysis. 
Nonguidance system dispersion approach.- The UD213 trajectory simulation pro -
gram described in Appendix B was used to generate a nominal tra jectory and t l1e 
position and velocity state dispersion for each error source given in Table 30. 
This gave a 6xl8 error matrix that, in turn, was used to generate the 6x6 non-
guidance system covariance in the manner previously described. 
The errors we re considered independent wi th zero mean. Each 3 · va lue was 
simulated with an individual trajectory run using the UD213 program. To re duce 
computer run time, the effects were assumed linear, and only one-sided er r ors were 
considered. 
The motor performance runs were simulated by adjusting the total burn time and 
vacuum thrust by the values shown. The stage propellant weights we r e increased by 
a weight consumed factor and the propellant flow rate curve multiplied by the 
same factor. This gave a shorter burn time, higher thrust and flow rates, higher 
initial propellant weight, and the same burnou t vehicle weight as the nominal 
trajectory. 
The second and third stage RCS errors were simulated by in c remen t ing t he nom -
inal attitude b y the amount shown during the specified trajectory segment. This 
is equivalent to a mean shift (from nominal) of t he attitude history due to non-
symmetric disturbing torques. 
The present Scout Stage IV thrust pointing error results from a combi.na t ion 
of attitude error and tipoff disturbances. This results in a complicated coning 
and precessing mo tion because it is spin stabilized. A simulation that includes 
products of inertia and precisely defined separation disturbances is necessary to 
accurately generate the resulting trajectory dispersion. It is felt that the ad -
ditional accuracy was not warranted since the primary purpose is not to precisely 
e valuate t he current Scout accuracy but rather to evaluate candidate systems rel-
ative t o Scout. 
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The condidate systems differ from present Scout in that a Stage IV RCS is 
used. The attitude errors are based on the same r ationale as that fo r the Stage 
II and Stage III RCSs. A 99% average annual Vandenberg AFB wind profile (figure 
30) was used f or sidewind and tailwi nd disturbances. 
The effects of atmospheric density variat ions w 
atmospheric pressur e since the dynamic pressure is 
r e s i mula t ed by varying the 
alculated from 
q = 0.7 M2 p . 
a 
The aerodynamic drag va r iat ion was considered equiv le~t to a variation in t he 
axial force coeff icient since the angle of at ack is very small. 
The first-s tage t hrust misal "gn et e r ro r was -~ Jvid by NASA. The t h cu~t 
offset angle effect is much greater than the actua l mi s Qli3nment angle. Thi · is 
due to the vehicle response from the int ernal/external aerodynamic control v n~s ' 
characteristics when given a cont r ol deflecti on c orr,;:n <> r! . The t r.ui1t ic&ll~XT<". ,-: 
effect can onl y be properly s i mulated with a 6- de3r e ~- cf t c : ecl i mu · ~, .. :Jon f•:C ~ 
gram and the additional e ffor t equired to devel"l a d. I,; f or t his ptog,.ru,1 '-.IB..~' 
not • Ls t if ied for t his error source. Therefore ~- e7t :lj gen~rate d N1SA r~c~~t3 
were used . 
Guidance sys ... cm dispers i r:--, c, ~~- •~ 1~2_ p'r~ch"- Te traj e ~ o.:y ,, __ ., ip::·J·. 
pr ogram (TEP.P) was :Fed to -:01put~ th,, 6x6 cova:r:-~-:once 'l'.".;;t rix e~u1r: ·1 ,J f-t:--l. [, · :.i•-
an c e har d"t-1are e ,. . . : .... :n.!r'-es:: +-?blc _ o -ei th::.: t J€ pI'E.! C-ten ..... Sc c.a;it ~- A.) c • -! 
candidates ha ,e, · ~rons:er2 ;~~•~e) s o th e accelerome _, e·rur: nd 
gravity fee~ nck pffec tG H~a ~e· J The error s in t he v _h ic e sta ~ r~~~ll fz01 
gy ro reference P~:~-~~e d1ift, ~~d can be r epresen t ed by 
Lia - liPG x a 
V S 
history of sen~ e acce l eration g0 neraL~-l fr~~~~ ~~ 
different ial equation i s inte raterl t-0 c.'•"':afr\ v~11 i<!' 0 
rors . The state vecto r cova r i ,,nce :r-3':, · ,. B.·. :::LP~'- ·:1 
general description of TEAP ca n e fo1r" i.n A, r~- · 1i '{ A, 
clr ... fr- :-- - 1 
; :, n ;.. ......... 
Isoprobabil H.),' c~.1n l:oui'l.!19_. - I oprobab iliLy _,.--1 t 0Pd-,; ,.,-~a n t o n·n:oent 
in a simple graphical mannc,: the effec t s of ste' vc( · o r d:i.· 1,e r~.:i.o:ei Q ,;elected 
orbi tal elements, Th,:i ar,p, r- z.ch 1,..,e t genera t,~ u <:'ui;,t o,.u _;_ :; cJ ·a:.:cz i b,~d in Apr n-· 
dix D. 
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Re~:..1 i ts 
Based on the nominal sL aLe given in L&u e the 3cr results of the nonguid-
ance dispersions are given i11 tab l e J~, and are presented in the form in which 
they were used to generate the covariance for the basic scattergram input. 
TABLE 32.- NOMINAL STATE AT ORBIT 
INJECTION 
State error Nominal value 
X, ft -11 7 34 339 . 0 
y' ft -20 872 605. 0 
z, ft 5 083 626.0 
XO, fps -2 427 .9 
YD, fps -4 368. 7 
ZD, fps 
-23 520.8 
Radius, ft 24 478 635.0 
Inertial ve locity , fp s 24 045.9 
These dispersion results are given in an earth-centered inert ial (ECI) coor-
dinate system with X being along the Greenwich meridian at l a unch, Z along the 
North Pole, and Y forming a right-hand system. XD, YD, and ZD are the velocity 
components of the trajectory positions , X, Y, and Z, respectively. 
The Stage IV tipoff errors were used with the present Scout configuration 
analysis and the deadband errors were used for the updated Scout vehicle. 
The results of the TEAP gui dance analysis of the TARS are pres ented in t ab le 
34. These results were based o the error sources in table 31 and t he traj ectory 
acceleration profile provided by NASA. These TEAP resul ts are only presented 
with the r s s of position, velocity, and attitude errors to give the relative me r -
its of the listed systems, wrile the system covariances contain the complete er-
ror state. 
The complete system covariance is generated by adding, element by element, the 
guidance and nonguidance covariances at the same time point. Only the complete 
system covariances for the DIGS and original Scout are given in table 35 . This 
is because the DIGS TARS gave the least er ror and the original Scout t he most. 
Thes e system covariances point up the fact that the nonguidance errors comprise 
most of the errors and that the system performance cannot be significantly im-
proved wi th a perfe c t TARS. 
The 99.7% isoprobability contours given in figure 31 show the relat ive meri ts 
of the present Scout IRP on Stage III, present Scout IRP on Stage IV, and the 
DIGS ARU on Stage IV . 
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TABLE 33.- 3a NONGUIDANCE ERRORS AT ORBIT INJECTION 
State error 
Error source X, f t y, ft z, ft XD, fps YD, fps 
Stage I motor -50 000.0 -84 100.0 39 990.0 -84.2 -145.2 
Stage I I motor -29 560.0 -48 243.0 -580.0 -5 1.5 -86.5 
Stage III motor -38 110.0 -62 510.0 3 740.0 -59 .6 -101. 6 
Stage IV motor -1 250.0 -1 110.0 -16 960.0 -20. 3 -24.5 
Stage I thrust 
mi sa lignment, pi tch -3 310.0 -5 380.0 1 432. 0 2 .6 9.9 
Stage I thrust 
misalignrrent , yaw -250.0 -445.0 180.0 214 . 7 106.0 
Aerodynamic drag 18 870.0 31 030.0 3 380.0 33.2 56.0 
Atmospheric density 19 190.0 31 580.0 -3 840.0 33.7 56.7 
Tailwind -7 000.0 -8 810.0 -45 760.0 -6 .2 -7 .3 
Crosswind -60 600.0 38 370 .0 1 800.0 -65.7 43.8 
Stage I I deadband, pitch -14 560.0 -28 240.0 78 690.0 -42.2 77 .1 
Stage II deadba nd, ro ll 28 130.0 - 19 010.0 1 760.0 52.2 -40. 7 
Stage II deadba nd, yaw -51 710.0 33 320 .0 990.0 -45.0 32.7 
Stage III deadband, pitch -17 240 .0 -32 200 .0 72 220.0 -40.5 -74.1 
Stage III deadband, ro l l 4 040 .0 -3 030.0 670.0 12 .4 - 12.5 
Stage III deadband, yaw 60 740.0 38 750.0 1 780. 0 -76.0 51. 7 
Stage IV tipoff, pitch 3 040.0 -4 990 .0 1 540.0 -337.7 -555.3 
Stage IV tipoff, yaw -5 140 .0 3 150.0 370.0 -571. 6 350.8 
Stage IV deadbanp, pitch -430. 0 -710.0 200.0 -48.0 -78.9 
Stage IV deadband -730 .0 450.0 30 .0 -80.6 -49.8 
Rss of error sources, 
original Scout 130 390 .0 147 330.0 124 270.0 722 .1 712 .5 
Rss of error so urces, 
TARS on Stage IV 130 250.0 147 220 .0 124 270.0 299 .0 291.4 
Radius Velocity 
ZD, fps rss, ft r ss, fps 
67.7 105 710 .0 181.0 
11. 5 56 580.0 101.4 
31. 0 73 310 .0 121.8 
-156 .5 17 050.0 159 .7 
83.1 6 900.0 83. 7 
-11.6 520.0 239 .8 
-11.4 36 480 .0 66 .2 
-12 .0 37 150.0 67.1 
-50 .8 47 120.0 51. 7 
1.3 71 750 .0 79 .1 
115 .1 84 860 .0 144 .9 
3 .1 33 990.0 66.2 
-0 .2 61 520.0 55.6 
111.1 80 930 .0 139.6 
1.5 5 100. 0 17.6 
1. 5 72 070 .0 91. 9 
171.0 6 040.0 672 .0 
40.5 6 040.0 672 .0 
21.6 850 .0 94.9 
3.0 850.0 94.9 
310.8 232 710.0 1061.0 
257 . 3 232 550 .0 490.5 
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TABLE 34.- lo RSS GUIDANCE ERRORS DUE TO THREE-AXIS RATE PACKAGE 
Honeywell 
Erro rs Original Scout DIGS ODMARS ( 1009 gyro) 
Velocity, fps 56. 93 7 .057 25 .03 22. 38 
Position, ft 12 240.0 2 225 .0 7 780. 0 6 146. 0 
Attitude, deg 0.26 0 .04 0.08 0 . 11 
TABLE 35.~ VARIANCES AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AT ORBI T INJECTION, 
TOTAL SYSTE M - DIGS AND ORIGINAL SCOUT 
Format 
oX 
pXY oY 
pXZ pYZ z 
pXXD pYXD ZXD XO 
pXYD pYYD ZYD pXOYD YD 
pXZD pYZD ZZD pXOZD YDZD 
Original Scout IRP on Stage III and nonguidance er'rors 
43872. 121 
0.16126178 49313.353 
-0. 27673527 -0.42457731 42567.716 
0.30 1683 13 0. 08388381 -0. 12260028 244 .25558 
0 .090227870 0.30997242 -0. 21322612 -0 .03639737 239. 76997 
-0.23376944 -0. 35741575 0.67088782 -0.41268421 -0. 45591054 
DIGS ARU and nonguidance errors 
43439.676 
0 .1 7174206 49081. 178 
-0.27988244 -0. 42591211 41447.714 
0.59699551 0. 22760702 -0.25988009 99.823810 
0.25085517 0.85049222 -0.47151945 -0 .00383169 97.225394 
-0. 26104452 -0. 41165516 0 . 78550096 -0.17438961 -0 . 402859 79 
ZD 
105.46154 
85. 817112 
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FI GURE 31.- ISOPROBAB ILITY CONTOURS 
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Conclusions 
The nonguidance errors constitute the major portion (greater than 90%) of. the 
present Scout vehicle system errors. Moving the present Scout IRP to Stage IV 
improves system accuracy (Note figure 31 where the radius of apogee and perigee 
is the factor of merit.) by about 30%. Comparing the best ARU system (DIGS) and 
the present Scout IRP on Stage IV, figure 31 indicates very little difference 
between their isoprobability contours . This means that the quality of the TARS 
does not appreciably change the total system errors and the nonguidance errors 
still predominate even with the TARS on Stage IV. 
Significant benefit is obtained by moving the TARS to the fourth stage and 
the choice of equipment should largely be influenced by weight, size, power re-
quirements, and cost. 
Closed-loop systems must be considered before orders of magnitude accuracy 
improvements can be obtained. 
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LUNAR MISSION ANALYSIS 
The objective of this task was to preliminarily investigate the feasibility 
of using the Scout vehicle for lunar missions. Five lunar trajectories were 
targeted. For each of t hes e traje c tories, lunar orbit insertion maneuvers were 
comp uted f or o rb i ts with eccentricities of 0.1, 0.4, and 0.7. From these tra-
jec t ories one tran slunar tr~ect o r y with one lunar orbit insertion maneuver was 
selected f o r a mor e detailed error analysis t o determine "the amount of propellant 
r equ i r e d for a mid course correction maneuver. 
The results of the se studies indicate that if a midcourse/orb it insertion 
engine h a ving an I o f 200 seconds is used, the Scout vehicle can put a minimum Sp 
o f two-third of the paylo ad weight afte r translunar injection into lunar orbit. 
TI1 e lunar orbit will have a periapsis height of about one lunar radius and an ec-
centricity r ange of 0.1 t o 0. 7 (f o r a n eccent ricity of 0.7, over 80% of the in-
jection wei ght can be delivered into l unar orbit). 
Translunar Trajectories 
Sinc e no definite luna r mission or mission t ype has been identified, it was 
dec ided to target seve ral translunar trajec tories chosen t o span a modest range 
of trajectory parameters. Eac h of the targeted traj ec tories was a ballistic nom-
inal trajec tory from an injection state ne a r the ea rth to specified closest ap-
proach condi ti ons at the moon. The only cons traints on t he injection state were 
t hat i t be app r oximately 285 kilometers above t he ea rth and that the orbit plane 
established by the injection state be on an inclination appr oximately equal to 
t he lat itude of Wallops Island . This last cons traint permits a 90° launch azimuth. 
Th e t a r ge t parame ters a t the lunar c losest appr oach were: 
1) Time at clos est a pproach (tCA); 
2) Radi us at closes t approach (rCA); 
3) I n clinati on (rela tive to the lunar equa t o r) of the osculating 
conic (iCA); 
4) The semima jor axis o f the os cula ting conic (aCA) . 
Five ballis ti c nominal tra jectories we re t a r g eted . The time at closest approach 
was 1/1/73, Oh , Om , O. o s (Greenw i ch time ) for all tra j ec t ories sin ce the time of 
lunar e n coun t er has a neglig ible effec t on t h e delt a V requi rements for t h e mis -
sion . The remainder of t h e tra jec t o ry par ame ters a re shown in table 36. 
Table 36 shows that the inj ec ti on cond itions are rela t ively insensitive t o 
th e target conditi ons. It t akes abo ut the same energy to put a po und of pay load 
i n the vicinity of the moon regardless of the exact target cond itions. As ex-
pected, a slight penalty is paid for the short flight time traj ec tories . 
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TAB LE 36. - LU ~A R lR~JECTO~Y PARAM ET~ ~, 
TRAJEC:cR·r NO. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Flight Time (hr) 64. 1 79.2 94.3 94.4 94 .6 
Injection Condition 
VI (km/s) 10 . 98 10 . 95 10.94 10 . 94 10 . 94 
I (deg) 0 . 255 0.55 1 1.10 1. le 1. 11 
r ( km) 6560 6560 6560 6560 6560 
i (deg) 38.0 36.6 31. 8 31.6 31.0 
Cl osest Approa ch 
rCA 3480 349u 3500 2620 2630 
;CA 4.8 6 ,5 6 .9 6.8 44. 9 
a CA -2990 -4990 -6890 -69 70 - 7000 
Lun r Orbi t In se rti on 
If, on the o th e r hand, one i s intereste d in p;.it ir!g a r:-.::.y;_:;aJ 1:: orrit 
aroun d t he. moon, t he 1. e -ci:rr- -Je f:i.nite <l i f f~ :i'Pt\r.es :i.n t:he · c-._ - : e,:i.ie ·· ;·o ~:c ::rw 
t h is, th~ Je1 f. a v i:. equi .. :cd fc,, c op dr»,r l. t.1,•~ ~ o __ ·i.,· J. _ , ,_ •• en -~- -:C •· ':d , 
For each t rajec tory , J1r<'.!e 1 11,a r o r b i .,~ i n serlions ,~irh e.:,:: ·-,, ··ic:i.~H,s of 0 .1 , 
O. I f , an d 0. ·_1 were co 11p u \: d. T e nl"' ne ver was a ssur,ed t o o c n .<.i: clr32s t a p-
p r oach a,1d t o involv~• fl ') cha,,g. in pe L·ia-;, :J.l5 pos iLion or :c;_.· :LUC. Tl - •-\el ta V 
r equi r <l fo r e cl, Ll:a j ect o r y · nd each l u 1::ir orbi i: is _, h e,., in t a l e 37, 
TABLE J7. - D. LTA V (m/ s ) REQu rnr o FOR LliN /\R ORB IT INS ERTI ON 
~AJEU ORY NO. 
- - ~ ,1. 'J 
. ,__...~-.. --
! Eccentri city 
' l
0 . 1 890 720 670 no l3U 
0.4 730 570 510 580 S1,0 
0.7 590 lf20 370 yuu /U 
1 r) 
It is evident from table 37 that substantially less orbit insertion delta V 
is required for t he lon g flight t ime trajectories . Also as eccent ri c ity dec r eases , 
the orbi t insertion delta V increases as would be expe cted . 
Error Analys is 
Trajectory No . 3 was sele c ted for more detailed analyses. It was chosen ove r 
the shor t er flight time traje ctories and th e smaller rCA trajectories because 
more payload could be delivered into luna r orbit . The purpose of the e rro r anal -
ys is was t o determine t he amoun t of delta V r equi r e d fo r midcourse maneuve r s. 
In s etting up the erro r a nalysis , a number of assumptions were made . 
Fi r s t of all , the translunar injection state ~ovariance was fo un d using a 
powered boos t traje cto r y targeted t o the trajecto r y No . 3 in jec ti on condi tions 
and optimized fo r maximum payload . This was don~ a t LRC. A guidan ce system 
erro r analysis was t hen pe r fo rmed using t his trajecto r y . This wns done at Martin 
Marietta using the TEAP p r ogram . The KT - 70 guidance hardwa r e cha racteristics 
program was used since it r epresents the r efe r ence guidance system . The state 
covariance mat rix generated by TEAP was used as t he initial state covariance fo r 
the tran slun ar traje c t o r y . 
The deep - space netwo r k (DSN) was used as a mo del for the g r ound tra ck ing net -
wo rk. The tra cking stations were assumed to be l ocate d a t Goldst one , Mad r id , and 
Canberra . The equivalent station locati on errors were assumed to be 10 times 
t hose projected for t he DS N during the 1975 - 1980 e ra (this being the most accu -
rate and expensive tracking available). Only doppler measu r ements we r e assumed , 
wi t h a range - rate white nois e of 5 mm/s for a 1- minute coun t time . The c urrent 
DS value is 1 mrn/s for a 1- minu te count time . 
In addi t ion t o the above measurement e rrors, t he followin g dynamic e rr o r s 
were con sidered: 
1) Luna r gravitational constant error 
2) Lunar orbit s emimajor axis e rror= 1 km , l J ; 
3) Lunar orbit in c lination error = 2 . 6 x 10 - 6 radians, 1 ; 
4) Lunar or bit argume nt of per i a psis erroE = 2 . 6 x 10 - 6 radians , l o . 
Two t e r ms are of interest in making an e rror analysis of a ballistic trajec -
t o r y -- t he know ledge covariance and t he con trol covariance . The se terms are 
defined as f ol lows. Let t he state a long the n ominal trajecto r y (the traj ecto r y 
we wo u ld fly if the system we re error- f r ee) be designated b y X, a six- e lemen t 
vector having t h r ee p os ition and three velocity components. Let t he state along 
th e a c tual f l own traj ectory be X. Final ly , l e t X b e the state that is ca l culated 
or es t imated on the basis of initial conditions and measurements taken alon g the 
actual traj ec tory. Then the con tr o l covariance , Pc , is given by 
P c = E (X - X) (X - X) T 131 
·" c.:rc. s~f,';l!:>C.Il.pc 1 aes.tgnaces the matrix transpose. The control covariance pro-
vides us with the statistics of how far the actual trajectory will be from the 
nominal. The knowledge covariance, Pk, is given by 
Pk= E (X - X) (X - X)T 
Thus the knowleu..,'= cova i:.:. ,., t ells us how well we know the actual location of 
the spacecraft. 
The know ledge and c . :·· _ o::. c ovariances e.re ass umed to be equal at the beginning 
of a ballis t:ic trajecto:.J .::egment. As t he. spacecraft is tracked, the knowledge 
covariance decreases. Wh ::- t l-e knowledge covariance has decreased sufficiently, 
a midcourse corre c tion c an ~e calculated. Th is amoun ts to finding a new nominal 
traje c tory that passes tl1. gh the pr~sently estimated position and meets t he 
same conditions at the t~r ?n t body as the original nominal. The probable magni-
tude and direction of the 1· idcourse c orrection depends on the control covariance 
before midcourse . · If t he 1idcourse maneuver we re executed without error, the 
control covariance after ~-t dcour~e wou ld be equal to t he knowledge covariance. 
In practice, the midcou!'.'5 .-: mane v er execution erro r t.s t be added to the kn ow-
ledge covar ian ce to obta in t h e c on trol covariance . Four parameters are used to 
model the midcourse maneuver: 
1) Res oluti n error - The uncertainty in delta V r esulting from un -
cer ~ainty in thrus t tailoff. A vale of 0 .0002 km/s, lo, was a ss umed; 
2) Propor t ion ali ty error - Tne uncertaint y in del a V resu l t'ng _rom 
uncertainty i thrust l evel. A value of 0 . 0 , lo, was a s s rnn '., 
3) and b,) Error in t hrust direction -· An uncertainty of L.5 de g ir1 e ac..h 
of t wo orthogonal direc t ions was assumed . 
Once a midcourse maneuver has been a , alyze d, 1.h c ccn tt o l covariano! <·am e 
propagated along the traje c tory t o de termine whe .he1: che e :n orG .:.n t e L' ~·get 
parameters were the t hree c omponen ts of d,,, :c-C' ve'-, u:c. If thvs e er"-'O L ; a :r.e 
satisfactori ly small, o f urt her midc .c1.,rse c u :.. _c.1;1.on~ are 11eece<i, 
For prelJ.rnir,ar y analyB-::D, the e:u.o.,:s in -;,ositiori anrl /c r ·; ,l<aci t y ma y b ~ <.: on·-
veniently meas u r e d by the square r oot f the :naxirr.' 1 ei s e v :11ne of t h e ,::ovar i ance 
matrix. The covar iance of a ve c tor mny he c onceiv e l of an 'efining an ellips oid 
centered at the h e ad of the vector . Each poi n t un the el ips oid has e q al prob-
ability of occu rrence . The sq 1a r e roots of the e ir;,c,nva l, e s equ:-1,l the length s of 
the semiaxes of 1 he l o c] 1. i t " Oid, Thus t h e s qu :.1.r~ .cool: of the ma;id,.1!.lill P.5 B•m '1alue 
is equal to the leng th of the semin~j or aAlG o f i!e lo e r r o ·. ellipsoid. 
The first step in the err or analysis is to e s tab J..i,, h the n°c ,1 .for a midcourse 
correction , If no uidcouroe is perfor".e d t he error i n ·,:lA ( i:: qu are root of the 
maximum eigenva lue) was fc·., d to :Je 20 8~/ ld.lon:e v:.rs, Assumine t:iat this is un-
acceptably large, the t i :r.-= o f occurrence of the fi :r;:. t midcourse mw t be estab-
lished. This is us u ally r.hosen to be the time when the velcc:i. ty knowledge error 
is one-half t he execution error, Figure 32 is a plo t of the v": locity knowledge 
error and t he midcourse execution error versus time for the first half - day of 
the trajectory. Based on these data, the first midcourse correction was set at 
0.28 day after injection. 
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FIGURE 32.- ERROR VS TI ME 
The data fo r thi s man e uve r a re tabulated. 
CONTROL ERROR BE FORE MIDCOURSE AFTER MIDCOURSE 
Positi on (km) 259 4.6 
Velocity (km/s) 1368 X 10- 4 3.5 X 10- 4 
Error in rCA (k m) 2085 370 
No t e. 1. Execution error = 3.3 x 10 - 4 km/s and occurs at 
-- initiation of mid cou r se correction . 
2. Expected value of De l ta V = 12. 7 m/s; l a va l ue of 
expec t ed de ·1 ta V = 9 .6; de 1 ta V requ i red for 3a 
mi s s i on = 41. 5 m/s. 
l t was further assumed that a 3 70 - kilomete r e r,:- o r in rCA was a l so unaccept -
able, th us r equi r ing a second midcour se co rrection. This was set well inside 
t he l un a r sphere of i nf luence at 3 . 4 days . The c l osest approach occu rs at 3 . 93 
days. The da t a for this mane uver are tabula t ed. 
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BUORc. SECOtW AFTE.R SE.COND 
CONTROL ERROR f'li\NE.UVER ;~Af~ F. U\t c. R 
~ 
Pas iti on ( 1< m) 132 1.4 
Velocity (krn/s) 7. 4 X 10- 4 2.0 X 10- 4 
Error i:, rCA (km) 370 19 .6 
Note: 1. Execution error= 2.0 X 10- 4 km/s and occurs at 
-- initiation of second maneu ver . 
2. Expected value of delta V = 3.7 m/s ; l o value of 
expected delta V = 2.2 m/s; delta V required for 
a 3o mission= 10.3 m/s. Thus the total midcourse 
delta V for this trajectory is 51.8 m/s, To th is 
must be added the lunar orbit insertion delta V of 
670 m/s, or a total of 722 m/s. 
Note the stati:, tics of the orbit insertion maneuver were not found . This would 
require an expensive and time-consuming Monte .Carlo study. 
If a midcourse/orbit insertion engine having an I of 200 is used , the 
sp 
ratio of payload mass in lunar orbit, M, t o mass injected into the translunar 
0 
trajectory,~• is given approximately as 
Exp 0.69.* 
The above analysis does not answer the question of the possibility of using 
the Scout fo r lunar missions. It can only serve as a benchmark and to point out 
some of the subsidiary questions that must be answered before feasibility can be 
established. First and foremost among such questions are: 
1) If the ultimate objective of the mission is a lunar orbit, what are 
its parameters? 
2) If orbit trim maneuvers are required to maintain an orbit, how 
accurately must the orbit be established and for how l ong? 
3) What midcourse and orbit insertion engine wil l be used and wha t 
is the correct execution error model? 
*0.69 is the mass ratio for a 0 . 1 eccentric orbit, 0. 82 is the mass ratio for 
a 0. 7 eccentric orbit. 
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RECOMf.1ENDED GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEf1 
Qualita t ively t he r e i s no ques t ion of t he increased performance t o be gained 
using the c l osed- loop gui dance app r oach . Virtually a ll nonguidance e rr o r param-
e ters are eliminated except for the uncertaint y in the FW- 4S engine burn charac-
t eristics . The g r ea tly i mp r oved accuracy of t l1e Scout o r b i t p l us t he increased 
f lexib ility of the vehicle makes t he c losed - loop guidance cite recommended app r oach 
since it is most cons i s t en t with t he desi r es o f ,~ASA for the future of the Scout 
launch vehicle . 
As a r es ult o f t h i s guidance hardwar e a nd control sys t em sizing study , th e 
following c l osed-loop mechanization is r ecommended [or the Scout launch ve l1 icle . 
1) An inertial guidance system containing.a pla tform, autopilot e lec -
tr onics , and digital compu t er should be added t o t l1e fou rt h stage of 
t he Scou t vehicle i n p l ace o f the present th ird-stage ope n - loop sys -
tem. The recommended sys t em , based O!l the estab lished c riteria , .i.s 
a modi fied KT- 70 miss ile system a.s i:,~uduced by Singer - Cene r al P r ec i-
s i on Incorporated. Two of t he mo re significant edi fica tions i nclude 
the addi tions of gene ral - pur pose computer with a memo r y capaci t y in 
excess of 400 0 24 - bit wo rds and an optical azimuth alignment s c h eme . 
Al ternativ e candidates to b e considered in fu tu re s tud ies include 
t he Hami lton S tandard DIGS s ys tem and the Litton LN - 30 na v igation 
s ys t em; 
2) A hydrogen peroxide r eacti on control system weighing approxinwtely 
20 pounds should be added to t l1e fourth stage and t he present spin -
s t abi liza tion ha rdwa re r emoved ; 
3) Due to t he absence of a t h rust t ermination capclbility in t ile fourt h 
s t age of Scout , it is r ecommended that a postboost ve l ocity co rrec-
tion capability be p r ovided by incorpo rat.ing the appropriate cont r ol 
logic and ext r a fuel r equire 1en t s into t he reaction con trol syste 1 
design. The sizing r esults of t h i s study indicate t hat 4 . 3 pounds of 
ex tra fuel would p r ovide fo r a velocity co rrection capabilitv of 53 
fps (lo ); 
4) A pulse code modula tion t elemetry system with a 5 - wat t S- band Fri 
transmi tter is r ecommended in place of the current system . Total 
sys t ern weight will be in t he vicinity of 12 pounds . Tit is sys t ern was 
se l ec t ed because the present system c annot transfer the r equired 
analog , bi l evel, and digital signals necessary to instrument t he 
improved guidance sys t em . 
The r ecommended guidance and control sys tem cha r ac teris t ics are as shO\vn in 
table 38. 
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TABLE 38.- RECOMMENDED GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM 
Subsys tem Characteristics 
KT -70 miss ile pl atform 4-g·; 1ba l 
l Two 2-axis Gy.-rifl ex gyros 
0 e s·. ,g c - ~ . .-{, c:: C70-2401 accele rome t er 
0 .e 2-a,d s C? ,• -24·4 accel eromete r 
G3!C electron i cs P 1 a ·.:+orm el ec · " nics and autopil ot 
electronics 
DC 01 er conditioner 
p I~ ·i:::c; ,s fer unH 
p,, ,.,., 
. ~~ gy ros 3 r eq u·i red for pic h, roll , and yaw 
Cc out2r General - purpo~e, memory > 4000 24-bi t 
words 
Subt tal 
H~- .·~ge;r :c."'~x -. Jc "e ~C t on 
c: :-: 1.::ro . Sji ·:, 1.1 
Orb·.~ .:. l VE-. -wC~ ty cor"'cc-.::i on 
sys··2m 
' Ba-cteri e: j 23- V bat·:eri es 
Tota l 
Weight, Power, 
lb w 
15.1 9.7 
7.0 25.6 
5. 5 75.6 
1.0 --
1. 5 6.8 
20 .0 50.0 
50 . 1 
20 
4. 3 
10.1 
,84 . 5 167.7 
GUIDANCE SOFTWARE 
Although the specific task of designing the guidance software is beyond the 
scope of this study , a generalized description of the necessary procedures for 
defining the guidelines for a complete guidance system appears to be quite ap-
propriate. 
The f unction of the guidance system is to control the vehicle state to sat-
isfy the desired fina l conditions within prescribed bounds under normal disper-
sions in the vehicle performance characteristics. The attitude of the Scout ve-
hicle and the fourth stage reaction control jets are used as the means of control 
to a ttain the required state. Intelligence derived from the guidance measurement 
unit applied to a mathematic algorithm yields the required attitudes to steer the 
vehicle to the desired targeted state. After the motors are depleted, the guid-
ance system can use the control jets to correct for velocity dispersions. 
The design of g uidance software revolves about system interfaces, guidance 
algorithms to satisfy mission goals, and prelaunch procedures . All facets of 
the vehicle system, mission goals, launch site, and facilities must be known and 
available to assure that final guidance software design will function in the 
proper manner . 
Requirements 
The design procedure is to establish t he requireffients and existing systems 
and t hen apply this information to establish design cri teria for interfacing 
w · th t he -control system, the operational sequenci11g, telemetry, prelaunch check-
out, and mission accuracy . The addition of a closed-loop guidance system then 
imposes changes of the existing system that would be defined by the guidance 
con tracto r as a change or new requirement . '.i.'hi> guidance logic is designed as a 
func t ion of the criteria di ctated by the design requirements , mission accuracy, 
costs, and subsequent recurring cos ts. 
Software design criter ia.- The guidance software design requirements are de-
rived from specifications of the Scout vehicle, its missions, and associated 
da ta. This information is used as the basic guideline for the specif ic design 
and checkout criteria of the guidance s oftwa re. 
Mission specification.- Specifica t ions of a mission are based on the results 
of a mission analysis. The analysis includes confirmation of the feasibility of 
the applicable vehicle to perform the mission. The specifications cover all 
gene r al areas concerned with the mission: 
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1) Vehicle to be used; 
2) Launch site; 
3) Range safety considerations; 
4) On-pad target~ng requirements, if any; 
5) Type of mission--orbi t or reentry; 
6) Final payload state; 
7) Accuracy of required state; 
8) Range of launch azimuth; 
9) Payload orientation; 
10) Inflight requirements. 
The previous stateme~ts are generalities and other types of requirements 
that are more specific may be given. 
The major requirements of the guidance equations are determined by the mis -
sion specifications. The types of missions considered are ground-launched only, 
in which the final injection may be earth orbit, reentry , translunar, or other 
earth escape orbits. 
Although the guidance software equations should ideally apply to all the 
specified missions, this is generally not possible because of the diffe ren t 
mission-peculiar situations. The penalty one pays to cover all mis s i ons is the 
need fo r an unnecessarily large computer unit that degrades vehicle performance 
predictions and increases hardware costs. The one exception is t he c lass of 
missions that has the same schedule of events and the same type of COJS t r a i nts. 
For example, a guidance scheme t hat permits a payload to be launchc into an 
earth orbit can be supplied with constants to be used for a reentry mission that 
has no range constraint. 
The state-of-the-art guidance equations applicable to t he Scout veh icle are 
generally in two classes--range-constrained reentry and orbital or suborbital 
nonrange- constrained schemes. The t ype of missions specified is one of the 
principal factors involved in the method of sceering to be us ed. The accuracy 
requirements of the mission may be strict enough to render some methods unaccept-
able. If thes e requirements are too stringent, development time and costs will 
be increased. 
Because of range safety constraints or mission requirements , a mission pro -
file may require the flexibility of dogleg maneuvers. This would be inc luded 
in the design of the software equations. 
1~ 
Missions that are target/time-dependent will require that guidance parame -
ters be con tinually updated so t he proper traje c tory can be flown relative to 
the time of launch. These types of missi ons are rendevous wi th other solar 
bodies or orbi ting satellites. Additional software will be ne cessary for this 
f unct ion. Simple and accurate procedures would place the software for guidance 
update in the airborne computer rather than requiring a ground computer and in -
terfacing equipment for a complex updating pr ogram. 
Vehicle characteristics.- All of the vehic le operating characteristi cs mus t 
be known to insure proper interfacing be tween t he veh i cle s ystems and the gui -
dance system, including: 
1) Vehicle configuration description; 
2) Vehicle operating sequence of events; 
3) Mass properties; 
4) Structural constraints; 
5) Heating constraints; 
6) Propulsion system data; 
7) St aging and ignition mechanisms ; 
8) Control system operation; 
9) Performance capability; 
10) Aerodynamic characteristics; 
11) Pertinent vehicle performance dispersions. 
The sequence of events and other essential information relating to each 
stage will become an integral part of the guidance logic flow . Any discrete 
event such as an inflight stage ignition that is to be controlled by the gui-
dance system must be specified so the physical interface can be designed. 
The guidance software to interface with the control system will be deter-
mined by the characteristics of each stage's control system. This will be done 
to assure that the proper vehicle attitude is achieved, 
The vehicle characteristics will also be used in trajectory simulation pro-
grams to verify that constraints have not been violated and that the guidance 
philosophy to be applied satisfies the accuracy requirements and mission require -
ments under any applicable dispersed conditions. 
Guidance hardware.- The guidance hardware interfacing data involve the in -
ertial measurement unit, computer unit, timing synchronization, and platform 
alignment. The following functions must be considered for the respective 
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1) Inertial measurement unit, 
a) Gimbal axes alignment, 
b) Gimbal angle measurement system, 
c) Accelerometer measur emen t system, 
d) Platform slev rates, 
e) Compensable error terms, 
f) Gimbal angle constraints; 
2) Computer unit, 
a) I nstruction repertoire, 
b) Instruction cycle time, 
c) Bi ts /words, 
d) Clock frequencies , 
e) Available memory, 
f ) Di gital-to-a nalog converters, 
g) Type of words (fixed, float ing) ; 
3) Platform align~ent The .::;oftwa r~ rsr;.,::.r "lF'n t s r elati,,e to th~ l..i':-
form alignmen t a r e ~hc.t ~he coll!pcl a·::1.0,1 :,.v::u:i..remetts u.! cons 1 •• •- ~1~. 
with the ,ne·J·.c-1 ac. .arch J.;..>o to 1- _ ,ed, :2, .. e a '.'.3,m1er.t of tl,,, _;J..'..a .·-
form and lat form measurement sys i- e pre·, i des the navi ga tion:.i m0a;.:s 
a guidanc e scheme prorira-1• e<l ir., J ·J·,e r_ i-' t:er uce., · o calcu·1 •• ~v~ 
requ _;_ red a1-· __ lrude that c'Jnv erges t:o th· ~sired state, 
The memor requ i r in~n '.'.l of .l(e CCJlnpu ter are b.:.s ed on the i:ot 1 ,;orup 1 tat Lon 
requirements of the :::;oftware, The ideal situat ·on i ::; , hen the ~;ofLware can be 
fully identi fi ed and tradeoff studies c onducted prJ..or t o speclfyin3 the c OJnpute r 
memory core size, How,;: v~r, the ~1::: J"l ca:::;e is at l e ad time and Ji.her fci,;:;·or::i 
require specifying cote ~L,.e l or,g before the cof t:,rnre is identifie,l, In th ·· 5 
instance, a good estimatd wold crea e no pl oble~. 
This i nfcrmatic is most critical in establishing the prop~r usoge 0 £ the 
guidan c e hardware . 
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Guidance Conce pts 
The imp r ove d ine r t i a l p l a t form for Scou t wi ll p r ovide attitude references 
r e l a tive t o t he launch s i t e when t he guidance s ystem goes iner tial, and inte-
grati ng acce lerome t e rs t o pr ov ide t he e ffec ts of ex t e r nal f or ces acting on the 
veh i c le mass in t he form of t h r ee or thogonal components of ve l ocity counts. The 
ve l oci t y t e rms are sc~l ed , compens a t ed fo r kn own e r rors, and trans fo rmed to a 
c onve ni en t c oor dina t e system wher e a gravi t y mode l is added . Th es e results are 
numerically i n t egra ted in t he computer and yield position and velocity at the 
meas ured t i me . Nav i gation need not be t h is comp le t e ; it i s so l ely a function of 
guidance equa t ion r equi remen t s . 
The guid ance algorithm us e d during t he ascent phase through t he atmosphere 
may be di f ferent than t ha t us ed fo r t he upper stages. This strictly depends on 
t he fun c ti onal c ha r ac t e r is t ic s of the upper stage guidance philosophy. 
The guidance algori t hm is used to compute th e des i red a ttit ude and is com-
pared to t he gimb a l angle measurement in t he appr op riate coo r di na te f rame. This 
signal is t hen us ed t o dr i ve t he vehicle control s ystem to ob tain t he re quired 
att i tude . 
Si nce t he Scout veh icle final burn i s t o f uel depletion , any re quired velo-
ci t y must be attained by the fina l stage att i tude con tro l j ets. Th e guidance 
du ri ng t he f inal stage will be designed t o augment t he burnou t velocity by puls-
i ng t hes e control j e ts in the proper orienta t ion. 
f igure 33 illustrates the general inflight closed-loop guidance system. 
Guidance equations and logic philosophy.- The structure of the guidance log-
i c is designed to be s ynchronized with the vehicle operational sequence of 
events . This does not imply that the vehicle sequence is independent of the 
guidance logi c , only that the guidance system will be cognizant of the sequence. 
The guidance logic is usually made up in terms of two primary time cycle frames--
a maj or cy cle in which the main frame navigation and guidance equations are com-
puted, and a minor cycle in which attitude commands are issued at a high rate, 
ins trumentation data are sampled, and normally thrust termination is executed, 
Guidance steering algorithms are classified by two categories--explicit and 
implicit. The explicit form is basically a solution of the two-point boundary 
value problem, i.e., traversing a path from an initial state to a desired final 
s tate. The s o lution should not degrade performance to any extent. The solution 
in general is not in closed form, but rather approximating solutions. Since 
these approximations are valid only over short arcs, at the commencement of guid-
ance steering large steering signals may result because of the initial state 
and then converge to the proper solution as the flight progresses. These types 
of equations are not truly explicit due to the approximations. 
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FIGURE 33. - CLOSED-LOOP GUIDANCE SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The implicit form of guidance equations solves the two-point boundary value 
through indirect means. The method of using the applied equations depends on 
other functions that are precomputed. 
There are two major considerations in determining the use of an explicit or 
implicit set of guidance equations. The first is that the implicit set generally 
is given by a smaller set of equations than t he explicit set. This reduces the 
core requirements of the computer, the cycle time to compute the guidance func-
tion, and the cost because of less core requirement. It is also simpler to pro-
gram. The second consideration is the targeting procedure (guidance constants 
generation) required of each guidance type. The implicit set generally requires 
much more effort to arrive at the necessary constants than the explicit set. 
This increases recurring costs and does not easily lend itself to flexible situ-
ations. 
Proper selection of the guidance philosophy is thus a tradeoff between costs, 
flexibility, and complexity. 
Guidance Equations 
Lin ear Sine. - The "linear sine" method described here satisfies radial posi-
tion and velocity, nulling normal components of position and velocity while si-
multaneously satisfying total velocity. 
The pitch plane steering is derived as discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The two-body equation of motion in the radial direction in polar coordinates 
operating in a central force f ield: 
r 
where 
A radial thrust acceleration, 
-'Tr 
- ~ = gravitational acceleration, 
r 
w2 r = centripetal acceleration. 
An assumption is made wi th regard to the radial direction required: 
(1) 
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( 2) 
where t time. Substituting (2) into (1) for A.rr• 
i' (A + Bt) A.r (3) 
The determination of thrust acceleration proceeds in the following manner: 
Thrust 
Mass 
Division by mass flow rate M, 
where 
V 
e 
T 
r 
Thrust 
M 
Mass 
-M-
Thrust 
Mass 
-M-
V 
e 
T 
r 
effective exhaust velocity, 
time to mass depletion. 
( 4) 
(5) 
It is assumed that a constant thrust and flow rate propulsion system is being 
portrayed. 
Functionally, T is derived from the ideal velocity equation 
r 
6V 
s v,f° 
~-1 
dM 
M ( 6) 
After manipulating this equa tion, 
T 
r 
6t 
(6V/V) [1+½(6V/V)] 
s e s e 
(7) 
Operationally, T is obtained by (7) where 6 t is t he samp le interval and 6V 
r s 
is the sampled "sensed" velocity. V remains a constant, the nominal exhaust 
e 
velocity. Though the I can change, the sensed velocity changes proportion-
sp 
ally, which gives T the proper value in calculation of the thrust acceleration. 
r 
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Tr is also TrO - t, where TrO is the original value: 
r 
Manipula ting (8), 
i::' 
( A + Bt) ( Ve ) 
TrO t 
-B V +(A + BT 0) (T) e r T 
The parameters A, B, Ve and TrO are assumed constant: 
i::' A ' + B A r r -1 
( 8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Equa tion (10) is t he stee ring law, A' and B are next found, Integrating (10) 
r r 
fr om t N t o cutoff (Tg): 
The integrals 
dt + B 
r 
f Tg AT dt 
0 
V g 
C [f ~ ds] dt V T g g 
where 
V 
e JTg TV~ t 0 r dt 
f • "rdt 
0 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
V T + V T ( 14) g r e g 
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Substituting (13) and (14) into (11) and (12) performing t he j_r, t: ..-, ::, ra L.1_0,1, :, u .J.. v-
ing for A' and B , then substituting A' and B into (10) gives 
r r r r 
i' 
where 
A 
r 
B 
r 
1 
T g 
(i: - i: f 
r -
T 
r 
-V B ) + B A g r r -i (15) 
T 
__g_ (rf 2 
T (16) 
- _g_ 
2 
It is now easily seen that this derivational procedure was to supply an ap -
proximating function to the equations of motion that could be solved. This so-
lution cannot be carried out to cutoff since T goes to zero and is in the de-g 
nominator, Thus, at some arbitrary time prior to Tg ~ 0 whe re Br has converged 
to a suitable solution, A is then computed by extrapolation of B 
r r 
A 
r 
A 
r (N-1) 
+ B 
r 
( li t) (~) 
(T + lit) 
r 
(17) 
This means that in the last few seconds of the burn, guidance is open loop. As-
suming that vehicle performance does not change in those few seconds, guidance 
will function properly. 
The desired radial thrust acceleration is 
where 
r = t angential velocity. 
t 
(18) 
Yaw steering is similar. An orbital plane is defined where normal components 
of the state are desired to be zero: 
(19) 
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The estimate of T (time-to-go to cutoff).- One procedure is to use angular 
momentum required with r espect to a desired value: 
where 
lih = h - h f 
hf desired angular momen tum magnitude at cutoff 
h present angular momentlllil magni t ude. 
The r equired angular momentum to be gained can a ls o be expr essed by 
(20) 
( 21) 
The magnitude of his given by the radius R times the tangential acceleration . 
The mechanization to t he solution of (21) can be evaluated us ing Simpson's in -
tegration formula. Five equally spaced points of the integral hare set up. 
Tangential acceleration at each point.- This is derived by 
!< 
( t . ) l 2 
J 
( 22) 
The accelerations to be used in (22) are t he solutions to the guidance problem 
given previously: 
These equations are applied at the equally spaced points wi th linear.interpola-
tion used to obtain gravity and centripetal accelera~ions to define hat each 
point. The solution to (21) is then 
where 
T' is the initial estimate of T. g g 
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L'ih' i s compared to the true angular mon1en tmn t o 1,_ c,vi '" an adj ustment of the 
initial e stimate of T : g 
Tg = T~ + [( h f - h) - llh '] /h (t5 ( 23) 
The t ime-to- go provides t he means t o s i lllulta;ieous ly satisfy pos i t ion , fligh t -
path angle, and v e loci ty. T prov i de s the time h·all',e -wi_hi:1 wh ich the steering g 
equations are t o ope rate t o sati ~fy position and flight path angle, Sin<.:~ T iG g 
+ + 
a function o f au tular momen t um r x V, i t can b e set:, tha t simultaneous s a t i s -
f ac t i on of the desired sta t e can be o t ained . 
Thus the s teering is accomp lished by ( 18) and (19), which de fin e the desir e d 
attitude o f t he vehic.le , and T., will d,~termine ·,:-, "atinfact:.c , of velocity. 
These equ a t ion s are de"ign~1 LO opera ,P. out ')f ,_::,~ 2· •0;..,pht:r _ . These equations 
can be set up for r Pnd \O r:, u.-issions, injectlon J.a• .,J o:dJi ts with desired true 
anomo l y, or o the r condi t .... or..s ~,hen i nf:.ight targ ting to upda te rf, i:-f' and Vf 
is made part of the guidance equation ::,, This schellc is set up t o satis f y end 
condition s on a pe r - ctaze ba:i~. Th a, multis a e vehic les require a refe r ence 
tra j ectory or p r oceuures t o -efine interme diate ta e;et points. 
Q-matri x gu id i'! ce. - ThP t>:eory and concepts of the Q-matr i x guidance we r e 
develope d by the I nstr,, .-.1t.,.ti on Lab oratory o f ,ur, '.'Che Q- matrix r;ui dance s ch eme 
as descr ibed i s use to plac~ a ·v ehicle i n a freefall-·type of trajectory. 
The required velocity of a vehic l e at the start of free flight to s atis f y a 
-+ 
given range is defined t o b e the correlated ve l ocity v~ctor, V : 
C 
( 2L;) 
(25 
wher e 
• 
r ve hi cle po o iLi uo, 
+ 
rTL targe t position a t la nch, 
rTI t a rget position ai~ i1,t.ercept time, 
tE time s ince launch , 
tFT t o tal t i me of flight, 
tFF free- f l i ght time . 
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• 
I f the total time of f light is defined t o be constan t , then rTI is constant and 
(24) r e duces t o 
• 
V 
C 
( 26) 
Thi s f un c ti on i s expanded in terms of the partial derivatives of the variables 
• dV 
C 
dtE (:; c) (~~E) • av +--c 3t E (27) 
I n f ree flight, at s ome point A on the powered portion of the trajectory at time 
t E: 
Then 
Rearranging 
(:::) 
FF 
( :iE) 
FF 
(:!:) 
FF 
• 
g 
• 
g 
• 
V 
C 
( dVc) = g -( a:c) v dtE ~ c 
A or A 
( 28) 
( 2 9) 
(30) 
(31) 
At the same point A at time tE, the departure from powered flight is the ve-
• 
h icle velocity VM: 
( :::) 
PF 
( 32) 
Substitutin g (31) into (32), 
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( 
•) • . 
dVc = ( a:c) v + g -(· a:f_) v 
dtE a m a C 
PF r A r 
Velocity-to-be-gained until thrust termination is 
Rearranging (33) and using (34), 
(::;) 
PF 
• The differentiation of V yields g 
7. • • 
V = V - V g C M 
_ (a: c) v 
ar g 
A 
• 
+ g 
-+ 
V g t -t +t ( +) c M c - aT g 
Substituting (36) into (35), 
( 33) 
( 34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(3 7) 
Equation (37) is the generalized Q-matrix guidance law, and expanded iHto matrix 
form is 
where 
avcx avcx avcx 
ax aY az 
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Delta guidance equations.- These equations are based on approximations to 
the sensitivities of target miss with respect to the delta from nominal burnout 
state vectors. 
Define x and z to be in the pitch plane. There is some point in t he vehicle 
flight path whose coordinates are x, y, z, y, t where an x and z exist that will 
satisfy the target miss requirement of zero. This is the required velocity and 
is defined to be for the nominal burnout point. 
If the required velocity is compared to the measured velocity, a velocity 
increment that must be gained to obtain the required velocity is defined as 
t.x g 
M. g 
X - X ( X' y' z' y' t) req 
z 2 ( X, y , Z, 'j, t) 
req 
( 44) 
(45) 
Perturbations on the trajectory require small corrections that define a new 
required velocity 
t.x 
£ 
M. 
£ 
X ( X' y ' z' y' t) req 
Z - Z ( X, y, Z, y, t) 0 req 
where x0 and 20 are the nominal values of required velocity. 
The required velocity is now 
M,; * g 
t. z * = (z - z) + 6 2 g O £ 
(46) 
( 4 7) 
( 48) 
( 49) 
The delta errors can be approximated by a Taylor series expansion of the 
nominal cutoff state vector. Many terms are generated, but only a few have any 
significance: 
and 
M 
£ 
(50) 
( 51) 
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These results are then the correlation of the required velocity in free flight 
to that in powered flight. 
+ V is used to affect the direction of the thrust vector and can be done by 
g 
cross-product steering: 
• 
w 
C 
K 
w 
(-+v + g x VG) 
where 
• 
w 
C 
K 
w 
• 
a command turning rate in inertial space and aT, 
a gain consistent with the vehicle stability requirements and trajectory 
shape. 
-+ • V must be misaligned with V by at least 90° when steering commences or the g g 
method will not function properly. 
The application of this method for orbital injection would require modifica-
tion of the correlation functions, e.g., as redefining, by the proper mathema-
tics, the Q-matrix to be functions of orbital parameters. 
Trajectory fit method . - Various steering methods can be derived directly 
from the functions of a nominal trajectory. Some are applied only during the 
atmospheric phase of the boost trajectory--for example, to approximate a gravity 
turn. 
A general velocity steering method can be defined by controlling the flight-
path of the vehicle so 
(38) 
The implementation of (38) is to define a function t ha t describes the deviation 
of v2 in terms of attitude and combining this with the nominal attitude for the 
total commanded attitude. 
z 
The coordinate system in which the function to be used is sketched. 
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The deviation from the nominal is derived by comparing the measured V to 
z 
The nominal can be defined by fitting points along the nomina~ the nominal V . 
z 
trajectory by the least-square fitting techniques. The exactness of fit using 
the least-squares fitting method will depend on the complexity of "shape" to 
determine the order of fit. The order of fit actually imposed depends on the 
required accuracies. The general function to describe the attitude deviations 
can be 
c56 
C 
-K [v - f 2 (Vx, x, z, t~ 
c 
2MEASURED J (39) 
The function f L is fitted to the nominal case and can be of the form 
where x, z, tare determined to have no significant effects. 
( 40) 
K is a gain and 
C 
conve rsion factor that is determined on the basis of tradeoff between vehicle 
stability and e f fective steering. c5 6 is added to the nominal attitude command, 
C 
whi ch may be of the form given in (40). 
A similar method called velocity -wire, which is functionally self-descrip-
tive, that can sa t isfy velocity, altitude, and flightpath angle is now described. 
De f ine V g 
• + . 
VDESIRED - VMEASURED. Fit R (radial rate) to a polynomial that 
i s a f unct ion of V t o the required order. This defines a desired radial rate: g 
R 
C 
2 n-1 
A1 + A2 V g + A3 V g + • • • + An V g 
Then define the error in R by 
R R - R 
E C 
The commanded attitude is made a function of R in the following 
E 
t 
e e + K R + KID f R dt - K f\ I t-t C CIC TD f,, E D 
tl 1 
(41) 
(42) 
manner: 
( 43) 
I t is seen that this function is to null the errors to zero, with memory built 
in to eliminate altitude errors. Thus, using V to attain velocity in conjunc-g 
ti on with the attitude steering to satisfy flightpath angle and altitude, the 
simu l tane ous satisfaction of the desired state is a tta inable. 
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where 
6x X X 
nom' 
6y = y ynom' 
6z = z - z 
nom' 
6t t t (time). 
nom 
Equations (50) and (51) are used in (48) and (49) to provide the attitude com-
mands in terms of velocity-to-be-gained vectors such as shown in the Q-guidance 
or used in the form given in the velocity-wire method. 
The coefficients are derived from an overdetermined set of data obtained by 
perturbing the nominal burnout by a series of vehicle and navigational disper-
sions, propagating the dispersed burnout state to the target and computing the 
miss sensitivities with respect to the perturbed state at burnout. 
Suntnary.- There are other available guidance equations, some of which are 
included in Appendix E, that are not discussed herein. The intent is to show 
some of the rationale used in the rudimentary development of guidance equations. 
The functional form of the equations does not necessarily reflect t he actual 
mechanization of the guidance logic and equations. For example, in (43), the 
integral is a numerical procedure. The actual implementation of the steering 
commands is not given since attitude reference systems vary and control system 
interfaces are different from vehicle-to-vehicle. 
Targeting 
Targeting is the procedure by which the necessary mission-dependent guidance 
constants are derived. Other constants such as the universal gravity constant 
are true constants that need not be generated on a mission-to-mission basis. 
The importance of targeting is not only reflected iu the satisfaction of mission 
requirement, but also in the time and complexity of the required procedure. 
This reflects directly on the flexibility of the entire operation and varying 
degrees of recurring costs. 
Generally, the simple guidance equations require much precomputation work, 
whereas the more complex explicit types require a minimum amount of effort. 
Therefore, the explicit equations can be targeted to a new mission much more 
rapidly, thereby enhancing flexibility and reducing recurring costs. 
The explicit guidance equations called "linear target" used on the Centaur 
solve the guidance problem by solving the equations of motion to the specified 
end conditions, treating each staging point of the vehicle as a discontinuity, 
and setting up the sensitivities of the end boundary point with respect to the 
steering algorithm. This treatment of the problem only requires specification 
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of the final state as the targeting procedures and is somewhat similar to tra -
jectory shaping methods where sensitivities of final state with respe c t t o c on -
trol parameters are used. 
The veloc ity-wire scheme requires the generation of a s haped traj ec t ory, 
obtaining data by which to f it, manipulating the data into t he required f o rm , 
f itting the data, and establish ing t he proper gains. 
The Q- ma tr ix t ype of guidance requires the generation of many perturbed tra-
jec t ories t o establish t he " bes t" sensitivity matrix ( [ Q]) for the given mis sion . 
The targeting procedure ranges from simply s t ating desired end c onditions, 
t o complex procedures that require much time, effort, and c omputer runs. This 
is a direct result of t he type of guidance me t h o d used. 
Functional capabilities of guidance logic. - It must b e proved t hat the gui-
dance equations and cons t an ts satisfy mission r equi r emen ts. There are two basic 
levels of approved acceptance of t he guidance l ogic . Bo t h are done by imple-
menting t ne guidance logic in a computer simulati on such as a trajecto r y program 
t o simulate fl igh t. 
The first is t o i mplement the guidance log i c in a trajector y program in t he 
format of a large scientific computer . The guidance logic is exercised under 
various perturbed conditions to show that it will function pro perly. 
The second level is the checks imposed on t he guidance logic t hat is in tne 
f ormat of t he operational computer. This can be done by either loading t he 
operational guidance logic into the operationa l computer or by using a comp uter 
program t hat simulates the operational comp uter. The guidance logic is then 
exercised to prov e that it will fun c ti on as designed. 
The reason for performi ng the two ve r y similar tasks is that use of t he 
large scientific computer checkout procedure is mu c h more cost - effective. It 
als o prov ides compara tive checks between two independent procedures. 
Platform Alignment 
The function of the inertial sensing instruments is to prov ide the means to 
navigate in a specified coordinate system such as an earth-centered, right-
handed frame with coordinates in the equatorial plane and in a meridian plane, 
The measuring instruments are generally aligned in an earth-fixed geographic 
coordinate system related to the local vertical and the launch si te azimuth. 
The alignment process is to level the platform and to place the instruments 
along a line known with respect to north. This then satisfies the theoretical 
ideal relation between the measurement and navigational coordinates: 
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where 
~AV \iEAS 
[A .. ] [B .. ] YMEAS l.J l.J 
f (LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, AZIMUTH) 
f (INSTRUMENT ORIENTATION RELATIVE TO PLATFORM AXES). 
The leveling of a platform is accomplished by the application of various sensors 
and me t hods to the measurement of the local gravity vector. The gravity vector 
is generally deflected from the ideal model due to local anomalies. This er-
ror ~s known from ge9logical surveys and is applied in the [A .. ] matrix. 
l.J 
A method that is used to level platforms is to use the measuring accelerom-
eter outputs to provide the signal in the leveling electronics. Assume that 
the orientation of two accelerometer input axes are to be in the desired level 
plane; then these two instruments would not sense any gravitational effects. 
Since the measurement unit is fixed to earth, it is in a rotating frame. 
The inertial acceleration of the instruments is given by 
~IE 
where 
I denot es inertial space, 
E denotes W/R earth, 
• 
wEI = earth rotation rate with re s pect to inerti al space, 
• 
~ = pos it i on vector. 
Under terres trial equalibrium, gravity is equal to centripetal ac celeration 
plus anomalies: 
Since the level is defined to be normal tog, components of g cannot be sensed. 
Therefore, if the platform is not level, the accelerometers will sense this , 
providing the basis to level the platform. The actual implementation of this 
method involves the use of filtering techniques for system noise and vehicle 
motion caused by wind gusts. 
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The azimuth alignment can be accomplished by the use of optical devices 
based on surveys. Gyrocompassing could also be used utilizing the gyroscopes 
and accelerometers. 
The survey method for azimuth alignment is to use a precise known location 
to use as a reference. This reference in existing systems is communicated to 
the platform by optical devices. A porro prism mounted on the platform with 
its axes known in relation to the platform axes is used to effect a return image 
to a theodolite established at the surveyed location. This then sets up the 
null point in azimuth and further changes in azimuth are measured by the theodo-
lite, which is an angle-measuring device. 
Gyrocompassing can be used to effect azimuth reference. Since the site lo-
cation is well known, the components of earth's rotation needed to torque the 
gyros to maintain an earth-fixed system until go-inertial is also well known. 
If the platform is not properly aligned to north, the gyros will sense the earth 
rotation that is not being compensated by the gyro torquing program. This 
causes the platform to tilt so the level accelerometer outputs could be used or 
gyro precission operated on to effect alignment. 
These alignment procedures can be used to drive the platform hardware to its 
proper orientation and they can moniter the system to update [A .. ], [B .. ], and 
other data such as accelerometer bias. iJ iJ 
Prelaunch Checkout 
Operational correctness of the guidance system is assured by exercising the 
entire system before launch . Programs are set up to check out the computer and 
all interfaces. These programs range from verifying that the computer can add 
data from two locations in the computer, to moving the control vanes given any 
preconditioned situation. 
Any indication of anomalies will be given by an incorrect comparative an-
swer. The total system's and subsystems' operational characteristics are used 
to establish the checkout criteria. 
Guidance Software Summary 
The various aspects of the guidance system and the general procedures to 
design the guidance software were presented in terms of parts of the overall 
system. These parts are represented in figures 34 and 35 to show the rela-
tionship between design requirements and areas of design in an overall sense. 
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FIGURE 34.- INTERFACING OF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Each portion of the guidance software is designed using the information in-
dicated in the diagram. 
The guidance software is integrated into the system operation and is shown 
functionally. 
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FIGURE 35.- GUIDANCE SOFTWARE ON -PAD OPERATION 
Targeting 
prog ram 
The fun c tional diagr am is an oversimplification of t he integr a t ion o f the 
guidan ce s y stem i n t o the t ota l system. Specific details, such as t he sequence 
poin t with i n the operation a t wh i ch t he guidance c ompu t e r pr og r ams may be 
loaded, wi ll be a t a s k t o be done during t h e design phase , 
The gene rali ti e s of t he n eces sary process t o produce the guidance s of tware 
have be e n p rovided t o s how wha t mus t be done and the various tradeoffs t ha t 
must be considered, e . g., t arge t ing pro cedur es r e la t ive t o guidance equation 
s e ts or use of be t te r q ua l ity a cce l e r ometers t o provide better ini t ia l align -
ment of t h e I MU . S tringen t r e qu i remen t s and general f lex i bility i nc r ease cos t s . 
Realistic es t ima t es of requi r ements will provide fo r the most c ost - ef f e c tive 
guidance sof t ware and hardware system . 
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GUIDANCE HARDWARE/SCOUT VEHICLE INTERFACING 
Requirements and goals for the Scout inertial guidance system should provide 
for improved performance coupled with minimum modifications and low development 
costs. Since weight, power , and environmental capability are also important 
criteria and influence t he final hardware selection, the selected hardware can 
rarely be adapted to the intended vehicle application without some modifications, 
These modifications, along wi th a preliminary in terfacing definition, are out-
lined in this sect i on. 
Scout/ KT -70 Missile System Applications Study 
To adapt the KT-70 missile system to the Scout launch vehicle, several modi-
fica tions are required: 
1) Change IMU gimbal orientation; 
2) Add porro prism and viewing port to IMU; 
3) Rescale acceleromete r loops; 
4) Select a digital computer with increased capability ; 
5) Add viewing port in Scout "E" section and optical window in heat-
shield. 
A discussion of each of these modifications follows. 
Recommen ded gimbal orientation for Scout.- Only three gimbals are required to 
isolate a platform from angular motions of the vehicle in which it is located , 
Unle s s the angular de flections are less t han 90°, a condition commonly termed 
gimbal lock may occur during certain angular deviations of the vehicle. Gimbal 
lock occurs when two gimbal axes of a three-axis system are colinear. In this 
case, angular motion can be transmitted to the platform. With a fourth gimbal, 
as in the KT-70 missile system, full angular freedom is permitted the platform 
because of the fourth or redundant gimbal axis. The KT-70 has a redundant roll 
axis whereby the inner gimbal freedom is reduced and the outer roll gimbal is ser-
voed to the inner roll gimbal. As the system pitches t hrough 90°, the inner roll 
axis becomes aligned with the yaw axis and the outer roll axis flips 180° with ~o 
gimbal lock. The torque required to rotate it becomes infinite . Therefore it is 
desirable to avoid this 90° pitch maneuver and the resultant gimbal flip. 
For a missile application in which the vehicle is launched vertically, i.e., 
Scout , the azimuth axis should be normal to the orbital plane (pitch angle ap-
proximately zero). For the Scout vehicle, the KT-70 gimbal orientation will be 
pitch (cluster axis), yaw (middle axis), and roll (outer axis). The platform 
will be side- mounted to achieve t his orientation . This will then transfer the 
90° gimbal flip from pitch to yaw . 
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Th i s particular ~ys tem allows t he better accele r ome ter to see t h e h igh-ac-
celeration l evels . ~he accelerometer, whose input axis lies parallel to t he 
vehicle ' s yaw axis at launch, becomes t h e downrange accelerometer. The accel-
erometer- sensi t ive axis l ying parallel to t h e vehicle r oll a xi s at launch becomes 
the vertical accelerometer . 
The orientation restricts t he Sco ut missile because t he platfo r m mus t be 
oriented in t he orbital plane , or approximately s o , rat h er t han in a north-east 
and vertica l coo r dinate frame . Th e basic cons traint is t ha t t he normal platform 
azimuth a xi s mus t t ake t he pitch mane uver. 
Azimuth alignment.- Direct optical transfer alignment to t he azimuth axis will 
not b e possib l e since there is ins ufficient room to mount a po rro prism directly 
on t he pla tfo r m clus ter. Since in t h e Kearfott-recommended orientation, the plat-
form roll axis is ve rtical before launch , t h e inner roll axis becomes t h e axis 
t hat must be aligned optically . If the platform case is used as t h e azimuth ref-
e r ence, t h ree addit ional error sou rces contaminate azimuth alignment accuracy. 
They are t i e outer roll axis pi ckoff device, inner roll pickoff device, and shock 
mo unt repe a tab i l i t y . There f o re the p ri sm should be mounted in from t h e v ibration 
iso lato r s. A detailed app ro ach to azimuth alignmen t follows. 
In order t o meet t he desired pe rformance r equirements of t h e imp r oved guid-
ance system , gro und initializa t ion of the guidance platform to better t han 50 
a rc - seconds is r equired . Initial izat i on cons i sts of l eveling t he platform and 
determining t he azimu t h orien t a t ion of t he s t ab ilized c lus ter in t he e a rt h coor-
dinate frame . The n ume rical requirements fo r leveling are: 22 arc- seconds and 
an azimuth knowledge of 4 7 arc- seconds. 
Discussion of a l ignment t echniques will be l i mi t ed herein t o t he recommended 
KT- 70 platform . The assump tion of a differen t p latform or I MU wo uld res ult in 
a somewha t dif feren t mechaniza tion, particularly in t he c omp uter software f or t h e 
s trapdown configuration. However , the basic optical meas uremen t tech niques would 
p r oba bl y not be greatly different. 
Gyro comp assing . - Wi t h r egard to azimu t h dete rmi nation, it may proper l y be 
asked if the t echnique of gyrocomp a ss ing can be used. The method is desirable 
in t ha t a l ignment c apability is internal to t he launch vehicle, t hereb y eliminat -
ing the need for launch site op ti cal ins trumen t s, bench marks, and surveying 
activity. Fur t her , it can normally be accomplished automa tically in a shorte r 
period of time than by optical me t hods. However, in t he case of t he KT- 70 mis-
sile ~latfor m, the gyro bias uncertain t y is too grea t t o permit use o f t his method. 
Azimu t h error in t he gyrocompassing mode for a l evel pla tf o r m is given by an 
exp ression : 
where 
llH 
w 
e 
cos ;\ 
ll H azi muth e rror from a true east-west line 
w drift uncer t ainty of t he eas t - west gy r o 
e 
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n earth rate 
A local latitude. 
For the KT- 70 missile platform, the drift uncertainty of the gyro can probably 
not do better than 0.02°/hr. The gyrocompassing azimuth error will then be at 
least: 
llH 0.02 (15) (0.8) 
0.00166 radians, 
or approximately 330 arc-seconds at t ypical launch latitudes (VAFB and Wallops 
Island). At San Marco, t he error would be slightly less due to the greater hori-
zontal earth rate at almost the equator. However, the error would still be in 
excess of t hat permitted to achieve the desired goals. It is, therefore, proposed 
that op tical methods be used. 
Optical Alignment.- To optically determine the orientation of the platform 
azimuth gimbal, the requirements follow: 
1) An azimuth reference related to earth coordinates such as surveyed 
bench marks within view fo the launch complex; 
2) A porro prism on t he platform with a known angular relation to plat-
form gimbal axes; 
3) An angular measuring device between the platform porro and the azimuth 
gimbal s uch as an elec trical resolver; 
4) An autocollimating theodolite to transfer a line-of-sight from the 
bench marks to the platform porro. 
A typical arrangement is shown in figure 36 using bench marks 1 and 2. However, 
due to certain conditions that necessarily exist, variations of the setup shown 
will be required . These conditions and instrumentation concepts are discussed 
in the following paragraphs. 
In normal surveying practice, a direction can be determined by setting up 
over a bench mark and sighting on another bench mark target, the direction be-
tween the two having been previously e stablished. However, variations in booster 
vertical, sway, and particularly the requirement to launch on more than a single 
azimuth, preclude setting up over a known bench mark. As an example, at Wallops 
Island where launch azimuth varies from 85° to 129°, in order to see into the 
alignment porro prism, the theodolite position may fall anywhere on an arc of 
equal extent (44°) about the launcher. 
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,_. 
0\ 
w 
Transfer theodolite - - -
Bench mark 2 
FIGURE 36.- SCOUT OPTICAL ALI GNMEN T METHOD 1 
Three methods of setting up an azimuth reference without restricting the loca-
tion of the theodolite that may be employed are: 
1) A third bench mark may be established as shown by dotted lines in 
figure 36, and bench mark #2 then l ocate d remotely to position 2A 
as shown in the same fig ure. 
2) Instead of t ench marks, a stable monolith with a precision indexing 
head con t ai.,lng a mirror or porro prism can be installed. Once sur-
veyed to No r th at its zero position, lt c an then be accurately turned 
to allow autocol l i ma tion off the mi n.or by the theodolite at any 
arbitrary l ocation of the theodoli te . (See figure 37.) 
3) A third method employs t wo theodolites with one located on a bench 
ma rk to es t ab lish t he k,own line to a econd bench mark. It can then 
be turned a known angle to co-align the transfer theodolite which is 
located so a s to autocollimate off t he I MU porro prism. This method 
is illustrated in fi gure 38. 
Of the three methods described, method 2. r eq uire s the fewest number of sur-
veyed bench ma rks and hence the fewest number of meas urements taken for prelaunch 
alignment. It also l ends its self to being instrumented with electrical readout 
so that if desired, comp uta tion of alignment angles could be handled in AGE equip-
ment, thereby reducing the pos s ibility of human error in computation or data 
taking. This method may als o be preferable at the San Marco sight where there 
may be insufficient s pace f o r t he multiple bench mark methods, although method 
3 could be us ed as s hown in figure 38. Further studies are required and measure-
ments need t o be t aken to s ee if t he San Marco tower is sufficiently rigid over 
long periods to maintain a s urvey ed azimuth line to the accuracy required. If 
not, a p rocedure using method 2 migh t be worked out to permit reestablishing 
azimuth shortly before launch . The procedure would involve taking a sight on a 
fixed reference on sho re prior to beginning the aligment procedure. 
The p·receding paragraphs have described methods by which a known azimuth may 
be determined with respect to a po rro prism mounted on the platform. A method of 
aligning the cluster to the porro prism is described in the following paragraphs. 
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FIGURE 37.- STABLE MONOLITH WITH PRECISION INDEXING HEAD 
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FIGURE 38 .- SCOUT OPTICAL ALIGNMENT METHOD 3 
The po rro prism will be mounted on t h e inertial platform fr ame a s shown in 
fig ure 39. No te that the prism is on t h e "inside" of the vibra tion isolators to 
avoid misa l ignmen t e rro r s r esulting fr um n onrepeatability of t he elas::omeric mount. 
Th e po rro p rism and gimbal cluste r are shown sch e ma tically in fi gure 40 . The gi m-
bal reso l ver sine wind i ngs are " ze r oed" during fa c t o r y ass embly so t hat th e Ln-
nermos t gimba l axis ~s par a lle l to t h e p rism ~oo f &~is when t he r es o lvers ~r e at 
null. Se e figure 40 for gimb al c ri e ~tat ion at l~un~,1 . The predominate n onsys -
t ema ti c er r or i u a~~m t h will chcn Le due to deviatio~ f rom true horizon t al of 
the porro L"oof axi s when t lie veh icle is erect eJ in t he launcl 1 po s iti on . Th i s e r-
r or, us ing the s~a ll a ngle apprnxi ma ti ~n, is e~•r essed as 
where 
~H = ' t an tl 
H i s !.hA azimu t h e rr o;· , 
8 js t.1e prism lools. down a ngle , 
is rhe deviJ.tL:~ f rc,7, ~re:-:- lu r j ;:ontai (i::: r.J.uians) of t h '" pc:: •·., :c-=>of 
axi c; . 
As s uming t h f, t:·ansfer t heodoli t e i s app r •.>ximalely 70 fee t away , 8 woL·.1. d be no mi -
nally 45 ° a s c1 wo r st case example . To limi t t he azimu th e rr o r t o l ess :ha n 01~ ? 
arc - min 1te, it is i mrnediatel ~• obv: J us t hat ,· he t i lt of t he veh i cle mus be knu,, n 
t o b etter t h.Jn e n arc - minu::e . Th:cs can be me&s ured quite r Eacily cy cag;_ag r :, .. 
gimb a ls on t.he i r cesove r s ar.d taking a r eacl1.ng on t he cross r a1,ge a ,~cvle : L,n><e L-!'- . 
Then, i f t r.e I n t;_re cl11ster is .:o ::: ate d J 8u 0 by r eversin:: pula rity on t.:.e o ut eL 
roll se r vo , a sf>cond ti lt r ead j r,g can b e t aken f r om t he s :>.me accele r o merer a1· d 
t he arithmetic a•1erage of t he two is the angle The c1ata can t hen b P. f ed into 
t he g uidance c ,1mp·1 t e r and a launch azimu t h corre c t i ,,,, ran be comp uted . The com-
puter can a l so b e loaded with t he mea3 ured az imuth sa tha t at lif t o[f a sma l l 
ang le r oll manLu ve r to t he proper laun ch azimuth can be iuade . 
Alignment sequence.- A Ly pical alignmen t s,~ ,1 u2 ,1(c: ";i bh l proc2ed .:is f oll cw s , 
as s uming bench marl<.s of t h e t y pe de ,:;crit•ed previ.oc1c, .ly i· : method 2 are available , 
and t ha t its "ze r o " has been ch e cked agains t a,1 o t.lwr :~ench mark . It is fu r l! er 
as sumed t ha t t he booster is i n t h e l a u:1ch "er2ct" p-.;l tion . 
1) Set up t he transfe r t heodolite a nd a jus t 
autocollima t e d r eturn i mage is o bserved. 
itera t i o ns, leve ling t h e instr u· 2 0t afte r 
latera ll y un ti l a sha rp 
Th i s may requ i re seve1al 
each shift . 
2) Swing t he leveled t h eodo l i_ t e i1, :, ,d r ,uth and sigh t in on the bench 
ma rk mi rro r. Have an assi st~n L move t he mi rro r r oughl y in azimuth 
unt i l t he r e turn i mage can br sce11 . Make t he final autocol li ma tLng 
adjustmenL wi t h t h e t heodoli t e . , e ad and r eco r d t he angl~ of t he 
benc' , ma r k mi rror. Set t!: ~ :·lw•, rlc.li te azi muth scale :: r1 ; !i i s same 
set t ing . The azimut il scale 1.·.'..ll now r ead true a zim ut l1. 
J) Re - sight on t he po r ro pri ~m ~nd r eco r d t he azimulh r 2·1dl ng . 
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FIGURE 40.- SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATIO N GIMBAL SYSTEM 
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4), Initiate the platform start-up sequence and proceed to that point 
where all gimbals are caged, accelerometers "on", gy ro s "off". Mea-
sure and record t he crossrange accelerometer output. 
5) Proceed t o the next step which reverses the outer r oll gimbal (launch 
azimuth gimbal). Measure and record the cross range accelerometer 
again 
6) Proceed to the next step returning t he outer roll gimbal t o its pro-
per orientation , and starting the gyro wheels. 
7) Maintain the gimbals caged and load t he computer with the true azimuth 
and tilt data. 
8) Proceed to "fine level " mode . 
9) Just prior t o l a unch, uncage t he rol l gimbal, and allow the computers 
to torque t he clus ter (by means of the roll gyro) t o the computed 
launch azimuth. (This angle should be small--one degree or less. ) 
10) The computer will make a self-check t ole rance t est on the precomputed 
roll s ynchro read1i.g in azimuth, pitch, and yaw s ynchro outputs for 
a cluster verticuli t y check. 
Alignment error summary.- The dominant errors t ha t con tribute to inaccuracy 
in determining the launch a zimut h and t heir estima t ed magnitudes are describ ed 
below. They are categorized into two basic groups: (1 ) surveying and optical 
instrumentation errors and (2) calibration uncertainties and instabilities. Sur-
veying and optical instrumen t a tion errors are a s f oll ows : 
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1) Accuracy of surveying-in bench marks , s et-up errors, and theodolite 
transfer errors in autocollimating of f th e porro prism typically can 
be held to 25 arc- s econds (3o) or less. 
2) Atmospher i c shi mmer is variable but has been observed to be as much 
a s 15 a rc-se conds (3o ). 
3) Azimuth e r ro r resul t i ng from porro tilt wa s previous l y defined as 
li H = 1jJ t an 8 , and a method of dete rmining the a zi muth correction wa s 
described. However, uncer t ainties i n the meas urements us e d to com-
pute t he cor recllnn res, J t i n a res i dual eLror . The contributions 
are approximately as follows : 
a) Ac cE"'leromeL~'r'.' .ihur.L Lc r m lnstabiJ ity and outer roll gimbal runout--
10 arc--sccn11d•, rlJ), 
b) Porro mou•il "• . , ur •r,y and long-LerH1 ::rabil ity--20 arc- s e conds 
(lo ), 
c) Short-teu,, ,,,.: 't le SWctf during ;1!.i.::nm,:.,tt -15 arc-se onds (lo). 
The r oot 3wn .·,1: ,, 
"look- up" an ] , • i 
( lo) . 
C 
.,_, 
.( ,:; 
., ,\ ::,ho~1r J ·-; ,... , 
J.:t: f \,·j l .J in · 1 • 
s~,_:ordr, \'l1ich at a nominal 
et.~ cf]~ arc-seconds 
4) In addition to t he purely geometric a zimuth error H = t an 8 , there 
is an optical error associated with t h e porro p r ism. If t he line>-of-
sigh t is n o t normal t o t h e entrance f ace of t he prism , then tilt of 
the prism roof axis (due t o nonverticality of the boos t e r) will cause 
an azimuth erro r: 
whe r e 
E: = ½ a sin 2 ' 
a is t he departure from normal of the ]ine-of-sight with 
respect to t he porro face; 
1 is t he porro r oof axis tilt with r espect t o the ho rizontal 
as previously defined. 
This t erm, if not accounte d for, can cause substantial errors in the determination 
o f azimuth. As an- example, for veh i cle ti l t resulting in bo t h u. and ,;1 of 1° , 
E: will be a pproximately one arc- minute. 
How ever, E: can readily be c omp uted a nd t h e a zimuth c orrected . -,1 is accurately 
measured in the alignment procedure a s previously described , and a may be read off 
the pitch resolver to sufficient accuracy once t he cluster is leveled. Assuming 
knowledge of a and ~ to 10 arc minutes and 20 arc-seconds respectively, E: can be 
computed to an accuracy of approximately 12 arc- seconds (3a ) 
Calibration uncertainties and instabilities are a s f ollows : 
1) Th e accuracy of setting t he platform cluster alignment t o porro roof 
axis at resolver electrical null is budgeted to be 25 arc-seconds 
(la ) including long-term electromechanical instabilities. 
2) Computational and torquing errors during final alignment steps should 
not exceed 20 arc-seconds (3a ) . 
3) Resolver null repeatability on t he inner and outer roll gimbals should 
not exceed 10 arc - seconds each (la ). 
Table 39 summarizes the l a errors just discussed. The rss assumes statistical 
independence. 
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TABLE 39.- ALIGNMENT ERRORS 
Surve ARC-SECONDS 
Surveying errors 8 
Atmospheric shimmer 5 
~H 16 
E 4 
Porro to cluster (long-term) 25 
Computational 7 
Resolver null (inner) 10 
(outer) 10 
rss (lo ) 35 
Fo~ the assumed allowable azimuth error of 47 arc-seconds, the above provides 
a contingency margin of 
1/2 
~47) 2 - (35)2] = 31 arc-seconds. 
Rescale accelerometer loops.- Accelerometers are used to level two axes. Due 
to the relatively high accelerometer scale factors (80 pps/g), fine alignment 
around level becomes impractical even with third-order systems. The current ap-
plication has a 20 grange at 0.4 ft/sec/pulse. Kearfott proposes to torque the 
platform off- level approximately 1° in each of the level axes, determine the tilt 
angle from the component of g into each axis, then open-loop-slew to level. To 
attain 20 arc-seconds on each axis, accelerometer scale factor, scale factor sta-
bility, gyro torquer scale factor stability, and bias stability will all have to 
be comparable to a 1 n. mi./hr navigator, in addition to requiring Kalman or an-
other type of filtering inthe computer. It is suggested that a scale factor change 
be made in the accelerometer loop to facilitate conventional leveling. Another 
possible option would be to use analog capture and CAPRI electronics as found in 
the KT-70 aircraft navigators. 
Acceleration effects.- Some degradation in performance could be e xpected 
at higher accelerations, (20 to 25 g), because of the gimbal servoloop performance 
(static stiffness) and gimbal axis imbalance (fig. 41). The performance degrada-
tion can be summarized as: 
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1) For azimuth loop, 310 oz, in./milliradian; 
2) For roll loop, 930 oz in./milliradian; 
3) For pitch loop, 1080 oz in./milliradian ; 
4) Torquers saturate at 20 oz in. in azimuth and 40 oz in. in pitch 
and roll. 
Gimbal dynamics 
1 
JS2 + BS 
0 p(s) 
Pickoff Cornpensati on and fi l l:e rs 
! __ __C (S + 50 )2( T1 S + l)( ,2S + 1) 
KPO 17~+ 0. 5)(5 + l 00J )( T3S + l)( T4S + 1) 
Torquer to platform 
torque transmissibility 
Girnba l 
torquer Ga in V/V 
+ 
l4----......,j ti Jw = 1507 R/S 14----1 r S + 1 
111 
Gimbal mass 
imbalance 
oz in. 
25 
s 
= 12.5 3io 
1 
= - mrad = 5.25n 40 
Kpo = 55 V/rad 
KA= 2000 V/V A2 6000 V/V, IR 7000 V/V pitch 
KT z 3 oz in./V 
K' = Kpo·KA -KT 310 oz in/mrad Az 
= 930 oz in./mrad IR 
= 1080 oz in./mrad P. 
FIGURE 41.- GIMBAL SERV0L00P 
The maximum gimbal imbalance for any axis cannot be greater than 1.6 oz 
in., which leave s no dynamic range in t he loop. A more r ealistic gimbal i mba lance 
limi t would be 0 . 2 oz in. or 35 gm cm. Th is hangoff would amount to an additional 
8 . 6 arc-second accelerometer misalignmen t during 25 g acceler ations . 
It has been obser ve d in 2- axis , dry, flex j oint gy ros that wheel modula-
tion noises increase with wheel hangoff. It is therefore anticipated t ha t p l at-
f or m heading sensi tivi t y will increase under high- g accelerations. 
Guidance compute r. - The computer sizing has shown that t he Magic 301 comp uter 
will not be adequa te for t he Scout application . The Magic 301 c omputer now in 
production for t he KT - 70 missile system is a fixed-point, t wo ' s complement com-
puter with a maximum memory capacity of 2048 8- bit words . Fo r t his reason a 
number of miniature airborne computers have been s urveyed and were t abulated in 
the section entitled Computer Si zing Survey and Se lection . This sizing study 
resulted in the r ecom.~endation of comp uter wi t h a memor y capacity i n e xcess of 
4000 24-bit words. 
Interfacing 
To establish a preliminary interfacing, it is necessary to investigate t h ree 
areas: electrical, s tructural, and t hermal interfaces . This sec tion begins with 
a pre l iminary description of electrical interfaces followed by a phys ical layout 
of t he recommended s ys tem. 
Electrical interface.- The goals of minimum weight and minimum developmenta l 
costs are not necessarily compatible. In other words it may be more weight-ef-
fective to redesign t he entire guidance and autopilo t sys tem with the computer 
being the central element interfacing wi t h the res t of the vehicle subsystems. 
This is similar to t he approach taken on the Titan IIIC digital autopilot design. 
On the other hand, one might consider using the comp uter as an arithmetic unit 
only and having a centralized control electronics unit for gain swi t ching, inter-
facing, autopilot functions, etc. 
Figure 42 illustrates the signal flow for t he present Scout guidance and con-
trol s ys tem. Each block r ep resents a component in the third stage wi t h the ex-
ception of t he Base A servos and second-stage control mo tors . The imp r oved guid-
ance and control sys tem will be located in the fourth stage and must replace or 
interface with and/or, when app licable, provide t he required functi ons currently 
provided by t he following Stage III Scout components: 
1) Guidance unit (IRP); 6) Filter, body- b end ; 
2) Amplifier demodulator - 7) Inverter; 
poppet valve (PVE) ; 8) Roll/yaw compensation uni t; 
3) Intervalometer; 9) Rate gyro unit; 
4) Programmer; 10) Powe r control r elay box . 
5) Diode unit; 
It must also interface wi t h a teleme try system, the ignition system, and t he 
fi r st-, second- , t hird-, and new fourth-stage contr ol systems . 
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FIGURE 42.- SCOUT GUI DANCE ANO CONTROL SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Figure 43 illustrates the signal flow for the production KT- 70 missile guid-
ance systems. The reference guidance system integrated with Scout is illustrated 
in figure 44. The advantage of this approach is that it utilizes production 
hardware with minimum modifications. As can be seen, the central element is the 
control electronics that interfaces with the guidance sensors, computer, and 
vehicle subsystems. A major advantage of this approach is that by redesigning 
several cards in the KT-70 missile control electronics, it can be adapted to the 
Scout application. Although not shown in figure 44, a separate relay box may be 
required for high- current switching functions. 
The electrical interface involves the raw power, autopilot, and ground support 
equipment. Additional cards will be required in the guidance and control elec-
tronics to provide the reference for the servoamplifier demodulators and the 400 
Hz autopilot output signals. Modifications will be required to the digital ac-
celerometer loops as required to meet the accelerometer scaling and saturation 
requirements. Also autopilot scaling changes and level detectors will be required. 
The improved guidance and control system consists of the KT - 70 missile plat-
form, a digital computer, the control electronics unit, a de power conditioner, 
a power transfer unit, three rate gyros, and the required 28-V batteries. These 
components will interface with one another in the manner shown and with the 
first -, second-, third-, and fourth-stage control system hardware, the telemetry 
s y stem, and the ground support equipment. 
The interfacing signals are summarized in tables 40 thru 46. This is a re-
presentative listing of the component and system interface signals. It is ex-
pected that this listing will evolve as the improved Scout configuration becomes 
more rigid. 
Thermal interface.- It is assumed that ambient air of 100° F maxi mum i s avail-
able on the launch pad prior to launch. It also appears that the hardwa re cooling 
scheme will allow the performance objectives to be met. According to Kearfott 
this is achievable, based on the temperature/time profiles given in the Sc ut 
Launch Vehi c l e Characteristics and Cons t raints section. However, a detailed 
thermal analysis will ultimately be required since the thermal interface is coupled 
with preflight cooling provisions and in-flight cooling required versus the active 
flight time. 
Structural interface.- Figure 45 illustrates a layout of the KT- 70 missile 
guidance hardware. It would be located in the cylindrical E-section of the 
fourth - stage. The 18-inch diameter is adequate; however, several additional 
inches in length would be required to accommodate the existing KT-70 hardware 
wi t h minimum redesign. Optical flat is required in the heat shield for azimuth 
alignment. 
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TABLE 40. - INTERFACING SIGNALS FROM MISSILE COMPUTER 
Des cri pt ion 
Clock pulse train 
Instructi on counter (serial ) 
l-lemory register data (serial) 
Data timing gate 
Instruction start marker 
Timing 
Body- bend ing filter switching 
Payload separation 
Payload functions 
Spares 
RCS commands 
Motor squib ignition 
Activate second- , third- , 
fourth-stage RCS 
Third-stage thrust 
reduction 
Autopilog gain switching 
Direction cosines and common 
Gyro to rque polarity co111nands 
Course align discretes 
Compensation control discretes 
2404 Hz reference 
19.2 kHz reference 
480 Hz reference 
Fourth - stage separation co111nand 
Activate fourth - stage OCS 
To 
Telemetry system 
Telemetry system 
Telemetry system 
Telemetry system 
Telemetry system 
Telemetry system 
Guidance and 
control electronics 
Relay unit 
Relay unit 
Relay unit 
Guidance and 
control electronics 
Relay unit 
Relay unit 
Relay unit 
Guidance and control 
electronics 
Guidance and control 
electronics 
Guidance and control 
electronics 
Guidance and control 
electronics 
Guidance and control 
electronics 
Guidance and control 
electronics 
Guidance and control 
electronics 
Guidance and control 
electronics 
Relay unit 
Relay unit 
No. of 
1vi res 
2 
6 
6 
10 
3 
3 
2 
10 
4 
2 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Signal characteristocs 
2-HH z pulse train, ±0 .45 V min, 
2.55 to 5. 5 V max 
} Logic O = ±0 .45 V Logic 1 = 2. 55 to 5.5 V 
120.19 Hz min ±0 .45 V, 2.55 to 5.5 V max 
Logic* 
Logic* 
Logic* 
Logic* 
TBD~ 
Logic* 
Logic* 
Logic* 
Logic* 
2404 Hz, 8.11 V rms max 
Logic* pulses, 120/s 
Logic* 
Logic* 
0 to 5 Vdc square wave, 2404 Hz 
0 to 5 Vdc sq~a ,·e 11ave, 19.2 kHz 
0 to 5 V square wave, 480 Hz 
at & 0 and i2.Q.0 
Logic* 
Logic* 
*For logic signals : Logic O = 0 Vdc; Logic 1 = 5 Vdc, except as otherwise noted. 
t T~D =Tobe determined. 
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TABLE 41.- INT ERFACI NG SIGNALS FROM GUIDANCE AND CO TROL ELECTRO NICS 
Description 
Resolver excitations; pitch outer roll , 
azimuth, common 
+ 15 Vdc 
-15 V de 
Inertial sensor pickoff exc itations and 
common 
Gyro whee l supply and 2 commons 
Power and signal grou nd 
Gimbal torquers: azi muth, inner roll, 
outer roll, pitch, common 
Cluster heate r , high 
Accelerometer restoring coils, low 
Gyro pulse torquing commands 
Thrust reduction, third stage 
Squib iginition, second stage 
Squib ignition, third sta ge 
Squ i b ig nition, fourth stage 
Fourth- stage separation 
Rate gyro whee l supply and conITio n 
Rate gyro pickoff excitation 
First- stage steering commands 
Pitch displacement 
Yaw dis placement 
Roll disp lacement 
Reference 
Second- , t hi rd-, and fourth-stage 
val ve commands 
To 
Platform 
Platform 
Pla tfo rm 
Platform 
Platform 
Platform 
Pla tform 
Platform 
Platform 
Platform 
Re lay unit 
Relay unit 
Re l ay unit 
Relay unit 
Re l ay unit 
Rate gyros 
Rate gyros 
Base A servoamplifier 
Base A serv oamp li fier 
Bas e A serv oamp l ifier 
Base A se rvoampl ifiers 
Second-, t hi rd-, 
four t h-stage valves 
No . of 
wires Signal characteristics 
7 8 V rms (max) , 2404 Hz 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
9 
6 
2 
2 
2 
2 
10 
+15.1 Vdc ±1% 
- 15.1 Vdc ±1% 
19.2 kHz ±0. 01%, 8 V rms 
at L0° and L180° 
480- Hz square wave , 
20.5 V peak - to- peak 
atL0° andL90° 
0 Vdc 
±12 Vd c max , ±0 .595 max 
+15 . 1 Vdc referenced to 
-1 5.Vdc 
±49 .17 ma, de , max 
Logic , square wave with 
60-Hz max frequency 
28 Vdc 
28 Vdc 
28 Vdc 
28 Vdc 
28 Vdc 
480 Hz 20.5 V peak - to-
peak at L'..0° an d L 90° 
8 V rms, 2404 Hz 
±3. 79 Vdc/deg 
±8 .03 Vd c/deg 
105 mV ac rms/deg 
at 400 Hz 
15 Vac at 160 ma rms 
400 Hz 
mot 
Mi ssile steering commands 
Activa te secon d-, t hird- , and fourth -
stage RCS 
Telemet ry system 
Relay unit 
3 
6 
Linear between ±4 Vd c, max 
28 Vdc 
Activate fourth-stage OCS 
Fourth- stage t hrus t reduction 
Missile ve locities (li near, X, Y, Z) 
and common 
2404-Hz suppl y 
Relay unit 
Relay uni t 
Missile computer 
Missile computer 
2 28 Vdc 
2 28 Vdc 
7 Logic,* pulsed 
2 8 V rms , 2404 Hz 
*For logic signals: Logic O = 0 Vd c; Loge 1 = 5 Vdc, except as otherwise noted. 
t TBD = Tobe determi ned. 
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TABLE 42.- INTERFACE SIG NALS FROM INERTIAL PLATFORM 
No. of 
Description To \-Ii res Signal characteristics 
Platform revolsers, trimmed Guidance and control 10 2404 Hz 8 V rms, max untrimmed 
and untrimmed electronics 4 V rms, max tri mmed 
Inner roll pickoff Guidance and control 1 19.2 kH z, 7 V rms, max 
electronics 120 mV normal 
Azimuth gyro preamp Guidance and control 1 } 19.2 kHz , 10 V peak-to- peak electronics max Pi tell and roll gyro coordi- Guidance and control 2 120 mV rms, normal max 
nate reso lver outputs electronics 
Roll steering command Guidance and control 1 +15 .1 Vdc max 
electronics 
Redundant gyro torquer Guidance and control 1 ±45 ma, max 
TABLE 43.- INTERFACE SIGNALS FROM DC POWER CONDITIO ER I 
No . of 
Description To wires Signal characteristics 
+15 Vdc Guidance and contra l 4 +15 . 1 Vdc ±1% 
electronics 
-15 Vdc Guidance control 4 - 15.1 Vdc ±1% 
electronics 
Pl at form electronics COITITIOn Guidance and contra l 1 0 Vdc 
electronics 
Autopilot common Guidance and 
electronics 
control 1 0 Vdc 
+16 Vdc Guidance and contra l 1 +16 Vdc ±4% 
electronics 
-16 Vdc Guidance and control 1 -16 Vdc ±4% 
electronics 
+5 Vdc Guidance and contra l 1 5.2 Vdc ±1% 
electronics 
Accelerometer digitizer return Guidance and control 1 0 Vdc 
electronics 
Gimbal torquer return Guidance and control 1 0 Vdc 
electronics 
Rate gyro wheel return Guidance and control 1 0 Vdc 
electronics 
Gyro wheel return Guidance and 
electronics 
contra l 1 0 Vdc 
Power and signal common Guidance and control 1 0 Vdc 
electronics 
28 Vdc and return Relay unit 2 28 Vdc battery 
28 Vdc and return Missile computer 2 28 Vdc battery 
28 Vdc and return Base A 2 28 Vdc battery 
servoamplifi ers 
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TABLE 44.- INTERFACE SIGNALS FROM RATE GYROS 
No. of 
Description To wires Signal characteristics 
Yav, rate gyro output Guidance and control 2 10 V rms , max , 2404 Hz 
electronics 
Pitch rate gyro output Guidance and control 2 10 V rms, max, 2404 Hz 
electronics 
Roll rate gyro output Guidance and control 2 10 V rms, max , 2404 Hz 
electronics 
TABLE 45.- INTERFACE SIGNALS FROM POHER TRANSER SHITCH 
Description 
28 Vdc 
System ground 
To 
Power conditioner 
Power condit ioner 
No. of wires 
4 
1 
Signal characteristics 
28 Vdc battery 
0 Vdc 
TABLE 46. - INTERFACE BETWEEN GU IDANCE SUBSYSTEM AND GSE 
No. of 
Description To and from wires Signa l character istics 
Inner roll gimbal hea ters To platform 2 115 V rms , 400 Hz 
Steering test: To guidance and control 3 10 V (peak), 25 Hz 
Pitch, ro 11 , yaw electronics 
Missile test command To guidance and control 1 Logic* 
discrete elect ronics 
Platform temperature From guidance and 1 ±15 Vdc 
monitor control electronics 
Clock To missil e computer 2 } Serial data - in and To missile computer 2 Logic* comp lement 1 X 105 bps, max 
Serial data-out and From missi le computer 
comp lement 
Discretes and compl ements From mi ssile computer Logic* 
Buffers ready 6 
Coarse align 2 
Fine align 2 
*For logic s ignals: Log ic 0 = O Vdc; Logic 1 = 5 Vdc, except as otherwise noted. 
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Computer 
Rate gyro (roll) 
11 I 
ti I 
I 
50 ~ -ll 
'I II 
I 
I 
180° 
Guidance and contro l 
electroni.cs 
270° 7:'=".::...::=_~.,.,1=======~~~~:;"_i::--_::-::_=-=_:-:_::-=_ -1- :-:_=-=_::-::_=-ti~e~~~~=:,~=i=~--t- goo 
Support structure 
interface insert 
Power conditioner 
Rate gyro (pitch) 
83 W 
21 W 
oo 
Front view 
installed position 
'----+-- Su pport structure 
interface insert 
Note: Power values shown for 
each component are 
max imum steady-state 
power. 
Rate gyro (yaw) 
Platform 
FIGURE 45.- TYPICAL KT-70 MI SS ILE SYSTEM LAYOUT 
The physical characteristics and power utilization of the current production 
KT-70 missile system are as shown in Table 47. The interelationship of thes e 
components is shown in figure 43. The same bas i c components with the appropriate 
modifications discussed earlier in t his section would be used for the Scout con-
figuration with the excep tion of t he Magic 301 computer. 
TABLE 47.- PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AND POWER UTILIZATION 
VOLUME WEIGHT 
PARAMETER ( cu i n. ) ( 1 b) 
Inertia 1 platform 310 15.1 
Guidance and control electronics 200 6.5 
Power conditioner 75 5.5 
Digital computer 123 5.2 
Rate. gyros 1.5 
Tota 1 33.8 
POWER 
(watts) 
9.7 
25.6 
75.6 
40.4 
6.8 
158.1 
The environmental capability of t he KT-70 missile system is as shown in 
table 48. KT-70 missile system capabilities more closely approach the environ-
mental requirements of Scout than any of the candidate IMUs that are in the 
production stage. 
TABLE 48.- KT-70 ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITIES 
ENVIRONMENT 
Shock 
Vibration 
MAXIMUM LEVELS/DURATION 
20 g 10 ms per axis 
Sinusoidal 6.8 g 90 minutes per axis 
Opera ting random 8.4 g rms 30 minutes per axis 
Nonoperating random 3.3 g rms 480 minutes per axis 
Captive Fl ight Acceleration. - system operating. All 
test items were exposed to linear acceleration levels 
in each of six axis as follows: 
(Fore and aft) 
(Left and ri~ht) 
(Up and down) 
X - 2 g 
Y - 12 g 
Z - 12 g 
Free Flight Acceleration.- system operating. All test 
items were exposed to linear acceleration levels in 
each of 5 axes as follows: 
(Fore and aft) 
(Left and right) 
(Down) 
X - 12. 59 
Y - 25 g 
Z - 25 g 
Humidity 85°F, 95% RH 300 hours* 
75°F , 100 RH 60 hours* 
Temperature/altitude -85°F to +345°F 98 hours 
EM! 
Note: 
0.007 to 14.7 psia 
Radiated and conducted interfer -
ence and susceptibility tests per 
MI L-1- 61810 
*Total time for 15 cycles (of 24 hours each) 
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Ground Support Equipment 
The following pages present a description of the functional uses of the 
ground support equipment (GSE) modules relative to the system tests. The modules 
have been grouped, where possible, in accordance with the funct ions they perform. 
In addition to the usefulness of the GSE modules in performing the various 
system integration and performance tests, they also facilitate fault isolation 
down to a black box level. 
Figure 46 is a block diagram of the system test GSE modules. It is antici-
pated that the existing GSE described herein could be modified for the Scout 
program. This equipment is curcently being used for KT-70 missile system testing. 
Functional description of test modules 
Timer module (Al).- This module contains a real-time clock and two elapsed 
timer counters. It provides a real-time reference for all timed testing. 
Vidars, si nal conditioner, EAis, ro control module A14, AlS, A16, Al?, 
A18, and A31 .- These modules lumped together provide the system test operator 
with a network for developing gyro torquing signals based on either the outputs 
of the level accelerometer and the azimuth resolver or the outputs of the roll, 
pitch, and yaw resolvers. These signals, as seen by the gyro torquers, may be 
either analog or digital. If it is desired to analog torque the gyros, the input 
resolver signals are amplified by the EAis and then go directly to the gyro 
torquers. If digital torquing signals are desired, the input accelerometer or 
resolver signals are amplified by the EAis, converted from analog to digital by 
the Vidars and the signal conditioner, and presented to the GYPTO modules. The 
gyro control module contains a patch panel which facilitates jacking either the 
roll, pitch, yaw resolver outputs or the level accelerometer outputs into the 
EAis. 
The analog torquing mode is used in all testing. The digital torquing mode 
is used in all tests, except the power and temperature test, whi ch do not incor-
porate the missile computer. 
Bias readout and insertion module, GYPTO control module, R&Y re isters, 
re A4, AS, AB, A21, and A22 .- The GYPTO control module plus 
t he R&Y registers are used to simulate that portion of t he missile computer that 
calculates and outputs t he digital, gyro torquing pulses (i.e., ±w , ±w , ±w ). 
X y Z 
The logic circuitry on the above modules receives its B+ inputs from the regulated 
power supply . The bias readout and insertion module provides the test operator 
wi th the capability of manually setting up and inserting gyro torquing pulses. 
The above modules are used in all tests, except the power and temperature 
test, which do not incorporate the missile computer. 
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28 Vdc rime 1 A6, A9, B6 .- The power and temperature control console 
provides switching for turning on or off the control console power and the system 
prime power. In addition, this module provides the on/standby control for the 
400 Hertz platform heater power, and an adjustment for the heater voltage level. 
The 28 Vdc control console power supply is used to provide power to various con-
trol relays in the console, and simulates the 28 Vdc from the prime power source 
to the missile computer. The prime power supply provides the de power conditioner 
with 28 Vdc, and simulated the missile battery. 
These modules are used for all testing. 
Analo si nal module, com uter reference fre uenc module, imbal readout 
module, solid state ower source A2, All, Al3, Al9 .- The analog signal module 
provides the platform resolvers with the direction cosine inputs (i.e., 6X/R, 
6Y/R, 6 2/R), and is a simulation of a portion of the missile computer I/0 . Also, 
this module provides a simulation of the antiradiation homer inputs to the yaw 
and pitch steering channels. The computer reference frequency module simulates 
that portion of the missile computer 1/0 that provides the G&CE with 19.2 kHz, 
2404 Hz, 480.8 Hz, and 120 Hz reference frequencies. The gimbal readout module 
provided a visual representation.of the cluster-to-case angular orientation. In 
addition, this module provides the test operator with the ability to change the 
position of the cluster relative to the case (i.e., by using the RDXs). The solid 
state power source amplifies the 2404 Hz sine wave, from the G&CE, allowing ad-
ditional loads, presented to this power source by the test control console, to be 
driven. 
The gimbal readout module and the solid state power source are used in all 
testing. The computer reference frequency supply and the analog signal module 
are used for all tests that do not incorporate the missile computer. 
Com uter discretes module, ower discretes load module, au xi liar 
A12, B4, B5 .- The computer discretes module simulates the discrete output sec-
tion of the missile computer I/0. It provides t he autopilot gain discretes, 
coarse align discretes, and power discretes. The power discretes load module 
simulates the missile propulsion, arm, and fuzing system loads for the power dis-
crete outputs. The auxiliary power supply provides the 28 Vdc power to the mis -
sile battery number two. 
The computer discretes module is used for all tests that do not incorporate 
the missile computer. The power discretes load module and auxiliary power supply 
are used for the IMU/AP power discretes test and the system free flight test. 
Servo Valve Simulator Module (B3).- The servovalve simulator module simulates 
the missile servovalve system loads on the autopilot outputs, and provides the 
autopilot with simulated fin feedback signals. The module is used in all auto-
pilot tests and in the systems free flight test. 
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Power conditioner interface box. latform interface box, and G&CE test oint 
module B2, Bl, and A3 .- The major function of these modules is to provide the 
capability to monitor the critical and pertinent s ystem performance parameters 
at various points in the systems interface and inside the guidance and control 
electronics. The power conditioner interface box provides a switch to enable the 
test station to be used for testing of engineering model as well as DDT&E and 
production systems and switching to place the rate gyros in either a normal op-
erating mode or a noise test mode. The platform interface box (PIB) contains a 
switch that places the system in either a captive flight or free flight mode of 
operation. 
Also, the PI B houses switching to perform the following: 
1) Place the platform resolvers in either the test or system mode of 
operation. In the test mode, each resolver (i.e., outer roll, pitch, 
and azimuth) receives a 2404 Hz excitation signal and provides elec-
trical outputs relative to the pitch, azimuth, and outer roll angular 
gimbal orientations. These signals may be used as inputs for the 
gimbal slaving loops. In the system mode, the platform resolvers are 
connected in a resolver chain configuration and receive the direction 
cosines as inputs. The output of the chain is the yaw and pitch 
steering commands (Y , P) to the autopilot. 
C C 
2) Place the platform accelerometers in either the test or system mode 
of operation. In the test mode, the accelerometer outputs are dis-
connected from the DAL circuitry and are available as inputs to the 
gimbal slaving loops. In the system mode, the accelerometer outputs 
are connected t9 the DAL circuitry in the G&CE. 
The G&CE test point module houses switching which permits the gimbal torquing 
loops to be opened. 
These modules are used for all tests. 
Interface simulator module, load verif and dis la unit, ta e reader, buffer 
box, GYPTO transfer matrix Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5 .- The interface simulator simulates 
the interface between t he carrier computer and the missile computer. The buffer 
box buffers the computer information exchange between the LVDU and the missile 
computer. The load verify and display unit (LVDU) controls the loading of the 
missile computer from a punched tape and the verification of the data entered. 
In addition to the load and verify functions, the LVDU provides the following 
switching and visual display capability: 
IBB 
1) Switching to permit stepping through the program step-by-step; 
2) Display of any memory location and the ability to observe these loca-
tions whi le the computer is operating; 
3) Keyboard data entry and location address ing. 
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The tape reader is the device through which the missile computer is LOaaeu. 
The GYPTO transfer matrix houses switching to facilitate using either the control 
console GYPTO control module (DDA) or the missile computer (computer) GYPTO to 
torque the gyros. 
The above modules are used for all tests that incorporate the missile com-
puter. 
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GUIDANCE INTEGRATION PROGRAM SUMMARY 
This report outlines an overall plan for the development and integration of 
improved guidance for Scout. This summary was assembled to assist NASA in plan-
ning future improvements in the guidance and control system for the Scout launch 
vehicle. The baseline system assumes the Scout D vehicle configuration with a 
closed-loop guidance system located in the fourth stage. The basic guidance sys-
tem consists of an inertial measurement unit (IMU), a general-purpose digital 
computer, and a guidance and control electronics unit. This estimate does not 
include vehicle structural modifications. 
The plan is outlined in two phases to demonstrate an overview of the total 
program. The subsequent sections describe in greater depth the individual tasks 
to be performed, and a detailed program schedule is presented that outlines the 
time and cost phasing of the individual tasks. 
The integration program described herein is based on previous experience such 
as the Titan III guidance integration and the Viking lander guidance development 
programs. 
The guidance integration program includes a complete software validation pro-
gram in a closed-loop mode utilizing as much of the flight hardware that can be 
implemented. Based on past experience, this scheme is most cost-effective in 
light of the confidence levels established. This would allow the very first ve-
hicle to be flown with authentic payloads. This approach also serves another 
purpose. Should there be a fault within the software system, not only can it be 
flagged but also easily located, changed, and checked out. If a failure occurred 
in flight it might not be possible to isolate, which would necessitate some other 
correc tive action and even delay subsequent flights. It is for these reasons that 
the so ftwa re validation effort is cost effective. 
Each of the tas ks comprising Phase 1 and Phase 2 and hardwar e development are 
described in the following sections. The schedule shown in figure 47, which 
includes a schedule of the P:rnse 1 and Phase 2 tasks as well as a hardware develop-
ment schedule, will obviously vary as a function of date of Phase 1 initiation. 
Phase 1 Task Description 
Mission analysis review.- Before the initiation of Phase 1, NASA will provide 
mission guidelines that identify desired accuracies and success probabilities. 
These characteristics will be used as preliminary limits to some of the individual 
designs that have been developed up to this point. 
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Vehicle constraints on inertial guidance system (!GS) and preliminary data 
book .- The preliminary data book comprises the results of the mission analysis 
data as to mass characteristics, trajectory information, aerodynamics, struc-
tural parameters, bending data, etc. The effect of design constraints on the ve-
hicle can be generated at this time. Items such as quality of power needed, 
grounding point philosophy, instrumentation interface, and preliminary interfac-
ing in general (of the vehicle only) would be included in the preliminary data 
book. 
Preliminary guidance and controls lo.gic selection.- Based on mission analysis 
results that describe the desired orbital parameters, their accuracy, probabili-
ties of mission success etc, a number of candidate guidance and control logic 
schemes can be proposed. One of the major factors to be addressed in this selec-
tion is that the guidance software exhibit nonoptimal performance steering . This 
scheme has the capability of wasting energy in order to accommodate the lack of 
cutoff control to the solid rocket motors. Using the preliminary data book and a 
number of three-degree-of-freedom runs for check purposes, the finalized logic 
schemes will be chosen during Phase 1. The control logic approach will include 
the orbital correction capability that utilizes the ACS jets to make up velocity 
errors after fourth stage shutdown. 
A more detailed discussion of guidanc.e logic selection can be found in the 
section entitled Guidance Software . 
Computer sizing and timing.- This effort will lag the logic selection t ask by 
a few months so the preliminary factors that bound a worst-case condition as to 
required computer operations will be defined. Items such as the number of adds, 
multiplies, divides, etc will form some of the timing cycles. Mission constraint 
items such as accuracy will affect sizing (e.g., double precision requirements, 
etc) . The design goal will be to select a minimized set of required instruc-
tions. The following mission functions will be addressed in this tradeoff task: 
1) Navigation; 5) Sequencing; 
2) Guidance; 6) Malfunction checks; 
3) Powered flight control; 7) Telemetry; 
4) Coast control; 8) Ground checkout. 
Generation of an inertial guidance system (!GS) RFP.- This task entails writ-
ing the detailed specifications describing the computer, IMU, and. guidance and 
control electronics unit that form the IGS. These RFPs will define the environ-
ment to which these units will be subjected and the units'. physical characteris-
tics, power requirements, component quality, and performance. The response to 
these RFPs identifying the developmental qualifications and production programs 
with their associated costs will be used to select the flight hardware. 
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Ground equipment tradeoffs.- The ground operations equipment is used to mini-
mize the checkout anj calibration tasks that must be performed by operator and 
maintenance personnel. The degree to which these s y stems are implemented and t h e 
ove rall program philosophy will be developed and defined in this Phase 1 task. 
Sy stem integration, reliability, maintainability , and operational flexibilit y are 
the cr iteria to be addressed in the selection of the fi nal s y stems. The cost e f -
fect ivity of using standard off-the-shelf hardware as opposed to specially built 
units designed specifically for the Scout application will be another area to be 
studied in depth. 
Alignment tradeoffs.- The accuracy of the alignment will be a direct function 
of the mission requirements and will be used to establish the philosophy of align-
ment. Methods such as gyrocompassing, optical s chemes using portable autoc o llima-
tion, or a closed-loop tracking theodolite will be studied for final selection. 
The aforementioned tasks will all be initiated at the very beginning of Phase 
1 and will be completed within the first six months as shown in figure47 
IGS selection.- Two months a f ter the RFP responses are received, the final 
hardware equipment selections will be made. 
IGS integration plan.- A detailed plan describing the schedule to be imple-
mented during Phase 2 to perform the guidance integration will be initiated about 
halfway through the first phase. It wil l outline in depth the verification and 
valida tion t asks that serve as the finalized che cks on the IGS s y stem. 
Engineering development test planning .- The output of this task will be de-
tailed procedures describing the test ing a pproach fo r the various subcomponents 
at the blackbox level. Each of the component s will be tested for its electro-
magneti c compatibility (EMC) , th ermal, and other individua l capabilities lea ding 
ultimate l y t o the marriage of these components into the s y stem configura tion. 
IGS/veh ic le inte rface specifications .- A do cumented detai led inte r fa ce speci -
fication will be developed to p r ovide compa t ibility between t he IGS and the vehicle 
componen ts. The parame tri c interface speci ficat ion is composed of : 
1) The powe r and elec tri cal r equi r ement inte r face specifi cation ; 
2) Physical interface--- configur ation, wei~1ts , moments of inertia, 
l ocat i on ; 
3) Electrical installa t ion interface --- cont r ol drawings des cribing the 
wi ring interface ; 
4) Test inter face . 
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Error analysis.- A continuing effort will be expended during Phase 1 to iter-
ate on the existing har dware sensitivities and the current system philosophies to 
provide h igh confidence that the system concepts being used are meeting the over-
all prescribed mission r equiremen ts. 
Simul ation programs such as TEAP, UD2 13, etc will be used as the pertinent 
analysis tools. 
Phase 2 proposal.- The culmination of the Phase 1 task will be a Phase 2 pro-
posal i n which the Phase 1 effort will be documented. The more significant t r ade-
of fs earlier identified, such as in the alignment and ground equipment areas , 
will by this time be comp l e t ed. A detailed Phase 2 schedule and cost program 
pl an will be presented proposing the tasks to be performed in t h e f ina l phase . 
Phase 2 Tas k Descript ion 
Guidance and control equati on devel opment. - Once t he logi c s chemes have been 
chosen, the equations necessary to compare measured velocity and position with the 
desired state will be developed, and from these t~e control corrections needed to 
achieve the final desired state will be computed, The cont rol equat ions needed 
to stabilize the vehicle attitude will be developed in a similar fashion. 
Ground checkout equation development.- This effort is needed to define the 
logic to perform the following functions: alignment, calibration, leveling, pro-
gram loading, etc. This task will be performed concurrently with the ground 
checkout equipment design. 
The aforementioned tasks will be undertaken at the inception of Phase 2. The 
following tasks will also be initiated at the start of the program so the indi-
vidual hardware systems will be completed at the time of integration. 
Finalized data book.- At this point in time the vehicle configuration and ob-
jectives will be described in more refined fashion and a finalized data book will 
be assembled. Since this was constantly iterated during Phase I, the changes 
will be minimum. 
Software tool development.- This task identifies the programs requiring de-
velopment or modification to serve as aids in developing the software: 
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1) Assembler - Converts the code to machine language; 
2) Source code analyzer - Performs nonexecuting edit and prints out er-
ror flags prior to the code becoming machine language; 
3) Interpretive computer simulator - Provides the method by which the 
airborne computer can be simulated on the CDC computer; 
4) Flow charter - Genera t es flow charts when input with t h e coded air-
borne program. This is a verification tool in that only software i s 
being checked; 
5) Accuracy study processor - Performs computations in exactly the same 
manner as does the airborne computer and checks the outputs for accu-
racy; 
6) Open-loop automatic analyzer - Performs branch point, dimension anal-
ysis, etc; 
7) Miscellaneous - Error analysis, trajectory programs, etc; 
8) Targeting programs utilizing the UD213 program. 
These software development aids have evolved from other Martin Marietta pro-
grams and can likely be used as is or with minor modifications. 
Error analysis.- This task represents a more in-depth investigation of soft-
ware design than that described in Phase 1. A six-degree-of-freedom computer 
program wi ll be used to simulate the logic equations and representative flight 
trajectories to demonstrate compliance wi th mission objectives and the accuracy 
t hat can be achieved. 
The aforementioned tasks will be initiated at the start of Phase 2. 
Targeting.- The purpose of targeting is to select the guidance polynomial 
coefficients driving the con trol system to steer the vehicle to a nominal state 
(impl ici t guidance) or to some new trajectory whose aim point represents the 
final desired state . Different mission parameters require new targeting. A 
range of mission parameters targeted are expected to bound all of those expected 
t o be flown. 
Stability analysis.- 111is task entails the study of the stability of the closed-
loop IGS . ~largins must be es tablishe<l t o insur e proper vehicle response to con-
trol conunan<ls an<l to assure that the total loop including guidance is stable, 
Software specification generation.- This effort involves generating flow 
chart diagrams, logic sequencing, and the equations in specification form in 
which they will eventually be coded. 
Coding.- Computer coding is the process of transforming the problem descrip-
tion given in terms of algebraic equations, instructions, or general flow dia-
grams into a binary code the computer can interpret and execute. 
In effect coding converts the equations written in the specification into as-
sembler language. (Although assembler language is a more difficult machine lan-
guage to program and so is not normally used with the CDC, it is much more effi-
cient and lends itself very well to airborne computer design.) Both the ground 
and flight equations must be coded. 
Hybrid computer mode and guidance control logic (GCL) build.- An analytical 
model of the airframe can be simulated on the analog computer with associated 
transfe r f unctions to simulate the autopilot control functions. Preliminary 
data book values can be used since the major problem is one of scaling, with po-
tentiometers used to input the correct constants that are functions of weights, 
structural modes, etc. The inputs to the model will be comput er outputs in the 
form of actuator control commands that reorient the vehic le. Comparing thrust 
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values at a known attitude with some reference frame provides a measure of the 
vehicle linear motiDn in terms of vehicle position, velocity, and acceleration . 
Therefore a 6-dimensional state is output from the hybrid computer and input to 
the airborne computer to be compared with the desired state for the generation 
of a new control command. 
The GCL build or modification (hardware marriage tests) effort requires 
government-furnished equipment such as actuators, fins, electronics, and other 
hardware, e.g ., an airborne computer, so the interfaces between the IMU and com-
puter and computer-to-vehicle can be determined. 
Verification.- Verification of the coding to insure that the software 
matches the software specification is the last step before release of the opera-
tional software program packages. A complete and controlled verification of the 
operational software before release is mandatory to minimize change and schedule 
impact as a result of subsequent performance validations. 
The principal verification tool will be an interpretive computer simulator 
(ICS). The ICS is a program written for a large "host" or general-purpose com-
puter. The program is designed to allow the host computer to simulate the op-
eration of another "target" computer. The ICS interprets each target computer 
instruction as it is encountered in the execution sequence and implements its 
function by host computer instructions. The structure of the ICS readily lends 
itself to the addition of diagnostic aids that may be coupled to the powerful 
input/output equipment associated with the host computer. The ICS will be used 
to verify the coding of each module by verifying the equation flow through each 
logic path on an instruction-by-instruction basis. 
Validation.- A set of defect-free program/parameter tapes is required to en-
sure successful vehicle acceptance and prelaunch testing, and overall mission 
success. This, by definition, requires an error-free validation to insure that 
all software defects (programming or specification) are detected and removed be-
fore the appropriate punched tapes are used with the vehicle. The purpose of 
generating a set of validation procedures is to provide a systematic, controlled 
plan for obtaining an error-free validation, and to provide customer visibility 
of the validation itself. The validation procedures must provide definitions of 
specific validation tests and associated success criteria, and also software 
controls for all validation runs. 
In addition, appropriate procedures for spot-checking the guidance equation 
software will be included. These tests will include such perturbation runs as 
thrust, specific impulse , and weight tolerance variations to check powered 
flight guidance equation performance, and some special tests to functionally 
check logic during coast phases of flight. 
Test plans and procedures.- This task will generate documentation of the 
test plan and procedures needed to check out the IGS both at the integration 
location as well as at the launch site. 
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Hardware 
In order to arrive at representative hardware cost estimates, a preliminary 
specification was generated and transmitted t o t he respective guidance hardware 
manufactures. They , in-turn, responded with ROM cost estimates along with a 
discussion on the exceptions taken to the preliminary specification. 
Cost analysis played a vital role in the tradeoffs performed throughout this 
study . However, due to the highly proprietary nature of the cost data and at 
the request of the component manufacturers, it has been published in a separate 
document for limited distribution. These dat a can be acquired by contacting 
NASA or the author of this report. 
It should be noted however that a representative schedule for hardware pro-
curement is shown in figure 47 . 
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-Qua lif ication Test Program 
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Figure 47 Guidance Integration Time Schedule 
RECOMME DATIONS 
This study showed that an impr oved guidance and con trol system for Scout 
can be implemented with state- of -the-art hardware. This will result in in-
creased accuracy, greater mission flexibility, and extended payload life. It 
is therefore recommended that the following tasks be initia ted to minimize 
risk and to insure an optimized guidance and control system design : 
1) :Mission Analysis - Review future payload requirements in order to 
estimate accuracy and vehicle performance through 1980. 
2) Continue definition of system modifications, vehicle interfacing , 
and environmental requirements . It is recommended that at least 
two inertial systems be included -- the KT-7 0 gimbaled platform 
and the DIGS strapdown system; 
3) Initiate Phase 1 of the Guidance Integration Program as outlined 
in the preceding section. Phase 1 will result in a minimum cost 
low-risk approach to establishing a preliminary design of an 
improved guidance s ystem for Scout. A significant task included 
in Phase 1 is the guidance logic study. This study would invest-
igate method for providing low-cost functional guidance softwar e 
that will meet the present and future Scout requirements. The 
resultant output would be a candidate set of guidance algorithms, 
a plan for implementation of guidance equations, and the schedu le 
and costs for implementation. 
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APPENDIX A 
TRAJECTORY ERROR ANALYSIS PROGRAM (TEAP) 
The basic function of the TEAP program is to generate errors in vehicle 
position and velocity as a function of the guidance system hardware error sources 
and the particular trajectory profile the vehicle is expected to fly. 
The original TEAP program (which handled only a gimbaled version) was devel-
oped in 1963. It has been validated via checks against a s sociate contractor's 
independent programs numerous times wi th virtually identical results. The modi-
fica tion to the program to handle strapdown IMUs was incorporated about two years 
ago . This modification was also validated against the output of an independent 
program by an associate contractor. 
Vehicleborne accelerometers do not sense gravitational acceleration. Conse -
quently, resultant spacecraf t inertial accelerations must be deri ed i .. a com-
puter using measured accelerati ons (thrust, aerodyna ic ) a~ci a cathe• atical fo r -
mulation for the acceleration of gravity: 
a = a + a 
veh sensed grav (Al) 
Errors in vehicle acceleration come from these two fundamental sources and 
may be written as 
6a = 6a + a 
V S g 
Expanding this 
6a. 
ln 
where 
6 a . 
in 
vehicle acceleration error in inertial space, 
(A2) 
(A3) 
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[C(t)]* 
x10 U( t) 
Y10 - V(t) 
z10 W( t) 
is the transformation of the U, V, W (gyro and accelerometer frame) to the in-
ertial launch reference coordinate system, 
6a are the accelerometer errors, 
cc 
6¢ 1 are the guidance package and gyro errors, 
a51 is the actual sensed inertial accelerations, and 
[:!g] is a 3x3 matrix of partial derivatives that yields gravitational 
acceleration errors caused by errors in position with respect to the attracting 
body. This is not a function of hardware errors, which are the terms that com-
prise 6¢1 and a cc 
DBU cu cpvu cpwu asu Dcu 0 0 2 asu 
6a DBV + cpuv CV cpwv asv 0 Dev 0 2 cc + asv 
DBW cpuw cpvw cw asw 0 0 Dew 2 asw 
where DBU' DBV' and DBW are the accelerometer bias errors in (g), 
CU' CV, ~ are accelerometer scale factor errors in (g/g), 
DCU' Dev• Dew are accelerometer nonlinearity errors in (g/g2), 
aSU' aSV' and aSW are actual sensed accelerations along the ideal U, V, W 
axes, and 
cj>UV' cj>UW' cj>VU' cj>VW' cj>WU' and cj>WV are accelerometer misalignment angles 
representing mutual nonorthogonality in radians (Fig. 48). 
* 
C(t) is a constant matrix for a gimbaled platform, but is time-dependent for 
a strapdown system. 
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Acce lerometer 
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I 
/ 
Note: Mi salignments due to the fact t hat the sensitive 
axes of the accelerometer are not aligned per -
fectly to the ideal U, V, W frame. 
Figure 48.- Accelerometer Mi salignments 
Figure 48 describes the two misalignment angles associ ated with the V ac-
celerometer . q> VU is the angle in the VU plane that the sensitive V axis ac-
celerometer is out of alignment with the desired V axis. 4>vw is that error in 
angle in the VW plane. It can be seen that six angles describe this error. 
Further defin i ng components of Eq. (A3), 
+ SDF 
0 
[ C ( t) l 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
+ V 
w 
dt 
where q> XO' ¢yo' and ¢ZO represent the alignment error of the guidance package to 
the ideal reference frame (XO , YO, ZO) in radians, and SDF is a strapdown flag. 
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¾• ¾• and¾ are the non-g-sensitive gyro drift rate terms in radians/second, 
PSU' PSV' and PSW are the gyro drift rate terms due to mass imbalance along 
the spin axes of the U, V, W gyros, respectively, in radians/second/g, 
PIU' PIV' and PIW are the gyro drift rate terms due to mass imbalance along 
the input axes of the U, V, W gyros, respectively in radians/second/g, 
ClU' ClV' c1W are the drift rate errors due to major compliance (anisoelastic 
effect) in radians/second/g 2 , 
DKU' DKW' and DKV are gyro torquer scale factor errors in percentage, and 
8UV' 8UW, 8VU, 8VW' 8WU' and 8WV are gyro misalignment angles representing 
mutual nonorthogonality. These misalignments occur because the sensitive axes 
of the gyro are not perfectly aligned with the ideal U, V, W frame. 
Similarly, as in the accelerometer misalignments described in Figure Al, six 
angles will identify the two angular errors of each gyro input axis. 
~U' ~V' and ~Ware the actual rotation rates about the U, V, and Waxes. 
As previously described, these error sources define 6a h' which is integrated 
ve 
to yield velocity error and on ce again to yield position error. 
The output of the program is formated to present individual components (X, Y, 
z, inertial, or tangential, radial, and normal) of each error source's contribution 
to errors in position and velocity. These individual errors are root-sum-
squared to obtain the totals. The totals are root-sum-squared for both position 
and velocity error to obtain one number for position and one for velocity. A 
similar output is presented for the attitude errors associated with each of t he 
error sources (see table 49). 
TABLE 49.- TEAP OUTPUT OF INDIVIDUAL ERRORS 
i< y z X y z 
T) 
rss from ~XO to 11 
• • • X Y Z 
Xrss Yrss 2rss rss rss rss 
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Attitude errors .ire presented as above except errors are mapped via a trans-
formation to roll, pitch, and yaw (body axes) 
By calculating sets of velocity and position errors for each input source 
error and dividing each element of the set by that input error, a matrix of par-
tial derivatives may be formed 
ax 
- = a(6 x n) 
aE 
that yields the errors in the state variables resulting from n input error sources 
The statistical transformation is then 
~- = (a~) ~- ( cl ~)T where T - transpose 
X cl E , E cl E 
t ',~ (6 x 6) (6 x n) ( n x n) ( n x 6) 
where l:_ = a(6 x 6) covariance matrix of state variables (X, Y, Z, X, Y, Z) and 
X 
and I:_ = a(n x n) covariance matrix of input errors (including off-diagonal cor-
E 
relation terms, if available) that yield e rrors in the state variables resulting 
from input error sources. 
At the end of each powered flight segment, the integrated velocity and posi-
tion errors become injection errors for the subsequent coast period, These ve-
locity and position errors are propagated to later orbital times by taking space 
derivatives through the Keplerian equations of ballistic flight. The STEAP pro-
gram, which maps trajectory errors in deep space, uses these covariance matrices 
as part of its input (table 50). 
. 
X 
. X • ••••• 
6 X 6 
Covariance 
matrix 
TABLE 50.- COVARIANCE MATRIX GENERATION 
6 X n 
(Individual 
trajectories) 
B 
l OEl 
2 0 E2 
o2 
n 
Error coefficients 
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Other outputs generated by the TEAP program are 
(1) The final trajectory state representing such orbital parameters as 
radius of perigee, radius of apogee, vehicle velocity magnitude, 
semimajor axis, semilatus rectum, eccentricity, inclination, period, 
and flightpath angle; 
2) The individual errors in each of the above-stated orbital parameters 
as a function of each of the guidance hardware error sources; 
3) The algebraic sum of these errors; 
4) The rss of these errors. 
APPENDIX B 
UD-213 TRAJECTORY PROGRA~ 
Introduction 
The UD-213 is a point mass, three-degree-of-freedom trajectory simulation 
program. Its generalized nature allows a large variety of launch and reentry 
vehicles to be simulated in single or multistage modes under various control laws . 
As many as 20 phases may be used to describe the trajectory. Each phase consists 
of a burn and coast period. 
The program incorporates a single attracting body and general atmosphere model 
that can be described by input. As a result, any attracting body may be used 
merely by ~aking the appropriate input. 
The equations of motion are solved in a pad-centered inertial rectangular 
coordinate system. The gravity forces are calculated in an earth-centered inertial 
system that is parallel to the pad-centered system. Aux iliary calculations allow 
for the computation of position and velocity in other coordinate systems as well 
as the computation of other useful variables. Three computational options may be 
used -- point mass, three-axis, or moment balance. 
The program has a simultaneous iteration/optimization scheme that allows as 
many as six dependent variables to be satisfied using as many as 12 independent 
variables. The generalized nature of the iteration scheme allows the user the 
option of selecting the dependent and independent variables from an extensive 
list of available variables. 
The program flow chart is presented in figure 49. 
Coordinate Systems 
The program utilized several coordinate systems to provide auxiliary informa-
tion and such reference systems for calculating optional data as tracker look 
angles, sun-shadows capability, and various guidance controls. With the aid of 
Figure 50, the coordinate systems are described in the following paragraphs, 
Xp, Yp, Zp (plumb line) coordinate system.- A rectangular inertial coordinate 
system~• YP' ZP is established with its origin specified by the initial geodetic 
latitude, ¢GO' east longitude \ 0 , and height above the reference ellipsoid h0 , 
The Yp axis is perpendicular to the local horizontal plane at launch, the.¾, axi~ 
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FIGURE 50.- UD-213 PROGRAM COORDINATE SYSTEM 
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is in the local horizontal plane and is directed along an azimuth of oL from true 
north, and the Zp axis completes the right-hand system. The¾• Yp plane defines 
the inertial pitch plane. 
The equations of motion are solved in this coordinate system. 
XII Y" P' P' Z" coordinate system. - This inertial coordinate system is parallel to p 
Zp system and is located at the center of the earth. It is used to 
calculate the geocentric radius to ~he vehicle and the resulting gravity force 
that is required to integrate the equations of motion. 
X, Y, Z coordinate system. - To define the trajectory in a space-fixed coor-
dinate system for possible sun-shadow capability or subsequent interplanetary 
trajectory studies, the X, Y, Z coordinate system must be developed. Th is system 
is an earth-centered inertial rectangular coordinate system. The X axis lies in 
the equatorial plane and passes through the vernal equinox of date T0 , the Z axis 
passes through the north pole, and the Y axis lies in the equatorial plane and 
completes the right-hand system. 
XGM' YGM' ZGM coordinate system.- This coordinate system is an earth-centered 
inertial coordinate system with the XGM axis in the equatorial plane and passing 
through the Greenwich (prime) meridian at launch. The ZGM axis passes through the 
north pole and the YGM axis lies in the equatorial plane completing the right-hand 
system, 
The above four coordinate systems are the fundamental systems used in describ-
ing the equations of motion, The following coordinate systems are used to compute 
auxiliary information. 
X , Y , Z coordinate system. - The X, Y , and Z coordinate system is an aux-
e e e e e '= 
iliary system used to define the space-fixed velocity components. The system is 
earth-centered with the X axis in t he equatorial plane passing through the Green-
e 
wich meridian at launch. The Y axis lies within the equatorial plane and east of 
e 
the X axis, with the z axis directed north through the spin axis. This coordin-
e e 
ate system rotates with the earth. 
XPF' YPF' ZPF coordinate system. - The range safety coordinate system is an 
earth-fixed, pad-centered, left- handed coordinate system with t he XPF' YPF plane 
tangent to the earth at the launch pad. The ¾F axis is directed at an angle oL 
from the north, and the positive ZPF axis is perpendicular to, and directed outward 
from, the XPF/YPF plane. The YPF axis, directed t o the left, and looking downrange, 
completes the system. 
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1, 2, 3 Body-centered coordinate system. - For 3-axis simulations, an addi -
tional orthogonal coordinate system (1, 2, 3) is body-fixed with its origin at 
the vehicle center of gravity. The 1-axis corresponds to the roll axis, the 2-ax is 
corresponds to the pitch axis, and the 3-axis corresponds to the yaw axis. 
Planet Model 
The oblate spheroid is characterized by the semimajor axis, t he semiminor axis, 
t he eccentricity of the elliptic section of t he obla t e spheroid, and the rotational 
rate about its spin axis (north pole). 
The potential function is characterized by the gravitational constant of the 
attracting body, the equatorial radius, the geocentric latitude, and three poten-
tial function terms. 
The parameters required to define the atmospheric effects are pressure ratio, 
density ratio, speed of sound, Mach number, and atmospheric temperature. These 
parameters are a function of altitude. 
Two atmosphere models stored in the program use table lookups to obtain the 
pressure and temperature. The stored models are the 624A and 1962 standard atmos-
pheres. 
In the 1963 Patrick AFB atmosphere, which uses polynomials, the pressure and 
temperature are calculated as functions of geometric altitude. These parameters 
are calculated in metric units and converted to English units if required. 
Numerical Integration 
The numerical integration is performed using any one of the following schemes, 
which can be selected by input: 
1) Predictor-corrector; 4) Fourth-order Runge-Kutta; 
2) Adams-Moulton; 5) Fourth-order modified Runge-Kutta. 
3) Second-order Runge-Kutta; 
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External Forces 
Vacuum thrust and propellant flow rate may be input directly as a function of 
time or they may be represented by 6th degree polynomials. An option allows the 
axial acceleration to be limited to a specific value. 
There are two me thods for computing normal force, depending on which vehicle 
option (point mass or 3-ax is) i s being used. The method for computing axial force 
is the same for both options with the exception that the axial force coefficient 
may be input as a bivariant function of total angle of attack and Mach number for 
the 3-axis option. 
When utilia ing the 3-axis mode of simulation, the moment balance option that 
calculates the engine deflections in pitch and yaw required to balance the aero-
dynamic normal and side fo rces to produce zero resultant moment can be requested. 
The present simulation allows for a cg and cp offset in pitch but no offset in 
yaw. 
Attitude Control Laws 
The vehic le attitude may be controlled using various control 18.ws fo r both 
the point mass and the 3-axis options . In the point mas s option, the vehicle is 
instantaneously oriented to follow the speci f ied control law , i . e . , there are no 
vehic le rates fo r this option except for inf ormation pur poses . 
I n the 3-axis option, the vehicle is oriented by commanding body r a t e s or 
gimbal angle (Euler) rates. For t his r eason, the veh ic l e oriento~ion l aga the 
commanded orientation slightly due to comput a i onal l ags. Th~ amount of l ag is 
a f unction of the step size and, for most simulations, is negl i gible . 
The con trol laws available for the point mass and 3-axis option are tabulated. 
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POI NT MASS CON TROL LAWS 
Vertical flig ht 
Pitch angle of attack, 6th degree polynomi al [f (t)] 
Yaw angle of attack, 6th degree polynomial [f(t)] 
Zero lift (relative gravity tu rn) 
Inertial gravi ty tu rn 
Inertial pitch angle vers us time 
Incremental inertial pitch angle 
Zero inertial yaw an gle 
Zero yaw angle of attack 
Inertial yaw angle versus time 
Incremental i ner tial yaw ang l e 
Local horizontal pitch angle 
THREE-AXIS CONTRO L LAWS 
Vertical flight 
Pitc h an gle of attac k, 6th degree polynomial [f(t)] 
Yaw angle of attack, 6th degree polynomial [f(t)] 
Slideslip angle, 6th degree polynomial [f(t)] 
Zero lift (relative gravity turn) 
Inertial gravity turn 
Inertial pitch angle versus time 
Incremental inertial pitch :i.ngle 
Inert ia l yaw angle versus time 
Incremental inertial yaw angle 
Inertial roll angle versus time 
Incremental in ertial roll angle 
Constant inertial roll, pitch, and yaw rates 
Local horizontal pitch angle 
Constant platfo rm gimbal anql es 
Local horizontal ro ll an gle 
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Guidance Schemes 
An open-loop guidance option that calcula t es pitch and yaw commands based on 
constant values of pitch and yaw guidance coefficients is available. The co-
efficients required to achieve the desired end conditions may be iterated on using 
the simultaneous iteration scheme. 
A closed-loop explicit linear guidance option is also available in the 3- axis 
control option. The pitch and yaw inertial angles are defined as linear functions 
of time. The linear tangent commands are calculated by integrating from the cur -
rent stage forward over all stages anc burn times. The steering coefficients and 
time-to-go are determined using a simultaneous iterat i on scheme within the guidance 
logic. 
Aerodynamic Heating Calculations 
Certain aerodynamic heating parameters can be calculated and used as dependent 
variables for trajectory-shaping pur p0ses. Other calculations are performed only 
for information purposes. The following heating indicators are calculated: 
1) Heating rate for zero total angle of attack; 
2) Aerodynamic heating i ndica tor for zero total angle of attack; 
3) Heating indicator for nonzero angles of attack; 
4) Hea ting indicator for laminar flow; 
5) Heating indicator for turbulent flow. 
The temperature of a skin element of area and mass located at a distance from 
the nose of the vehicle is computed for Mach numbers greater than 1. 
Tracking Stations 
The program compntes information relating to tracking stations located on the 
reference ell ipsoid. The tracking station locations are specified in terms of 
latitude, longitude , and altitude above the ellipsoid. 
The slant range , rang e rate, and acceleration from the tracker to the vehicle 
is calculated in adJ Ltlc~ to the Pl~vRtion Rngle and rate, azimuth angle and rate, 
and look angle. 
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Conic Parameters 
The conic parameters are calculated at the end of the trajectory or whenever 
they are requested by input. The following calculations pertain to both elliptic 
and hyperbolic orbits: 
1) Energy per unit mass; 8) Escape velocity; 
2) Eccentricity; 9) Circular velocity; 
3) Semimajor axis; 10) True anomaly; 
4) Semilatus rectum; 11) Orbit inclination; 
5) Perigee radius; 12) Longitude of the ascending node; 
6) Perigee velocity; 13) Argument of perigee. 
7) Angular momentum per unit mass; 
The following computations are also made if the conic is an ellipse: 
1) Apogee radius; 9) Delta V required to circularize 
2) Apogee velocity; at perigee; 
3) Eccentric anomaly; 10) Perigee position; 
4) Mean anomaly; 11) Latitude of perigee; 
5) 12) Radius to the surface at perigee; Period; 
6) Time to perigee; 13) Perigee altitude; 
7) Semiminor axis; 14) Apogee altitude; 
8) Delta V required to 15) Longitude at perigee, 
circularize at apogee; 
If the unit is hyperbolic, the following additional parameters are computed: 
1) Velocity at infinity; 
2) Time from perigee. 
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APPE NDIX C 
SPACE TRAJECTORY ER ROR ANALYSIS PROGRAM (STEAP) 
STEAP II is a series of three computer programs developed by the Martin 
Marietta Corporation for the mathematical analysis of the navigation and guidance 
of lunar and interplanetary trajectories. The first series of programs under th is 
name was developed under Contract ASl- 8745 for the Langley Research Center and 
was documented in two volumes (STEAP User ' s Manual , STEAP Analytical Manual) as 
ASA Contract Report 66818. Under Cont~act NASS-11795, the STEAP series was ex-
t ens ively modified and expanded for the Goddard Space Flight Center. This second-
generation series of prog rams i s referred to as STEAP II. 
STEAP II is composed of three independent yet related programs -- NOMNAL, 
ERRAti, and SIMUL. All three pr ograms require the integration of n-body trajec-
~ories for both interp lanetary and lunar missions. The virtual mass technique is 
the scheme used for this purpose in all three programs. 
The first program named NOMNAL is r esponsible for the generation of n-body 
nominal trajectories (either l unar or interplanetary) performing a number of de-
terministic guidance events . Thes e events inc lude initial or injection targetin~, 
midcourse retargeti,1g • and orbit insert ion . A variety of targe t parame t:~rs a- e 
available for the t arge ting events. The ac ·:.. ·al t arge tL1g is dJne i i•<>,--a '· '.<rely 
either by a modif ldd N~Yton-Raphaon a lgorithm or by a s t eepest desce. ~ -~ ~j1•g~t~ 
gradient scheme. Planar and nonplanar s trateg ies a re avai lahle for th,~ ,:!,-i.t h -~ 
sertion computation. Al l maneuvers may be executed ei ther by a siin;i: ,1 t,,,p>1 l.si11e 
model or by a pulsing sequence model. 
ERRAN, the second program of STEAP II, is us ed to conduct l~ r.-.!D. r. et, ) r r<.na ly-
sis studies along specific targeted trajec tories . 'L'l ,_\ ':. ·2,'.:!l: erl ra:;•. '.1:c;ry ruay 
however be altered during flight by re targeting €'i E: n 1: .J ( c-:mp t c d e l , ·. •· ', / 1 i:near 
or nonlinear guidance) and by an orbit i nsertion :::·, e :-,i: , Knowl~dge ~-·"'-d c:·mtrol 
covariances are propagated along the trajectory thro ngh a se:r :i ~-- or r.,. i · :,urements 
and guidance events in a tote.l ly integ rated ::a:- ~CTL ":he 1.cnowle.dg<:! covariance 
is processed t hrough measuremen ts using an optimal Ka.lman-Schm:l i: filter with 
arbitrary solve-for/cons ider augmenta tion. Exccut:l0n errors ar gu ' dance e11ents 
may be modeled e ither by an i mpuls i v e approximation or by a puls ing sequence model. 
The result;i.ng knoW'lcdge and control covariances n,-iy be analyzc<l by the progralil 
at various events i0 determi ne s t at is tical <l a t.a, j_ncludiug prob::ibi.11.:;U.c mid-
course correc tion st zing and effectiveness , prob ,1!;j_] :L ty of i.rnp:J.e:t, and bias ed 
aimpoint requiLements . 
The third f."',<l f..u, al program in t he STEAP II ser ies is the simulation program 
SIMUL, SIMUL :LG re,;ponsible for the testing of the ma thematical models used in 
t he navigation and guidance process. 
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APPENDIX D 
ISO PROBABILITY CONTOUR PROGRAM 
One method of demonstrating mission accuracy is via isoprobability contours. 
These graphs depict certain orbital parameter deviat ions for various probabili-
ties. I t is possible to predict t he boundaries wi t hin which errors in radius 
of perigee and errors in radius of apogee wi ll fall 99.7% of the time if the 
state covariance matrix is known. 
The Martin Marietta approach begins with a radi i -tangential-normal (RTN) 
covariance matrix in position and ve locity (6x6) and a nominal XYZ inertial state 
vecto r (6xl). The RTN covariance matrix is transformed to its XYZ counterpart 
via the XYZ state vec tor. For each tria l orbit, a set of six normally distributed 
random numbers are drawn from a digital random number generator . These basic 
random numbers are uncorrelated with zero mean and unit variance. Proper scaling 
and correlating with the XYZ covariance converts them to a (6xl) vec tor of XYZ 
perturbat i ons , whereupon they are added algebrai cally to the nominal XYZ state 
vector t o form a perturbed. XYZ state vector. 
Apogee and perigee radii are then computed from the nominal and perturbed 
XYZ s t ate vec tors and t he diffe ren ces between t he nominal and perturbed radii 
ar e formed . The process is repea t ed an a rb itrary numb er of times to accumulate 
a s uff icient population of per turbed r a di i for plotting a meaningf ul scattergram, 
t he out e r · boundary o f which forms t he basis for an 0. 997 probability contour. 
Con fide nce r eg i ons are t hus contoured f or each candidate guidance s ystem, the 
smalle s t of wh ich corresponds t o t he most accurate candidate . 
The above method has been i mplemented on a small IBM 1130 computer wi th a 
Cal Comp pl o tter and runs a t rough l y a 100 trial / minute computing rate. 
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AP PENDIX E 
GUIDANCE STEERING CONCEPTS 
This s e ction presents a c r oss-section s u rve y of guidance equations used to 
so l v'...! various missions . Thi s sur vey s pans a wi de complexi t y of equations and 
includes p r esent state-of-the-ar t algori thms. 
The guidan ce l ogic data sheets give i nformation on basic guidance logic, 
guidance requi r emen ts, guidance equati ons, and s tee r i ng and cut off i n terms 
of fun c tional no t ati on. These dat a s hee ts are s ummarize d i n table 51 and de-
tailed in table s 52 t h ru 60 . 
2'\. 8 
The guidance logic da ta sheets and associated systems are: 
1) Minuteman I· 
' 
5 ) Ti. tan I IIA ; 
2) Titan II; 6) Ti ta i IIIC; 
3) Polaris; Sac T 
4) Pershing ; ) At l e.s I C M· 
' 
J) Thor ICBM . 
The conclusions that can be d r avn f:::-0:1 t h e ,. ,~.:. s nce logic data sheets are : 
1) Concepts vary f r om t he simple t Q~gu i dance to the most complex (Saturn 
approach) ; 
2) Guidance equations inclu<'1 :~ tlelta expci.,·· · on ( up t o t h ird o rder) , Q 
matr ix (ti&~ v :,y.'nP; , L .• :J »:,.d.o ·,,:; 2xp ___ L'.it formulations , n l ta aLd 
Q are gen0.~,.:t 1 .r.\:v. '. i.!!.tp~i.:: ;: , J!. .:: t:,h Saturn has a ve r y sophisti-
cate expl.ir•. ,0 .m ., .. 'c.': J , a n h,:- :.~-:.1.. i :rr:plementa t ion us i n g a t:1 i r d-
o rder a pprox:i n,i~t-, g •c~y .rn·· ai ~- ~ ',;,, 1>' p r oposed. Th i s sugges ts t ha t 
a de lta ex p;:,n::, · on £ 3,: [. , iei t ly h i b·' orJ ~ .:- coul d pas s a s an expli ci t 
conce p t, Q :.'.~ ,riot s i--r·e !iy .. l:L,j t: ~: cn it is a l ine a r approxL,'.at i on; 
3) The h i ,,\'est , . .., ·, /HP 'ial exp ans i on a ppearin g in any of thes e coacepts is 
third or<k r ; 
L1) St .•~r.i.,tg iP gc•1·' 1 -•d; ,i.,,-; ,) 1,hi: ; Uc 1i i,::,J ('t titude p rogram or pos ition 
an.l v c, loc:1 ,;y erro.c ;:./ -, , :,q;) J1,·t ..:.ng e'lr l y s tages , and in some cas es 
e v en titcr:i.ng l:1 t~ r s t ::_,r-;,; 
5 ) The n, i s a diff e1 ~"'- Ce in ap pr .;1-::h that appe a rs between equations fo r 
ba l l is ;:i c-. m .. L f' 5.1e u _, ~ ic 1:i on e and orl, i tal inj ection or space missions. 
In t he b;:, lli s i.: i.c a ppJ..:' c.'1.i:i or , V
O 
:ls de.d -2:d ,' "'ing the de lta expansi on 
b ,. 
or Q-ma t1.l.'<, wh:i le :c, t .h P s p c c app l j_ca tion s V
0 
is derived e x pli ci t ly 
in a l ru ~, t. ?.ll cas <os _ 0 
TABLE 51.- GUIDANCE LOGIC SUMMARY 
Project 
Minuteman 
Titan II 
Polaris 
Pershing 
Guidance equations 
Vg by delta expansion 
(second -order ) 
V
9 
by delta expansion 
(third-order ) 
Vg by Q-matrix 
(linear time-
varying) 
Vg by Q-matrix 
(1 i near ) 
Titan !!IA Vg and tg (ti me - to-go) 
Titan !!IC Vg and tg (time-to- go ) 
Saturn Explicit calculus of 
variations formula-
tion , with implicit 
approximating poly-
nomial (third -order) 
imp 1 ementa ti on 
Atlas ICBM Vg by delta expansion 
(second-ord~r) 
Thor ICBM V by Q-matr i x g 
Steering equations 
Thrust-terminate 
equations 
Pitch steering by velocity Vg component = 0 
polynomials (third-order) 
in all stages. Yaw null 
in first and second stages. 
Vg component yaw steering 
in third stage. 
Pitch and yaw steering by Vg component = 0 
ve locity and position 
polynomial (second -order) 
in first stage. Pitch and 
yaw steering by Vg compo-
nents in second and ver-
nier stages 
Pitch and yaw steering by Vg component= 0 
velocity polynomials in 
first stage. Pitch and 
yaw steering by Vg compo-
nents in second stage . 
Pitch and yaw steering by V9 component= 0 velocity and position 
errors in both stages. 
Gui dance 
requirements 
Range and time 
of flight 
Range and time 
of flight 
Range and ti me 
of flight 
Range and ti me 
of fl i ght 
Pitch and yaw steering by 
velocity polynomial and 
nulling in first stage . 
Pitch and yaw steering 
using tg and explicitly 
Vg (nonvectoria l ) Attitude, 
= 0 velocity, path 
angle azimuth 
calculated constants i n 
second and third stages. 
Pitch and yaw steering by 
attitude program and 
nulling in zero stage. 
Pitch and yaw steer ing 
using tg and explic itl y 
calculate constants in 
first, second, and third 
stage. 
V
9 
__ (no
0
nvectorial) Atti tude, 
velocity, path 
angle azimuth 
Pitch and yaw steering by 
attitude programmer velo -
city steering in first 
stage. Pitch and yaw 
steering by position, 
velocity, force, time 
polynomial (third-order). 
Use of approxima-
ting polynomial 
function 
Variety of space 
mis s i ans ~,i th 
minimum fuel 
comsumption 
Stage I pitch and yaw by 
time programmer and stage 
II vernier - constant 
pitch attitude. Vg com-
ponent yaw steering. 
Atmospheric phase, time -
programmed attitude. 
Closed-loop phase, cross-
product steeri ng 
vg component= 0 
vg component= 0 
Range and ti me 
of fl ight 
Range and time 
of fl ight, 
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TABLE 52.- MINUTEMAN I (THREE STAGES) GUIDANCE LOGIC DATA SHEET 
X 
Coordinates 
Nav igation: 
Logic: 
Stage 
Stage II 
Stage III 
Inertial platform 
- Velocity and position steering 
(implicit ) 
- Same 
- Delta with V steering (i mplicit) g 
and cutoff 
Requirements: Total range and time of fl ight 
specified 
Guidance eguations: 
\[t> x, t> Z, t> X, t> Y' t> Z, t>X t> Z, t> X t> Z] 
y g [CI Y, t> Z, t>X , t> Y' t> ZJ 
v g [v. xg ] 
so Y =Oat start of third stage on nominal trajectory. c, 's are differences in g 
present condition and nominal condition at burnout. 
Steering eguations: 
Stage I 
Yaw ,j,c[v, v] 0, 
Pitch sc[z, X, x2 , x3] to maintain nominal relationship between X, Z; 
Stage I I 
Yaw c [ Y, Y] = 0 
Pitch sc [1, X, x2 , x3] same as above; 
Stage III 
Yaw c [v;,/v9_at] same as above; 
Pitch sc [z, X, X2 , x3] same as above . 
Thrust-terminate equation : 
x = o g • 
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TABLE 53.- TITAN II (TWO STAGES AND VERNI ER) GUIDANCE LOGIC DATA SHEET 
Naviga tion : Inertial platform 
Logic: 
Stage I - Velocity and position steer-
; n g ( i mp l i cit) 
- Delta with V steering Stage II and V g 
(implicit) and cutoff 
y 
Requirements: Total range and time of flight 
specified 
Coordinates 
Guidance equations: 
xg ~x, nX, 6 y' t. Z' 6 t, (t. X) 2, t. X 6 t, (t,t) 2] 
zg ~x. t. X , 6 y ' t. Z, 6 t, (t.X)2, t. X 6 t, (1:it) 2] 
y g ~y' t. X, 6 y ' t. Z' 6 t] 
zg(zg, \· X , X . 2 • 3) g g 
Yg(\· xg, . 2} X . g 
t. 's are differences in present condition and nominal condition at burnout. 
Steering equations: 
Stage I 
Yaw c[v, Y] = 0, 
Pitch ec [x, Z, X, x2, z]; 
Stages II and V/ 
Yaw c[Y ;, Y9 dt], 
Pitch 'c[LtI i; dt]-
Thrust-terminate equation : 
\ = 0. 
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TABLE 54. - POLARIS (TWO SOLID STAGES) GUIDANCE LOGIC DATA SHE ET 
(c r-o ss i ,rnge) 
z 
Coordi na es 
Gu:d~~ce equations : 
N .. w i ga t i on: 
Logic : 
ta ge I 
Stage II 
Inertiol platform 
-
12·!0<::ity steering (-i nplicit) 
Q-3Ji dan cc with V ste .ring g 
(implic i t) and cuto f f 
Requirements: Tota l range and time of flight 
s ec·i fied 
Vel oc ity- to -be -g2ine,j v9 is computed continuously, with a special - purpose 
nnA, by soluti on of th e equation 
with suitable constraints, where Q is the (3xJ) Q matrix. The elements of Q arP. 
f unctions of time, evaluated al ng the nominal tril. ,i;:ctory. By pro[lf'T' orit.ntu ·· 
ti on of the computation al coordin ate sy5tcm ;:i, d tnJcctory sh,.1 pi nu , ·t :,r,y '..Ire able 
to per form each mission by reading in only · wo elemen ts of t he q--rri.iiri x, Qxx ,:, nrl 
Qyx. 
St eeri ng equa t i ons: 
hese drive t\iO components of V g to ze ro _; fo ,,A l t ct ~~o us ·1y with t hn.1• i; t""rr ina-
ti on. 
Chr·Js t _- t ''frninate equation : 
;( ·= 0. 
u 
~---------- --------------- - - - --- -- - -- --··- ---
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TABLE 55.- PERSHING (SOLID, TWO STAGES) GUIDANCE LOGIC DATA SHEET 
Z, ~ (crossrange) 
Coordinates 
Guidance eguations: 
v + Q v = -at g g 
Qxx Qxy Qxz 
Q Qyx Qyy Qyz 
Qzx Qzy Qzz 
Nav igation: Inertial platform 
Logic: 
Both stages - Velocity and position steering 
(impli cit) and Q-matrix with Vg 
steering and cutoff (implicit) 
Requirements: Total range and time of flight 
specified 
aVRX ~VRX ~VRX 
ax ay az 
av RY aVRY aVRY 
ax ay az 
aVRZ aVRZ av RZ 
ax ay az 
- E; g E; p J t + t~p + f (~p + ~) dt] 
where the p-s ubscript refers to programmed values. 
T = t. - t i mp co 
- n ) +-1 ftco(n 
t. - t p 
l 0 
Steering eguations: 
Both stages 
Yaw I/Jc[~, ~] = 0 
Pitch ec[np - n' f h - n) dtl 
Thrust-terminate eguation: 
~ = 0. g 
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TABLE 56.- TITAN IIIA (THREE STAGES) GUIDANCE CONCEPT LOGIC SHEET 
V 
X 
- -- Navigation: Inertial platform 
Stage I Stages II & III 
Coordinates 
Guidance equations: 
V = V - V (nonvectorial) g f 
Vg - VL' 
Logic: 
Stage - Velocity steering (implicit) 
Stage I I 
and III - Explicit, based on rocket equation 
rather than Kepler's Laws 
Requirements: Orbit injection, burnout altitude, 
velocity, flightpath angle, and 
azimuth are specified at each 
aiming point 
where VL is the predicted velocity loss (gravi tational and aerodynamic) 
Time-to-go tg is obtained by solution of the rocket equation 
m V* = go Isp t n m +mt 
g 
Steering equations : 
Stage I 
Yaw '4,c = 0. 
Pitch ac [xgf' zgf] 
where gf denotes "gravity-free, velocity measurements made by integration of ac-
celerometer outputs, without gravity corrections. 
Stages II and III 
Yaw '4,c = 81 + 82 tg (similar to pitch, but a much simpler problem). 
Pitch ac = A1 + A2 tg, 
where A1 and A2 are a solution to the two-point boundary value problem of driv-
ing present velocity and radial position to their desired burnout values (aiming 
point), in the predicted tg. 
Thrust-termination equation: 
t = 0 g . 
TABLE 57. - TITAN IIIC (FOUR STAGES) GUIDANC E LOGIC SHEET 
V 
Stages I, I I, I I I 
Coordinates 
Gu i dance equat ions: 
Navi gation: Inertial platform 
Logic: 
Stage O - Velocity steering in yaw and open-
loop in pitch 
Stages I 
thru III - Explicit, based on rocket equation 
rather than Kepler's laws 
Requirements: Orbit injection burnout altitude, 
velocity, flightpath angle, and 
azi muth are specifi ed at each 
ai mi ng po i nt 
Vg , from a tg iteration/integration process . 
t
9
, from an ang ula r momentum i teration/ in tegration process. 
OH "a - ", a 1,', H(t) dt 
where Hd is the desired, H
0 
is the derivative of angu lar momentum . The equation 
is evolved fort in an iterative process for successive predictions of H(t) . g 
The state is integrated (5 points Simpson) to the target po ints to get the inter-
mediate value of H(t) . 
Steering equations: 
Stage 0 
Yaw ij,c = O. 
Pitch e = f(t) 
C 
Stages I thru III 
Yaw c B1 + B2 tg (s i mi lar to pitch, but a mu ch simpler problem). 
Pitch ec = A1 + A2 tg, 
where A1 and A2 are a solution to the two-point boundary value problem of driv -
ing present velocity and radial position to their desired burnout values (aim-
ing point) in the predicted tg. 
Thrust-te rminate equation: 
t = 0. g 
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TABLE 58.- SATURN (THREE STAGES) GUIDANCE LOGIC DATA SHEET 
y 
Z (crossrange) 
Coordinates 
Navigation: Ine r tial platform 
Logic : 
Stage I (S-IC) - Time-tilt, minimum-drift 
program 
Stages II, III 
(S-II, S-IVB) - Path-adaptive guidance mode 
X Requirements: Minimize flight time (or fuel con-
sumption) for such space missions 
as lunar impact and orbit injec-
tion. Must have one-engine-out 
capability and must be adaptable 
to a wide range of missions 
Guidance, steering, and thrust-terminate equations: 
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Stage I 
Attitude-time program or velocity steering. 
Stages II, III 
Periodically along the trajectory, the two-point boundary value problem 
in the calculus of variations is solved, requiring minimizing the flight 
time between the present state and the desired state at mission comple-
tion. A steering function and a cutoff function are generated numeri-
cally by solving a large number of possible nominal and off-nominal 
trajectories on an IBM 7090. An approximating polynomial is used to 
represent the family of trajectories. Least-squares technique is used. 
Polynomials that have been evaluated and shown to give good results for 
low-orbit inject missions contained terms as high as third order: 
ec or or t [x, Y, Z, X, Y, Z, .E., t, and products up to third-order]. 
C CO m 
TABLE 59.- ATLAS ICBM (TWO STAGES AND VERNIER) GUIDANC E LOGIC DATA SHEET 
z 
Navigation: Inertial platform (Arma) 
Logic: 
Stage I - Programmed attitude 
Stage II - Delta with V steering (implicit) 
Verni er - Same g 
---- -====--.- X Requirements: Total range and time-of-flight 
Coordinate system (inertial, 
launch point-oriented) 
Guidance equations: 
specified 
Vgx [/\ X, /\Y, /\ Z, /\ t, /\ X, /\ ZJ, a second-degree polynomial 
V gy /\y. 
/l 's are differences between present values and nomial values at VECO. 
Steering equations: 
Stage I 
Yaw = 0 
C 
Pitch ec f(t)- time prograrrrner. 
Stage I I 
Pitch ec = constant 
Vernier 
Yaw ,j,c '"nom + Kl (V gy - K2 V gx) 
where gain K2 is chosen to make K2 Vgx Vgy at initiation of guidance. 
Thrust -terminate equation: 
Stage I I 
Vgx A small value compatib le with ve rnier capability, 
Vernier 
V 0. gx 
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TABLE 60.- THOR ICBM (ONE STAGE AND VERNIER) GUIDANCE LOGIC DATA SHEET 
y 
Z (cross range) 
Coordinates 
Navigation: Inertial platform (Delco) 
Logic: 
Atmospheric phase - Programmed attitude 
Closed-loop phase - Q-guidance and vernier 
Requirements: Tota_l range and time-of-flight 
Horizontal specified 
Guidance equations: 
V obtained as a solution to the equation g 
. 
v = Q v - a g g T 
wh ere elements of the Q-matrix are evaluated as functions of time along the nom-
inal trajectory, and approximated by constants in actual use. 
Steering equations: 
Atmospheric phase 
Yaw 0 
C 
Pitc h a = f(t) - time programmer. 
C 
Closed-loop pha se (thru vernier) 1 
Yaw w = K(V V - V V ) c gx gz gz gx 
Pitch a = K (V V - V V ) ( c gx gy gy gx ) 
cross-product steering 
Thrust-terminate equations: 
SECO - V A small value compatible with vernier capabilities, g 
VECO - \ 0. 
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The Scout vehic le and its guidance software considerations should be analyzed 
in developing a set of guidance algorithms. A Scout-oriented design phase should 
consider existing logic while solving the Scout - peculiar problems. 
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!>.Pflf~1DI X r-
Cent ralized Executive System 
The r,r,bnw,t1 r::omput.er o~:.i rates i11 a complex environment supporting a number 
a nrl 1ari,,r.y o l" :h.ll,c:don:;. The comple x p roble~_s a:so ciated with t,1e computer's 
o pC?criU.-~,, -1 l ~r,·:•.1i:m•nen t, ~ ch as sche duling t h <o: n,~.i< t p1o gral.ll fo r execution, load-
j n~ ._he ;,ro:~1 aru, anrl :.,iid"" t l ng machine c,,rnp oll-=r.• . .:; must Le han dled in an e ffici -
en' 1n.:,.nue ·,•. 'i~ · , onhcar cl e~.--, cu tive sysLem ;ffO' J H\':!b overall supervision and opera-
tioT ,,1_ cont -..:-o l rJ,' th,, c om.iJuL.aU.onal 1-esour .::e s avai lable , Tl1e executive system 
fun c, ~,ms ,hirtne 11 I Tit:i Sf;L'Y'l phases to con.t:,:oJ the e x ecution of application pro -
gr2.m'J as ,. equ1. x-e d, R:.prP..oentative c ompu t e r func t ions are : 
1) Navi7,a tinl'; 4) SPparati.or and staging; 
2) Gu:! d D,_-,._ (_&. ·; 5) At ti tude cont r ol; 
3) Flight control; 6) T,, l eme t ;__y ; 
7) VPhicle status and sequencing. 
The environment involve s five bas~c ty~·1.; of progra'llIJling: 
1) Mathema tical ca l culatio1 ,n, 3) De ci s ion making; 
2) M2ss ag1;; formulating; I~' 1'a ta manipulation; 
'J) Program control. 
The basic pe rform~nce requ irements o f the e:;rncut ive system are to: 
1) Cen <- :ral:l.zc fu ci c t ions th;:it cont:n,l f low of information between the 
progr am::1 aud the 'ixt en1.:l environmc n t; 
2) Ma n e.~e t:he r esources of t:he s~,.7s tero t o obtain efficient use of the 
har dwacr. an<l tr · a·1sure the response :required by the application, and 
provide a st~md,qr.Jized i1.t~rnal environment that will permit programs 
to be c..:0,1 , l.L \Ci_. ,, [ a nd ~:·e cu te,! i_ndependently of one another; 
3) llini,ni:,:::~ imµ.:. ci. ,.--.i: hm:c.~ ·,1.rc chJ rt ~~•·s on application program . 
~2_,H'.!::._a L f~nr:li_< it,\l _<k s: _~";,1 _,·· The gener al ftm ctional req uirements for the de-
sign of. au ottb,),1 ·,t ,~i,, •. c_,,; . -., y.:;t:em cau be c1,tegorized as: 
l t'L i..;;_.,, -~·- r:on ;_ i:n.l; 3) 1nput/output supervision ; 
') Ill .. L·.(t1tJ t ~11.1::- ~•~L·\·-L.J ic:n ; 4) Sys tem services; 
5) Environmental interface. 
Each function is briefly J.:cc;•i:., ::.-~ ., ,~ tr .. ::. :'.'e ll.cuing set sections. 
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Program Control.- The function of program control is to govern the initia-
tion, execution, and terminati on of scheduled pro grams. The master cycle con -
trols the overall cycle of programs in accordance wi t h the scheduling algorithm 
employed. Two o ptions may be provided : 
1) The basic cycle f uncti on is r eq uired with a scheduling capability 
to provide a point of return for the scheduling cycle , and a place 
t o idle if there is no useful work to be done; 
2) With cyclic control a limit is placed on t he time a program may exe -
cute in a given period, s o that the mas ter cycle function must be en -
larged t o handle a program switch. 
The basic initiation/termination processes requests for initiati on and 
terminati on of programs resident in core. A basic scheduler provides the simpl -
est class of scheduling service, in which selecti on of the next program to r e -
ceive CPU time is based on a single service pri ority. A multiplexing schedule r 
interleaves the execution of programs , thus permitting concurrent execution of 
a number of programs. Two options may be provided: 
1) Time control permits the executive t o regain CPU con trol at specified 
intervals, either as the result of voluntary return of control by 
scheduled programs at intervals in their execution, or as t h e r esult 
of a preset clock interrupt. The latter devi ce prevents the mono poly 
of CPU time by a single program; 
2) Additional service classes provide the means of assignin g CPU time 
according to a number of priorities to resolve confli c ts among com-
peting processing requirements. 
Interrupt superv i sion.- The f unc t ion of inter rupt supervision is t o di -
rect system action at the occurrence of an asynchrono us interrupt . The basic 
purpose is t o provide coherent s y stem response t o external stimuli by isolating 
t he operation of t he programs responding to the in t errupts from t he ope ration of 
scheduled programs. The functions available are described: 
1) Primar y routines supply the code to perfo rm initial processing of 
all interrupts. These routines also provide transfer of control t o 
rou tines performing any additional interrupt processing that might 
be required; 
2) A save mechanism i s required to save and resto r e machi ne conditions, 
and to return control properly to t he interrupted prog rams . Fixed 
areas for storage are required; 
3) Reentrance control permits a serially reusable code accessed by in -
t e rrupt ro utine s to be operated with minimal disabling of interrupts. 
Th i s ensures t hat the s ys tem resp onse r equiremen ts can be met if at 
all possible . 
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I/0 supervis ion . - The function of I/0 supervision is to provide all ser-
vices associated with the use of 1/0 devices. The purpose of centralizing ser-
vices is not merely to avoid code duplication; it is necessary t o achieve correct 
usage of I/0 devices in the presence of concurrent independent requests. The I/0 
request processor provides device-independent services -- basically queueing re-
quests, initiating I/0 transmission, and monitoring the progress of operations by 
analyzing completion conditions. Program execution is thus coordinated with I/0 
execution and op timal use o f CP U time is achieved while I/0 requests are being 
serviced; 
System services.- Sys tem services provide a number of functions used in 
common by a pplication programs and executive routines. The following are two 
major f unctions : 
1) Timing s ervices are required to synchronize the operation of programs 
with real time, 
a) The basic timing service provides a programmed real-time clock 
for use by any programs and, if cyclic control is implemented, a 
routine to control act i on when the time interval expires, 
b) A timing queue provides a means for using the single hardware in-
terval timer for multiple-purpose event initiation based on time 
of day; 
2) Message handler services provide for communication between the com-
puter and human sources of cont ro l , A basic mas sage handler is re-
quired so programs and executive routines may initiate I/0 oper a tions 
t o transmit and receive messages. 
Enviro menta l interface.- The function of thP. environmental interface i s 
t o provide for orderly initiation and termination of the system, fo r onitoring 
its operations , and for recovering from continge~cies insofar a s ~s poss~ble. 
Tables provide res idence for system paramete~3 and status infor:..1.a tion, Loth a s a 
means of avoiding redundant incorporat i on of these data in individual routines 
and as a m2ans of providing centralized access to key information , ~entra l iza-
t ion of error de te ction/recovery permits a prescribed response to system an d 
hardware error conditions commonly encountered by executive rou t ines and applic a -
tion programs. Status monitoring is achieved by the collection, and ou tpu t on 
demand, of statis t j_cs concerning the execution of individual progcams an d general 
aspects of s ys tem operation. Its purpose is t o provide t he d ual capab ili t y of 
detecting undesirable aspe c ts of system operation during simulation, and of moni-
t oring actual performance. 
Use of executives. - To assure efficient use of system resources, an executive 
system should be tailored to t h e mission. The tailorin g of executives for each 
mission is simplified if a mo dular design approach is adopted, Specific require-
ments can be met by selecting functional subsets from a general executive de s ign. 
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Scout executive functions.- To determine the applicability of an execut i ve 
system on a Scout mission, an analysis was made of the typical computer programs 
required, with emphasis on program con trol functions. This analysis included an 
evaluation of f unctional requirements and identification of performance and de-
sign requirements. A typical design fo r a Scout executive system was established 
by selecting specifi c f unctions from t he general functional design just outlined 
and is listed: 
1) Program control , 
a) Master cycle - basic and cyclic control, 
b) Basic initiate/terminate, 
c) Basic scheduler; 
2) Inte rrupt supervision, 
a) Pr imary routines, 
b) Save mechanism, fixed areas; 
3) 1 /0 supervision, including I/0 request processor and onboard device 
support; 
4) System services, including timing services; 
5) Environmental interface, 
a) Tables, 
b) Er r o r detection re covery, 
c) Status mon itoring. 
The normal program sequence will be interrupted provided the interrupt func-
tion is not being l ocked out . The real-time interrupt and the external interrupt 
need t o be provided for in t he executive system design. 
The input/output section of the guidance computer would be basically a gen-
eral - purpose interface providing the communication paths between the computer and 
the control system. Although the I/0 system will input and output a var iety of 
data types, the majority of data is one word (24 bits) or less in length. This 
characteristic and the related addressing characteristics dictate a low level of 
capa bility in the executive for I/0 control. 
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In a complex computer p rogram wi th distributed control, a simple change to 
one s e gment of the program may i nvolve a major recoding effor t . The centralized 
executive provid e s a mea n s for mi nimizing the cost of changes by localizing 
change s to intera c t ions wi t h t he executive. The initial coding effort may also 
be reduced with a centralized executiv e by allowing the application programs to 
be prepared in modular form with a standard interface with executive. Schedul-
ing and timing requirements for all modules wouid be satisfied in conjunction 
with the final design of the executive programs. 
The primary objection raised in t he use of centralized executives in space 
applications generally concerns the amount of memory and execution time required 
to support the executive functions. Memory is required t o contain the executive 
functions. However, the overall syste~ size may be reduced by eliminating re -
dundant code fo r executive functions and c ommon subroutines di s tributed t hrough -
out the application programs. 
A centralized executive system also lends itself to optimization of data 
processing functions s o the computer duty cycle can be minimized. 
The design effort concentrated on program control and interrupt supervision 
for an executive system. Program cont rol is desc r ibed in the following sub s ec -
tion and interrupt handling in the n ext subsection. 
Program Control.- All programs in t he s ys t em, whether part of th e execu-
tive or written fo r an application, obtain central processing unit (CPU) time in 
one of two ways: 
1) An unscheduled program is initiated by the occurrence of an event 
and receives control directly from an interrupt or during the course 
of interrupt processing . Its function is to define the system's re-
sponse to the event; 
2) A scheduled program re ceives control under specified conditions as a 
result of selection by the program control routines of the exe cutive 
sys t em. 
When an i n terrupt oc curs it is fielded, identified, queued, and a return 
ma de t o the prog1· 11m currently b eing execu ted . Control is passed t o t h e proper 
program unit to proces s the ii1U\1·1·11pt on a time --av;i_ilab le basis. These program 
units are called un schedule d units. Unschedule d programs define system response 
to asynchronous events, while sched uled programs implement processes t hat are 
synchronous within the appli c ation r e quirements . 
Interrupts are usually enabled during executi on of any program t o a llow 
optimal s y stem rearonse to real-time req ui rements. Thi s may lead t o a n interrupt 
stack of predete rmined depth. The s tack is processed in las t in-f irst out (LIFO) 
order until the original interrupt processing is complete. 
Each program routine is str11cl urP.d so its e)(P.C uti on t:ime does not ex ceed 
a specified time interval . CPU requirements are expressed in terms of a repeti -
tion rate that describes the number of program units per second r equired for 
processing. 
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The algorithm analyzed for Scout missions is of the "preassigned itera-
tive cycle" system-type in which requirements are determined in advance of the 
mission and the s y stem structure is tailored to the specific mission. It is 
theref o re ne cessary that the executive allocate CPU time to operating applica-
tion programs based on cycle requirements of the missile system. The scheduler 
port ion of t h e e xe c utive will guarantee that each program unit will be executed 
within t he time r e qu i reme nts specified by the system designer. 
A typi c al structure for spaceborne flight programs control consists of a 
maj o r cyc le designed to handle the guidance and navigation functions and a minor 
cycle c on c erned with vehicle control and stability. Other computational cycles 
of interest are those concerned with telemetry processing, which usually occurs 
at a freque n cy simi lar t o that of the minor cycle. Also typically, the space-
b o rne c ompute rs i nput and output processing programs operate at the same fre-
q uency as the mino r cycle. 
The mino r cycle processing is accomplished at a high frequency consistent 
with the f requency of t h e real-time interrupts and vehicle stability. The major 
cyc le is pe r fo rme d on a low-frequency basis, usually being executed once for 
e ve r y 10 t o 50 mino r cyc les. The major c y cle . calculations are generally computed 
on a time-av a ilab le bas i s. That is, the minor cycle computational requirements 
are satisfi ed fi rst, with any time remaining until the next execution of the minor 
cyc le being us ed fo r c omputation of major cycle pr ogram elements. In the general 
c ase, computat ion wil l be completed before the time allocated for one complete 
cyc le. Ther e f or e , the next level of computations will be executed. These may be 
ei ther self-test programs or a dummy program to cause the CPU to idle. 
To il l ustrate, assume that there are five minor cycles for each major 
cyc le. Th e number o f r e a l -time interrupts that occur at fixed intervals are not 
s how n but ar e assumed. For example, five real-time i nterrupt cycles may occur 
during each mi n o r cyc le. I t has also been assumed that both the major and minor 
cyc l e computat ions will be completed prior to the end of the respective cycle, 
Th e program c ontrol functions govern t h e scheduling and operation of pro-
gram units within t h e spaceborne computer. P rogram control will comprise the fol-
l owing operatio ns: 
1) In i tiation o f program units; 
2) Scheduling of program units leading to the actual transfer of control 
t o the program unit selected to receive CPU time; 
3 )' Termi nati on of program units. 
Scheduled prog rams are o rganized into a set of interrelated computational 
cycle loops that refle c t the processing t i me r e quirements and sequencing rela-
tionships o f the programs. The computati on time all o cated to each loop is termed 
t h e basic c y c le time . Each program has an ass ociat e d i nteger, n, that indi c ates 
t h e f r e quency of loo p e xecuti on and c an a l s o be t ho u gh t of as representing the 
re lat ive pri o r i t y of pro grams i n that l oop wi t h r e spe c t t o pro grams in other loops. 
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The introduction of fre quency and prio r i ty occurs as a natural conse-
quence of the program selec tion algorithm. At t h e start of a basic cycle , the 
first program in the highest frequency loop is g iven CPU time. When that program 
completes execution , the next program in t he loop is selected. This process con -
tinues until the loop program list is exhausted. When that occurs, and when the 
basic cycle time has not expired, the next high est f requen cy loop is entered. 
The program selected is either the first one that has n ot yet re ceived CPU time 
for this computation cycle of the loop, or the one whose execution was suspended 
because of expiration of a basic cycle time. Entry t o a loop of given f re que n cy 
is not made until the CPU requirements for all higher f r equency loops are satis-
fied. 
The effect of this algorithm is to distribute CPU time to programs in 
proportion to their computational requirements, without requiring individual pro -
grams to be cognizant of the requirements of other programs, scheduled or unsched-
uled. 
At completion of the major cycle computation during a computa t ional cycle 
It maybe desirable to start the major cycle over o r start another program, such 
as a diagnostic or system-idle program. At the end of the computation cycle, the 
system may either ignore programs with suspended execution or complete them in the 
next available slack period. 
The overall functions of t he master cycle supervisor can be summarized 
as: 
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1) Return sequences are responsible for updating the status o f the pro-
gram previously in execution; 
2) The continue subroutine is always executed on r eentry to the master 
cycle. Its function is t o alert the system to computation cycle 
overloads (if they occur) and to initiate the selection of the next 
program. It also serves as a control point t o idle if t here is no 
program to execute; 
3) The select level subroutine is responsible for the processes neces-
sary to initiate and to complete a computation cyc le l oop , and fo r 
the selection of the loop from which the current program s hould be 
chosen; 
4) The select program subroutine selects a program and examines its 
status flags to determine whether it should be executed. Selection 
and examination continues until either a program is chosen or it is 
determined that a new computation cycle loo p should be entered; 
5) The dispatcher sets up entry conditions for t he selected pro gram and 
turns CPU control over t o it. 
Program schedule.- Program scheduling is t he set of functions employed 
in selecting a program to receive CPU time. There a re two distinct activi ties: 
1) Activat ion o f programs ready for execution; 
2) Select ion of a particular program to receive CPU time . 
Th e normal action engendered by this scheduling algorithm is t o execute 
a l l programs in t he highest priority computation cycle first. If time remains 
before t he nex t cycle is t o start, the next lower level is begun. This process 
continues unt i l all level s are exhausted and t h e scheduled program loop idles, 
o r until the expiration of a basic time cycle, which forces restart again at the 
highest level. I n passing fr om one level t o the next, if the new level has been 
previously completed, it will no t be restarted until t he basic cycle count reaches 
the restart value. Furth ermore, a given level will not be r eached until all 
higher level s have completed their curre nt comp utation cycle. 
Interrupt supervision.- The interrupt supervisor is designed t o provide 
a coherent system re sponse to as yn chr ono us inte rrupts by isolating the operations 
of programs re sponding t o t h e interrupt f r om t h e operation of scheduled pro grams, 
The p r imary in t errupt r outine i s entered under unpredictable conditions. 
To allow this routine t o execu te f reely wi t ho ut sacrificing minimal delay in re-
sponse under n o rmal ci r c umstances, the interrupt control mechanism should: 
1) Minimize the t i me required t o save and resto r e machine conditions; 
2) Run disabled as little as possib le; 
3) Permit multiple levels of stacked in ter r upts; 
4) Provide r outines with a way o f restoring any interrupt conditions 
t h ey may modify . 
The foll owing f unction s are required t o meet t hese requirements: 
1) A me t hod of saving and restoring machine conditions; 
2) A method of processing interrupt c ode appropriate to t he interrupt 
type in both primary- and secondary - level routines; 
3) A method of controlling multiple access t o interrupt routines. 
The primary interrupts of interest t o the e xecutive system ar e the real-
time interrupt and the ext e rnal interrupt. Other interrupts a vailable only re-
quire a mi nimum amount of servicing, primarily t o enable and disable the inter-
rupts. Program status will be stored in a save area on interr uption. Save areas 
wil l be chained t o form a last in- firs t out queue. 
Du ring an interrupt, machine conditions are saved in, and restored from, 
an area called an interrupt save area. The interrupt save area contains the con-
tents of any registers or scratch-pad memory addre ss e s that will be used in the 
i nterrupt routine and whose contents must be saved. I n addition, linkages to 
both t he nex t higher and l ower iO terrupt levels are s upplied, 
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